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SUMMARY

This dissertation analyses the problem o f  providing Key Management Infrastructure (KMl) in an ad 

hoc network. A novel solution is proposed designed and implemented that facilitates both types of 

KMl that are deployed in traditional networking environments, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and 

Symmetric Key Infrastructure (SKI). The basis o f  this solution is a complete threshold RSA 

scheme. This thesis also analyses the design o f  a complete threshold scheme and demonstrates the 

feasibility and utility o f  using complete threshold RSA as a key management tool in ad hoc 

networks.

An ad hoc network is defined here as an internetwork o f  heterogeneous computing devices that is 

created without requiring the existence o f  prior networking infrastructure. Nodes (members) o f  the 

network provide the network infrastructure themselves. Nodes communicate over dynamic 

multihop links (often wireless) from source to destination. Source, destination and hops in between 

the two (routing nodes) are possibly changing and or moving. The problem o f  providing basic 

services such as routing in this environment is a topic o f  a large amount o f  research. Providing 

higher level services such as the cryptographic security in such a network is similarly challenging 

due to the underlying nature o f  the network. This dissertation investigates the underlying problem 

in providing cryptographic security in an ad hoc networking environment, namely, the provision of 

key management services.

The desired key management solution is one which allows secure (keying) relationships to be 

established in a scalable manner. By this it is meant that the solution should enable 1-to-all or 1-to- 

many keying relationships be created readily (in-bands rather than by out-of-bands) rather than 1- 

to-1 or 1-to-N for small N. Thus the key management solution requires a Key Management 

Infrastructure (KMl), for example a Public Key Infrastructure or Symmetric Key Infrastructure. To 

be suitable for use in an ad hoc network the key management solution should not assume the 

existence o f  prior security infrastructure (physical or logical). For example the existence o f  a 

trusted third party is not required. The KMl should be fonned in ad hoc manner to mirror the 

fonnation o f  the underlying network infrastructure. The solution should be tailored to operate and 

exist in the challenging environment that an ad hoc network presents. For example, availability and 

security o f  the service should be considered due to the underlying problems in providing such 

services in an ad hoc network.

Existing work on key management is surveyed and it is shown that current key management 

solutions for ad hoc networks do not meet these criteria. Either the solutions assume the existence



o f prior security infrastructure or they do not use any Key M anagement Infrastructure and are 

therefore Mmited to cater for only small numbers o f secure relationships for example 1-to-l or 

small groups.

To solve this problem this thesis describes the creation o f  a multipurpose ad hoc Key Management 

infrastructure tool. A complete threshold RSA scheme (CTRSA) is designed and proven secure in 

the passive attacker (honest-but-curious) model. It is then shown that this complete Threshold RSA 

scheme can fulfil the criteria outlined above; namely, the creation o f  Key Management 

Infrastructure which facilitates securit>' relationships on a large scale basis. These key management 

infrastructures are tailored for use in an ad hoc network, in that they make use o f  threshold 

cryptography to tackle the trade-off between availability and security o f the service.

Two novel services are introduced, an ad hoc Threshold Certificate Authority (the core service in a 

Public Key Infrastructure) and an ad hoc Distributed Key Distribution service (the core service in a 

Symmetric Key Infrastructure). It is noted that the use o f  a Threshold Certificate Authority' service 

in an ad hoc network is not a novel suggestion however the creation o f this service in an ad hoc 

manner is novel. Also no prior solution for an ad hoc Symmetric Key Distribution ser\ ice exists. 

The basis o f  these ad hoc KMI services is the Complete Threshold RSA scheme.

A proof o f concept prototype was implemented to investigate the feasibility o f creating and 

operating such a KMI service on three hand-held devices in an ad hoc network. Timing results 

demonstrate the feasibility o f  such a service. The use o f  more resource constrained devices such as 

sensors is not considered.

This research investigates a possible solution to creating and operating o f  Key Management 

Infrastructure in an ad hoc network. Based on the findings o f this thesis further work on security in 

ad hoc networks, e.g. work on secure routing, can proceed with the valid assumption that a 

supporting Key M anagement Infrastructure can be created and operated successfully in such a 

network. This is a challenge this thesis sought to address.

Publications that directly relate to work in this thesis:
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Netw ork’, In proceedings o f  IEEE 2003 M ilitary Communications Conference (M1LCOM2003), 

Boston, MA, USA, Oct 2003.

[LD 005] B. Lehane, L. Doyle, D. O ’Mahony, ‘Ad Hoc Key M anagement Infrastructure’, In 

Proceedings o f  the IEEE International Conference on Information Technology (ITCC 2005), Las 

Vegas, Nevada, USA, April 4-6, 2005.
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Introduction

1.1 Ad Hoc Networks

“An ad hoc mobile network is a collection o f mobile nodes that are 

dynamically and arbitrarily located in such a manner that the 

interconnections between nodes are capable o f  changing on a continual 

basis. ” [RT99]

Mobile ad hoc networks have their roots in research conducted by the US Defence Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) begun in the early 1970s into packet radio networks and the 

Internet itself A second wave o f research activity began in the early 1990s with the advent of 

readily available Wi-Fi (802.11) radios and the setup in 1997 of the IETF chartered MANET 

(Mobile Ad Hoc Network) working group. The term ad hoc network is most often used to describe 

a multi-hop wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET). These networks consist of a variety of 

heterogeneous networking devices that communicate over wireless links. They are often described 

as infrastructure-less [RT99] networks however it is more accurate to describe them as networks 

that have no assumptions about the availability of fixed or static infrastructure. The network is not 

a service or piece of infrastructure over which network clients communicate. Rather the network is 

an entity made up o f the network participants, called nodes, trying to communicate with each other 

w ith the help of each other. The network nodes are the network infrastructure.
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Radio transmission is typically performed over short-range wireless links from one node to another, 

called single hop communication. Multi-hop communication is required when two communicating 

nodes are outside radio range o f each other. This requires other nodes in the network to relay 

communications on behalf o f  the source to the destination. This requires a routing protocol. “The 

primary goal o f  an ad hoc network routing protocol is correct and efficient route establishment 

between a pair o f nodes so that messages may be delivered in a timely manner” [RT99], This is a 

non-trivial task when there is no fixed infrastructure dedicated to the job  o f finding and maintaining 

routes, and forwarding packets along these routes through the network. This primarily is what 

distinguishes an ad hoc network from a fixed-infrastructure network e.g. Local Area Network 

(LAN) [LAN] or the Internet, and also mobile fixed-infrastructure wireless networks like WLAN 

[WLAN], and GSM [GSM]. In a LAN there is a fixed dedicated router which provides the service 

o f routing traffic from network clients on one subnet to clients on other subnets or from the LAN 

out on to the Internet. In GSM there is a fixed dedicated base-station which communicates data 

from client o f  the network to another. In an ad hoc network such assumptions about the availability 

o f fixed infrastructure cannot be made.

Providing routing functionality in such a network is a challenging problem. Existing routing 

protocols used on the Internet and other fixed network incur large overheads and are ineffective in 

ad hoc networks where connectivit>' and the network topology is rapidly changing in comparison to 

fixed networks. The IETF MANET working group [MANET] is exploring a number o f  protocols 

for ad hoc networks. These fit under two broad categories; reactive and proactive routing protocols.

A reactive routing protocol, e.g. DSR [DSR], AODV [AODV], maintains limited state about the 

network topology. When using a reactive protocol, each node maintains only the most recent route 

information in its route-cache. To locate a route to a destination, the source node must initiate a 

route request. This involves broadcasting a packet to his neighbours (nodes within wireless 

communication range) requesting a route to the destination. These nodes in turn propagate the same 

request until a route is found. The route response is sent to the source. The source sends its data 

packets to the destination via this newly acquired route. In a successful transmission, each hop 

along the way forwards data packets to the next hop in the route until the destination is reached.

The other category o f routing protocols, Proactive routing protocols (also called table driven), are 

stateful routing protocols, e.g. DSDV [DSDV]. These are more akin to protocols that are employed 

on the Internet. A proactive  routing protocol tries to maintain up-to-date information about all links 

in the network by propagating routing table updates throughout the network. Hybrid protocols such 

as ZRP [ZRP] aim to provide the best o f both protocols, by dividing the network in to zones. Local 

zone routing information is managed using a pro-active  protocol, but routing between zones uses a 

reactive protocol. Routing protocols are an active area o f research, see [RT99] for a survey.



Figure 1-1 depicts a multi-hop ad hoc network with a packet being sent from destination via a 

number o f intermediary nodes or hops.

Direct Connectivity 

►  Multihop Connectivity

Source

Destination

Ad-hoc Routers

Figure 1-1 Packet Delivery in a Multi-hop Ad Hoc Network 

1.1.1 Ad H oc N etw orks: A  G eneric N etw ork  Paradigm

For the purposes o f this thesis, an ad hoc network can be viewed not as a specific network with 

certain constraints like mobile nodes and wireless links, but as a generic network paradigm in 

which few or no assumptions exist about the nature of the network. Other networks can therefore 

be viewed as specific cases or instances o f this ad hoc network paradigm.

For example, the Internet can be described as an ad hoc network in which certain simplifying 

assumptions can be made. Some chief assumptions about the underlying network of the Internet are 

as follows: network is long-lived, good connectivity, wired infrastructure, fixed infrastructure, 

centralised services, non-mobile nodes. Even in pockets of the Internet which contain mobile 

devices connected by wireless LAN or GSM, there is fixed infrastructure in place to support these 

devices.

It is easy to see that a lot of protocol stack design for the specific case o f the Internet (e.g. routing, 

security, addressing) will not easily generalise to a pure ad hoc network. Without the simplifying
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assumptions that can be made, the networi\ protocol designs collapse. This ad hoc networking 

paradigm is a useful concept in designing protocols and systems for ad hoc networks. The ideas 

used in designing for this ad hoc network can be tailored to any particular network instance. Future 

voice and data traffic networks can be designed using this generic ad hoc networking paradigm.

It is readily apparent from this description of an ad hoc network that ad hoc networks are not a 

niche area of research but a natural extension of, and progression from communications 

technologies that have gone before it. With advances in radio and mobile computing technology, ad 

hoc networks in all their various incarnations are set to become a pervasive networking technology.

Current research in the area of wireless mobile ad hoc networks, often simply called ad hoc 

networks, has many diverse focal points. Initially the area o f routing protocols was the main topic 

o f research, because the primary function of a network is to route data. However as research in the 

area matures, applications and other issues are being researched more actively. One research area 

that is o f particular interest is security.

Security is particularly important in an ad hoc network in comparison to fixed network 

counterparts. Wireless communication is inherently more vulnerable to eavesdropping and/or 

malicious tampering with data than fixed network communication. Ad hoc networks are not only 

vulnerable to eavesdropping, but built on the premise o f eavesdropping. Multi-hop communication 

throughout the network requires others to overhear or eavesdrop and then forward data on behalf of 

other nodes. As such the importance of ciyptographic systems for protecting the security (privacy 

and authenticity) of data in ad hoc networks cannot be overstated.

Key management is the process o f establishing cryptographic keys between the encrypting and 

decrypting players in a ciyptographic system. It is the cornerstone o f cryptographic security. This 

role is elaborated upon further in Chapter 2. Key Management in an ad hoc network suffers from 

all the same problems as the routing protocols described above. A lack of fixed or dedicated Key 

Management Infrastructure presents a serious problem in providing cryptographic services in an ad 

hoc network. Moreover, due to the aforementioned nature of an ad hoc network the Key 

Management Infrastructure suffers not only from availability problems but a dramatically increased 

risk of attack.

1.2 Key Management In Ad Hoc Networks

This dissertation investigates and analyses the difficulty in providing key management solutions in 

an ad hoc network, and proposes a number of solutions to problems that have not been addressed in 

the literature.
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The problem is to design a key management solution that provides scalable' key establishment 

techniques between potentially large numbers o f nodes in an ad hoc network. Providing scalable 

key establishment techniques requires the use o f a Key M anagement Infrastructure. The problem 

can therefore be described as the problem o f  providing Key M anagement Infrastructure on an ad 

hoc networking infrastructure.

The KMl must be capable o f being initiated or created in an ad hoc manner. That is, the Key 

Management Infrastructure must be ad hoc in the same manner that the network infrastructure is ad 

hoc. The solution must be distributed in order to tackle the problem o f availability in the network 

due to the mobility o f nodes, and the sporadic nature o f  network connectivity. The solution must 

not suffer increased vulnerability to compromise due to the distributed nature o f the service.

1.3 Objectives

The over-riding goal o f this thesis is to tackle the shortcomings in the literature on the topic o f  Key 

M anagement solutions for ad hoc netw'orks. This dissertation analyses the problem o f  providing 

key management solutions and in particular Key M anagement Infrastructure (KM l) in an ad hoc 

network. To tackle this problem a multipurpose ad hoc Key Management Infrastructure (KMl) 

service is designed. This service can be employed in the creation o f a Public Key Infrastructure or a 

Symmetric Key Infrastructure; hence it is called a multipurpose ad hoc KM l service. The 

crj'ptographic tool or foundation o f this service is a complete Threshold RSA scheme. Therefore 

there are two strands to the research in this dissertation. One strand tackles the high level problem 

o f  designing Key Management Infrastructure service that is suitable for an ad hoc network. The 

other strand tackles the low level design o f  the enabling cryptographic tools for this key 

management solution.

The multipurpose ad hoc KM l service designed in this thesis facilitates the creation o f two o f the 

most commonly deployed Key M anagement Infrastructures in fixed networks: a Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI) and a Symmetric Key Infrastructure (SKI). This thesis demonstrates that the 

type o f theoretical constructs or protocols required to do this exist in the cryptographic literature 

today. These protocols can be combined securely. A prototype multipurpose ad hoc KM l se n ’ice is 

implemented to demonstrate the feasibility o f these proposals.

The goals o f this dissertation are:

1. To provide a comprehensive survey and analysis o f prominent work tackling the problem 

o f  key management in ad hoc networks and identify the need for an ad hoc Key 

Management Infrastructure.

' The term scalable refers to the manner and ease by w hich k ey in g  relationships can be setup betw een nodes in the 
network. An in-bands m ethod (as opposed  to ou l-of-bands) o f  estab lish ing authenticated keys is required for the key 
m anagem ent solution to serve m ore than a sm all number o f  network nodes.
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2. To design an ad hoc Key Management Infrastructure to tackle the current deficiencies in 

the literature.

3. To design a secure complete Threshold RSA scheme. This involves finding com patible 

protocols for shared RSA Key Generation and threshold RSA and proving the security o f 

this combination o f  protocols.

4. To demonstrate the feasibility and utility o f this complete Threshold RSA scheme as the 

foundations o f a multipurpose ad hoc KM l service.

5. To provide a comprehensive analysis o f  complete threshold RSA protocols, their 

underlying mathematical structure and the security o f these protocols as a guide to further 

protocol design.

1.4 Scientific Contribution O f Thesis

The contribution o f the work in this thesis is as follows

1) The design o f a multipurpose ad hoc KMl based on a Complete Threshold RSA scheme 

(CTRSA) to tackle the problem o f  creating and operating Key Management hifrastructurc 

in an ad hoc network.

2) Solving the underlying problem o f creating a secure Complete Threshold RSA scheme 

(CTRSA). This was achieved by the combining a number o f  protocols for shared RSA key 

generation and threshold RSA signing and providing a proof o f security for this 

combination o f protocols.

3) The implementation o f  a proof o f concept prototype ad hoc KMl which demonstrates the 

feasibility o f  operating a three member service on three hand-held computing devices.

4) The design o f  a SKI for an ad hoc network.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The outline o f the dissertation is as follows:

In Chapter 2 the subject o f  Key Management is introduced and elaborated upon. Key Management 

solutions for traditional networks are discussed, and difficulties in adapting these solutions to an ad 

hoc network are highlighted. In Chapter 3 proposals for key management in ad hoc networks are 

analysed and compared. In Chapter 4 the deficiencies in these proposed solutions are highlighted 

and the novel notion o f  a multipurpose ad hoc Key Management Infrastructure service is
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introduced. Tiie design o f this multipurpose ad hoc KMI service assumes the existence o f  a 

com plete Threshold RSA scheme. It is therefore necessary to design a complete threshold RSA 

scheme that is suitable for this ad hoc K.M1 service, in Chapter 5 current research on threshold RSA 

is reviewed in a novel manner. The underlying m athematics o f these systems is compared, and their 

security is analysed. The most suitable protocol for an ad hoc KMI service is identified, in Chapter 

6 m ultipaity computations are introduced and research on shared RSA key generation is presented. 

Using the theory explored in Chapters 5 and 6, a com plete threshold RSA scheme is designed and 

proven secure in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 the implementation o f a prototype o f the ad hoc KMI 

service is discussed. Chapter 9 demonstrates how this multipurpose ad hoc KMI service can be 

used to provide a variety o f Key M anagement Infrastructure services in ad hoc networks. In 

particular, this chapter outlines how this ad hoc KMI service can be used to form a Public Key 

hifrastructure or a Symmetric Key Infrastructure or both. A further application to the problem o f 

distributed group membership management is also discussed. The thesis conclusions are given in 

chapter 10.
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j Key Management

2.1 Introduction

Key M anagem ent in ad hoc netw orks is the focus o f  this thesis, and this chapter provides an 

introduction to  the field o f  key m anagem ent. A basic understanding o f  cryptography is assum ed, 

w hile the specific  area o f  key m anagem ent is covered com prehensively . In sections 2.2 and 2.3, 

G lyptography and the role o f  key m anagem ent are introduced. In section 2.4, traditional approaches 

to key m anagem ent are described. The latter part o f  the chapter focuses on ad hoc netw orks. In 

section 2.5, the particu lar features o f  an ad hoc netw ork w hich dictate how  well these traditional 

approaches to  key m anagem ent apply to an ad hoc netw ork scenario, are discussed.

N ote that public key ciyp tography  is covered in m ore detail in A ppendix 12. Threshold 

G lyptography is covered extensively  in C hapter 5. For a good introduction or reference on 

cryptography  see [Schneir95] or [M V V 97].

2.2 Cryptographic security

C ryptology is the science o f  m aking and breaking codes; cryptography and cryptanalysis 

respectively . These codes represent protected data. The protected  data is the output o f  a 

cryptographic algorithm  operated  on the input data. The four typical form s o f  protection sought are 

privacy (data is encrypted), authenticity  (sender o f  data is verified), integrity (data has not been 

altered since it left sender) or non-repudiation  (digital signature on the data, authenticity' that can be



verified by a tiiird party). There is a wealtl: of uses for such cryptographic protection or security. 

For example, stored files can be encrypted protect their privacy. Data transmission can be 

encrypted to maintain privacy, or authenticity and integrity. Digital money can be created. Digital 

contracts can be signed.

Telecommunications networks employ cryptography to provide all or some of these services 

(privacy, integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation). It is too difficult to secure a communications 

medium by physical protection, so the data transferred on the medium must be protected by the use 

o f cr>'ptographic algorithms. However, the best cryptographic algorithms in the world are of no use 

without the cryptographic keys that empower them.

The security of the cryptographic algorithm, called a cryptosystem  when used for 

encryption/decryption, derives from the fact that the decryption key is secret rather than the 

algorithm itself. This is a fundamental tenet of cry ptography stated in the literature as early as 1883 

‘'Compromise of the system should not inconvenience the correspondents”. Cryptographic 

Militaire, Kerchoffs 1883. [Kahn96].

Therefore establishing and maintaining secret the decryption keys used in the system, or what is 

typically termed key management, is the major challenge of cry ptography. Or as put by Schneier:

"In the real world key management is the hardest part o f  cryptography. Designing secure 

cryptographic algorithms and protocols isn ’t easy, hut you can rely on a large body o f  

academic research. Keeping the keys secret is much harder. Cryptanalysts often attack 

symmetric and public key cryptosystems through their key management".

[Scheneir95, p. 169]

2.3 Key Management

Key management is defined here as the system or techniques employed to provide authenticated 

key establishment between parties using a cryptosystem. By authenticated it is meant that the 

parties involved in the key establishment protocol are assured of the identity’ of the other parties in 

the protocol.

Key Management is the major topic of this thesis, in particular, the problem of providing effective 

key management in an ad hoc network. Key management techniques depend largely on the type of 

cr>'ptography in use. There are two main branches o f cryptography:

• Symmetric key cryptography

" The lerm identity- is used loose ly  here. Iden tity  m ay refer to the nam e o f  another party, but more generally  can be any 
id en tifi’ing  characteristic. For exam ple, an other party may be id en tified  as a group m em ber or a p o lice  man or a valid  
system  user or m achine, w ithout id en tify in g  w ho the other party is in term s o f  the traditional sense o f  the word iden tity.
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•  Public key cryptography (also called asymmetric key cryptography).

In symmetric cryptography, the key used to encrypt, decrypt or authenticate the data traffic between 

the communicants, e.g. Alice and Bob, is a secret held by both o f them known as a symmetric key.

In public key cryptography a key pair is used. The key pair consists o f a private key (for 

decryption) and a public key (for encryption). The public key is freely known by all in the system 

and is used to encrypt data, hence the term public. The corresponding private key is known only by 

the intended recipient o f  the enciypted data. This private key is used to decrypt the data^ encrj pted 

with the public key. The public key cannot be used to decrypt the data or to compute the private 

key. Such a system is called a public key ciyptosystem. It is also called an asymmetric cryptosystem 

to denote the asymmetry between the public and private key used in encryption and decryption 

respectively.

A further application o f public key cryptography is in the creation o f digital signature schemes 

[DH76]. In a digital signature scheme the private key is used to sign messages. Any member can 

check or verify the signature using the signer’s public key. These digital signatures can be used to 

authenticate messages and to provide non-repudiation, a property that symmetric cryptography 

cannot provide. Non-repudiation is the property roughly analogous to hand-written signatures 

owing to the uniqueness o f the signature a signer cannot deny that he signed something, for 

example, a cheque or a contract.

Further details on public key cryptography, its history and the mathematics that underpin it can be 

found in Appendix 12. This appendix contains details on one-way functions, one-way trapdoor 

functions, public key cryptosystems, digital signature schemes, public key distribution (Dijfie- 

Helhnan key distribution/agreement) and RSA [RSA78], the de facto standard public key 

cryptosystem and digital signature scheme.

Because the encryption key in a public key cryptosystem does not need to be a guarded secret, it 

can be made available publicly, and key management is made somewhat easier. However, key 

management in both symmetric and public key systems still presents many challenges.

2.3.1 Thesis Focus And Boundaries

The challenge this thesis seeks to address is to provide a scalable key management solution for ad 

hoc networks. A scalable solution is one which allows network nodes to conveniently (i.e. via in

bounds methods) establish secure associations (keying relationships). This requires creation o f  a 

Key M anagement Infrastructure. A KMl provides a logical bridge between pairs or groups o f nodes

 ̂ T ypically  the data encrypted is a sym m etric cryptographic key. K. This k e \ K is then used to encrypt the data. T his is 

because sym m etric cryptography is far m ore effic ien t than public key cryptography. A second reason is to preserve the 

freshness o f  the public key. Sym m etric cryptosystem s also  use this technique, w here long-term  keys are used to encrypt 

session  keys. The se ss ion  keys encrypt the actual data that is being sent.
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w ishing  to  estabhsh iveying relationships. By em ploy ing  a KM I a potentially  large num ber o f  

netw ork  nodes can avail o f  security  services w ithout requiring all pairs or groups o f  nodes to 

m aintain long-term  keying relationships or to  be physically  co-located.

This thesis will focus on providing a Key M anagem ent Infrastructure solution that can be created in 

an ad hoc m anner and operated in the challenging  environm ent that an ad hoc netw ork provides. 

T he service should be created w ithout the assum ption o f  prior infrastructure, e.g. a trusted  third 

party. The service should be tailored to  deal w ith the possibly sporadic connectivit>' that is inherent 

in a m obile ad hoc netw ork. T herefore it m ust not rely on single cen tralised  servers to provide Key 

M anagem ent Infrastructure services. It m ust be able to  continue to  provide service even i f  m em bers 

o f  the service are m issing o r attacked and therefore  not responding  or corrupted .

A p ro o f o f  concept proto type m ust be im plem ented to dem onstrate the feasib ility  o f  providing such 

a service using constrained com puting  devices such as hand-held PDAs.

Some bounds on the solution design are as follows:

M ore extrem ely  constrained  com puting devices such as netw ork sensors are not considered to 

provide the Key M anagem ent Infrastructure service.

The ad hoc netw ork is assum ed to  be stable during  the creation period o f  the service. That is, 

netw ork  partitions are assum ed not to occur during  service inception. If a partition occurs w hich 

prevents m em bers o f  the service creating  the service successfully  the process m ust be redone. 

N etw ork  m erge and partition are tolerated  during operation  o f  the service providing a threshold o f  

service m em bers is still available to  provide service.

The service is created w ith the aid o f  user in tervention . T hat is, current design does not provide a 

trust m anagem ent m echanism  to allow  for devices to decide autom atically  w hich devices to trust 

and/or incorporate into the creation  o f  a KMI service.

The decision o f  how  m any m em bers and w hat size threshold  to  create in the service is not 

considered. D ynam ic alteration  o f  the threshold  size is not provided for in the design but may be 

added.

The creation o f  the service assum es that m em bers o f  the service only m ount passive attacks ( if  any) 

during  the service creation protocol (honest-bu t-curious attacker).

D uring operation o f  the service m onitoring  corrup t or com prom ised players and rem oval o f  these 

p layers is considered to  be an external service and outside the scope o f  th is system .
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2.4 Key Management In Traditional Networks

It is useful to begin a discussion on tcey management by looi<.ing at 'traditional' key management 

techniques. The word ‘traditional’ is used to refer to the typical methods o f key management that 

are employed outside o f ad hoc networking, and in particular, those techniques employed on fixed 

(as opposed to ad hoc) communications networks. Fixed communications networks include both 

wired (e.g. POTS, LAN, the Internet) and wireless networks (e.g. GSM , W ireless LAN).

A broad look at the traditional techniques o f key management commonly used in practice is 

presented. In this chapter these traditional techniques are loosely classified into four main 

categories: Physical key exchange, Symmetric Key Infrastructure (SKI), Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI) and Group keying. The first three categories are presented in the order o f 

their relative scalability. Group keying is a distinct categoi'y o f key management techniques and 

shouldn’t be compared to the other three in terms o f  scalability. The chapter closes with a 

discussion on the challenges faced in applying these solutions to an ad hoc netw'orking 

environment. The term scalable here is used with reference to the keying relationships facilitated 

and/or required by the particular key m anagement technique. Key management solutions scale 

differently in terms o f  the number o f  long-term keying relationships that need to exist in the system 

to facilitate all potential secure associations and how readily new secure relationships can be 

formed.

2.4.1 Physical Key Exchange And O ther Out-Of-Bands M ethods

The first key management technique that will be discussed is the most obvious and basic method o f 

establishing authenticated keys between two parties: physical exchange o f  the keying material. 

Physical key exchange occurs when communicating parties, say Alice and Bob, use some physical 

means (e.g. touch) to exchange the key that is to be used to secure their future communications.

Exchanging this key securely requires a secure channel over which the parties can communicate 

this key. This secure channel can take many forms. For example, a private conversation can be 

used to exchange a key in person prior to initiating communications, or the key can be entered into 

the two communicating devices manually. This basic method o f key establishment is still employed 

on even the most modern o f networking technologies, for example 802.11 [WLAN] and Bluetooth 

[Bluetooth]. Similarly, a book o f  keys (a code-book) might be exchanged during a private meeting. 

Both o f these methods are dependent on physical proximity o f the communicants at some stage 

prior to their encrypted communications. This is not always possible.

In cases where physical proximity is not possible, some other method o f delivei7  o f  the secret key 

from the source to the destination is needed. For example, the codebook may be left at a secret drop 

o ff point. Alternatively, another secure out-of-bands channel can be used, for example if 

communicating on the Internet a key can be exchanged by telephone (out-of-bands channel). Out-



of-bands implies key establishment takes place outside the communications channel on which the 

secured traffic is carried. This assumes o f course that the phone call is over a secure medium and 

not likely to be intercepted. Typically this is not true and really only provides minimal security by 

forcing an attacker to intercept traffic on more than one channel before it can be decrypted.

Other primitive out-of-bands authenticated key establishment methods involve the use o f a trusted 

third party to physically deliver the secret key. In Figure 2-1 a number o f physical key 

establishment methods are depicted, where two parties Alice and Bob are trying to establish a 

cryptographic key to be used later to secure the telecommunications channel.

Primitive Key Exchange

Carrier Pidgeon

Trusted CourierA: Source
Destination

Sealed Letter

Figure 2-1 Primitive Key Exchange

Physical key exchange, or any other out-of-bands method o f key exchange described above, is veiy 

inconvenient in a modem telecommunications network (o f any sort e.g. telegraph, telephone, 

Internet). The delay between key deployment and the initiation o f secure communications makes it 

all but impractical.

Indeed, the problem is exacerbated when a number o f parties in a communications network wish to 

communicate securely. In this scenario, i f  the network consists o f ii nodes and every pair o f nodes 

in the network may want to communicate with each other privately then

n ( n - \ )  o,
----------- = 0(n~) Equation 2-1

keys are required. This exponential key exchange problem is unmanageable in a large network o f 

users, for example just 100 nodes requires 0(5000) keys using the above fonnula. As such physical
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key exchange does not scale well as a key m anagem ent solution. The use o f  a sym m etric key 

infrastructure, d iscussed  below , provides a m ore scaleable solution.

2.4.2 A Symmetric Key Infrastructure (SKI)

The second key m anagem ent technique discussed is a symmetric key infrastructure. A sym m etric 

key infrastructure em ploys a trusted third party (TTP) called a Key D istribution C entre  (K D C ) to 

facilita te  authenticated  sym m etric key establishm ent betw een parties in the system . For the purpose 

o f  d iscussion a tw o party  exam ple w'ill be used w here A lice and Bob are try ing to establish a shared 

sym m etric key, called the session key.

T he basis o f  a KD C schem e is that the K D C acts as a trusted  carrier as in the previous section 

(Section  2.4.1). H ow ever the KD C does not physically  transport the session key betw een the tw'o 

parties o r use any o ther out-of-bounds m ethod o f  key delivery. The KDC m akes use o f  the secret 

keys it already shares individually  w ith A lice and Bob to  securely  (m aintain ing privacy and 

au thentication) establish  a session key betw een them . A sim plified protocol (insecure'^) is presented 

in F igure 2-2.

Basic KDC

-► B o bAlice KDC

A-KDC B-KDC

Figure 2-2 Basis o f  S ym m etr ic  Key Distribution

Figure 2-2 show s the session key K  is transm itted  in-hounds, i.e. over the sam e channel or m edium  

that A lice and Bob subsequently  use to  com m unicate, w here Ea-kdc(K) denotes the  session key K  

encrypted  w ith the secret key that ex ists betw een the KDC and A lice. This m akes the schem e 

convenien t for securing com m unications in real tim e, and adds to the scalability  o f  the  key 

m anagem ent system .

'' A real protocol used by the K DC to securel) establish  the session  key betw een  the tw o parties is non-trivial to design  
and is not d iscussed  here. A protocol that is designed  with basic authentication and privacy applied on a per m essage  
basis, as in the sim plified  protocol that is illustrated here, is subject to a number o f  attacks e.g. replay, in terlea v in g  
[BG H .IK M Y9I ]. A  rigorous analysis o f  secure au th en tica tion  p ro to c o ls  and a u th en tic a te d  key exch an ge p r o to c o ls  can be 
found in the fo llo w in g  papers [B R 93]. [D vO W 92], [B C K 98].
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The number o f long-term keying relationships required in the system is N, that is, one key per 

client shared with the KDC. The KDC needs to store and maintain N  keys while each client only 

needs to maintain one key. The reduction in the num ber o f long-term keying relationships required 

which is achieved by introducing a trusted third party also greatly improves the scalability o f the 

system. Further variations include the use o f symmetric-key certificates [p555M vOV97], to reduce 

the number o f keys the KDC needs to store to one m aster key, or hybrid versions which exchange 

public keys (not symmetric keys) using a KDC as a broker are described in [NS78].

A key management system based on a KDC assum es the KDC is available or online to service key 

establishment requests. It also assumes the KDC is secure and resistant to attack. It assumes that 

the KDC has established a secure association (keying material or a key) between all end-points, i.e. 

shares a secret key with every node in the network and is trusted by all in the network. Note, trust 

in the KDC is total i.e. not only does the KDC provide the authentication service between the 

parties in the system, the KDC learns the keys established between the parties in the system.

The initial establishment o f secret keys between the endpoints and the KDC suffers from all the 

problems associated with physical key exchange. Typically, the KDC and the user share a 

password, which is memorised by the user and entered into the KDC by a network administrator. 

Such a key establishment service can be difficult to provide if the network is large, it is typically 

employed on centrally administered Local Area Networks, or where a centralised third party 

resides on the communications link naturally. For example, in a cellular network the base station 

can act as a KDC without incurring much overhead. This is termed an inline KDC [p547 MVV97].

2.4.3 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

The third key management technique discussed employs public key cryptography. D iffie’s paper 

[DH76] “New directions in ciyptography” seems to pave the way for trivial key management. His 

revolutionary idea is that these ‘secret’ enci^ption keys needn’t be kept ‘secret’ at all; they can in 

fact be public. The decryption key needs to be ‘secret’ or private, but the encryption key can be 

made public and therefore easily obtained and used by all in the system to encry pt traffic to the key 

holder. The term asymmetric cryptography is derived from this asym m etry between encryption and 

decryption keys. The security o f  the system relies on the fact that the decryption key cannot be 

computed from the encr>ption key (see Appendix 12 for details o f how this is achieved). The 

encryption key, because it is public, can be com m unicated not only in-bounds (i.e. over the same 

communications channel) but in clear-text (i.e. unencrypted) without problems in the presence of 

eavesdroppers.

2.4.3.1 Public Key M anagement Problems

Key establishment in a public key ciyptosystem appears far easier than with symmetric 

cryptography. After all the key establishment protocol can be conducted over a public channel, an
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eavesdropper^ doesn’t pose a threat to the security o f  such a system. That is, an eavesdropper who 

learns the public key cannot use it to decrypt traffic encrypted with that public key. However, 

active adversaries can still pose a significant threat. This is because key establishment typically 

requires authenticity'. For example, if Alice wants to communicate privately with Bob, she will 

typically retrieve B ob’s public key from somewhere. She then encrypts a message with this public 

key and sends it to Bob. Bob uses the con'esponding private key for his public key to decrypt the 

message.

The problem with the above example is the word somewhere. Where does Alice locate or obtain 

the public key? Bob can send the public key over the open channel as it is a public value. However 

an active attacker can intercept this message and change it. For example, the attacker Mallory can 

intercept and swap the public key communicated from Bob to Alice for his own public key ( i.e. the 

corresponding private key is known to Mallory). Mallor>' can now decrypt the messages intended 

for Bob because Alice has used a false public key for Bob.

As a further measure in the attack Mallory can also go undetected, and eavesdrop on further 

com m unications, by re-encr>'pting the communication from Alice with the public key o f Bob and 

forwarding it to him. Bob then decrypts the message using his private key and is unaware that 

Mallory has already seen it. This type o f  attack is the well known attack [DY81] that has become 

known as a man-in-the-middle (MIM) attack.

A general definition for a man-in-the-middle attack (MIM) on a protocol is given here as the tenn 

is used repeatedly:

A man-in-the-middle attack is an attack on a public key protocol M’herein 

the attacker impersonates both the sender and receiver o f  data in the 

protocol and injects, deletes or otherM’ise tnodifies messages between the 

parties. The result is that the sender and receiver believe they are sharing 

an authentic and private channel and are not aware o f  the tnan-in-the- 

middle that is subverting the protocol.

A simple countermeasure against M allory’s attack is to use a trusted side-channel, for example, a 

phone call to check that the public key that Alice receives is the one that Bob sent and hasn’t been 

altered en route. Alice calls out the digits contained in the public key and Bob verifies them. This 

counterm easure can work on a small scale (assuming Alice recognises Bob’s voice easily) but does 

not scale to large networks where for example Bob is communicating with many people securely. 

M oreover, this countermeasure removes much o f the benefit that the public key cr>ptosystem is 

intended to provide, namely a fast in-bounds method o f establishing cryptographic keys. Again

An Eavesdropper is often termed a passive adversary
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even in the public key cryptosystem scenario, some form o f  Key Management Infrastructure (KMI) 

is needed to authenticate i<.ey estabHshment.

An alternative to com m unicating the public key from Bob to Alice is to use a trusted third party to 

maintain a public file, as Diffie [DH76] envisions, which contains all the public keys in the system 

and a m apping to the identity o f the so called public key owner. The public keys are stored along 

with the user’s name and address, for example. This public file can be read by anyone (it is public) 

but it is protected by “elaborate w'rite protection” to prohibit unauthorised modification o f the file. 

Rivest [RSA78] suggests that communications from the public file should be digitally signed so as 

to prevent an adversary from altering a response from the public file.

A similar alternative mentioned earlier is to use an online KDC as a broker for authentic public key 

transferral [NS78]. Kohnfelder [Kohn78] advises that instead each entry in the public file should be 

signed by a trusted third party (TTP). The signed entries are called certificates and the trusted third 

party has come to be known in the literature as the Certificate Authority (CA). There is no need for 

elaborate write protection on the public file as the C A ’s signature on the certificates ensures the 

entries are legitimate. These certificates can be held at other locations, i.e. the public file can be 

divided and replicated, to avoid a bottleneck.

By inserting a lifetime or expiry information the CA can go offline and still the public key 

certificates persist in the system. The use o f a trusted third party, the Certificate Authority!, to bind a 

public key to a name (or some other attribute) so as to secure the use o f public keys against active 

attackers is the back-bone o f  what is generally called a Public K ey Infrastructure  (PKI).

The tenn Public K ey Infrastructure  (PKI) as used in this thesis means: the trusted third party 

(certificate issuer), the certificates and whatever services (e.g. online directories or certificate 

repositories) are needed to support a public key cryptosystem. The public key infrastructure 

facilitates authenticated public key establishment.

The term Public Key Infrastructure Service is used in this thesis to describe the backbone or the 

service that underpins the KMI, that is the Certificate Authority in the case o f  a PKI.

2.4.3.2 Public Key Infrastructure Models

The most common PK I models in the literature are discussed briefly. P K I models var>' according to 

the trust model and certificate model they employ.

The term trust model fPerl99] is used to imply the organisation o f the certificate issuer architecture. 

Namely, who is trusted to issue certificates in the system. For example, if there is a Certificate 

Authority trusted by all in the system to issue certificates then this represents a centralised trust 

model. If anyone in the system can issue certificates, this represents a decentralised trust model.
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The term certificate model is used to describe the type o f contents that are signed in the certificates 

o f the PKI model. A general definition o f  a public key certificate modified slightly from [p559 

MvOV97] is given here:

A public-key certificate is a data structure consisting o f a data part and a signature part. The data 

part contains cleartext data including, as a minimum, a public key and a string identifying the entity 

(human name, server, client machine, authorisation, credential or something else) to be associated 

therewith. The signature part consists o f  the digital signature o f a certificate issuer over the data 

part, thereby binding the entity to the specified public key. The public key certificate is a vehicle 

by which public keys may be stored, distributed or fow arded  over unsecured media without danger 

o f undetectable manipulation. The objective is to make one entity’s public key available to others 

such that its authenticity (i.e. its status as the true public key o f that entity) and validity, as attested 

to by the certificate signer, are verifiable.

For short the following notation, <entity, public key>, will be used to indicate the primary or 

distinguishing contents that are bound  together by a certificate, i.e. the entity and the public key. 

The certificate model has a m ajor bearing on trust management. The term trust management 

[BFL96] is used to describe the process by which the contents o f a certificate and corresponding 

keys are interpreted and validated by the verifier. As a straightforward example, if a certificate 

binds a person’s name to his public key then a verifier can use this public key to authenticate a 

message from the named person. However, if the certificate is to be used to authorise logon to a 

machine, then the certificate may need to take a different format e.g. binding an authorisation to a 

public key <authorisation,pk> , rather than a name to a public key, <name,pk>.

Z  50 9  P K I m o d e l fX . 5091

The X.509 [X.509] is the PKI model used on the internet by protocols such as SSL/TLS [ResOO], 

S/MIME [S/MIME], and IPSEC [IPSEC]. In the X.509 PKI model a certificate binds a name or 

identity to a public key, i.e. it is a signature on a <name, public key> binding. The certificates in 

this certificate model are tem ied name certificates in this thesis.

Originally, it was the intention o f the X.509 system to employ a global (i.e. world-wide) root CA. 

The trust model employed in X.509 assumes a centralised hierarchical certificate authority. The 

root CA issues certificates to sub-CAs which in turn issue certificates to end users. A certificate is 

accepted by a verifier, i.e. the verifier accepts that the binding in the certificate is true, if the 

verifier can find a certificate path  from the certee to the root CA. The requirement o f a global CA 

is obviously impractical. Subsequent revisions o f the X.509 standard [X.509] evolved from a truly 

global (i.e. world-wide) root CA to a system-wide root CA. This made the deployment o f an X.509 

PKI practical. Currently, internet browsers contain a number o f  certificates from different so called 

root CAs. These CAs are commercial companies such as Verisign, Thwate and Baltimore, they 

have no common root rather they are separate distinct PKIs operating in parallel.



P K l model in PG P [PGP]

Pretty Good Privacy or PGP [PGP] introduced a different PKl model designed to enable secure e- 

mail. I  here is no dependence on a global or even system wide trusted third party to act as a 

Certificate Authority. In the PGP system anyone (not a system wide trusted third party) can create 

certificates, i.e. sign statements binding names (or identities) to keys, creating a <name,key> 

binding. Unlike Diffie’s [DH76] public file or K ohnfelder’s [Kohn78] and later X .509’s [X.509] 

Certificate Authority a system wide trusted third party is not necessary in this system. The 

certificates are created by anyone in the system and as such certificate issuance is completely 

decentralised. These certificates are put in a public directory or distributed manually by the certee 

him self to the verifier using the certificate.

Alice establishes trust in a <name,key> binding by finding certificates for that name key binding, 

issued by people she trusts calls trusted introducers [PGP]. .A trusted introducer may be a CA but it 

also may be anyone else in the system whose public key Alice knows and she designates as a 

trusted introducer. Because o f the decentralised nature o f the system, i.e. the lack o f a single 

system wide trusted introducer (as in the case with a CA), certificates in PGP are designed to 

contain multiple signatures, i.e. signatures from many different signers. This allows a verifier a 

better chance o f finding a signer that she regards as a trusted introducer on the certificate she is 

trying to verify.

The trust model in PGP has been described as a weh-of-trust [PGP], it encom passes the CA model 

but also this less centralised, less hierarchical model described above. The weh-of-trust terminology 

stems from the fact that multiple certificate or trust paths exist from one node to another rather than 

the single trust path that exists in a centralised CA based PKl. There is also the notion o f six 

degrees o f  separation, which suggests that “any person in the world can determine some link to any 

other person in the world using six or fewer other people as intennediaries. This is a web o f 

introducers" [PGP].

As more and more certificates are produced in the system, gradually a web-of-trust emerges. The 

actual implementation o f PGP however does not allow for trust to be transferred through six 

degrees o f  separation. An introducer must be trusted directly for a certificate to be trusted, i.e. the 

implementation only uses a single hop web-of-trust rather than a multi-hop web o f trust. Certificate 

verification works as follows. Let A -> B denote that A has issued a certificate for B. This 

terminology is used repeatedly and so it is noted here. ‘A has issued a certificate for B ’ implies A 

has signed a certificate containing the binding <B, public key>. Alice wishing to find the public 

key o f  Bob may for example find the following certificates, Alice-> Henry, Henry Bob. She 

then decides whether to trust this public key for Bob based on whether or not she considers Henry 

to be a trusted introducer.
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The current PGP implementation allows Alice to specify degrees o f  trust she holds in an introducer, 

e.g. marginal or complete. The software can then be configured to require two marginally trusted 

introducers’ signatures on a certificate, or one completely trusted introducer to verify a certificate. 

PGP is designed specifically for secure email and is employed by many users on the internet. 

However PGP’s completely decentralised trust model, though useful for secure email, is not secure 

enough [BFL96] for a broader range o f network applications. Moreover, this method o f  certificate 

issuance does not scale beyond a limited set o f users. For the system to scale up, a hierarchical CA 

type system must be employed [PGP], [Perl99].

Attribute Certificates: an extension to X .509 PK I m odel

Often a name or identity doesn’t convey veiy much information about a person. Other attributes 

can contain far more infonnation, for example rank and serial number in the army. An extension to 

the X.509 [X.509] PKI model is the use o f attribute certificates in tandem with name certificates. 

An attribute certificate as defined in X9.57 [X.509] binds an attribute to a distinguished name, that 

is it takes the form <name, attribute>. These certificates convey a right or authorisation on the 

holder o f the name or identity in this certificate. Their purpose is for use in tandem with X.509 

name certificates to provide authorisation rather than identification. This can be useful in 

facilitating trust management - for example the certificate can be used by an application when 

making decisions on access control to resources. This precludes the need to check the person 

(perhaps via an access control database on another machine) identified in the certificate has 

permission to access the resource. However an extra layer o f  certificates is involved.

An alternative to attribute certificates is to place particular attributes in the extension field o f X.509 

certificates [X.509]. Standard attributes accommodate information related to key usage, certificate 

policy and alternate names, for example. However there is nothing to stop an implementation 

where non-standard attributes are entered, such as age, credit rating, access rights etc. An 

inconvenience o f this model is that the Certificate Authority may be an authority on the name-to- 

key binding, but it is unlikely to be an authority on other attributes, e.g. the person’s credit rating. 

Other complications also arise by m ixing more than one attribute in the same certificate. If any 

attribute changes the certificate must be revoked, placing an overhead on all applications which 

employ the certificate whether or not the application is interested in the particular attribute that has 

altered.

PK I m odel in SPKI

A further model o f  PKI is Simple Public Key Infrastructure [SPKI]. The certificate model in SPKI 

[SPKI] seeks to dispense with names when not needed and provide what are termed here 

authorisation certificates. These authorisation certificates take the form <authorisation, key>. The 

entity in the certificate becomes the authorisation or permission rather than the name or identity of
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a person. Thus this certificate model acknowledges the fact that the attributes and consequent 

authorisations are often more important than names or identity, and in fact, names can often be 

ignored. SPKI can be viewed as providing an authorisation infrastructure rather than an 

authentication infrastructure. This use o f <authorisation, key> bindings rather than <name, key> 

bindings facilitates trust management greatly. In the SPKI model an application can make a 

decision based on the contents o f the certificate alone.

In other certification models this is not always possible. For example, if  Claire is a bank clerk 

authorised to sign checks for €500, a certificate binding <500euro check signer, public key> is 

typically o f  more use to an application than an X.509 certificate binding <Claire, public key>. In 

the case o f  the X.509 certification scheme the application must consult some sort o f  secure 

database which stores a list o f  C laire’s permissions or obtain a corresponding attribute certificate 

[X9.57], which contains this permission. This trust management indirection is both inconvenient 

and creates an extra link in the security chain, which may be broken. The explicit trust m anagement 

provision in the SPKI model distinguishes it from the other two main models discussed, X.509 and 

PGP. The trust model, (i.e. who issues the certificates) follow's the X.509 model, with a centralised 

authority issuing certificates. This authority' is referred to here and often in the literature as an 

Authorisation Authority (AA) rather than a Certificate Authority (CA) to distinguish the type o f 

certificates issued in the SPKI model. The SPKI model has been prototyped by its developers 

[SPKI], however it is not used in commercial applications, like PGP and X.509.

C ertifica te  R evo ca tio n

A further important term in PKI is certificate revocation. Certificate revocation is the means by 

which certificates may be expired prematurely. That is, if it is realised that a private key has been 

com prom ised or revealed before the end o f  the lifetime o f  the certificate, then the key holder may 

inform the certificate issuer. Other reasons for revocation may include a change o f  association 

between subject and CA (e.g., an employee terminates employment with an organisation). The 

certificate issuer issues a signed statement identifying the particular certificate (possibly by serial 

number) as no longer valid. In X.509, the CA uses a Certificate Revocation List (CRL), a list o f the 

serial num bers o f  all invalid certificates in the system signed by the CA.

To revoke a certificate in a decentralised scheme such as PGP [PGP] is a more difficult task. There 

is no single system-wide certificate that can be revoked: potentially, numerous certificates exist, 

signed/issued by numerous different issuers. This is tackled in PGP by the use o f  a counter

certificates issued by the certificate owner or someone delegated this role in the certificate [PGP]. 

That is, the private key holders create certificate revocation statements themselves, revoking their 

public key rather than a particular certificate, and store them at a central location to act as a sort o f 

blacklist, which needs to be checked. This assumes the key holder is still in possession o f his key o f 

course. PGP suggests a counter-certificate should be generated with the original key pair
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generation and tiiis counter certificate should be stored and placed in the director> if it is needed. 

Note that the certificate issuer does not revoke the certificate; the principal revokes the public key 

him self and so revokes all certificates issued for that key.

S u m m a ry  o f  P K l  m odels

In summary, there are three main PKI models: X.509, PGP and SPKl. Both X.509 and PGP use 

name certificates. X.509 uses a centralised certificate authority to issue certificates whereas in PGP, 

decentralised certificate issuance (the web-of-trust) is used. SPKl differs from X.509 and PGP in 

the type o f certificates issued in this system. The SPKl certificates contain authorisations rather 

than identity information. In SPKl, a centralised authorisation authority issues these authorisation 

certificates. All PKl models offer huge benefits in scalability over the symmetric key infrastructure. 

There is no requirement for a server to interact repeatedly, in order to establish keying relationships 

between clients o f the service as there is in a SKI. Public key certificates are implicit keying 

relationships between the private key holder (corresponding to the certificate) and anyone else in 

the system. No m atter how large the network becomes that one certificate still serves as a keying 

relationship between all in the network and the private key holder. O f course, issuing certificates 

and maintaining revocation lists requires processing time by the CA and so the scalability is not 

unlimited in practice.

2.4.4 Group Keying

A fourth and final area o f key management discussed here is group keying. So far in this chapter 

various key management techniques have been discussed, from physical key exchange, trusted 

third party transport o f  keys (physically or over secure channels using a SKI), to Public Key 

Infrastructure. Up until now this discussion o f key management has focused on two parties wishing 

to communicate securely. Often communications are not two-party but multiparty i.e. group 

communications. This is particularly true in an ad hoc network where many envisioned applications 

are group oriented, e.g. battlefield, rescue mission, teleconferencing. When a group wants to 

com m unicate securely, a common group key must be established and maintained between all 

members o f the group. Key management for groups, simply called group keying  here, introduces its 

own key management structures or techniques to facilitate this sharing o f keying material between 

m ultiple parties in an efficient way.

Group keying is categorised in this thesis depending on how the group key is established, by key 

agreement or key distribution. The terms key agreement and key distribution are often used 

interchangeably in the literature [DH76], [BD94], [STW98] with very little distinction between the 

two. However, it is useful to separate the two notions. Key agreement is defined here as a keying 

protocol in which each member makes an independent contribution to the group key. It is therefore 

called a contributory protocol [STW 98]. Group key agreement is therefore a key agreement 

protocol for groups in which all members o f the group contribute towards creating the group key.
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The term Key distribution on the other hand shall be reserved in this thesis for key establishment 

protocols that are not contributory. In a key distribution protocol a single member of the protocol, 

called the leader, generates the key and then distributes this key to the other members o f the 

protocol via a secure (i.e. private and authenticated) channel. Individual contributions from all 

members are not used to create the key and there is total dependence on the leader in this system. A 

Group key distribution protocol therefore is a protocol in which a single member, called a leader, 

generates the key and distributes it to the rest of the group. These two varieties o f group keying 

techniques are discussed in turn in more detail.

2.4.4.1 Group Key Agreement

When a group is small, a group key can be established using a collaborative group key agreement 

protocol. A group key agreement protocol is designed to allow small [Perr99] groups of people or 

machines to establish a common group key for the purpose of securing their communications, for 

example in a secure conference telephone call [SSDW88], or replicated file server [KPTOO],

These key agreement protocols are typically extensions of the Diffle-Hellmann [DH76] key 

agreement protocol from two parties; see Appendix 12.1.2, to multiple parties, i.e. groups. They are 

called Group Diffie-Helhnan (GDH) key agreement protocols here as in Perrig’s work [Pcit99]. A 

basic protocol example is given here to illustrate the technique. This protocol is called GDH. I and 

is taken from Steiner’s paper [STW96].

Ste iner 's  GDH. 1 protocol

The protocol consists of two phases: an up-flow' and a down-flow phase. The up-flow phase is used 

to collect all the contributions of the group members to the group key. The down-flow messages 

contain the information necessary for each member to compute the fmal key. The protocol is 

presented here for the specific case of four group members for simplicity of notation, however it 

extends to any number of members. The final key computed takes the form mod p , where 

member A contributes g “ mod p  and member B contributes g* mod p  etc. for C and D, and where 

g ,  is the generator of the cyclic group Z* (i.e. the set { l ,2 ... .p - l}), is a prime number and 

a ,b ,c ,d  e  . In the following description all values are computed, m od/?, and so this term is 

omitted for ease o f presentation.

• During the up-flow, say the protocol starts at A, A computes its contribution g “ and sends 

it to B. B knows b and so computes g°^ as is the norm for a two party DH key agreement, 

see Appendix 12.1.2.



• B appends this to the message he received from A and sends this new message {g",g ‘'^}to 

C. C computes and appends this to the message from B and sends this message

} to D. D can now compute the agreed group key as .

• Now the down-flow phase commences so that the rest of the group can compute the key. 

On the down-flow, each member raises each item in the list to the power of its private 

share, removes the last item which is the key, and sends on the message. So D sends this 

message ,g ‘"̂  ■ C receives this message and can compute the key from C 

then raises the other terms to the power of his private key and sends on the message

} to B w'ho can compute the key from g “‘̂‘ . B then sends on the message {g“̂‘ }̂ to 

A, who can compute the key from this.

This protocol involves 2(n-l) communications rounds = 6, three rounds on up-flow then three on 

down-flow'. A communications round is a stage in the protocol that requires communication 

between the parties for the protocol to proceed. It also requires 2(n-l) messages. The combined 

message size is (n-l)ri = 12 in this example, as can be seen by counting the number of items in all 

messages o f each round combined. The coinputational cost is measured in terms o f the number of 

exponentiations that are computed. It requires a total of ((n+3)n/2) -1  = 13 exponentiations in total 

(i.e. from the group as a whole).

■A lot of variations on this type of protocol exist, e.g. [1TW82], [BD94], [SSDW88], [STW96], 

[STW98], [AST98], [Perr99], and [KPTOO]. These protocols vary in the number of rounds or 

computations necessaiy from each member o f the group to complete the key agreement. A good 

comparison of the numerous variations on Group Diffie-HeUmati can be found in [KPTOO] and 

[STW96]. Further details are not discussed here.

The security of Diffie-Hellman key agreement is based on the fact that a cannot be computed from 

g “ mod p  (the discrete logarithm problem), nor can g"'’ mod p  be computed from 

g" m od/;,g^ m o d w i t h o u t  knowing a or b (the Diffie-Hellman problem). See Appendix 12.1.2 

for further details.

The above protocol GDH.I is proven to be as secure as the underlying Diffle-Hellman key 

agreement protocol. This means that if DH key agreement is secure then so is this protocol. Said 

another way, if a two-party key is indistinguishable from a random value the same is true for n- 

party keys [STW96]. However all Diffie-Hellman based key agreement protocols are subject to 

man-in-the-middle attacks (see section 2.4.3.1), i.e. they are insecure in the active adversarial 

model, just as a two-party DH key agreement is subject to a man-in-the-middle attack. Therefore 

authentication o f the key agreement must also take place. This authentication phase typically
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requires signatures corresponding to known public keys (and hence a need for a Public Key 

Infrastructure), as in the STS protocol by Diffie [DvOW92].

2.4.4.I  Group Key Distribution Protocols

The group key agreem ent protocols above do not scale well and therefore do not satisfy the keying 

needs o f larger groups, particularly if  the groups require frequent re-keying. The computational and 

communication overhead o f  key agreement may be too high, and so a key distribution protocol is 

employed instead.

Moreover, in some scenarios, e.g. pay-per-view TV, a collaborative group key agreement is not 

suitable - instead a group controller or leader generates the group key and issues it to legal 

members o f the group. This group controller adm inisters the group, deciding who may jo in  the 

group and who may not. It is also in charge o f re-keying the group i.e. it distributes keys to the 

group members. As such, this is called a key distribution  protocol rather than a key agreement 

protocol.

A very basic group key distribution [HM97] scheme is achieved using a Key Distribution Centre 

(KDC) that shares a key with each member o f  the group. The group key is encrypted by the KDC 

n times, one for each member, and sent to all members o f  the group using multiple unicasts. This 

requires n messages and n encryptions. Re-keying the group likewise requires the same overhead. 

If the group is dynamic (frequent jo ins and leaves) then a more efficient scheme is desirable.

Efficient group key distribution protocols aim to reduce the number o f  messages needed to re-key 

the group, i.e. to reduce the communications overhead. The typical method is to divide the group 

into subgroups. This can be done in a hierarchical m anner [Mitt97] in which each subgroup has a 

local key distributor or a relay. When a new key is issued the main key distribution centre encrypts 

the new key and sends it to each relay. The relays then re-key  their local subgroup. The overall 

number o f messages sent is still n however the load on the key distribution centre is reduced as it 

only needs to send #(relays) messages (where #(relays) denotes the number o f  relays). This process 

is depicted in Figure 2-3.
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Hierarchical subgroup scheme with
relays
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Relay 2Relay 1

Leader

Figure 2-3 Hierarchical group lieying

The group keying scheme depicted in Figure 2-3 is described as follows:

•  The leader encrypts the group key Kg w ith the key o f each relay and broadcasts this 

message, E i_ ri (Kg), E u a  (Kg), where Euu (Kg) denotes the encryption o f  the group key Kg 

w ith the key (labelled L,R1) shared by relay one and the leader.

• Each relay then decrypts this to learn the group key, Kg. The relay then composes 

#(subgroup members) encry ptions o f the group key e.g. fo r relay two, two encryptions are 

needed Em3ju  (GK), Em4.iu (GK), one for each member o f his subgroup.

•  This distributes the load o f the re-key process amongst the relays. This is essentially a 

hierarchical version o f the simple Key Distribution Centre (KD C ) discussed above (section 

2.4.2).

•  Each sub KDC acts as a Key Translation Centre (KTC ) [p.553,MvOV97] between the 

KDC and the clients on its sub-group. That is, it decrypts the message from the KDC and 

re-encrypts it into a message the client can decrypt, i.e. it translates the message fo r the 

client.
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Los ica l key free

A  more efficient method, in terms o f communication and computational overhead, is to use a 

logical key tree [WHA98], [WGL98], [MS03], [CWSP98]. The general technique is to create a 

logical hierarchical tree structure. In this logical tree structure, depicted in Figure 2-4, the leaves o f 

the tree represent the keys held by members o f the group. The root o f the tree is the group key. The 

branches o f the tree represent branches o f the group. By splitting the group into branches the group 

leader can re-key the group (issue a new key) efficiently. This is because the leader doesn’t have to 

send an individual re-keying message to every member o f the group; he merely has to send a 

message to every branch o f the group. This is similar to the hierarchical KDC model above. 

However, rather than relying on a relay to decrypt this message and redistribute it securely to the 

subgroup members, each member o f this branch knows the branch key. Therefore no relay is 

needed - the members o f the subgroup simply decrypt the message themselves.

An obvious advantage o f this scheme is that there is no need for relay nodes. Another advantage is 

that the scheme handles efficiently members jo in ing or leaving the group. The key distribution 

centre issues a new branch key for the branch on which the joining/leaving member is from but 

other branches keep their branch key. The group key is then renewed and communicated to all 

branches in the tree. This minimises the number o f messages that need to be sent, and the number 

o f encryption/decr>'ption operations that are necessary. An example is presented in Figure 2-4. The 

tree represents the structure o f shared keys amongst the group members.

Binary Key Tree

'3,4

Figure 2-4 Logical Key Tree

Each member in this scheme holds a number o f keys, not merely his own key and the group key but 

keys along his branch to the root key. For instance, node four in the group holds his own secret key 

K^ (that he shares with the group leader or KDC) and the key o f his sub-branch K 3  4  as well as the
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group key Kg. In the case o f the binarv' tree (i.e. two leaves at every branch on the tree) in Figure 

2-4 above, the member holds [ h g 2 N] keys. To re-key the group when a member leaves or is 

expelled requires 2 (W) -1  keys to be sent out by KDC, where W is the depth o f the tree. Thus even 

for a very large group with four billion participants {W =32) and keys that are 128bits in length, a 

single message o f  around 1200 bytes m ulticast to everyone in the group establishes the new secrets. 

See [CWSP98] for details. See [CP99] for a survey o f group keying issues and protocols.

2.5 Challenges For Traditional KM Solutions In Ad Hoc Networks.

In Chapter 1 ad hoc networks were introduced and described. Ad hoc networks have a particular set 

o f  characteristics and behaviours that make them both distinctive and challenging. The following 

sections o f this chapter focus on the challenges (and opportunities) associated with applying 

traditional key management solutions to ad hoc networks.

2.5.1 Problems For Key Management In Ad Hoc Networks

In the same manner that lack o f  infrastructure causes problems for routing protocol design, it 

causes problems for key m anagement solution design. Efficient key management relies on Key 

Management Infrastructure services such as KDCs (in SKI) or CAs (in PKl) discussed in previous 

sections. Such a service represents a need for infrastructure, i.e. servers to act as KDCs or CAs. 

This shall be called physical infrastructure. On the Internet or LAN or even in a W ireless LAN key 

management can be facilitated by the availability o f nearly-always-online servers which can host 

Key Distribution Centres or Certificate Authorities. In an ad hoc environment obviously these 

assumptions can’t be made. Servers may be unavailable due to connectivity or routing problems, 

denial-of-service (DOS) attacks, or compromise. Moreover, servers are more vulnerable to DOS 

attacks and compromise in an ad hoc network than on a fixed network. This is due to the lack o f 

physical security afforded by mobile devices vis-a-vis devices in a fixed network® and also the type 

o f application scenario that an ad hoc network may be employed for, e.g. military battlefields. Note 

the term benign Denial-of-service  will be used to describe an unavailable service due to network 

connectivity problems as opposed to malicious Denial-of-service which is caused by a DOS attack.

An issue related to, but distinct from the lack o f physical infrastructure, is that there may be a lack 

o f trust infrastructure. The term trust infrastructure is introduced in this thesis to represent the 

trust relationships that need to exist when Trusted Third Parties (TTP) are used to facilitate key 

establishment. Apart from the fact that physical entities such as a secure KDC server or a secure 

CA server are required, the necessaiy logical entity is also required, i.e. someone who acts as a 

KDC or CA must be trusted by all in the network to do so. This requirement o f multiple trust

 ̂ A s a basic exam ple, a laptop is easier to steal or com prom ise secrets held on it than a desktop is. This is ow in g  to its 

size and ease o f  portability but a lso  because a laptop is typ ically  used outside the o ffice  for exam ple. B uild ing security  

staff can provide no security for the laptop w hen it's out o f  the building, w hereas a desktop com puter never leaves the 

building.
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relationships in the same entity represents a type o f infrastructure in the network, nam ely a tri4Sl 

infrastructure. Due to the ad hoc encounters that typify an ad hoc network, this type o f 

infrastructure is not as readily available in an ad hoc network as a fixed network.

Bearing these characteristics o f the ad hoc network in mind, it is useful to point out some obvious 

immediate advantages and disadvantages to applying the aforementioned key m anagement 

techniques to an ad hoc network.

2.5.2 Physical Key Exchange Challenges

Perhaps surprisingly, physical key exchange is a key management technique that benefits from the 

so-called ‘constraints’ o f  an ad hoc networking environment. This is because the mobility o f  the 

devices facilitates physical key exchange to a degree. For example, in personal area networks 

[PAN] it can be convenient to swap keys with another device that is located close by, by merely 

bringing the two devices into contact. In a fixed network, forming a secure association in such a 

manner is clearly not as convenient. Thus physical key exchange is not hampered by an ad hoc 

network setting, but can actually benefit from it.

2.5.3 SKI Challenges

A Symmetric Key Infrastructure using a single centralised Key Distribution Centre is not well 

suited to an ad hoc network. This is because the single centralised Key Distribution Centre poses a 

single point o f  failure for the system both in terms o f  availability and attack. Also the assumption 

o f  such a trusted third paity may not always be realistic. There is a dependence on physical and 

logical infrastructure.

2.5.4 PKI Challenges

The two basic PKI models discussed X.509 [X.509] and PGP [PGP] suffer a similar problem to the 

Key Distribution Centre. A centralised Certificate Authority [X.509] represents a single point o f 

failure in terms o f  availability and/or attack. And again a system wide trusted third party may not 

even exist. Likewise a centralised repository in the PGP model is difficult to maintain i.e. poses a 

single point o f  failure in terms o f  availability. Furthennore, the decentralised trust model o f  PGP 

might not always be suitable, e.g. in a military environm ent the level o f security afforded may not 

be high enough. The SPKI model likewise requires a centralised authorisation authority. This 

authority may in many cases be more localised (less system wide) than that o f  a CA in X.509 but 

the problem o f  relying on a centralised server still remains.

2.5.5 Group Keying Challenges

Group keying schemes, which use a leader to act as a KDC, are also vulnerable to attack and 

availability failure. Collaborative group key agreem ent schemes are better suited to an ad hoc 

network because they do not have this dependence on a leader, however authentication o f the group
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key agreem ent protocols presented above assumes the existence o f a PKI. M embership 

management is not easy to implement without a group leader.

2.6 Conclusions

Key management is a fundamental part o f the process o f  securing networks. A background o f the 

general area o f cryptographic key management has been presented. The review categorised the 

solutions under one o f the following broad headings: physical key exchange, symmetric key 

infrastructure, public key infrastructure and group keying. The final part o f  the chapter focused on 

the particular issues associated with applying key management solutions in ad hoc networks and 

stressed that traditional approaches are not suitable for use in ad hoc networks.
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Analysis of Key 
Management in Ad hoc 

Networks

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 the area o f  key m anagement was explored. The chapter concluded by highlighting the 

challenges in applying traditional key m anagement solutions to ad hoc networks. This chapter 

focuses on current key management solutions for ad hoc networks through an in-depth exploration 

o f the literature in the field. This analysis is carried out under the same broad headings as those in 

the previous chapter, namely: Physical Key exchange, Symmetric Key Infrastructure, Public 

Key Infrastructure and Group keying.

3.2 Physical Key Exchange 

3.2.1 Stajano |SA 99|

Description ofStajano's scheme

Stajano 's [SA99] paper “The Resurrecting Duckling: Security issues for ad hoc wireless networks” 

suggests physical key exchange as a key managem ent method for ad hoc networks. Stajano
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describes a need for secure transient associations between devices in a Piconet [Piconet97] or 

Personal Area Network [PAN],

A secure transient association is a temporary or siiort-lived iveying relationship (also called secure 

association) between two entities. A piconet [Piconet97] is a small network in which low power 

devices communicate with each other over low range radio interfaces. There is no network routing 

involved: devices communicate only with neighbouring devices that are in single-hop radio range. 

This scenario has also been dubbed a Personal Area Network [PAN], [Bluetooth], and is common 

where a number o f small electronic devices are co-located and want to avail o f each other for 

services. An example might be a GPS receiver in the boot o f  a car communicating with a 

geographical map application in the dashboard o f the car to display the driver’s current location.

Stajano borrows an analogy from nature, imprinting, to describe the process o f creating this secure 

transient association. Imprinting  is where a newly bom duckling recognises the first thing it sees or 

hears (regardless o f  what it looks like) as its mother. Stajano describes the transient secure 

association between two devices in these terms. The “m other” or master device imprints the 

ducking  or slave device, “whose egg is the shrink-wrapped box that encloses it as it leaves the 

factory” [SA99], by exchanging a secret key with the device. Thus the device recognises as its 

ow ner the first entity that sends it a secret key.

In Figure 3-1 a PDA is shown imprinting  the Printer device, so that it can subsequently 

com m unicate securely over the wireless channel with the printer. The PDA assumes the role of 

m other and the printer the role o f duckling during the imprinting phase. Stajano suggests that 

imprinting (secure transient association/shared key establishment) should be achieved by physical 

contact, as an “effective, cheap and simple’' solution. “No cryptography is involved since the key is 

transmitted in plaintext, and there is no ambiguity about which two entities are involved in the 

binding” . He does not give a practical example o f  how this physical contact may be achieved but 

some form o f dongle or exposed USB [USB] bus connection seems applicable.
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Resurrecting duckling key 
transmission

Key is transmitted in 
plaintext during 

imprinting

Infra-red 

Cable------------

PDA (Mother) Printer 
(Duckling)

Figure 3-1 Im printing

“Death is the only event that returns a hve device to the pre-birth state in which it will accept an 

imprinting”. “Death” can be designed to follow an identifiable event, e.g. timeout or the mother can 

relinquish control on the device by killing its soul (its software state). The duckling can then be 

“resurrected” when a new device imprints it with a new key, giving it a new “soul”.

D iscussion o f  S ta ia n o ’s schem e

The stated contribution o f Stajano’s paper is “to spell out the new problems and opportunities, and 

to offer a new way of thinking about the solution space -  the resurrecting duckling security policy 

model” [SA99], Stajano’s paper [SA99] is one o f the earliest papers (see also [ZH99] from the 

same year) dealing with the problem o f security provision in an ad hoc network. Prior to this paper 

the attitude toward security in the literature is “not yet” [Piconet97], that is, the literature neglects or 

postpones the problem of security until more basic problems such as routing [RT99] are addressed. 

As such, Stajano’s elegant and captivating description o f ad hoc networking security problems is 

important in motivating more research in the area o f security in ad hoc networks, of which there 

has been an abundance since that year.

One limitation of Stajano’s work is that it is based specifically on the Piconet [Piconet97] model of 

an ad hoc network. As such the resurrecting duckling security model is limited somewhat to the 

simple master/slave scenarios as described. Moreover the analogy of the mother imprinting a 

duckling device does not extend easily to more general settings, and in fact reusing the terminology 

proves more restrictive than enlightening. A later paper by Stajano [StajOO] attempts to extend the 

model to a more general peer-to-peer relationship. To do this, Stajano suggests the mother should 

configure each duckling with a policy, which specifies other nodes the duckling should trust and 

interact with. This static configuration o f devices is cumbersome and serves to exemplify rather 

than remove the limitations of the resurrecting duckling model. However the basic idea that
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physical key exchange is facilitated by the mobility o f  devices or that in certain scenarios it is the 

natural thing to do, is a very useful concept.

3.2.1.1 Balfanz [BSSW02]

D escription o fB a lfa n z  's schem e

Balfanz [BSSW02] expands the ideas presented by Stajano[SA99] to a less restrictive model and 

indeed less restrictive language. Many o f the implicit notions in Stajano’s work are re-expressed in 

more explicit terms here. Leaving the resurrecting duckling model behind, Balfanz recasts the ideas 

more concretely with simpler concepts o f pre-authentication, demonstrative authentication and 

location Umited channels which broadens the scope o f the resurrecting duckling idea. These terms 

are discussed in turn in the next three paragraphs.

Balfanz describes Stajano’s protocol in more obvious language. The imprinting o f the duckling, the 

process whereby the duckling establishes who it recognises as its mother in subsequent wireless 

communications, is described by Balfanz as pre-authentication. Pre-authentication is the 

preliminary authentication that takes place out o f bands to establish a key with the other device, i.e. 

in Stajano’s protocol the physical exchange o f  a symmetric key. However in Balfanz's model this 

does not imply a strict mother-duckling, master-slave, relationship it simply implies that the pair o f 

peers share information which they can later use to authenticate each other over the wireless 

channel. Balfanz suggests the use o f a public key for the pre-authentication phase rather than a 

symmetric key as Stajano uses.

Using public keys rather than symmetric keys eliminates the need for privacy and hence physical 

contact during the pre-authentication phase. The keys can be communicated in a more convenient 

manner over location-limited channels. A location-limited channel is public un-authenticated 

channel but allows a man-in-the-middle (M IM ) attack to be detected and so prevented [BSSW02]. 

Recall (section 2.4.3.1), a m an-in-the-middle attack consists o f  an eavesdropper sitting between 

two com m unicating parties and impersonating each end o f  the communication to the other. A 

location-limited channel avails o f  the proximity between the nodes and the communication 

mechanism employed to protect against active attack. It is a slightly relaxed version o f Stajano’s 

[SA99] physical key exchange.

In an ad hoc environment these location-limited channels are convenient to establish and often 

occur naturally. For example, by monitoring communications on broadcast radio frequency a man- 

in-the-middle attack can be detected and the protocol can be suspended. Likewise a short range 

infra red channel though susceptible to eavesdropping is resistant to a MIM by virtue o f the fact 

that a MIM can be detected/observed if he is there. Another similar suggestion is that an optical 

reader can be used to read a public key stored as a barcode on a business card. Physical proxim ity
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is used to exchange tiie card with the public key on it. This prevents a MIM attack on the public 

key exchange. This process too can be viewed as the use o f a location-limited channel.

A third concept introduced by Balfanz is demonstrative identification. During pre-authentication, 

two devices exchange a public key. The identification o f the device is coupled with key exchange, 

he calls this demonstrative identification. The act of exchanging the pre-authentication key 

identifies the object to which the key is being given. This is a very useful concept and in fact 

greatly simplifies the process of identifying the other party in the key exchange. For example, how 

can the identity ‘that printer there’ be easily represented in cyber space? No third party service can 

say this key K  belongs to ‘that printer there on the other side of the room’, no certificate can 

identify something as ‘that printer there’. However the need for this type o f demonstrative 

identification is desirable in many scenarios as in the example o f the PDA wishing to setup a 

private channel with a local printer. In such scenarios the very act of demonstrative identification 

can be coupled with key establishment to create the necessary secure association in a simple 

convenient way. ‘That printer there’ is part o f the key establishment process. Following the 

example of the PDA and the Printer, the PDA points its infrared port at the printer’s, and exchanges 

a key with it. The act of pointing the PDA’s infrared beam at the printer, exchanges the key whilst 

identify ing the printer by saying figuratively "that printer there” .

Balfanz also describes ways in which public keys can be used to create more elaborate trust 

relationships. This is not possible in Stajano’s scheme, which is based on symmetric keys. Balfanz 

suggests using the public keys exchanged during the pre-authentication step to authenticate 

existing key exchange protocols such as TLS [ResOO] and IKE [IKE] which employ public keys for 

authentication. These protocols assume the participants have public keys to authenticate the key 

exchange. They typically rely on certificates or public key infrastructure to obtain these public 

keys. Balfanz envisions his key exchange techniques as an alternative to public key infrastructure 

whenever the devices can be brought together conveniently. Balfanz suggests multicast secure 

groups can be formed in this way. He suggests using this key exchange to authenticate protocols 

for multicast group key agreement to avoid the need for a PKI. For example the group key 

agreement protocol in Perrig’s papers [Perr99], [KPTOO] can be authenticated using this proximity 

based public key exchange rather than requiring a PKI to be in situ.

D iscussion o f  B a lfanz 's  schem e

Balfanz [BSSW02] and Stajano [SA99] in essence prescribe the most primitive or basic method of 

key management for an ad hoc network, namely physical key exchange. Generally the goal of 

effective key management is to simplify the process of obtaining keying material by removing the 

need for physical exchange o f keys between communicating end-parties in a telecommunications 

network. However, ad hoc networking scenarios such as those envisioned by Stajano - small single 

hop ad hoc networks such as [Piconet97], [HomeRF], [Bluetooth] - do not involve ‘tele’-
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communications per se. Rather, secure communication links are formed between nodes that are in 

close proximity. Indeed, typically one or both o f the devices are mobile, so bringing them into 

contact is easy [BSSW02]. In such a scenario the most convenient method o f identifying and 

authenticating devices may often be demonstrative identification over a location lim ited channel.

Therefore, although traditionally physical key exchange over a secure channel is the worst case 

scenario for key management, in some ad hoc networking scenarios it actually proves convenient 

unlike its fixed network counterpart. Both o f these methods o f course depend heavily on physical 

proximity o f devices. As such they are necessarily only suitable for small numbers o f nodes. They 

do not afford a key management solution for a large-scale ad hoc network, which may comprise o f 

hundreds or thousands o f nodes. Indeed as soon as more than two parties want to communicate 

together securely, physical key exchange quickly becomes inconvenient and difficult to manage.

3.3 Symmetric Key Infrastructure (SKI)

A symmetric key infrastructure, as discussed in chapter 2, uses a KDC service to authenticate key 

establishment between parties in the system. A centralised KDC server is unreliable because it 

poses a single po int o f  failure  in the system.

A single point o f  fa ilure  occurs where a system or service is reliant on a single server (or single 

point) to provide the service. Two types o f  failure are distinguished here, denial o f  service, (DOSy 

and compromise.

Denial o f  service fa ilure  implies the service is unavailable. This can be benign, where a server is 

faulty, overloaded or a network connection broken, or malicious, where an attacker mounts a DOS 

attack on the service.

Compromise failure  implies that an attacker has learnt information, which allows it to impersonate 

the service or indeed it is in direct control o f  the servers providing the service and thus can trivially 

control the output from the service.

Using a single KDC server to provide symmetric key infrastructure poses a single point o f failure 

for the system. This single point o f  failure has two distinct components, corresponding to the two 

types o f  failure identified above, single point o f  denial o f  service fa ilure  and single po in t o f  

comprom ise fa ilure. Increasing the reliability o f the KDC service requires the removal o f these 

single points o f  failure from the system. A related field o f research, distributed computing, tackles 

similar problems.

D istributed computing  is a field o f research concerned with the interconnection o f computers to 

perform a common computing task. Examples include parallel processors, airline reservation 

systems and distributed file servers. This field o f research provides a lot o f  insight into the 

problems and solutions o f  creating distributed key management services in an ad hoc network.
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Work in distributed computing explicitly tackling key management issues [G93], [RFLW96] is 

therefore introduced in this part o f  the literature review (Key management in ad hoc networks) 

rather than earlier (Key management in ‘traditional’ networks). This avoids repetition o f ideas, 

problems and solutions. This leads to a more convenient presentation o f  closely related work on 

key m anagement explicitly designed for ad hoc networks.

A primary tool in distributed computing is replication. Replication is a tool that is used in many 

areas o f engineering to provide fault-tolerance and/or increase availability. For example, an 

aeroplane is usually designed with multiple engines in case one o f the engines fails, in a distributed 

environment, replication  involves the storing o f data redundantly at multiple sites (replicas) to 

increase availability o f  that data, i.e. to improve performance and fault-tolerance o f the service. For 

example, using multiple servers to host a website increases performance o f the website because 

there is no longer a single server, which is a bottleneck for com m unications and processing. Fault- 

tolerance is increased because if a server is faulty, crashed, unreachable (netw'ork connection 

down), or suffering a malicious DOS attack, another server can play its role. So replication 

removes a single point o f  denial o f service failure from a network.

However, simple replication (termed “NaVve replication" by Zhou [Zhou99]) o f a security service, 

such as a KDC server, is unacceptable because it renders the overall service more vulnerable to 

compromise. Instead o f a single po int o f  compromise failure, "naive” replication causes what is 

termed in this thesis multiple points o f  compromise failure.

M ultiple points o f  compromise fa ilure  exist in a security or key managem ent system where multiple 

points in the system are responsible individually for the maintenance o f  the same keying material. 

As all o f  these points maintain the same information, compromise o f any one o f these multiple 

points means the com prom ise o f the entire system.

Put simply, simple replication o f key storage at multiple locations provides an attacker with 

multiple targets for attack to discover those keys. Clearly, securing m uhiple locations requires 

more resources than securing a single location and hence the vulnerability o f  the system as a whole 

is increased.

This suggests a trade-off between availability and security. A solution that incoiporates this trade

o ff by tackling both the single point o f denial o f  service failure and the single point o f compromise 

failure simultaneously is required. A well-known way [Sha79], [G93] o f  m anaging this trade-off is 

to use a threshold to maintain a balance between availability and security. That is, to require a 

threshold, /, o f  principals (e.g. servers in a service, signatures on check or voters in a ballot) to co

operate to provide a service rather than simply using a single principal. A convenient technique for 

employing a threshold to protect a secret key is Sham ir’s [Sha79] threshold secret sharing.
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Shamir [Sha79] uses the term threshold scheme to describe the following: A key K  is split into 

multiple shares such that t or more shares makes K  easily computable but knowledge o f !-] or less 

shares leaves K  com pletely undetermined (in the sense that all possible values are equally likely). 

This is called a (t,n) threshold scheme or often in the literature a threshold secret sharing scheme, 

note the key K  need not be a key it can be any secret data. The exact method o f creating such a 

scheme is discussed in Chapter 5.

Shamir gives a simple example o f how his threshold secret sharwg  scheme can be used to create a 

highly reliable scheme for managing the storage o f  a secret key. The key is shared using the secret 

sharing scheme and the n shares are stored at different locations. The key K  can be recovered even 

if n-t o f  the shareholders are unavailable. However, an attacker cannot reconstruct the key even 

when security compromises expose t-1 o f  the shares. Using this idea o f employing a threshold to 

manage security and availability simultaneously Gong [G93] creates what is called here a threshold 

KDC service which is designed to be highly available (fault-tolerant) and yet maintain a high level 

o f security (difficult to compromise).

3.3.1 Gong’s threshold KDC service |G93]

D escription o f G o n e 's  schem e

Firstly, two examples at either extreme o f  the availability and security trade-off are presented to 

illustrate the problem explicitly for a KDC service; this is paraphrased from Gong [G93].

Suppose the KDC server S  is replicated. Now the availability o f  the service can be arbitrarily high. 

However, any server knows all the client keys in the system, and thus can leak them. Any server 

can also impersonate clients. Therefore security o f  the service relies on proper behaviour o f  all 

servers and protection against attack on all servers. Thus the higher the availability the weaker the 

security.

Gong[G93] then suggests an alternative. During key exchange between two clients, say Alice and 

Bob, every server S  must generate a key Kabs- C lients Alice and Bob use the ‘exclusive-or’ o f  all 

these keys as the session key. Now the KDC service’s security can be arbitrarily high because as 

long as one single server is not compromised the clients will not generate a compromised session 

key. However, if  even one server does not co-operate, authentication fails, therefore availability o f 

the service depends on good behaviour and availability o f  all servers. Gong devises a threshold 

KDC service to strike a balance between security and availability.

The basis’ o f  G ong’s threshold KDC service, depicted in Figure 3-2, is the adaptation o f a key 

distribution protocol to a distributed setting in which t-I compromised servers and n-t unavailable

’ For the sake o f  clarity further details as to the exact m essages used during the key establishm ent protocol are om itted. 
The full key establishm ent protocol incorporates additional m essage contents to protect the ke\ establishm ent from  a 
variety o f  attacks, as is the norm  in all secure key distribution schem es |G931. |B R 93 |.
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servers can be tolerated. In his threshold service there are now multiple KDC servers labelled 

KDCi to KDCn. A client shares a different secret key with each server labelled K cuent.kix i- hi this 

threshold version o f the key establishment protocol used by the KDC service, the session key is not 

generated by the KDC service. Instead both Alice and Bob provide a contribution to the key, Ka 

and Kji respectively. These contributions are communicated via the KDC service for authentication 

and concatenated at both ends to create the authenticated session key Kah= /(K a^Kb) where f( )  is the 

concatenation function.

Threshold KDC Service

KDCKDC

KDC B,KDC3(*^B2)■A.KDC3

(K ) K=f(K^,K3)
V^B3/B.KDC4

KDC

Figure 3-2 Threshold KDC

When Alice wants to establish a key with Bob, she creates her contribution Ka to a session key. 

This contribution is divided into n shares using threshold secret sharing [Sha79]. Bob does the 

same. A lice ’ s shares are labelled Ka, (Bob’s are labelled Kb) .  Then Alice sends n different shares to 

Bob via n different KDC servers (and Bob does the same). EA,KDCi(KAi) represents the encryption o f 

Alices /-th share Ka, with the symmetric key shared by Alice and KDCj. The KDC server KDC, 

decrypts the key share from Alice, encrypts it with the key he shares w'ith Bob and transmits it to 

Bob.

During this exchange each KDC learns a share o f A lice ’ s contribution (and Bob’s). As long as c, 

the number o f compromised servers, is less than the secret sharing threshold t then collusion o f 

compromised servers does not reveal information about A lice’ s key contribution (or Bob’s). This is 

by virtue o f the defmition o f a threshold secret sharing scheme, where c < t shares o f the secret 

reveals no information about the secret itself. Bob chooses t shares from the shares he receives to 

reconstruct A lice ’ s contribution Ka (vice versa Alice computes Kb)- They then both compute the 

session key as, f(KA,Kii). A passive attack (i.e. eavesdropping alone) by less than t servers w ill not 

disclose the session key which Bob and Alice create, thus maintaining the security o f the system
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even in the presence o f compromised servers. Also the availability' o f  the service is increased 

because the service can still be provided in the presence o f n-t unavailable servers.

However, if the compromised servers want to disrupt this process they can mount an active attack 

where they pass false shares between the two parties, Alice and Bob. In this case Alice and Bob 

need to try all possible / combinations o f  the n shares until they create the correct key. Even still, a 

server can insert a false share, tailored to cause Alice and Bob to arrive at an incon'ect key. This 

may be done in such a way as to promote the generation o f a weak key (a key that is easy to 

compromise).

To counteract this vulnerability, a cross-checksum process [G93] is introduced as an efficient 

method o f  achieving verifiable secret sharing [CGMA85], [Feld87], [?ed9\3i].VerifiahIe secret 

sharing is a secret sharing scheme, which includes redundant infonnation, often called a witness or 

a commitment, that is made public (or included with each share) so that shares can be identified as 

legitimate or illegitimate during secret reconstruction. However the redundant verification 

infonnation does not reveal infonnation about the shares themselves. This process allows the secret 

shares to be verified as legitimate shares before they are combined to create the key contributions 

Ka (or Kb).

D iscussion o f  G ong 's schem e

Because nodes in an ad hoc network are more vulnerable to DOS (both benign and malicious) and 

to compromise, no work in the ad hoc security literature suggests the use o f  a centralised KDC. 

G ong’s threshold KDC  seems more applicable than a centralised KDC. His scheme removes the 

single point o f compromise failure and the single point o f denial o f  service failure from a 

traditional centralised KDC scheme or what Gong calls "the security bottleneck” and ‘"the 

perform ance bottleneck”, respectively.

Indeed this work highlights a key concept that is pertinent to key managem ent in an ad hoc 

networking environment and is revisited in a number o f works [ZH99], [KZLLZOl]. That is, the 

trade-off between availability and security o f the key management service can be accommodated 

by employing a threshold system, wherein a threshold o f  servers is needed to perform a service 

rather than a single one.

However, G ong’s threshold KDC has not been suggested in the ad hoc networking key 

management literature. One reason that this type o f solution has possibly not been suggested is 

because o f the high communications overhead between clients and KDC servers. This can be as 

much as 4s+2 messages per key establishment [G93], w'here s is the number o f servers in the KDC 

service. Requiring a service to be online to facilitate every single key establishment request in a 

network may not be suited to an ad hoc environment. Although the service is distributed, all key 

exchanges involve com m unications between Alice and Bob and a threshold / o f  the same servers.
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Therefore even if the num ber o f  servers is ver>' large, i.e. n is large, both parties still have to be able 

to avail o f  the same threshold t o f  servers to complete the key exchange. Thus the KDC service is 

not as distributed as it may superficially appear.

Another problem with applying this scheme to an ad hoc network is that each client must form a 

secure association w'ith every server in the service. This makes set-up difficult, and adaptability to 

service participant changes poor, e.g. adding a single new server requires every client to form a 

secure association with that KDC server. Furthermore, over the lifetime o f  the system, / servers can 

be compromised by an attacker. No mechanism is provided to exclude an attacker that is gradually 

com prom ising more and more servers in this manner. If a threshold t o f  servers can be 

compromised then any key establishment protocols using those servers reveal the established key 

to the attacker acting as the KDC. Although, G ong’s [G93] distributed threshold KDC may not be 

suitable for an ad hoc network it makes for a useful introduction to the main challenges and 

solutions in creating a distributed key management service.

3.4 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

The provision o f  a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) as its name suggests requires a degree o f 

infrastructure. This m akes provision o f PKI in an ad hoc network a challenging task. In the 

following subsections, suggested PKl-based solutions for ad hoc networks are reviewed. In each 

scheme the m ajor focus in their design is to tailor them for use in an ad hoc network by making the 

scheme as distributed and decentralised as possible.

Various flavours o f  the PKI model exist as discussed in section 2.4.3.2 . Each paper will be 

discussed with particular reference to the PKI model employed.

3.4.1 Reiter’s X.509 PKI model with Online Threshold Certificate Authority

Reiter’s work [RFLW 96], again from the field o f distributed computing, is the first to suggest the 

idea o f  a threshold certificate authority as the cornerstone o f an X.509 PKI model for use in a fixed 

network. Later works specifically targeted at an ad hoc networking environment [ZH99], [LLOO] 

have borrowed this idea. In this section Reiter’s scheme [RFLW96] is presented first as an 

introduction to the work o f  Zhou [ZH99] and Luo [LLOO], [LZKLZ02] that is explicitly targeted at 

ad hoc networking.

Description o f  R e ite r ’s scheme

Gong [G93] provides a threshold KDC service for a symmetric key infrastructure. Inspired by this 

work Reiter [RB94], [RBR94], [RFLW 96], tackles the problem o f  providing a similar service for 

an X.509 public key infrastructure. Furthermore, he uses an online Certificate Authority rather than 

the traditional offline CA model. "Solutions relying on an off-line CA tend to support a limited set 

o f  functions and only very static (and thus potentially stale) key-to-principal bindings, due
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primarily to the unavailability o f the certification authority" [RFLW96], Reiter’s goal for his key 

management service is “to provide the flexibility o f an online server without incurring the fault- 

tolerance or security vulnerabilities usually associated with such servers” [RFLW96], To do this he 

creates what is called here a Threshold Certificate Authority (TCA).

By using threshold secret sharing [Sha79] the private key o f the CA can be shared amongst the n 

servers such that a threshold t o f  them must be compromised before the private key o f  the CA is 

revealed. However if  secret sharing alone is used, this secret needs to be reconstructed at a single 

location and then applied using a digital signature algorithm (e.g. RSA [RSA78]) to create a 

certificate. This means that a single-point-of-failure arises again at the location and time where the 

shares are combined and used to create the certificate. By using threshold ayptography  [DF89] 

(also called threshold function sharing as opposed to threshold secret sharing), the shares can be 

applied individually and the threshold t o f  partial signatures are then combined to create the 

signature. A detailed discussion o f threshold ciyptography is given in Chapter 5. Each partial 

signature does not reveal any infomiation about the actual signature or the share used to create the 

partial signature. As such the portions o f  the key and the overall key itself remains secret and can 

be reused repeatedly. This means that no server ever learns the private key o f the CA service, only 

it’s own share. This allows the CA service to tolerate t-I compromises without compromising the 

securit>' o f  the service and yet provide availability (or fault-tolerance) by allowing n participant 

servers to provide the service.

Figure 3-3 illustrates the problem faced in distributing the CA service securely. The C A ’s private 

key is the heart o f the CA service. Distributing the service using naive replication [ZH99] means 

placing the private key on multiple servers, thus creating multiple points o f  compromise failure 

(indicated with the yellow lightning bolt).
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Figure 3-3 Naive Replication

Reiter’s alternative is to use threshold secret sharing to distribute the private key of the CA service 

amongst the n participant servers. In Figure 3-4 it is shown that tolerance of server compromise 

(indicated with yellow lightning bolt) is increased, by increasing the threshold t of servers that an 

attacker needs to compromise to learn the CA’s private key. Thus, by employing a (t,n) Threshold 

Certificate Authority, the service can be distributed whilst still maintaining a high level of security. 

At the same time tolerance of Denial O f Service (DOS) attacks (red arrows in the figure), both 

benign and malicious, is increased by increasing the number of servers, n, providing the service.

The illustration in Figure 3-4 shows partial certificates from CAS and CAS being amalgamated to 

create the full certificate, completing the certification service even though CA l, CA4 and CA2 are 

not available. The full certificate is illustrated as a document with a seal on it, signifying the signed 

contents o f a certificate.
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Figure 3-4 Threshold Certificate Authority

Reiter’s [RFLW96] use o f an onUne CA differs most obviously from the traditional offline CA 

[X.509] in that it can provide a “more timely service to clients, e.g. certificates with shorter 

lifetimes, which simplifies timely revocation”. That is, because the service is online, clients can 

request certificate renewals more easily and thus the expiry date on certificates can be shortened. 

This narrows the window of vulnerability between certificate issuance and certificate expiry, 

wherein attackers can learn the private key o f the certificate subject and abuse the system. 

However, being online also allows the CA to provide a richer function set. Reiter’s online CA 

provides the following functions for clients. Registration, Lookup, Revocation, Escrow.

Registration is simple and does not differ greatly from its offline counterpart, a public key is 

registered at the CA service by some out o f bands means, allowing the CA to confirm the <name, 

public key> binding.

Every time a Lookup query is issued the online CA produces a new certificate for the <name, 

public key> binding, with a new issue and expiry date. This differs substantially to the offline 

model o f a CA in which a certificate is issued at registration and perhaps renewed periodically (i.e. 

to coincide with expiry o f old certificates). In Reiter’s online CA model certificate renewal is not 

periodic, it can happen at any time as a consequence of Lookup queries. An interesting point to 

note about this function is that not only can the certee (i.e. the subject of the certificate, in this case 

the person identified by ‘name’) do a Lookup query to procure a fresh certificate for his <name, 

public key> binding as is traditionally done in the offline CA model, but more importantly a 

verifier can do the same. This allows a verifier to decide how fresh a certificate he requires needs to 

be, the verifier can govern policy on certificate renewal according to its needs rather than being
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restricted to tiie renewal period o f the CA. This is a fundamental difference in the online model vis- 

a-vis the offline model. The verifier can obtain certificate information as fresh as his policy 

requires by querying the online CA service with a Lookup command.

R evocation in the online model involves the revocation o f the key registered at the service. This 

revocation takes immediate effect, in that if a verifier requests a certificate for that principal the 

online CA will not return a certificate if it has been revoked. In the off-line CA model the date 

between certificate issuance and certificate expiry leaves a large ‘window o f vulnerability’ wherein 

a private key o f  a certee can be compromised and abused. To counter this, the verifier can retrieve a 

certificate revocation list (CRL) to check that the certificate hasn’t been revoked since its issue 

date. The CRL effectively lessens the window o f  vulnerability. Using a CRL the window o f 

vulnerability is from the date o f CRL issue to the current time the verifier is using the certificate 

rather than from the date the certificate is issued to the current time. Using an online CA removes 

the need for a CRL altogether. The verifier can simply request a fresh certificate be issued via the 

Lookup coinmand, thus removing the window o f  vulnerability altogether. Or at least lessening it to 

the time between key compromise and CA notification by the certee, which is the best that can be 

hoped for.

Key escrow  is where the private keys corresponding to the public keys distributed by the service 

are held at the service to allow key recovery according to the escrow policy. This key escrow 

functionality may be necessary, for example, for law enforcement reasons or simply as a 

mechanism o f key backup so that a lost key may be recovered. The advantage the distributed TCA 

brings to escrow functionality is that the key is not stored at a single third party server. Instead the 

key is split using threshold secret sharing and distributed to each o f the servers in the TCA service, 

making it more secure in the face o f  server compromise. To recover a key in Reiter’s scheme the 

client uses an out o f  bands mechanism to show he is entitled to see the key. He then sends an 

encrj'ption key K  to the service. A threshold o f servers respond to the client with a share o f  the 

private key enci-ypted using this key K. The client then decrypts the key shares using the decryption 

key K '  (i.e. the inverse o f the encryption key) and recovers the individual shares o f  the private key. 

These shares are used to recover the private key. The secrecy o f the escrowed key is ensured 

despite the collusion o f up to t-1 corrupt servers, where t is the threshold used in the threshold 

secret sharing scheme.

Other less obvious escrow functionality is also described. For example, the client can use the 

private key escrowed at the service to decrypt (or sign) a message using threshold cryptography 

without recovering the key him self and performing the decryption or signature. This escrow 

decryption service may be useful in the scenario where the law enforcement agency is granted 

access to a portion o f enciypted communications rather than all encrypted communications. For 

this purpose the private key is not revealed to the law enforcement agency however it is used by the 

service to decr>'pt messages encrypted under this key. For example, a session key may be recovered
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in this manner giving a law enforcement agency access to one particular phone conversation or 

email.

D iscussion o f  R e iter 's  schem e

Although both Gong [G93] and Reiter [RFLW96] employ threshold secret sharing to create 

distributed key management services, they employ the threshold scheme in substantially different 

ways. In G ong’s scheme the key exchange protocol is adapted to use threshold secret sharing. The 

clients use secret sharing to protect their key exchange contributions from malicious KDC servers. 

The KDC servers do not employ secret sharing. In Reiter’s scheme the CA private key and signing 

function is adapted to use threshold secret sharing and threshold cryptography (threshold function 

sharing). This protects the CA signing function and hence the CA service from compromised CA 

servers.

G ong’s scheme scales poorly due to the requirement for the same t servers to interact with every 

party involved during every key exchange that is performed in the system. This makes it unsuitable 

for use in an ad hoc network. R eiter's scheme which is based on a Public Key Infrastructure does 

not require server interaction with every client on a per key exchange basis. His scheme benefits 

from the scalability that PKI affords over Symmetric Key Infrastructure solutions.

A PKI uses a certificate to provide a one-to-many authentication service that can be used by anyone 

in the system to establish a key with (or verify the signature of) the certee. In a SKI the 

authentication service is confined to those parties that take part in the key establishment protocol. 

Decreased dependency on the service in a PKI implies better availability o f the service [G93]. 

Moreover, by giving the certificates a lifetime, the certificate can be used repeatedly without the 

need to contact the service, thus decreasing the dependency or load on the CA service and hence 

increasing its availability and scalability. The threshold CA provides availability and security 

which are extremely important in an ad hoc network. As such, a TCA service seems like a viable 

option for a large-scale key management solution in an ad hoc network.

Replication o f  server inform ation in R e ite r ’s schem e

A topic neglected above in the description o f Reiter’s ‘online’ CA is the area o f consistency. 

Because the service is distributed, the information held by one server may differ from the 

information held by another. That is, the local knowledge state may differ (be inconsistent 

throughout all servers) due to random communication delays, or faulty processors or links. To 

maintain the correctness o f the service, i.e. to prevent the service from producing inconsistent 

information, a replication protocol must be employed to co-ordinate the infonnation held at the 

servers/replicas. For example, in the online TCA service, the replicated service should perform the 

same as its centralised counterpart. For example, if a single server is informed that a key is revoked 

then all servers must reflect this and not issue certificates for that key. This must hold true even in
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the presence of malicious/compromised servers. This type of service is called a Byzantine fault- 

tolerant service.* A Byzantine fault is one in which a server performs incorrectly (possibly in 

collaboration with other malicious servers) rather than a crash fault where a server simply stops 

performing altogether.

Replication protocols are a vast topic of research in the field of distributed computing. A 

replication protocol is a solution for a particular replication model. The replication model defines 

what the replication protocol should achieve in terms of data consistency. Replication protocols 

may provide a varying level of fault-tolerance depending on the requirements. Two common faults 

as described are Crash failure and Byzantine failure. A thorough treatment of the topic of 

replication models and protocols is outside the scope o f this thesis. It is useful however to discuss 

two of the main points o f the two most prominent replication models, state machine replication 

[Lani78], [Sch90] and quorum replication [Giff79], [MR98a], in a brief intuitive manner. This will 

facilitate the comparison o f how Reiter [RFLW96], Zhou [ZH99] and Luo [LLOO] employ the 

threshold certificate authority in each o f their works.

Begin Aside

Slate m achine replication

This is a technique for replication in which the servers or processes in the distributed system start 

with the same initial state and all process the same sequence of information in the same order 

[Lam78],[Sch90]. Thus the state held at all correct servers is the same. This requires Agreement 

and Order. Agreement is the process whereby all processes reach a consensus on the action to be 

taken. For example in a distributed database application, agreement must be reached every time a 

database transaction is to be committed or aborted [Fis83]. Order guarantees that agreed upon 

actions will be carried out in the same order at every server. Both agreement and order require 

complicated protocols to achieve them [CASD85], [Sch90] especially in the presence of Byzantine 

faults [LSP82]. Server interaction is high and so these protocols do not scale very well as the 

number of servers increase [MR98b]

Q uorum replication

The powerful guarantees of the state machine replication model, i.e. Agreement and Order are not 

always required however. The quorum model supplies a lesser notion of consistency. In the quorum 

model not all servers need to process every request, only a quorum is required. Every pair of 

quorums overlap, therefore in the presence of crashing faults only, it is easy to maintain 

consistency using such a system. For example, consider a shared file service with a single file and 

the commands ‘Read’ or "Write’. If the Write quorum Ow overlaps the Read quorum Qr then there

* This terminologN comes from an abstract discussion o f  the problem  o f  co-ordinating processes in a distributed system  in 
the presence o f  faulty processes [LSP82]. called the Byzantine generals problem .
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w ill be at least one server that recorded the latest Write, and so any Read w ill reflect this latest 

version o f the file. This achieves consistency w ithout server interaction.

Quorum
Replication

Qw Qw

Figure 3-5 Quorum Replication

In Figure 3-5 a W rite quorum o f four servers combined w ith a Read quorum o f four servers w ill 

suffice to ensure that a file  system w ith  eight servers w ill always output consistent and accurate 

responses. An intersection o f at least one server exists no matter what way the quorums are chosen, 

thus showing that all Read commands reflect the latest W rite commands. I f  there are Byzantine 

faults, then the overlap must contain enough servers to detect the false replies. This is done by 

requiring an overlap o f  2 f+ l  servers, where /  is the number o f Byzantine faults tolerated. This 

allows a correct response to be voted upon w ith the /+7 correct servers outnumbering the possibly/  

Byzantine servers.

End Aside

D iscussion O f  R e ite r ’s Scheme

Returning to Reiter’ s ‘ online’ CA. Reiter’ s CA uses the state machine repUcation model. Reiter’ s 

TCA scheme [RFLW 96] is bu ilt on top o f Rampart Too lk it [Reit95], a protocol too lk it, which 

facilitates a very general approach to the state machine model o f replication.

Reiter’ s scheme is devised to work in an asynchronous netM’ork. An asynchronous netM’ork  is one 

in which there are no known bounds on message transmission times, processes’ rates o f execution, 

or relative clock drifts [Reit95]. In a synchronous network on the other hand there is known bounds 

on message transmission times, processes’ rates o f  execution, and relative clock drifts. State 

machine replication protocols, which are based on strong synchrony assumptions [LSP82], 

[CASD85] are therefore unsuited to asynchronous environments. Reiter’ s Rampart Too lk it [Reit95]
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doesn’t use such strong synchrony assumptions. Rampart does not rely completely on clock 

synchrony between processes or known message bounds.

Rampart only relies on synchrony for 'liveness' of the state machine replication protocol and not 

"safety’’ [Reit95], Liveness is the term used to describe a protocol, which progresses or reaches a 

conclusion in a finite time. Safety is the term used to describe the con'ectness o f the protocol. 

Rampart ensures liveness of the protocol by using a timeout to detect faulty or non-responsive 

members. These non-responsive members are removed from the group so that the protocol can 

progress with the remaining members. The safety of the protocol however does not require 

synchrony in the network, this is because it does not use timeouts to decide on the ordering and 

delivery o f messages. As long as two thirds o f the group in each protocol run are honest, safety is 

guaranteed.

A drawback o f this implementation is that a slow or disconnected process may be removed from 

the group, even though it is not faulty. This leads to problems with availability o f the service, and if 

enough legitimate members are removed, can leave more than one third o f the group faulty and 

thus compromise the safety of the protocol. This presents a serious vulnerability o f the system to 

DOS attack [CL99] which can in turn compromise the safety o f the protocol. As such this protocol 

may not be suited to a completely asynchronous network, or to a hostile networking environment, 

or to one in which DOS (malicious or benign) is likely. As such the protocol is unsuited to an ad 

hoc network.

3.4.2 Zhou’s PKI model em ploying a TCA

D escription o f  Z hou 's  schem e

Zhou [ZH99] proposes an online TCA similar to Reiter’s online TCA service [RFLW96]. Zhou’s 

paper [ZH99] is one of the earliest (along with [SA99]) tackling the problems of security in ad hoc 

networks. One half o f Zhou’s paper is concerned with the topic of secure routing, and the other 

presents his key management solution for a large-scale ad hoc network. Unfortunately, due to space 

restrictions, he does not present his key management solution in much detail in this paper [ZH99],

The main contribution of Zhou’s paper to the area of key management in an ad hoc network is to 

suggest the use o f a online TCA service. He focuses mostly on the fact that a TCA provides 

advantages over a centralised CA in an ad hoc network scenario because it is less vulnerable to 

compromise and can also improve availability. He briefly mentions that the CA should “stay online 

to reflect the current bindings”. However, he observes that the weakly synchronous network 

assumption, employed by Reiter’s replicated online CA to achieve liveness (i.e. where timeouts are 

used to eliminate faulty members) is not suitable for an ad hoc network (which is completely 

asynchronous). He suggests that an alternative key management solution is needed. He suggests
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that weaker consistency is required for replication. Although he doesn’t suggest a particular 

replication model it is clear from later work [ZhouOI] that he implies a Quorum replication model.

A further amelioration of Reiter’s online CA suggested in Zhou’s paper is the suggested use of 

proactive share refreshing [HJKY95] to combat the threat posed by a mobile adversary [OY91] 

and also to make the TCA service adaptable, i.e. change its configuration (t,n) -> (t\n '). He 

suggests also that this share refreshing should not assume a synchronous network. Zhou [ZH99] 

leaves details to a further paper due to length restrictions’.

Proactive share refreshing [HJKY95] is the active refreshing o f shares in a secret sharing scheme. 

Shares in the secret sharing scheme are periodically refreshed, whilst not altering the secret itself. 

The protocol consists of two states: share update and share recovery, hi the share update stage the 

correct servers in the system collaborate to compute a new sharing of the secret. In the share 

recovery phase corrupt or faulty servers missing from the share update protocol have been 

recovered (e.g. rebooted or cleaned of viruses) and these must recover their role in the secret 

sharing scheme. The other members o f the secret sharing scheme perform a share recoveiy 

protocol, which updates these recovered servers with their new shares in the scheme. Proactive 

secret sharing protects the secret from a mobile adversary [0Y91]. A mobile adversary is one 

which compromises a server, learning its key share, then moves on to compromise another server 

and learns its share, and so on until t shares have been learnt and the system is compromised. By 

proactively updating the shares to give them a limited lifetime, the adversar>’s task is made more 

difficult. The adversary must now compromise t servers during a short time period rather than over 

the lifetime of the system.

D iscussion o f  Zhou 's TCA for an a d  hoc netM’ork [ZH 99]

Zhou [ZH99] does not discuss the creation or operation of his TCA service in detail but refers to a 

prototype implementation o f such a service in a fixed network, details of which appear later in 

[ZhouOl] (see below). Zhou’s early paper [ZH99] on security in ad hoc networks is a landmark 

however. His contribution is to present a scalable key management solution for large ad hoc 

networks as opposed to the piconet [Piconet] environment envisioned in Stajano’s key management 

solution [SA99]. For this purpose he proposes the use of a TCA to provide a PKI in an ad hoc 

network. Further he suggests the TCA should be online, and that the replication model used should 

be able to cater for the needs of an asynchronous network.

D escription o f  Z hou 's  C ornell O nline CA (COCA) [ZH O ll

Zhou’s PhD thesis [ZHOl] describes an implementation of the Cornell Online Certificate 

Authority, called COCA. This work was inspired by his work on a key management solution for an

’ N o  sp ec ific  paper dealing with a key m anagem ent solution for ad hoc netw orks em erges but more com p lete  work  
dealing with the topic o f  an O nline TC A  appears in Z h ou 's PhD thesis [ZhouOl ].
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ad hoc network [ZH99] but doesn’t mention the use o f  COCA in an ad hoc networi<. It is discussed 

here because it sheds more light on the ideas outlined in Zhou’s paper on securit)' in ad hoc 

networks [ZH99]. The online CA service, COCA [ZHOI], is similar to R eiter’s online CA service 

[RFLW 96]. However it is built using a Quorum replication model as suggested in Malkhi and 

Reiter’s work on Phalanx [MR98b], (a secure and scalable replicated data repository), as opposed 

to using the State Machine replication model [Sch90], This affords a more scalable solution that 

requires no server-to-server interaction to maintain consistency (between the replica servers) in the 

system.

c o c a ’s interface for clients consists o f a Query and an Update command. An Update request is 

made by a client wishing to update his own <name, public key > binding as the status o f  his key 

pair changes. For example, when a client’s private key is disclosed, he can apply to the CA service 

to create a new <name, public key> binding corresponding to the client’s new public key pair. The 

Query request can be from the certificate subject himself, the certee, looking for a fresh certificate 

to be issued, but also more importantly it can be from a verifier who requires a fresh certificate 

from the CA service.

The Update request provides instant revocation o f a previous key much like the Revoke request in 

R eiter's TCA service, except that it not only revokes a public key but registers a new' one with the 

service in the same command. The Escrow feature o f R eiter’s TCA is not supported in COCA. The 

Querv request in COCA corresponds to the Lookup command in Reiter’s TCA.

Again like Reiter’s online TCA service, the TCA service in COCA is fundamentally different to the 

model o f certificate maintenance provided by an off-line CA. In the off-line CA model, certificate 

renewal is periodic: it coincides with the expir>’ o f the certificate, in the on-line model it is 

asynchronous: a certificate renewal can happen at any time in response to a Query request. This 

distinction is emphasised here because in the literature the phrase ‘online C A ’ is often used 

conspicuously. Conventionally, ‘online’ means something that is connected to the network and 

available via the network. In Reiter’s online CA model, ‘online’ has an additional meaning (this 

m eaning is again implied in Zhou’s work [ZH99] but dropped from Luo’s work [LLOO]). This 

additional meaning is that the CA supports a richer functionality set [RFLW 96], in particular, a 

Query (or in Reiter’s [RFLW96] case a Lookup interface) interface, which allows verifiers to cause 

immediate certificate renewal and thus removes the need for certificate revocation lists.

COCA also presents a novel proactive secret sharing scheme [ZhouOl] that does not assume a 

synchronous network, called asynchronous proactive secret sharing  (APSS). Prior proactive secret 

sharing  (PSS) schemes [F1JKY95] relied on synchrony assumptions, i.e. the assumption that there 

is a broadcast channel between all participants in the PSS scheme or that such a channel can be 

simulated using ci'yptographic techniques. A brief comparison o f  these two schemes is given here, 

for details refer to [ZHOI]. Informally, APSS differs from Herzberg’s [H.IKY95] proactive secret
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sharing scheme as follows. Herzberg's protocol assumes that "'each server is connected to a 

broadcast medium C, called the communication channel, with the property that messages sent on C 

instantly reach every party connected to it. We assume that the system is synchronised i.e., the 

servers can access a common global clock’’[HJKY95]. The common global clock is used to 

delineate time periods, at the start o f which the refresh or update protocol commences, 

hnplementing such a scheme in an asynchronous network requires techniques similar to those used 

for state machine replication for Byzantine agreement [LSP82], these are expensive to implement.

Zhou's [ZHOl] asynchronous scheme (APSS) does not assume a common broadcast channel or a 

common global clock. The update protocol is initiated by one of the servers according to its local 

clock. All servers try to initiate the protocol at a certain time according to their local clock. A 

server therefore either initiates the protocol or participates in one initiated by another server as 

requested. To prevent a DOS attack arising from frequent invocation of the update protocol a server 

will refuse to participate in the protocol unless enough time has elapsed on its local clock since the 

last run o f the protocol.

Instead o f requiring a broadcast channel whereby all servers are updated at the same time if any 

server is, Zhou only requires any quorum of servers to participate in the update protocol. This 

quorum o f sei'vers, which agree on a certain update is formed using techniques similar to those of 

Castro [CL99], in which synchrony assumptions are only used for ‘liveness’ (i.e. progress of the 

protocol) rather than ‘safety’ (i.e. correctness o f the protocol). The update is then spread to other 

servers in the service using a very cheap share recovery protocol vis-a-vis the expensive share 

recovery protocol used in Herzberg's scheme. This is facilitated by Zhou’s use of a combinatorial 

secret sharing scheme rather than Shamir’s [Sha79] secret sharing scheme.

D iscussion o f  COCA fZH O l 1

Zhou’s PhD thesis [ZHOl] does not mention the use o f COCA in an ad hoc network and so no data 

is available for the performance of such a service in an ad hoc network. He does show performance 

results for operation on several servers in the Internet, which suggest that the service is viable in 

such an environment, see [ZHOl] for details. This work is included in this review to shed light on 

his earlier work on security in ad hoc networks [ZH99] and to highlight the issues in creating an 

onlnine CA service.

3.4.3 Luo’s PKI mode! employing a TCA

D escription o f  L uo 's  schem e

Work by Luo et al from UCLA [LLOO] follows the general approach o f Zhou [ZH99] by using a 

TCA as the backbone for a PKI. Luo’s technical report [LLOO] has spawned a number o f papers. 

Luo et al give detailed implementation results in [KZLLZOl] and [LZKLZ02] and discuss a 

specific battlefield application of the scheme in [KLXGGL02]. Much of the ideas contained in all
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these papers can be found in [LLOO] and so a summar>' o f  the work in ail these papers is given in 

this one section.

Unlike Zhou’s [ZH99] scheme, in which a relatively few server nodes participate in the provision 

o f  the Key Management Infrastructure, i.e. the TCA service, in Luo’s scheme [LLOO] all the nodes 

in the netw'ork participate in the provision o f  the service. That is, the CA private key is distributed 

using threshold secret sharing amongst all the nodes in the network. There is no distinction between 

servers and clients in his system, any threshold t o f  nodes in the network can collectively act as 

sever to provide certification services for other nodes.

Increased A vailability

L uo’s goal is to greatly increase the availability o f the TCA service and facilitate localised 

com m unication with the service. Luo [LLOO] envisions his scheme being used without the need for 

multi-hop routing, which is non-trivial in an ad hoc network [DSR]. By using nodes in the single

hop neighbourhood, availability o f the service is greatly increased. A certificate signed locally by a 

threshold t o f  servers is accepted system wide. Luo describes this as a “ localised trust m odel” akin 

to that o f PGP [Rahm97] rather than X.509 as in Zhou’s scheme [ZH99], He points out that the 

PGP trust model [Rahm97] does not scale beyond a small community o f users as it requires the 

m aintenance o f  long lists o f  friends if it is to do so. His scheme solves this by allowing any local 

threshold t o f  servers to create a certificate that is accepted system wide, whilst only requiring a 

verifier to know' one public key, that o f the system w'ide TCA key.

Luo’s [LLOO] key management service is not presented as a stand alone or general solution to key 

m anagement in an ad hoc network. The design is closely linked to the role envisioned for the key 

m anagem ent service within the network. Their envisioned system architecture will be discussed 

briefly before the key management solution is discussed in more detail. The following description 

o f  the role o f  Luo’s key management service in the ad hoc network is paraphrased from 

[LZKLZ02].

Role o f  Key M anagement Service

In Luo’s system architecture each node in the network carries a certificate, o f the form <name, 

public key>, signed by the private key o f  the system. It is assumed that the public key o f the system 

is well known and is used for certificate validation. Nodes without valid certificates are treated as 

adversaries and denied access to any network resources such as packet forwarding and routing. 

When a mobile node moves to a new location it exchanges certificates with its new neighbours and 

authenticates itself to his neighbours. Authenticated neighbours forward and route packets for each 

other. They also monitor each other to detect possible misbehaviours and break-ins - Luo suggests 

[LZKLZ02] the intrusion detection methods o f  Marti et al [MGLBOO] can be used for this purpose.
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Certificates are stamped with an expiry date and must be renewed by contacting a threshold t o f 

servers in the neighbourhood to perform a certificate renewal. This is typically done by 

broadcasting a certificate renewal request to the one-hop neighbours o f the node. Upon receipt o f a 

request, a node, say Alice, checks its records to see if the node, say Mallory, is convicted (i.e. 

judged to be malicious). The records consist o f

A CRL that is compiled from signed accusations against other nodes distributed by flooding 

throughout the network and local m onitoring data that the node Alice has accumulated itself

A node M alloiy is marked as convicted if  a threshold t o f accusations from other nodes have been 

accumulated against Mallory, or if Alice herself has propagated an accusation against Mallory 

based on local observation o f M allory’s behaviour. Based on these records Alice decides whether 

or not to perform a certification service for M alloiy’s certificate renewal request. By collecting t 

partial certificates a node can renew its certificate.

A misbehaving or broken node will be detected by its neighbours and therefore unable to renew its 

certificate, leaving the node disconnected from the network as soon as his current certificate 

expires. A valid certificate in this system represents the trust o f a coalition o f  t nodes. Nodes with 

valid certificates are globally trusted.

Initial Certificate Issuance

The initial issuance o f certificates in the system is a separate consideration. Any new node needs an 

initial certificate before it jo ins the network. The localised certification service only serves to renew 

certificates issued in the service based on the good behaviour o f the node. The initial certificate can 

be issued in one o f two ways (paraphrased from [LKZLZ02]):

A node may be issued an initial certificate by an offline authorit>' after the authority verifies its 

authenticity through external means (e.g. in-person identification)

Any threshold t o f  networking nodes can issue an initial certificate via collaborative admission 

control. The admission control policy has to be consistent with the robustness o f the overall trust 

model, system model and the adversary models. For simplicity the authors take the first approach.

Inception o f  the TCA service

The following describes how the TCA service is bootstrapped or initiated. A trusted third party 

performs the role o f  share dealer. The share dealer generates the private/public key pair o f  the 

service. The share dealer then uses threshold secret sharing to distribute shares o f the private key to 

a threshold t o f servers in the system. To ease the job  o f secret share dealing, Luo devises what he 

calls a self-initialisation protocol [LLOO], [KZLLZOl] to deal shares o f the service to other servers. 

That is, the share dealer sets up a core group o f servers, a threshold /, with shares o f  the private
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key. This core group then employs the self-initialisation protocol to deal shares to other servers in 

the system. This self-initialisation protocol involves a threshold t of servers collaboratively issuing 

a server with its share in the service, this is done in such a way that none o f the t servers learn 

anything about the share they have just dealt to the new' server. The protocol is similar to the share 

recovery protocol of Herzberg’s proactive secret sharing scheme [HJKR95], as described below, 

details can be found in [KZLLZOI].

P roactive secret sharing

A further feature of the TCA service include the use o f proactive secret sharing (PSS) [HJKR95] to 

defend against a mobile adversary. Luo [LZKLZ02] identifies a problem mentioned above in the 

discussion of Zhou’s [ZHOl] asynchronous proactive secret sharing, that is, that is very difficult to 

run a share update protocol in an asynchronous network such as an ad hoc network, where a 

broadcast channel [HJKR95] can’t be assumed. Luo states [LZKLZ02] that applying a Byzantine 

agreement protocol to simulate an authenticated broadcast channel incurs prohibitively high 

communication overhead even for wired networks and that it is infeasible for wireless networks.

Luo devises two schemes for accomplishing share update, which do not make such assumptions. 

The first is the simplest, and is called sequential share update protocol here (unnamed by Luo) to 

distinguish it from his second method w hich Luo calls parallel share update. During the sequential 

share update protocol a coalition of t nodes update their shares by running a proactive update 

protocol from Herzberg [HJKR95]. They then propagate this share update by using the self

initialisation protocol used to create the service, described earlier. This self-initialisation protocol, 

as stated previously, is a variation on the share recovery protocol of Herzberg. Essentially the 

difference between Luo and Herzberg’s proactive share recovery scheme is that in Herzberg’s 

scheme all good servers participate in the share update protocol. Share recovery is only employed 

to update faulty servers. In Luo’s scheme only the necessary threshold / of servers required to 

complete a share update protocol are used. This update is then propagated to the rest of the servers 

in the system by employing the share recovery protocol as a tool for update propagation rather than 

server recovery.

A second more novel method proposed by Luo [LZKLZ02] is what he calls a parallel share 

update. This is used “for fast convergence of the system” to the newly updated sharing. His 

parallel share update consists o f two stages. Firstly a threshold of t servers perfonn the usual share 

update protocol. They then encrypt this update information with the public key o f the service and 

flood this encrypted information throughout the network, so that other members of the service may 

receive it. This information can only be decrypted by collaboration o f a threshold of t nodes. A 

server wishing to update his local share solicits t nodes to collaborate and decrypt the update 

information as it pertains to that particular server. This deciyption process is done in such a w'ay 

that none of the t servers learn anything about the update information, nor the new share o f the
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soliciting server, see [LLOO] for details. Luo [LZKLZ02] shows that the parallel update scales 

much better than the sequential update version. That is, the time taken for the network to converge 

on a share update in the parallel update scheme actually falls as the number o f  nodes in the 

network increases, whereas in the sequential version the time grows linearly as the network scale 

grows. Both versions rely on an individual member initiating the update process: every member 

does a statistical calculation w'here the result is P{true) = \ /n  , where P{true)\s the probabilit\' that 

the result is true, and n is  an estimate o f the number o f nodes in the network. If the result is true 

then that node starts an update protocol. Using this statistical calculation means that statistically no 

two nodes will start an update together.

D iscussion o f  L u o 's  schem e

In summar>', Luo’s scheme employs a trusted dealer to bootstrap / servers w'ith the private key o f 

the TCA service. The self-initialisation protocol is used to propagate further key shares to other 

m embers o f  the network. A certificate is issued by the service when, t partial certificates 

corresponding to a certificate request, are accumulated by the requester, typically by broadcasting a 

request amongst it’s I one-hop neighbours. A node, say M allory’s, certificate is revoked by another 

node, say Alice, when t signed accusations from members o f  the network flooded throughout the 

network are accumulated by Alice or if Alice observed Mallory misbehaving herself. Alice will not 

provide further certificate renewal services for Mallory once her name is on her CRL list. The 

service is secured against a mobile adversary by using proactive share refreshing, for which Luo 

devises two different protocols suitable for use in an ad hoc network where synchronous network 

assum ptions cannot be made. Further discussion o f  Luo’s scheme is deferred to the next section in 

which Luo’s scheme is compared to Zhou’s scheme.

3.4.4 Comparison o f Luo’s and Z hou’s TCA services

Firstly the high level differences between Luo’s [LLOO] and Zhou’s [ZH99] TCA service will be 

discussed under the follow ing headings. Distribution o f the service, Trust model, Replication «& 

functionality.

D istrihution o f  the service

Luo’s TCA [LLOO] clearly differs to Zhou’s in that Luo focuses on what he calls a peer-2-peer 

model for TCA provision rather than a client-server model "to maximise service availability and 

facilitate localised com m unication” [KLXGGL02]. Every node in the system assists in providing 

the TCA service, rather than relying on a dedicated set o f  server nodes. As such Luo’s scheme is 

highly distributed vis-a-vis Zhou’s scheme.
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Trust m odel

Luo describes the trust m odel in his system  as being akin to  that o f  PGP [R ahm 97] w ith all nodes 

in the system  participating  in the certification  service rather than a select few  “ spec ia l” nodes as in 

Z h o u ’s[ZH 99] schem e. T his trust m odel d iffers greatly  to that em ployed in Z h o u ’s schem e. Z h o u ’s 

tru st m odel is straightforw ard, fo llow ing the X .509 trust m odel. T hat is, a certificate  states that the 

TC A  service believes the <nam e, public key> binding in the certificate to  be valid . This TCA  

serv ice is globally  trusted in the system  to affirm  <nam e, public key> bindings.

L u o ’s trust m odel on the o ther-hand is not as w ell defined. It is a m elange o f  X .509  and PGP and 

SPK I. He d o esn ’t express concisely  w hat his “ localised trust m odel” m eans. Initial certificate 

issuance is based on “ in person identification to  an offline au thority” [L Z K L Z 02], and certificates 

contain  <nam e, public key> binding rem iniscent o f  an X .509 certificate. H ow ever the  certificate 

renew al service provided by the TC A  is based on good behav iour records for the  node. In L u o ’s 

schem e this good behaviour record is derived from  m onitoring  locally the  netw ork  routing 

behaviour o f  nodes. This locally issued certificate is trusted  system  w ide, clearly  th is  lends the term  

“ local trust m odel” .

H ow ever, using behavioural inform ation to  decide w hether to service a certificate  renew al request 

suggest that the certificate  im plies m ore about routing behaviour than w hat the  conten ts o f  the 

certificate  <nam e, public key> purport to  m ean. Based on the m anner in w hich the certificate is 

renew ed, it could m ore accurately  be conceived o f  as a netw ork m em bership  certificate , as m ight 

be issued using SPKI <authorisation , public key> rather than an nam e certificate  <nam e, public 

key>. The im plicit assum ption o f  a direct coroilar>' betw een routing behaviour and identity  m ay be 

an entirely  unreasonable assum ption , and may lead to  vu lnerabilities in the  system . F urther w ork on 

a tigh t definition o f  the trust m odel and trust m anagem ent in the system  is required.

Replication & functionality

T he trust m odel em ployed by Luo [LLOO] and the functions supported by his T C A  do not require 

the TCA  servers to  m aintain consistent state inform ation, and as such the issue o f  replication  does 

not arise in his w ork. P rincipally , this is because his TC A  does not have a Lookup [R FLW 96] or 

Q uery  [ZhouO l] interface. L uo’s TCA  does not provide the extra functionality  that R eiter’s 

[R FLW 96] or Z h o u ’s [ZH 99] online TCA  does, i.e. the ability  for a verifier to  dem and certificate 

renew als for a certificate it is using in a verification  process, i.e. it does not a llow  a verifier to 

obtain fresh certificate inform ation. A lthough the L uo’s TCA  servers are online (in the sense that 

they are connected to the netw ork), they provide the service o f  a traditional o ffline  C A  in the sense 

that the  TCA  issues a certificate and then renew s it periodically  but does not respond to verifier 

requests for fresh certificates. It does still allow  for m ore tim ely  certificate inform ation than an 

offline  CA because it is easy to  contact, and being online, certificates w ith shorter lifetim es can
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typically be issued. However certificate revocation lists are still required unlike the ‘online’ TCA 

o f Zhou [ZH99] or Reiter [RFLW96],

Luo’s [LZKLZ02] certificate revocation procedure is unusual because revocation is not performed 

by the private key o f the CA service. Traditionally a CA creates the revocation list. This is signed 

with the CA private key and therefore can be verified easily by anyone in the system using the 

public key o f  the CA. In Luo’s scheme there is no CRL list per se. Instead there are signed 

accusations from the members o f  the network using their own private keys. To verify these 

accusations an accompanying certificate must be distributed with each accusation - Luo does not 

mention this fact. Because the revocation process is authenticated using private keys other than the 

private key o f  the service it should be expressly stated that this operation is external to the 

functionality o f  the CA service.

Proactive Share Refreshing (PSS)

O f Luo’s proactive share refreshing protocols, both the sequential and parallel share update 

methods involve a single node initiating the update process. Each node initiates updates with 

probability Mn where n is an estimate o f the network size. The statistical test is done before a 

node decides to initiate an update. This statistical test o f  course cannot definitively guarantee that 

two nodes will not start an update at the same time. Moreover, a malicious node may start an 

update at anytime. Luo makes no mention o f  the appropriate course o f  action to take in this event. 

A denial o f  service attack can be mounted in which an attacker continually initiates updates in 

different parts o f  the network in order to consume network resources. This can also be used to 

create inconsistency in the system partitioning the network into areas with different, hence 

incompatible, versions o f  the secret sharing and so diminishing the overall availability o f  the 

service. An extreme version o f this attack may even see the service being brought down completely 

by causing all shareholders to hold shares for a different sharing and hence no threshold t o f servers 

can be found to perform the service.

Share update in Zhou’s asynchronous proactive share refreshing protocol is initiated by one o f  the 

servers according to its local clock. All servers tiy to initiate the protocol at a certain time 

according to their local clock. A server therefore either initiates the protocol or participates in one 

initiated by another server as requested. To prevent a DOS attack arising from frequent invocation 

o f  the update protocol a server will refuse to participate in the protocol unless enough tim e has 

elapsed on its local clock since the last run o f the protocol. This may be a better method o f 

initiating share updates in practice than Luo’s scheme.

Qualitative com parison of Zhou's TCA with Luo 's TCA

A brief qualitative comparison o f the performance o f the two schemes [ZH99], [LLOO] is given 

now. Zhou’s scheme clearly requires multi-hop communications over a wireless ad hoc network.
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which is non-trivial [DSR]. As such even though the service is distributed, availability o f the 

service may still be a problem. M oreover, the online nature o f the CA service and the functionality 

it supports (i.e. Query/Update) makes it a busier service, again increasing the likelihood o f an 

availability problem. In tandem with this is the overhead placed on the client in Zhou’s scheme to 

support the Quorum replication protocols that Zhou uses to maintain consistent information.

L uo’s scheme on the other hand is designed so that multi-hop communications are not required. It 

may in fact benefit from the local broadcast nature o f  messages in an ad hoc network. As such it is 

clear that availability is less o f a problem in Luo’s scheme than in Zhou’s scheme for two reasons. 

Firstly, there are more nodes providing the sew ice, i.e. all the nodes in the network. Secondly, 

actually contacting any o f  these nodes is easier anyway because they likely reside within one hop 

due to the total distribution o f  the service to every node in the network. Therefore availability is 

increased on two levels. Moreover, because Luo does not support a Queiy'/Update interface, 

dependence on the service is diminished which again improves availability, and replication is not 

an issue. However, the overhead o f propagating CRL information {accusations) throughout the 

system may mitigate to some extent the benefits o f not supporting Query/Update interface.

3.4.5 Hubaux’s [HBCOl] scheme employing a PGB-based PKI

D escrip tio n  o f  H iih a u x 's  schem e

Hubaux’s [HBCOl] PKI is based on the PGP [PGP] trust model - the weh-of-trust architecture. 

PG P’s web-of-trust architecture is briefly recalled here, (see section 2.4.3 Public key 

cryptography). PGP employs an anarchic [Perl99] web-of-trust architecture [PGP], [Rahm97], 

wherein anyone in the system can create a certificate for anyone else. Alice can thus verify a 

certificate for John via a chain o f  certificates linking her to John through the web-of-trust. Let, A-> 

B denote a signature by A attesting to the binding <B, PK>, i.e. a certificate issued by A for B. 

Figure 3-6 illustrates a multi-hop web-of-trust between Alice and James, i.e. a path o f certificates 

em anating from her and ending at James. By verifying each o f these certificates, Alice can span the 

web-of-trust to learn the public key o f James, i.e. until Alice finds a certificate for Jam es that she 

trusts via the web-of-trust.
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Multi-hop Web-of-Trust
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Figure 3-6 IMulti-hop W eb-of-Trust

The certificates issued in the PGP system are distributed by the certee him self or found in a 

centralised database, called a certificate repository. In the actual implementation o f PGP as (as 

m entioned previously) the web-of-trust is reduced to a single-hop w eb-of-trust i.e. the trust path 

can only have one intermediai'y link between the certee and the verifier.

H ubaux’s [HBCOl] key management solution proposes to return to the more general idea o f a 

multi-hop web-of-trust. PGP as used on the Internet avails o f  a centralised directory or database 

where issued certificates are maintained. This facilitates the procurement o f the necessary 

certificates to span the web-of-trust to verity a <name, public key> binding. Using a multi-hop web 

o f  trust creates an even greater need for a centralised repository, to determine a path from verifier 

to certee. However a centralised repository is undesirable in an ad hoc network, as it may be 

unavailable. Moreover, Hubaux’s primary goal is to create a key management system that is fully 

“self-organised” [HBCOl]. By “self-organised” he means that the nodes in the network create and 

manage the service themselves, with every node been given an equal role and there being no need 

for special server nodes to provide additional services. His key management system is designed for 

a self-organised civilian network in which each user is expected to behave in a “selfish” way.

Local repositories

The main feature o f  Hubaux’s key management design is an alternative to a centralised repository 

[HBCOl]. Hubaux’s alternative is a scheme in which each node maintains a partial repository 

locally. This local repository contains a limited number o f  certificates. By constructing these local 

repositories in a specific way it is hoped that two parties merging local repositories (i.e. a certee 

and a verifier) may find a certificate path linking the two parties, with high probability. That is, the 

merged local repositories, with high probability, possess the same relevant certificate paths as a 

complete centralised repositoiy containing all certificates issued in the system. When Alice wishes
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to establish trust with Bob she merges her repository with that o f  Bob, and looks for a certificate 

path between them.

Clearly the difficulty here is selecting what certificates to hold in a local repository. How can two 

size-limited local repositories contain the needed information that a complete system repository 

contains? Hubaux introduces an algorithm for constructing local repositories (i.e. selecting the 

certificates to hold) to achieve this. He hopes to avail o f ‘small w orld’ properties [W atts99] for this 

purpose. This is a notion sim ilar to the six degrees o f  separation mentioned previously in the 

discussion on PGP’s web o f trust. Six degrees o f  separation is the conjecture that any person in the 

world can determine some link to any other person in the world using six or fewer other people as 

intermediaries. Hubaux assumes the web o f trust exhibits such small world properties, i.e. the 

average diameter o f  the web o f trust is small. The small average diameter is facilitated by the 

existence o f shortcuts. A shortcut is a node on a path through the web o f trust that if removed 

causes the alternate/remaining paths between nodes in the web o f trust to increase in size. 

H ubaux’s algorithm for constructing the local repositories takes these shortcuts into account 

therefore lessening the size o f the local repositories that are required to potentially find a path 

between any two nodes in the system.

Shortcut H unter A lgorithm

The basic algorithm, called the Shortcut Hunter Algorithm  is now described. To facilitate this 

discussion the algorithm is discussed from the point o f  view o f a random user/node in the network, 

call her Alice. Also, certificate paths are described in terms o f parents and children, grandparents 

and grandchildren, great grandparents etc... A parent is any node that issues a certificate for 

another node, a child is any node that has a certificate for it by a parent. As such in the following 

trust path: Alice Bob Charlie Henry, Alice is a parent o f Bob, Bob is a parent o f Charlie 

and Charlie is a parent o f  Henr>'. Likewise Alice is a great great-grandparent o f  H em y’s. Similarly 

the child relationship is obvious - Bob is a child o f  Alice etc. Note also however, that if  Alice 

issues a certificate to Heniy directly then Alice is both the parent and great-great-grand-parent of 

Henry at the same time.

The algorithm is constructed based on a logical or notional complete repository. The complete 

repository, i.e. the list o f all certificates issued in the system, is made up o f  two distinct logical 

parts, an in-bound path and an out-bound path. Certificates on the in-bound path  consist of 

certificates issued by parents o f  Alice for Alice and those issued by grand parents o f  A lice’s parents 

for her parents etc. Certificates on the out-bound path  consist o f certificates issued by Alice and 

A lice’s children and grandchildren etc. The shortcut hunter algorithm builds a local repository 

containing selected certificates on both paths. This means in practice that Alice must ask her 

parents and children and grand parents and grand children etc. for certificates issued by them to her 

and to others. The aim o f  the shortcut hunter algorithm is to build the local repositories in such a
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way (i.e. select the certificates they contain) that the merged local repositories o f two parties 

wishing to authenticate each other contains the same relevant certificate paths that the 

logical/notional complete repository contains.

The shortcut hunter algorithm  proceeds as follows.

• Firstly, all certificates issued by Alice are put in her local repository and also all certificates 

issued to Alice by all her parents.

• Alice sends the list o f  certificates that she has issued with the child, say Bob, and Bob 

sends his list o f  certificates to Alice.

•  The child computes the number o f  shortcuts that it facilitates, and informs Alice. Say Bob 

is a child o f Alice. Bob obtains the list o f  certificates issued by all his parents and all his 

children. If no direct link exists between a parent o f  Bob and a child o f  Bob except via Bob 

then Bob is a shortcut for that link.

•  The child through whom the most shortcuts exist is chosen and that child’s certificate is 

placed in the repository. If no shortcuts exist through any o f the children Alice chooses the 

child that has issued the most certificates.

•  Alice then moves on to her grand children on the path o f  that chosen child and does the 

same thing.

• The algorithm proceeds to a depth that is a parameter o f  the algorithm.

•  The same algorithm is used to construct the inbound path, i.e. from A lice’s parents, grand 

parents etc.

An amelioration o f the shortcut hunter algorithm  is the star shortcut hunter, this algorithm is the 

same but rather than putting a single inbound and outbound path in the local repository, multiple 

inbound and outbound paths are constructed and placed in the repository. Repositories created 

using the star shortcut hunter algorithm therefore contain multiple disjoint paths through the web 

o f trust and therefore provide a much higher probability o f finding a path between two nodes when 

repositories are merged.

Hubaux shows that for a sample real repository taken from the PGP website, local repositories 

containing 2 -\[n  certificates (where N  is number o f certificates issued in the system) constructed 

using star shortcut hunter achieve a 95%  hit ratio. This means that when local repositories for two 

users Alice and Bob are merged, if certificate paths do exist in the actual full repository then these 

certificates paths are found in these merged sub-repositories with a probability o f 95%. This means 

that for 5% o f nodes that try to find a path in their merged sub-repositories, a certificate path is not
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found even though one exists, i.e. if a full repository containing all certificates issued in the system 

is used then a certificate path exists. In the example, a trust graph spanning 8695 certificates can be 

rendered with 95% success by 2 sub-repositories containing 200 certificates each. This represents a 

novel approach to the problem o f distributing the central repository o f a PGP system.

How does Hubaux cope with dishonest users? Any dishonest user in the system can issue false 

certificates. Implicit in the idea o f using a web o f trust has been that everyone on a path through 

that web is trusted to issue certificates correctly. Unfortunately this is unlikely to be the case. 

M alicious or careless nodes may issue certificates that contain false <entity, public key> bindings. 

For this purpose Hubaux introduces the use o f  a simple authentication metric. An authentication 

m etric returns a numeric value that represents the level o f  trust that can be placed in a particular 

<entity, public key> binding. An example implementation suggested for this authentication metric 

is to use the number o f disjoint paths from certee to the verifier. The use o f more complicated 

m etrics is left for future work.

A closing synopsis o f  H ubaux’s scheme is as follows. The PKI model is that o f  PGP. However 

Hubaux returns to the original idea o f  a multi-hop web o f trust rather than PGP’s single hop. 

Spanning the ‘web-of-trust’ is done by merging local repositories and searching for a relevant trust 

path rather than searching for a path in a centralised repository. These local repositories are 

specially constructed subsets o f  the contents that a full repository would contain it existed. The 

local repositories are constructed using the star shortcut hunter algorithm, which attempts to 

maximise the likelihood that the repositories hold the necessary certificates to span the web-of- 

trust, whilst minimising the number o f certificates held in the repositories.

D iscussion o f  H uhaux 's key m anaseinent schem e

The performance results given show how well small local repositories built using the star shortcut 

hunter algorithm  can perform in comparison to a full repository when searching for trust paths, i.e. 

performance is shown in terms o f  the hit rate o f the algorithm. It is shown that if the trust path 

between Alice and Bob exists in the full repositorj' it will exist in the merged local repositories, o f

Alice and Bob, 95% o f the time assuming a local repositoiy o f certificates, where tV is the 

number o f certificates in the full repositor>'.

Further work is needed however, to demonstrate other equally important performance factors 

besides hit rate. Chiefly, the feasibility o f the shortcut hunter algorithm in terms o f information 

acquisition needs to be ascertained. Namely, how practical is the exchange o f certificate lists 

between Alice and her parents and children, grandparents and grand-children etc. How long does 

this exchange o f information take to occur? Is it done on a dynamic basis i.e. as new certificates are 

added to the system, and how often is it done? M oreover what attacks are possible on the data 

acquisition process necessary for the shortcut hunter algorithms. For example, an attacker may lie
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about the number o f  shortcuts he facilitates, thus ensuring he is included in the local repository' o f 

m any nodes. This could be used to drive the hit ratio o f merged local repositories down and so 

create a type o f  DOS attack. Further attacks based on the issuance o f false certificates also seem 

possible.

A further problem is that when Alice and Bob wish to authenticate each other, they must send each 

other their local repositories, rather than a single individual certificate as is the norm in a PKl 

solution. Therefore in the example given where the size o f the repository is 200 certificates, these 

must all be communicated to the other party, this is a large communication overhead inherent in the 

system. Take for example a standard certificate size o f  500 Bytes. Sending a local repository o f 200 

certificates requires 100KB o f data to be transmitted from Alice to Bob and another 100KB o f data 

transm itted from Bob to Alice in the case o f mutual authentication.

A nother problem, the issue o f certificate revocation, is not addressed. Indeed it is not apparent how 

certificate revocation can work in such a scheme. Who revokes the certificate for example? With 

multiple certificates (due to the decentralised nature o f certificate issuance) then there must be 

m ultiple revocation messages, in PGP [PGP] the private key holder revokes his own public key. 

The PGP documentation [PGP] advises creating a key revocation message and storing it 

somewhere, so that if the private key is lost it can still be revoked by placing this revocation 

message in the online certificate repository. Another option in the PGP user guide [PGP] is to 

appoint a third part>' revoker. This third party is then called upon to create the revocation message, 

which is stored in a public repository. In Hubaux’s scheme there is no central repository, although 

perhaps the revocation message could be flooded in a best effort manner throughout the network 

[HBCOl].

Hubaux doesn’t describe the initial certificate issuance procedure. A straightforward and simple 

way to achieve it is for two entities (certee and issuer) to swap public keys in a face to face manner 

a la Balfanz’s [BSSW02] location liinited chanx\Q\. They then certify each other.

In conclusion, although further work is needed, it seems likely that for low security systems 

involving large numbers o f nodes this PKl model has potential. The low security restriction is due 

to the fact that it is based on PG P’s web-of-trust, which cannot provide the level o f trust that a 

tightly administered Certificate Authority provides for example. This is because the spanning the 

web o f  trust necessarily involves trusting various different nodes rather than one single (maybe 

tightly administered/ well-protected) node like a Certificate Authority. Hubaux envisions “self

organised civilian networks” as his ad hoc scenario.

3.5 Group Keying

Up until now the key management schemes discussed have been designed predominantly to 

facilitate two-party secure communications. However, commonly envisioned scenarios for the
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deploym ent o f ad hoc networks involve groups o f nodes, multiple parties rather than two parties, 

com m unicating together. For example, groups o f nodes coming together to participate in a common 

task e.g. emergency rescue, or army mission. Consequently, a number o f works in the literature 

concentrate on group key management protocols for ad hoc networks.

3.5.1 Asokan’s [AGOO] Group keying scheme

D escrip tio n  o f  A so k a n 's  schem e

Asokan considers the following problem, “A group o f  people in a meeting room do not have access 

to public key infrastructure or third part>' key management service, and they do not share any other 

prior electronic context. How can they set up a secure session among their com puters?” This is an 

example o f  a commonly envisioned ad hoc networking scenario, where a group o f  nodes want to 

agree on a common key without the aid o f  any key management infrastructure. Asokan discusses 

the issue o f prior context as being essential in meeting a security requirement. He uses prior 

context to describe the authentication framework used to form a keying relationship. Ad hoc 

networks present new types o f  prior context that are at>'pical o f  the usual authentication 

framework.

Consider the following traditional example o f prior context. Alice requires that only Bob can read a 

message. She therefore encr>'pts the message with the public key for Bob that she gets from a 

certificate issued by a Certificate Authority (CA) for Bob. The prior context here is A lice’s trust in 

the CA and also the well-defined namespace, which identifies Bob to her by m eans o f his name in 

the certificate. So prior context can be thought o f as the physical or real world trust associations 

that are leveraged to create cyberspace trust associations.

In A sokan’s ad hoc group meeting in a room scenario, the prior context is location. The security 

requirement implies that ever>'one in this location, i.e. the room, is part o f the secure session. How 

is this rather unusual prior context translated to fulfil the security requirement? This is akin to 

Balfanz’s [BSSW02] notion o f demonstrative identification (see section 3.2). How to translate, 

"this printer here” into a security association in cyberspace, i.e. how to create a key that can be 

authenticated as being known to “this printer here” rather than some other printer. This is the same 

issue as Asokan discusses i.e. how to translate new or atypical prior context into cyberspace trust, 

i.e. trust in a particular key.

Asokan [AGOO] adopts a group Diffie-Hellman key agreement (GDH) protocol (see section 2.4.4) 

to establish a group key. However, as mentioned previously this key agreement protocol needs to 

be authenticated to protect against an active attacker. Using STS [DvOW92] where the Diffie- 

Hellman key agreement (DHKA) is authenticated via public key signatures requires the prior 

context o f  a PKl. This does not exist in Asokan’s simple group meeting scenario. Asokan suggests 

that passw ord authenticated Diffie-Hellman key agreement [BM92] can be extended to authenticate
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group Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocols (see section 2.4.4). Password authenticated Diffie- 

Hellman key exchange is where a password is used to encrypt portions of the key agreement phase 

in order to authenticate the key agreement. This is done in such a way that the use o f a password to 

authenticate the key exchange does not weaken the system as is typically the case in password 

authenticated protocols. Asokan’s paper tackles extending these techniques to the multiparty or 

group Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocols.

Ad-hoc Conference Key Agreement 

QE23XY

Figure 3-7 Password Authentication

In Figure 3-7 the common password is being made known to all in the room by placing it on a 

blackboard. This password is then input into each device and the authenticated key agreement 

protocol takes place. The attacker outside the room can overhear the protocol on the wireless 

medium but does not know the password and so can’t learn the group key that is derived or corrupt 

the protocol with a man-in-the-middle (MEM) style attack. The group key can then be used to 

secure the group’s subsequent communications and exclude the eavesdropping attacker. This 

resultant protocol satisfies his requirement to transfer the prior context of “this group o f people in 

this room” into trust in the group key.

The particular group Diffie-Hellman protocol used by Asokan is Becker’s Hypercube [BW98] 

Diffie-Hellman group key agreement protocol. Becker’s protocol is presented briefly here, the 

notation is the same as usual for DH key agreement (DHKA). For simplicity the case of four 

participants A, B, C, D is illustrated in Figure 3-8.
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Becker's Hypercube

Round 1 Round 2

Figure 3-8 Becker’s Hypercube protocol

Round 1 consists o f a normal two party DHKA. This two party DHKA is performed between A and 

B and also in parallel between C and D. Then in Round 2, these keys are used as the exponents in a 

second two party key agreement, this time between A and C, and B and D respectively. This gives 

a fmal key o f the form

K = g ' ^ = g   ̂ . Equation 3-1

This is an optimum group key agreement protocol in terms o f the number o f rounds it takes to 

complete, log2 n , where n is the number o f parties in the protocol, in this example with n=4, there 

is log, 4 = 2 communications rounds. Compare this protocol to the GDH.l protocol (illustrated 

earlier in section 2.4.4 Group Keying) from Steiner [STW96], which requires 2(?i-l)=6 rounds in 

this case.

This is a very simple method o f creating a group Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol where 

each round involves a two-party Diffie-Hellman key agreement. This makes it trivial to apply two- 

party password authentication techniques to this group protocol. Simply add password 

authentication to each o f the two-party key agreements in each round as per Bellovin’ s original 

technique [BM92]. When the group is not made o f an even number o f participants the Hypercube 

protocol is modified to the Octopus protocol as in Becker’ s paper [BW98], details omitted here. 

Asokan also goes on to describe a how to deal with faults during the protocol run. That is, players 

halting or having false passwords. In this case another member needs to be selected to continue the 

protocol with. Asokan suggests a simple algorithm to decide the order in which the key agreement 

rounds should take place, details o f which can be found in [AGOO].
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D iscussion o f  Asokan 's schem e

Asokan’s scheme satisfies the scenario he describes. The problem of prior context being "those 

people at this location” is dealt with by giving the password to “those people at this location”, thus 

transferring the prior context into the cyberspace context of trust in the password and in tum trust 

in the group key. The group key agreement process is contributory (see section 2.4.4) and so does 

not rely on a leader or any centralised entity. The protocol is completely distributed, another 

desirable property for an ad hoc network. Moreover, it does not rely on any external mechanism for 

authentication such as a PKI or a KDC, authentication is provided via the use of the shared 

password. Two-party versions of this protocol are also possible and provide methods of 

authentication that are less primitive than those of Stajano [SA99] or Balfanz [BSSW02], They do 

not require physical exchange of keys or a location limited channel, they merely require the 

establishment of a shared secret password. This is typically easier to achieve than establishing a 

shared secret random key. For example, a password can easily be manually entered into two 

communicating devices and then the key agreement protocol is run using these passwords to 

authenticate the protocol.

Such manual configuration of passwords is already used in commercial wireless products that can 

be used to create small single-hop ad hoc networks, such as Bluetooth [Bluetooth] devices or 

WLAN [WLAN] devices. Unfortunately neither of these devices use an underlying key agreement 

protocol to devise a strong session key from these weak passwords and vulnerabilities in both, due 

in no small part to this poor key management provision, are well documented. For an attack on 

WLAN security see [SIROI]. A further advantage o f using a password authenticated DH key 

agreement is that the derived session key does not rely on the password for its secrecy, only for its 

authenticity. This means that after the key agreement is complete, the password can be revealed 

without revealing the agreed key. This property is called Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS)''*, and is a 

desirable property for an authenticated key exchange [AGOO].

However Asokan’s group keying scheme does suffer some limitations. His group key agreement 

makes no provision for efficient re-keying of the group. The key agreement protocol must be re-run 

to form a new key. This does not support dynamic groups. Group membership changes may be 

frequent in an ad hoc network and as such Asokan’s protocol may perform poorly in a highly 

dynamic scenario. Moreover the hypercube protocol assumes that all members can perform a

This property is best appreciated in the context o f  where the password (called the long-term keying information) is 
being reused again and again to authenticate different key exchanges to form new session keys continually. The session  
keys are used during a session and then deleted. Compromise o f  a protocol member reveals the password and the current 
session key but not the previous session keys as they have been deleted. However an attacker may have saved previous 
public transcripts o f  the session key agreement protocols. He ma> then tr> to use this information and the password to 
find previous session keys. This is not possible if  the session key agreement protocols exhibit perfect forv.'ard secrecy, as 
Diffe-Hellm an key agreement does. This also allows a new participant to be added to the group by giving him the 
password. This allows him to take part in future session key exchanges but not learn previous ones. i.e. prior to when he 
was a group member. Expelling a member from the group however requires reconstitution o f  the long-term keying  
information.
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distributed agreement on what the structure o f the hypercube is i.e. what order the )<ey agreement 

follows. This requires the group members to be aware o f the addresses in the hypercube o f all other 

group members. He provides an algorithm for deciding an order for the individual two-part>' key 

agreements follow in the hypercube.

3.5.2 Perrig’s [Perr99] Group keying scheme

Perrig [Perr99] provides a slightly different contributory key agreement protocol intended for use 

in a dynamically changing group. Although Perrig makes no mention o f ad hoc networks in this 

paper, it may be applicable to such a scenario and so is included here. In fact, in a later work co

authored by Pen'ig [KPTOO], extending [Perr99] he does mention ad hoc networks as an application 

scenario.

Description o f  Perris's scheme

The key tree distribution schemes discussed in section 2.4.4.2 above use a leader to create and 

distribute the key and hence, as mentioned previously, are not contributory protocols. A variation 

on this, is a contributory key tree [Perr99]. In Perrig’ s protocol the key tree is constructed in a 

collaborative manner using Diffie-Helmann key agreement (D H KA) by the players in the group.

Contributory Key Tree

Level 0 Keys

,r1.r2 ,r3.r4 Level 1 Keys

Level 2 Keys

MembersM4M3M1 M2

Figure 3-9 Contributory Key Tree

An example is illustrated for four group members, in Figure 3-9 four group members are shown, 

labelled M 1 .M 2 , M 3 ,M 4 . An appropriate prime p  and generator g e Z* are selected and published.

Each group member chooses a random value 7; e Z* and sets the keys o f level 2 to these values.
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The level one keys are computed using a pair-wise DHKA protocol between M| and M2 and also 

between M3 and M4. These level one keys are then used as exponents in the next DHKA protocol 

between a random member from each side o f  the tree, e.g. M2 and M3 to compute the level two key,

gps’’ - ]y|  ̂ gj-g charged with conveying this key to the other members o f  their side o f

the tree, called their sub-tree. To do this, the key is encrypted under the key o f  that particular sub

tree and broadcast the other members o f  the sub-tree. In this simple case o f  four players, M3 

encrypts the key using the level one key he shares with M4 and sends it to him, likewise M2 does 

the same for Mi. This level two key is the group key.

Each member in the group knows only the keys along his path to the root key, for example M4 

knows the keys { }  and additionally the contributions }, but does not

know the keys on Mi and M2 path. Therefore when the group membership changes e.g. M4 is 

expelled the new group key is constructed as , which excludes M4 from the group. This is

done without requiring Ml and M2 to contribute new contributions to the group key. Only M3 must 

generate a new contribution that is g ' ’ . Thus the number of protocol rounds and computation 

overhead is reduced vis-a-vis other group key agreement protocols such as [ITW82], [BD94], 

[SSDW88], [STW96].

This produces a group keying system, which is efficient for small to medium size groups in 

scenarios where a group leader is undesirable. Authentication o f  each individual pair-wise key 

agreements in Perrig’s scheme assumes the existence of a PKl. Members of the group are chosen 

via a collaborative group membership agi'eement protocol that is not discussed.

Kim [KPTOO] extends this scheme [Perr99] to cope with group merge and partition gracefully. Kim 

also elaborates on the communications model assumed/required for such a collaborative group key 

agreement protocol.

D iscussion o f  P e rr is 's  schem e

Perrig’s work [Perr99] and later Kim’s [KPTOO] cater for medium size groups, which may have 

dynamic membership. Asokan’s [AGOO] scheme, on the other hand, is better suited to smaller 

groups with static membership, but has the benefit o f  not requiring a Public Key Infrastructure. 

Asokan’s scheme is designed to be used once and then discarded when the ad hoc group disbands. 

If the members o f  the group are dynamically changing this requires the new members in each phase 

to re-run the entire protocol using a new password. Recall, the envisioned application is an ad hoc 

meeting in a room. The password is communicated to all group members that are present in the 

room. Clearly the scheme is not designed to cater for physically dispersed nodes in an ad hoc 

network, where group membership is changing dynamically. Asokan requires a group ordering to 

organise the members in the logical hypercube (assuming this logical addressing scheme can be
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agreed upon) during group key agreement. He provides a simple protocol to do this that provides 

fault-tolerance [AGOO].

Perrig's scheme also assumes that the players can agree on an order or position for each member in 

the logical key tree. In addition, Perrig’s scheme also requires collaborative group membership 

agreement. This is because authentication is based on identity information, and therefore requires 

each group member to be aware of the identity o f all legitimate group members, i.e. each member 

must have (what is termed in this thesis) a group view’. Perrig assumes an underlying protocol is 

used to provide this group view in a collaborative manner without the aid o f group leader or similar 

source. Providing this group view in collaborative manner, is a problem akin to state machine 

replication [Lam78], [Sch90] discussed earlier. A subset of both these problems is the problem of 

emulating the semantics o f a secure broadcast channel using cryptographic techniques in an 

asynchronous network. For a detailed discussion of these problems see [Reit95]. This problem is 

referred to briefly in Kim’s work [KPTOO]. For a thorough discussion o f practical implementation 

problems of secure group communications and group key agreement Kim refers to 

[AAHRKSSSTOO]. Further work in this area is needed to see if such expensive protocols are 

feasible in an ad hoc networking environment.

3.5.3 A Group-Oriented PKI

The problem of group membership control is again tackled in Aura’s work. He aims to tackle the 

problem of deciding who should take part in contributory key agreement protocols, or to whom 

should the key be distributed in group key distribution protocols (2.4.4)? The group key agreement 

protocol of Asokan above has collaborative group membership agreement built in, in that 

membership is limited to those with sight of the password. However, collaborative group 

membership agreement is not as easy to implement when a common secure broadcast medium, like 

the blackboard in the room in Asokan’s scheme, does not exist. See discussion of Perrig’s scheme 

above. Aura [AMOl] tackles the problem o f providing group membership control in a non

contributory manner. He employs a PKI that distributes attribute/authorization certificates 

containing <group_member_attribute, pk> bindings. These are used to authenticate members o f the 

group.

This membership management scheme is distinct from group key distribution or agreement, i.e. the 

process of establishing a group key to secure communications within the group. Aura’s scheme 

defines who is in the group, i.e. who should be part o f the key establishment process. However, 

groups are not alw'ays formed merely to permit secure intra-group communications. Groups can be 

formed for a variet>' of reasons. Aura states “the primary purpose of a group is that it may be 

granted access rights, which any member of the group is entitled to use” ", for example, rights to

"  It is noted here that key establishm ent can be considered an exam ple o f  an access control right, where the access right 
granted is the perm ission to learn the com m on group key.
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use a printer or to access a database. It follows that the members o f  a group (e.g. database users) do 

not necessarily need to trust each other. In fact they may not even be aware o f each other’s 

existence. What they need to be able to do in this scenario, is prove to the database that they are a 

member o f the group. Hence the group membership PKI has other applications than merely 

providing and authentication infrastructure for group key agreement or group key distribution.

3.5.4 Aura’s [AMOl] Group management PKI scheme

D escrip tio n  o f  A u ra  's schem e

Aura designs a PKI in which membership certificates are issued binding 

<group_member_attributed, public key>. His scheme is designed as follows. The first member or 

founder o f the group is the leader o f  the group. The leader firstly generates a Private/Public Key 

pair called the group key. The public key is used as the group identifier/name, the private group 

key, abbreviated as KG, is used to sign membership certificates to create members o f the group. 

The leader can also delegate the role o f leader to other members o f  the group by issuing leader 

certificates. As such the group can grow in a scaleable manner and the certification service does 

not rely on a single centralised entity to provide the service, i.e. availability is increased.

The certificates in this system follow the SPKI model [SPKl], i.e. they bind public keys to 

attributes/authorisations. The attribute/authorisation in this case is "group member or leader', so 

certificates contain the binding <group member, public key>. All leaders have an equivalent 

authority with the original leader and founder o f  the group. Each one may act independently in 

adm itting new members, though only the group key KG  can be used to admit new leaders to the 

group. This has the disadvantage that multiple independent leaders mean no single leader is 

guaranteed to have a whole picture o f  the group membership at a given moment. Aura advises that 

the leaders should have a protocol for sharing information with each other whenever 

communication is possible.

To protect the initial group key, which is the only one that is allowed to create leader certificates, 

Aura [AMOl] suggests that after a few leaders have been created that the private key KG  should be 

erased. This prevents the risk o f  new false leaders from being created by compromising the original 

leader and learning KG.

To deal with the possibility that a group membership needs to be revoked, leaders can also issue 

revocation lists. The revocation entries in this list have the same structure as the membership  

certificates, in that they are basically counter certificates signed by a leader o f the group. If there 

are a lot o f  counter certificates, they are aggregated into a list. The revocation information is 

propagated in a best effort manner throughout the group rather than being stored at a particular 

location. To notify non-members o f  the group, (for example a service that group members are
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allowed access to), designated members o f the group are assigned to contact the service and inform 

it o f  revocation updates.

The same revocation procedure is also used to revoke a ‘bad’ leader. A counter certificate for the 

‘bad’ leader is signed by another leader in the group. This stops the ‘bad’ leader from issuing 

further certificates for the group. However, this does not stop that ‘bad’ leader from revoking 

certificates in the system. Because the revocation mechanism relies on best effort propagation o f 

counter certificates, a counter certificate issued by the ‘bad’ leader must be accepted, as there is no 

way o f  telling whether it was issued prior to the leader going ‘bad’ or after. For example, if leader 

Alice revokes leader Bob, and Bob retaliates with a revocation message dated earlier than that of 

Alice, how can the group distinguish which counter certificate was issued first? This means that a 

‘bad’ leader can issue revocation certificates for every leader or member in the group, effectively 

disabling the group. To counter this attack, the group must be reconstituted from scratch, a new 

group key KG created, and all leader and membership certificates reissued, excepting o f course for 

the certificate o f the ‘bad’ leader.

D iscussion o f  A u ra 's  schem e

It is useful to describe A ura’s architecture in terms o f  a traditional PKI. The leader in A ura’s 

scheme acts very much as a centralised Certificate Authority, the difference perhaps being that the 

leader is not globally trusted in the network, he is only trusted in the group. It can be described as a 

local or group level Certificate Authority.

As the certificate authority issues membership certificates, i.e. <m embership,pk> bindings, the PKI 

model is that o f SPKl, i.e. authorisation certificates rather than name certificates as in X.509. 

Therefore the Certificate Authority will be referred to as an Authorisation Authority (AA) from 

hereon. His scheme can be equated to a hierarchical centralised SPKl scheme in which there is a 

root Authorisation Authority (the group key) which certifies a number o f other sub Authorisation 

Authorities (the leaders) as legitimate certificate authorities for the group.

This two tiered hierarchical scheme, with a root AA in tier one and sub A A ’s in the second tier, is 

very close to simple replication o f the A A. As discussed prior (Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.1) simple or 

naive [ZH99] replication o f  a security service, in particular an authentication service, poses 

muhiple points o f  compromise faihtre  for the system. The difference in a hierarchical scheme is that 

a single failure point can be removed if detected (revoke the failed leaders certificate) and the 

system can continue to operate. This is called here a partial compromise failure, w'hereas with the 

replicated or single site AA a compromise failure  implies total system failure and a new AA key 

pair needs to be generated.

In A ura’s scheme the first tier o f the hierarchy is removed to protect the system. This leaves a one 

tiered system in which all servers are different, in that they have different private keys, however
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they all have the same power, i.e. they can all perform the service individually. This is what 

distinguishes this system from naive/simple replication o f an AA private key to multiple servers. A 

‘bad’ server can be removed by revoking his leadership certificate, thus preventing him from 

issuing any more membership certificates using his private key. However as mentioned this can 

stop a leader issuing false certificates but not false certificate revocations. This means the ‘bad’ AA 

can disrupt the service by eliminating m embers/leaders from the group but it cannot compromise 

the service by allowing false members into the group. As such each leader poses a point o f  partial 

compromise failure  however this compromise can be removed and the service can proceed. 

Unfortunately the service can only proceed under the assumption that the ‘bad’ leader does not 

launch a denial o f service attack by revoking all leader keys. The scheme therefore presents 

muhiple points o fp a rtia l compromise failure, and multiple points o f  total D OS failure.

Aura notes [AMOl] that threshold cryptography can “clearly improve the security o f the system in 

practical applications, however protection against compromised nodes is often less important than 

that decisions are made fast and actions taken immediately. This is true even in law' enforcement 

and military applications where the network nodes are frequently exposed to real physical threat” . 

Thus he advocates that security should be traded for convenience and that the threshold Certificate 

Authority suggestion o f Zhou [ZH99] is not suitable in many scenarios.

This argument however may be m isleading and so the difference between certificate issuance and 

certificate usage is highlighted here. Certificate issuance in a threshold scheme relies on a threshold 

o f servers to perform the service, and so is less convenient than multiple sei'vers performing this 

service independently. However, although the issuance o f the certificates may be susceptible to 

denial o f  service or delay due the requirement o f contacting a threshold o f certificate authority 

servers rather than ju st one, usage o f the certificates is not. As such, it is incorrect to say that 

decision making or action taking will be significantly delayed by such a system. The nodes using 

the certificates will not be delayed at all once they are in possession o f a valid certificate. For 

example, a soldier, call him Sam, obtains a certificate delegating him the right to launch missiles 

using a computer system. Sam can now launch a missile when and where he wants after that 

delegation has taken place. Only the delegation o f this right is susceptible to denial o f  service. As 

delegation o f rights is relatively infrequent with respect to exercising that right. Aura’s argument 

may be a little misleading.

A threshold system may hamper the leader from admitting a new member quickly, however it does 

not hamper that m em ber’s ability to “make decisions fast and take actions immediately” [AMOl]. 

Denial-of-service can be tolerated, assuming it is temporary, during certificate issuance without 

compromising the overall system perform ance gravely. As such, the argument against a threshold 

certificate authority is not as strong as it may at first sound.
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In summary', Aura presents an SPKI style Certificate Authority, i.e. he issues authorisation 

certificates containing bindings of the form <group membership, PK>. The structure of the CA or 

Authorisation Authorit}' (AA) as it is called in this thesis is hierarchical. The group founder creates 

the group key and issues certificates to leaders signed by this group key. A novel feature o f this 

design is to destroy this group key to remove the root as a single point of compromise for the 

system. The leaders act as sub AA’s. They issue certificates granting membership of the group. 

Revocation is achieved by propagating counter certificates in a best effort manner throughout the 

group. Each sub AA poses a point o f  partial compromise failure o f the system. However this is 

more convenient to implement than a threshold scheme. Applications envisioned are to provide 

access control to services based on group affiliation and also to provide a method of authenticating 

group members if necessary during group key establishment protocols.

Note key agreement protocols such as Perrig’s [Perr99] can be adapted to use these group 

membership certificates. This removes the problem of collaborative group membership agreement 

however Perrig’s protocol model is not designed with this scenario in mind. Perrig’s scheme 

assumes collaborative key agreement and also collaborative group membership agreement rather 

than a leader assigning membership. Other collaborative group key agreement protocols leave the 

problem of group membership management as an orthogonal problem to that of group key 

agreement [AST98].

3.6 Conclusions

A variety o f key management solutions for ad hoc networks have been presented in this chapter. 

The most primitive form o f key management, physical key exchange is discussed in two papers 

[BSSW02], [SA99]. This solution is obviously restricted to quite small networks. A larger scale 

solution requires a Key Management Infrastructure.

No papers in the literature suggest a symmetric key infrastructure, as in its simplest form the KDC 

poses a single point o f  failure. The threshold KDC  by Gong [G93] is not suggested in the literature 

on ad hoc security.

For more scalable solutions than physical key exchange the most commonly suggested approach is 

to use a PKI. Several solutions based on different PKI models exist. Hubaux [HBCOl] presents a 

PGP based PKI. This decentralised approach to trust management is not suitable to all applications 

but for civilian networks it may be useful. Zhou [ZH99] presents a PKI based not on a centralised 

CA but a distributed Threshold CA. This CA is designed to stay online to reflect the frequent 

changes in certificate information and eliminate the need for certificate revocation lists. Luo 

[LLOO] extends the TCA approach to a more distributed service with every node in the network 

partaking in the TCA service rather than a select few.
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Another topic o f  key management, group keying, is addressed b\ Asokan [AGOO] using password 

authenticated group DifFie-HeUman, and Aura [AMOl] presents a method o f authenticating group 

members based on a replicated authorisation authority (group leaders) issuing authorisation 

certificates to identify group members.

Table 1 summarises briefly some ch ief points about each o f the major papers detailed in this 

review. The table should be read row by row, from left to right. Row 1 contains the headings for 

each column. The columns represent the following information about each paper. Column I 

contains the first author o f the paper and its reference. Column 2 contains the context o f the 

solution, i.e. the likely application scenario. Column 3 states the main contribution, idea or premise 

for a key m anagement solution o f  that paper. Column 4 contains the authentication mechanism 

used during key establishment with this scheme. In column 5, a qualitative estim ate o f the likely 

scale o f the solution is given. Column 6 states what is required to bootstrap the system. Column 7 

states whether there is a dependence during the bootstrap or operation o f the system on prior 

infrastructure, trust or physical, and states what the prior dependence is.
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Paper Context Main Contribution Authentication 

mechanism for key 

establishment

Network Scale Boot-strapping the scheme 

requires:

Dependence 

on prior 

infrastructure

Stajano

[SA99]

Piconet,

Small

personal area 

network.

Physical contact to 

establish keying 

relationships

Physical location to 

exchange key

Small Physical proximity No

Balfanz

[BSSW 02]

Piconet,

Small

Personal area 

network. 

Small groups

Location lim ited  channel 

to establish keying 

relationships

Location limited  

channel to exchange 

key

Small A location limited channel No

Hubaux

[HBCOl]

Large scale

civilian

network

PGP based PKI. Hunter 

algorithm to intelligently 

create minimum size 

certificate repositories

PK certificates M edium/Large Unspecified, location limited 

channel may be used

No



Paper Context Main Contribution Authentication 

mechanism for key 

establishment

Network Scale Boot-strapping the scheme 

requires:

Dependence 

on prior 

infrastructure

Zhou

[ZH99]

Large scale 

network

Threshold CA PK certificates Large Dealer to create TCA private 

key

Yes, Dealer

Luo

[LLOO]

Large scale, 

army

Redistributing Threshold 

CA

PK certificates Large Dealer to create TCA private 

key

Yes, Dealer

Asokan

[AGOO]

Conference, 

small group

Password Authenticated 

Group Key Agreement

Password Small Shared password No

Aura

[AMOl]

Small to 

medium sized 

group

G roup membership 

managem ent via PKI

PK certificates Small/M edium M ember to act as leader and 

trusted by all to do so

Yes, group 

leader(s)

Perrig

[Perr99]

Small

dynamic

group

A uthenticated Group Key 

Agreem ent with Key Tree 

for efficient join/leave 

operations

PK certificates Medium PKI certificates and a 

collaborative group 

m embership agreement 

protocol

Yes, PKI

T a b l e  1



AnAdHocKMl

4.1 Current Key Management Solutions In The Literature.

In Chapter 2 a review of the literature on key management in ad hoc networks identified four broad 

categories of key management solutions.

a) Physical key exchange

b) Symmetric Key Infrastructure

c) Public Key Infrastructure

d) Group keying

Some problems in each of these four categories of key management are discussed below. In doing 

so, a shortcoming in the work on key management in ad hoc networks is identified. Addressing this 

shortcoming in the literature is the major goal of this thesis.

Category A

The physical and/or proximity-based key exchange techniques of [SA99], [BSSW02] are designed 

for small scale key management. As such they do not scale to medium or large networks due to the 

exponential number of keys required 0(/?^), and the cumbersome out-of-bands nature of key 

exchange required between end-parties, where n is the number of members of the network.
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Category B

No solution in the literature suggests the use o f a symmetric key infrastructure as a key 

management solution for an ad hoc network. This is because a symmetric key infrastructure relies 

on a centralised KDC server, which is a single point o f failure in an ad-hoc network. However, 

even G ong’s [G93] distributed threshold KDC service is not suggested as a key management 

solution for an ad hoc network. This is because the service does not scale well. The same set o f 

servers in the KDC service must interact with both clients during all key establishment protocols. 

Overhead on both servers and clients is high. This overhead may be prohibitive in an ad hoc 

network.

Category C

The proposed PKI solutions for ad hoc networks, suffer one o f the following problems:

1. They assume prior security infrastructure

2. They offer low level o f  security.

3. They are not flexible in terms o f trust management information contained in the 

certificates.

Assumption o f  Prior Infrastructure

The threshold CA schemes o f Luo et al. [LLOO], [KZLLZOO] and o f Zhou and Haas [ZH99] suffer 

from problem 1. A trusted third party is required to generate the private/public key pair o f  the CA 

service and distribute it using threshold secret sharing amongst the CA servers. Luo [LLOO] 

identifies that this poses a single point o f  failure if compromised. The requirement o f a trusted third 

party share dealer poses a greater problem than a single point o f  failure in the event o f  attack.

A trusted third party dealer may he unavailable but more importantly it may 

not even exist.

There may be no single entity that all participants in the TCA servers trust to act as share dealer.

Electing a dealer from one o f the participants also assumes that a single party can be com pletely

trusted to act as dealer. This is contradictory to the nature o f a threshold system, whereby a

threshold is employed precisely because no single entity' can be trusted to act independently.

Relying on a trusted third party dealer prohibits the ad  hoc inception o f  the 

key management service as it assumes a degree o f  pre-existing  

infrastructure, both in terms o f  physical infrastructure and trust 

infrastructure. This is counter to the requiremei7t o f  an ad hoc key 

management solution for an ad hoc network.
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A m ajor goal in tiiis tiiesis is to address this shortcoming.

L om’ level o fse c u r in ’

Hubaiix’s [HBCO! ] PGP-based scheme can be initialised in an ad hoc manner, it does not require a 

trusted dealer for example, as any individual can issue a certificate, and there is no requirem ent for 

a prior infrastructure to do so. However the security o f this scheme is not suited to m ilitary or high 

security environments. This is because it relies on a web-of-trust, which is only as strong as its 

weakest link. PGP is a key management solution designed to facilitate secure email, it does not 

provide the security necessary for e-commerce [BFL96] or military environments. Hubaux has 

designed this scheme for “self-organised civilian networks” where security needs are not as high. 

M oreover, there are the problems o f false certificates and probabilistic repositories, and it is not 

readily apparent how practical the repository building algorithms are, as discussed in the previous 

chapter.

Inflexible trust m anasem ent

A nother problem which presents itself with the web-of-trust model used by H ubaux’s schem.e 

[HBCOl] is the difficulty o f  using the scheme for authorisation certification rather than identity 

certification. Although Zhou [ZH99] or Luo [LLOO] don 't mention the use o f  SPKl style 

authorisation certificates, it is a straightforward matter to adapt them to do so. However, supporting 

authorisation certificates in H ubaux’s web-of-trust model requires additional repositories - a 

repository for each different authorisation type. As such, Hubaux’s scheme is inflexible in term s o f 

the trust management that the certificates afford. A further substantial problem with Hubaux’s 

scheme is that it requires active participation for a verifier to verify a certificate. In a TCA scheme 

if the verifier can be made aware o f  the TCA public key then all certificates in the system can be 

verified easily. However, in Hubaux’s PGP scheme, with no centralised repository for the verifier 

to avail of, a verifier must actively build and maintain a mini local certificate repository in order to 

have any chance o f finding a certificate path from the certee to the verifier. This places a heavy 

burden on a verifier in the system, which does not exist in the TCA system. The verifier must also 

interact with the certee in order to merge repositories so that a certificate path between certee and 

verifier can be found. All o f  this places a large communications and computational overhead on the 

verifier, which is not present in the TCA based scheme.

Category D

Group keying solutions [AGOO], [Perr99] are a distinct key management problem. Group keying 

must efficiently establish a common key between multiple parties for the purpose o f  secure group 

communications. Asokan’s scheme seems best suited to a small, static, once-off ad hoc group 

scenario where all group members can be temporarily co-located during group formation. The co- 

location requirement is used to enforce and agree on group membership via the exchange o f a



password in a secure broadcast medium. That is, the co-location o f players provides the gt-oup view 

that is required for this collaborative key agreement. Perrig’s scheme may scale better but requires 

collaborative group membership agreement in an asynchronous network, and hence may be less 

practical in many scenarios.

Aura [AMOl] tackles the problem o f  group membership management via a hierarchical PKI. The 

security o f a hierarchical PKI may be unsuitable in many ad hoc networking scenarios. Group 

keying itself is not tackled in A ura 's scheme.

No completely satisfactory scheme for group membership management exists. A skokan’s scheme 

is confined to scenarios such as the meeting room scenario he describes where a password can be 

communicated to all present. Perrig’s scheme assumes all members can coUaboratively decide on 

who should be in the group.

It is worth stating the obvious, that group keying is a key management solution for groups. Group 

keying is o f no use in providing one-to-one authentication or confidentiality, h provides multiparty 

authentication or confidentiality. Groups may need to employ other key management solutions in 

parallel to group keying, because one-to-one authentication may be required within the group. As a 

hypothetical example; an army platoon may share most information that is communicated on the 

battlefield, this requires an efficient group keying solution, however this does not preclude a 

platoon leader from needing to com m unicate privately (i.e. from the rest o f  the group) with an 

individual in the group. This requires one-to-one authentication and key establishment, which is a 

separate issue from group keying and which group keying is not designed to cater for.

4.1.1 Desired Properties O f An Ad Hoc Key M anagem ent Scheme

Aim o f this thesis is to facilitate the creation o f a key management scheme with the following 

properties:

The key management solution should be

1. Ad Hoc -  The KM service should be completely ad hoc in its inception i.e. it should not 

rely on prior security infrastructure. It should be an ad hoc key management solution for an 

ad hoc network.

2. Scalable -  Scalability o f the key management solution is achieved by m inimising the 

number o f long-term keying relationships required in the system whilst providing in

bounds key establishment. This allows the key management solution to be used amongst a 

potentially large number o f network nodes. This requires the use o f a Key M anagement 

Infrastructure.

3. Flexible security requirem ents -  e.g. high security' military networks or low-to-mid 

security civilian networks.
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4. Flexible trust managem ent -  i.e. authorisation based certificates possible rather than 

identity based certificates in the case o f a PKI service.

5. Feasible -  tiie computational overhead should be manageable on small mobile devices e.g. 

laptops and PDAs.

4.1.2 Shortcom ings O f Solutions In The Literature

No scalable key management solution for ad hoc networks published to date satisfies the 

requirements o f  this thesis.

H ubaux’s [HBCOl] PKI scheme does not provide the necessary level o f  securit>' required in some 

environments. Moreover, H ubaux’s scheme places a heavy burden on the certificate verifier during 

certificate verification and during the lifetime o f  the system.

A ura’s scheme [AMOl] is really a hierarchical replicated CA and is unsuitable for many ad hoc 

networking environments. It relies on the existence o f identified leaders to act as CA and therefore 

is not truly ad hoc. Moreover, it only provides group membership certificates for group 

membership management and is not a key management solution per se.

Zhou’s [ZH99] suggestion for a TCA based PKI and similarly Luo’s [LLOO] rely on a trusted 

dealer for the creation o f the service. Thus they do not provide a truly ad hoc solution for an ad hoc 

network.

4.2 A Multipurpose Ad Hoc KMI Service

The key management solutions presented in this thesis aim to tackle a shortcoming in the work on 

large-scale key management solutions in ad hoc networks.

The major goal o f  this thesis is to design a Key Management Infrastructure 

(KMI), which can be created from  scratch ' mirroring the manner in which 

the network infrastructure itse lf is formed. This will be called an ad  hoc 

KMI

The multipurpose ad hoc Key M anagement Infrastructure (KM I) service presented in this thesis 

facilitates the creation o f an ad hoc Public Key Infrastructure and/or an ad hoc Symmetric Key 

Infrastructure. Another application o f this ad hoc KMI service is the design o f a group keying 

scheme that addresses the problem o f group membership management in a distributed manner. 

These applications and uses for the multipurpose ad hoc KMI service are discussed in Chapter 9.

A complete threshold RSA scheme is defined here as a shared RSA key generation protocol and 

compatible threshold RSA protocol. The multipurpose ad hoc KMI service designed in this thesis



has at its foundation a complete threshold RSA scheme. Designing and implementing a complete 

threshold RSA scheme is therefore a m ajor component o f this dissertation and the major building 

block in the design o f this ad hoc KMI. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 contain a review o f threshold RSA 

signature protocols and shared RSA key generation protocols respectively. This is a necessary 

prelude to design and implementation o f  a complete threshold RSA scheme in Chapter 7.
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Threshold RSA

5.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a low level mathematical review o f threshold ciyptography, in particular 

threshold RSA protocols. A novel presentation o f  threshold RSA protocols and the security o f  these 

protocols is given. The suitability o f these protocols for use in the design and implementation o f a 

multi-purpose a d  hoc Key M anagement Infrastructure service as described in Chapter 4, is then 

discussed.

An overview o f  this chapter is given in section 5.2. In section 5.3, polynomial threshold secret 

sharing is presented. In section 5.4, the related topic o f  threshold cryptography is introduced. In 

section 5.5, an example o f threshold cryptography - an additive (n,n) threshold RSA protocol - is 

presented. In section 5.5.1, an additive (t,n) threshold RSA protocol is shown, in section 5.6, a 

polynomial (t,n) threshold RSA protocol is described, and problems in designing such a scheme are 

introduced. In sections 5.7 - 5.10, four important papers presenting solutions to these problems are 

reviewed. In section 5.1 I, the topic o f a secure protocol and a p ro o f o f  security is introduced. In 

sections 5.13.2 - 5.13.6, the security o f  these four polynomial based threshold RSA protocols is 

analysed using this notion o f a p ro o f o f  security. In section 5.14, comparison and conclusions are 

made with regard to use o f  particular protocols in designing and implementing an ad hoc Key 

Management Infrastructure. These findings are summarised in Table 2.
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5.2 Overview

Public key cryptography and in particular the mathematics o f the RSA [RSA78] algorithm are 

covered in Appendix 12. In this chapter a mathematical treatment o f  threshold cryptography (in 

particular threshold RSA) is given. A threshold RSA protocol is an instance o f a cryptogi'aphic 

protocol.

D efinition: A cryptogi'aphic pro toco l is a set o f  rules or procedures for  

em ploying a cryptographic algorithm  to provide  data security  services (e.g. 

secrecy, authentication, integrity’, non-repudiation).

The review o f threshold RSA protocols contained in this chapter is done in a novel way. Each o f 

the protocols is categorised in terms o f the mathematical techniques that underpin them. It is hoped 

that a thorough understanding o f the threshold RSA protocols is achieved by such a presentation. 

The goal is to simplify the task o f  making design choices when modifying or implementing these 

protocols by presenting them in as clear a fashion as possible. Implicit protocol specifications or 

assumptions are by definition not specifications at all. What might be implicit to the 

m athem atician/cryptographer designing the protocol needs to be explicitly stated for the 

m athem atician/cryptographer implementing the protocol. This statement is all the more pertinent 

when it is considered that the protocol designer and implementer are often not working in the same 

field. W hat might be implicit to the m athematician/cryptographer designing the protocol needs to 

be explicitly stated for the engineer/com puter scientist implementing the protocol.

Crj'ptographic protocols that a built on a trial and error basis are often \u lnerable to attack. 

Examples o f protocol failures in the literature abound, a short list is contained in M oore's paper 

[Moor87]. Recent history has seen a strong emphasis on the need for rigorous proofs o f  security for 

cryptographic protocols.

The notion o f a proo f o f  security is explained in this chapter. A contribution to the literature is 

made in formalising the steps involved in a proo f o f  security technique for Threshold RSA 

protocols.

This p ro o f o f  security’ methodology is then used to explain the proofs o f  security given in the 

reviewed papers. This lends clarity to the structure o f these protocols and explains why certain 

features are incorporated in these protocols. The goal o f  this analysis is to contribute to the 

literature by providing a thorough comparison o f these protocols, not only in terms o f  their 

properties, but their mathematical foundations. The theor>' and methods developed in this chapter 

are employed in designing a complete Threshold RSA scheme in Chapter 7. This complete 

threshold RSA scheme is the foundation or tool used to design a multipurpose ad hoc KMI service.
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5.3 Shamir’s [Sha79] Polynomial Threshold Secret Sharing Scheme

Liu [Liu68] considers the problem o f locking a safe in such a way that it can only be unlocked if  a 

threshold o f the safe’s owners is present. It is called the threshold safe locking problem  here. For 

example, to secure a safe owned by three people such that two o f the owners must be present to 

open it, requires the use o f  three locks and two keys per participant. This ensures that no party can 

open the safe without the collusion o f another, and that any two parties can open the safe. A more 

extreme example given in [Liu68], [Sha79] uses 11 participants with a threshold o f 6 participants 

required to open the safe. This requires 462 locks and 252 keys. Obviously this solution is 

untenable as numbers grow.

Shamir [Sha79] generalises this problem to one in which a secret is shared by a num ber o f 

participants n in such a way that a threshold t o f  participants is needed to recover the secret. Any 

less than 1 participants can not recover the secret. Sham ir’s solution can solve the above threshold  

safe locking problem  as follows:

The safe can employ a single combination lock. The lock combination is a secret shared as above. 

Any I parties can combine their information to recover the secret combination and the safe can then 

be opened. Any number o f  participants less than t is not able to find the combination and hence is 

unable to unlock the safe.

The goal o f a threshold secret sharing scheme as stated in [Sha79] is to divide the secret ^  into ti 

pieces Si, ...S„ in such a way that:

Knowledge o f any t or more S, pieces makes S  easily computable.

Knowledge o f t-1 or fewer S, pieces leaves S  completely undetermined (i.e. all possible values for S  

are still equally likely).

Such a scheme is called here a (t,n) threshold secret sharing scheme. Achieving this goal seems 

counter intuitive, how can Alice know a part/share o f the secret and not narrow down the possible 

outcomes o f the overall secret? Sham ir’s [Sha79] Polynomial Threshold Secret Sharing Scheme is 

presented now to exemplify how this is achieved. The basis o f  Sham ir’s scheme is that a 

polynomial can be used to share a secret. For example, Figure 5-1 illustrates how a line can be used 

to create a {2,n)  threshold secret sharing scheme.
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y=mx+s

S

Knowledge of A and B allows us to

S?

s?

s?

y=mx+s

A
 -----

find the secret S
Knowledge of A alone does not allow 

us to find the secret S

Figure 5-1 A (2,n) Polynomial Threshold Secret Sharing Scheme 

In this example the line described by the formula

y  = S + »u' ,

has S , the secret, as its free term. Now each player,/J, in the system is given a point / ( / )  on this 

line. This point is player / ) ’ s share s, o f the secret S . With two or more points, the line can be 

interpolated using Lagrange Interpolation (see [JJ88] for good description o f Lagrange 

Interpolation) and the secret, 5 , can be recovered. However a single point on the line conveys no 

information whatsoever about the line, as illustrated. This is easily understood by considering the 

simple mathematics problem o f solving simultaneous equations. An equation in two unknowns 

requires two points to solve the equation. This describes the basic method behind Shamir’ s secret 

sharing scheme. The exact method Shamir employs in his polynomial secret sharing scheme 

[Sha79] is described as follows, paraphrasing Shamir [Sha79]:

‘'Construct a random t-1 degree polynomial f  (x) -  S + a^x +... + with the secret S as the

free-term coefficient. Evaluate; 5, = /(1),.5, = /(2 ) , . . ,5,, = /(?7). Each o f these points on the 

polynomial represents a share o f the secretS = / ( 0 )  . Given any subset o f / o f  these shares the 

coefficients o f /(A ')a re  found by interpolation, and thus 5' = /(O )can be evaluated. Knowledge o f

just t - \  o f these values, on the other hand, does not suffice in order to calculated. To make this 

claim more precise, modular arithmetic is used instead o f real number arithmetic. The set o f 

integers modulo a prime number forms a finite field'" in which interpolation is possible. The

'■ For a discussion o f the properties o f finite fields see [EH87].



coefficients are randomly ciiosen from a uniform distribution over the integers in

[0,/?) and the values 5 , are computed modulo p  . Let us now assume that / -1  o f  these n

pieces are revealed to an attacker. For each candidate value S '  o f the secret, he can construct one 

and only one polynomial / '(^ ')s u c h  that f \ 0 ) - S '  and f \ i )  = ŝ  for the / - I  given shares. By 

construction, each o f these p  possible polynomials are equally likely, and thus there is absolutely 

nothing the attacker can deduce about the real value o f  S .” This secret sharing scheme is called a 

perfect secret sharing scheme, because it displays perfect secrecy [Shannon49] (also known as 

information theoretic security our unconditional security [Maur99]), i.e. t - \  shares reveal no 

information whatsoever about the actual secret, hi the language o f Shannon’s seminal work on 

information theoretic security [Shannon49], the a priori probability o f the secret’s value is 

equivalent to the a priori probability having observed t-1 shares. In the next section a closely 

related topic to threshold secret sharing is discussed.

5.4 Threshold Cryptography

Shamir [Sha79] is the first to intimate the idea o f  threshold cryptography. He suggests as an 

example application o f his secret sharing scheme discussed above: that the private key o f  a 

company used to digitally sign cheques may be shared in a threshold manner amongst the 

executives, rather than giving each executive a copy o f the private key. Therefore the scheme is 

more secure, that is no single e.xecutive can write cheques on his own. In his example he shares the 

private key in a (3,7?) manner amongst the n executives o f the company. Any three executives can 

sign a cheque. Each executive’s share is given to him stored on a magnetic card. The company has 

a signature generation device. This device takes any three cards and reconstructs a temporary copy 

o f the key, it then applies it to create the signature and then destroy this tem porary copy o f the 

private key.

A straightforward alternative [IK83] to Sham ir’s suggestion is to give every executive an 

individual public/private key pair and separate signatures for the document are created. This 

precludes the need for executives to meet and use the signature device simultaneously however it is 

inconvenient for the verifier. The verifier needs to know all the public keys o f  the signers rather 

than ju st one public key belonging to the company.

Independently, Boyd [Boyd89] and Croft&Harris [CH89] (presented in 1986 but proceedings not 

published until 1989) and Desmedt [Des87] discuss an alternative to Sham ir’s suggestion. Sham ir’s 

scheme is insecure (the signature device may leak the key to someone) and inconvenient (all 

executives have to go to the device and input their cards into it). Desmedt [Des87], Boyd [Boyd89], 

and Croft& Harris [CH89] suggest the key should be applied in its shared state rather than 

reconstructed and then applied. This makes the key re-usable (i.e. no party learns the key during the 

singing/decryption) without the need for magnetic cards and tam perproof devices.
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Desm edt’s paper “Society and Group Oriented Cryptography’' [Des87] set the stage for much later 

work on this topic. Desmedt puts forward the idea that often society and groups (e.g. companies 

and organisations) are organised in such a way that individuals in the groups should not be 

autonomous. Their operations should require collaboration. Thus cryptographic techniques should 

reflect this. Desmedt’s paper is a landmark in the field that later came to be termed Threshold 

Cry'ptography [DF89]. Desmedt [Des87] presents a theoretical solution for a Threshold 

Cryptography scheme. His theoretical solution is based on "mental games’ [ GMW87]  (see 

section 6.2). This solution is impractical due to the highly interactive ‘ping-pong’ protocol [Des87] 

needed between the players decrypting or signing the message, which requires infeasible [DF89] 

communicational and computational overhead.

5.5 Boyd’s [Boyd89] Additive (n,n) Threshold RSA Protocol

The first practical implementations o f an additive (n.n) scheme are given by Boyd [Boyd89] and 

independently by Frankel [Fran89]. The basic scheme is the same in both papers [Boyd89], 

[Fran89]: an RSA secret key is shared in additive (2 ,2) fashion. An additive (2,2) sharing o f the 

RSA private key d  is created as follows:

e(t/i +d^)  = \ mod

E quation  5-1

F’layer /?, holds the private key share <;/, and player holds the private key share c/j • The RSA 

cryptosystem has the useful property that it is a digital signature scheme as well as a cryptosystem 

(encryption/decryption). To sign/decrypt a message the shares are applied separately and the partial 

results are combined by multiplication. This is best understood from an example:

During the signature protocol each player p, computes a partial signature 

sig^ = M ‘‘' mod N  

E quation  5-2

These partial signatures are then combined by multiplication to create the full signature. This is due 

to the homomorphism^'' [RAD78], [Ben86] that exists between the operations multiplication and 

exponential addition. Stated simply, this is because

The idea is to use techniques from [G M W 87] to com pute logical A N D  and N O T  securely (i.e . w ithout revealing the 
inputs). T he threshold cry ptographic com putation is turned into a series o f  A N D  and N O T  operations and this protocol is 
applied for everv stage.

A  hom om orphism  a m athem atical term w hich  describes a function that has the properties h(u * v) =  h(u) • h (v). for all 
u. V w here * and . are arbitrary binary operations.
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s ig ^ . s ig . ^ M ‘‘\ M ' ‘-=M^'*'^- = M \ m o A N )

Equation 5-3

As can be seen, Boyd’s scheme [Boyd89] (also Frankel’s [Fran89]) is a simple and easily 

understood solution to the problem o f threshold signing or threshold decryption. Unfortunately, as 

it requires all shares o f the key in the system to be used during the signature/decryption protocol, it 

does not facilitate missing or coiTupt shares. This system is called here an additive (n,n) threshold 

RSA protocol. In this case, the threshold o f  shareholders needed to create a signature is equal to the 

num ber o f  shareholders n in the system, i.e. t = n .

A more flexible solution is a (/,« ) threshold protocol where the threshold t <n . This means that 

any / shares from the n shareholders (from hereon shareholders will be referred to as players o f 

the signing/decryption protocol) in the system can be used. This provides fault tolerance, i.e. 

messages can still be decrypted/signed even if all n players aren’t available. As long as a threshold

or quorum o f players t is available the function can be computed.

5.5.1 Frankel’s [Fran89| Additive (t,n) Threshold RSA Protocol

Frankel [Fran89] suggests a (/,« ) scheme can be achieved by creating multiple different additive

sharings o f  the same private key. Each player holds multiple shares, one for each sharing. A 

different sharing exists for each possible coalition o f  t players. M alkin’s paper [MW B99] contains 

a nicely illustrated example o f such a scheme. This simple illustrated example [MWB99] o f an 

additive (2,3)threshold scheme is presented here. This technique extends to any (t,n) scheme (i.e. it 

is not restricted to the (2,3) example). The dealer computes the private key shares as follows 

D -  d̂  + d., = d^+ d^ where e{d^ + d^) = e{d^ +d^) = \ mod (f>{N).

Then each o f the three players { / J , / ’, , / ’,} holds multiple shares according to the following table:

P,
d, d. d,
d.

As such any two o f  the three servers can combine to create a valid signature using additive 

threshold RSA as above. A more efficient method o f sharing the function in a ( / ,a;) fashion is to 

employ a convenient {t,n) secret sharing scheme such as Sham ir’s polynomial sharing described
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above in 5.3. This removes the need for multiple shares at each node. However, employing a 

polynomial sharing o f the RSA key is not as straightforward as employing an additive sharing o f 

the RSA private key.

5.6 The basis of a polynomial (t,n) threshold RSA protocol

In this section, the basis o f  a polynomial (t,n) threshold RSA protocol is presented. The term 

polynomial (t,n) threshold RSA protocol is used here to describe a threshold RSA protocol that 

employs a polynomial secret sharing scheme, rather than an additive secret sharing scheme. 

Problems in designing a working protocol are introduced. In subsequent sections, four important 

papers in the area are reviewed which provide different solutions to these problems. The basic idea 

behind polynomial (t,n) threshold RSA is to share the RSA secret key d  via a polynomial, as in 

Sham ir’s polynomial secret sharing scheme.

A simple example o f a (2,3) scheme is presented for brevity, though it applies to any (/,/?) scheme. 

The private key d  is shared via a first degree polynomial (i.e. a line).

/ (,x) -  d  + rx Equation 5-4

Where, , (here e,, implies a randomly chosen element o f the set).

Each player F, is given a point/(^/V on this line as his share o f the private key. Naturally any two 

points on this line describe fully the line and so reveal the private key d  . The idea behind 

threshold cryptography (threshold function sharing) is to use the partial shares o f the key 

independently and combine the results, as opposed to recombining shares to find the key and then 

applying the key in its entirety.

In the additive examples above, combining results from partial signatures created using the additive 

shares o f d  (see Equation 5-2) is trivially achieved by multiplication o f those partial signatures 

(see Equation 5-3). This is due to the homomorphism between multiplication and exponential

addition. However, with a polynomial sharing o f  the RSA private key t/ , the shares held by each

server are points on a line rather than additive shares. The sum o f these points does not yield d . To 

avail o f the same homomorphism property the shares must be modified so that they become an 

additive sharing o f d .

Using Lagrange interpolation [JJ88] additive shares can easily be formed from polynomial shares 

o f the private key. These modified shares can then be applied to the message, and combined in the 

same manner as the additive case. The Lagixmge Coefficients used to modify the shares are 

computed from the standard Lagrange Interpolation formula:
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/ ( .v )  = ^ Z G ^ ,,( .v ) ./( /)  Equation 5-5
lec

W here the Lagrange Coefficient is given by,

^
LG  ( ^ ) = 1 ~ [ -------— Equation 5-6

, ec-X,X^-X,

W here, f { x )  is the point on the polynomial being sought by interpolation. Typically this is /(O ) 

in a polynomial secret sharing scheme where the secret is being evaluated. / ( / )  is a point on the

polynomial being used in the interpolation to find f ( x ) .  Typically this is player P ' s  share o f  the

secret. C is the set or coalition o f t points being used in the interpolation. The notation j  e C \ i

denotes, for all /  in the set C  excluding/.

A first attempt at using a polynomial sharing o f an RSA key to derive a threshold RSA protocol as 

follows;

Server I computes its partial signature as

5/g, = A/̂ *'*̂ ''̂ '''*'’*(mod A'̂ ),

Server 2 computes its partial signature as 

i/g, =M^*“'"''"*‘”(mod.V) .

These partial signatures are combined by computing, 

sig^.sig2 = = M ‘̂ (modA^). Equation 5-7

This appears to give a valid RSA signature. As it stands. Equation 5-7 when used with Sham ir’s 

secret sharing polynomial is incorrect. Sham ir’s polynomial secret sharing is computed in a finite 

field Z p . Therefore Lagrange interpolation requires the result to be computed modulo p. That is, the

exponent must be reduced m odulop  for the Lagrange Interpolation formula to hold i.e. so that 

ZG, ,( 0 ) . / ( l ) +  ZG, 2 (0 )./(2 ) = t/(m odp )  Equation 5-8

However there is no way to reduce the exponent modulo p. The whole result is reduced modulo N, 

this does not reduce the exponent modulo p. Desmedt and Frankel [DF89] consider the problem of 

sharing the RSA secret key in the group rather than the field Z^ . However this is problematic

as seen in the next section.
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5.6.1 Interpolation in Problem

I f  the  sec re t  is sha red  in then  the  c o m b in e d  secre t  w hen  not reduced  m o d u lo  (j){N) is 

d '  - d ^  +  d ^ + ... +  d, -  d  +  t (p(N)  Equation 5-9

T his  has  the  s a m e  fo rm a t  as the  e x p o n e n t  in R S A  and  is rem o v e d  w h en  taken  m o d  N  , i.e.

= M ‘̂ (mod N ) ' ^  Equation 5-10

N o te  th a t  no rm al  (u n d is t r ib u te d /n o n - th re sh o ld )  R S A  also  ava i ls  o f  E u le r ’s th e o re m  (see  A p p en d ix  

12.1.4) in th is  w a y  to  red u c e  the  e x p o n e n t  m o d ^  d u r in g  dec ryp t ion /s ign ing .  T h e  s tandard  RSA  

d e c ry p t io n /s ig n a tu re  is c o m p u te d  as:

= M ( m o d A ^ )  Equation 5-11

T h e  c o n s tru c t io n  o f  the  e x p o n e n t  in th is  m a n n e r  is a p roper ty  o f  the  R S A  a lgori thm . H o w ev er ,  this  

sam e p ro p e r ty  o f  R S A  can  be  u sed  to  re m o v e  the  ex tra n eo u s  t(j) in the  d is t r ibu ted  th reshold  

p ro tocol '^ .

U n fo r tu n a te ly  secre t  sha r ing  in in troduces  its o w n  p rob lem , nam ely ,  the  co m p u ta t io n  o f  the  

m u lt ip l ica t ive  inverses  nec es sa ry  in the  L,agrange In terpo la tion  coeffic ien ts .  In th is  is not a 

p ro b lem  b ec a u s e  p  is p r im e  and  th e re fo re  all e le m e n ts  in Z^ have a m ult ip l ica t ive  inverse  (this is 

a  p ro p e i ty  o f  a lgeb ra ic  f ields).  H o w e v e r  (p is no t  a p r im e  and  is in fact an even  num ber.  H ence  all 

even  n u m b e rs  are  no t  re la t ive ly  p r im e  to  it and  m u lt ip l ica t ive  inverses  m o d u lo  (p d o n ' t  exist fo r  

them . T h e  inverses  n ee d ed  are  fo r  th e  d e n o m in a to r  in th e  L ag ran g e  C o e ff ic ien t  i.e. x, -  v̂  , (see  

E qua t ion  5-6).  It is im poss ib le  to  ch o o se  all va lues  in such  a w'ay tha t  x ^ - x ^

have  inve rses  mod^^ [D F 89]  - recall  inverses  ex is t  i f f  gcd(x, - x ^ , </>) = ] .

D e sm e d t  a lso  no te s  [D F 89]  tha t  o th e r  tech n iq u e s  for  in te rpo lation ,  fo r  ex a m p le ,  the  C h in ese  

R e m a in d e r  in te rpo la tion  te ch n iq u e  [A B 83]  tha t  d oes  no t requ ire  m u lt ip l ica t ive  inverses  requires  

k n o w le d g e  o f  (p . H o w e v e r  (p m u st  rem a in  u n k n o w n  to  all p layers  in the  pro tocol ,  i f  (p is k n ow n , it 

is tr iv ia l to  so lve  fo r  p , q  and  h e n c e  find  d  , and  the re fo re  the  sc h e m e  is no  longer  a th resho ld  

sc h e m e  as  any  p la y e r  in the  p ro to co l  can  learn the  p r iva te  key  d  . T h e re fo re  in th is  instance,  any  

p layer  can  co m p u te  the  s ig n a tu re  w i th o u t  the  help  o f  / - 1  o thers .  R e m e m b e r  tha t  p lay ers  in the 

p ro toco l  on ly  k n o w  th e i r  o w n  po in ts  on  the  p o ly n o m ia l ,  tha t  is used to  share  d  . T h ey  do no t know

From hereon the value (p(N) is abbreviated as (p

N o te  the t f  in the threshold protocol arises due to the secret sharing in a the groupZ ^ . On the other hand t f  in

normal R SA  is there by design .
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any further information about d . Only the original share dealer knows this infonnation. So how 

can interpolation be done in a group mod^z), where (p is unknown? The literature on threshold 

RSA reviewed in this chapter is categorized in tenns o f  the techniques used to overcom e this 

problem, dubbed the interpolation mod^zi problem  or the interpolation in Z^^^^problem [ShoOO],

In the following sections, four different techniques for providing a polynomial threshold RSA 

protocol are discussed in chronological order. The title o f each section uses a descriptive name 

derived from the mathematical technique employed in each protocol. Explanation and insight into 

the motivation for the mathematical constructions employed in these papers is given here, whereas 

it is ty'pically omitted in the papers themselves. This omission can create protocols that are 

vulnerable to weaknesses when implemented, because the person implementing the protocol may 

not be au fa it  with the mathematical details necessary for correct implementation. A core aim o f 

this chapter is to contribute to the literature by giving a more accessible description o f  these 

protocols, a pedagogical handbook o f threshold RSA, so that an implementer can modify or use 

these protocols in a secure manner. Furthermore, this detail is necessary in understanding the 

protocol designed in this thesis for the purpose o f  designing the complete Threshold RSA scheme in 

C hapter 7 that is use to fomi a multi-purpose ad hoc KM I service.

5.7 Desmedt’s protocol [DF91J: Pre-include Modulo Inverses

Desmedt [DF91] (e.xtended version in [FD92]) is the earliest paper to describe a polynomial 

threshold RSA protocol, i.e. a threshold RSA protocol which employs a polynomial (t,n) threshold 

secret sharing scheme.

Desmedt [DF91] overcomes the interpolation m od^ problem by pre-arranging the secret shares in 

such a way that inverses are not required to compute partial results (i.e. partial signatures/partial 

decryptions) during signing/decryption. His scheme is as follows:

Share D ealing

• The dealer generates an RSA public key (e,N)  and the associated private key d  .

• The modulus N  = pq  is generated such that it is a composite o f two safe primes, i.e. 

primes p  = 2p'+\ax\d q = 2q'+\ where are primes. Let 5  = 2 /7 '^ '.  Here, Desmedt 

avails o f  the fact that M'^*'^’ = lfo r  M ,N  co-prime where A { N ) - 2 p ' q '  is called the 

Carmichael function. Typically RSA is defined using the Euler totient function

= 4 / ) '^ 'however it can ju st as easily be defined using the Cairnichael function as he 

does to suit this scheme.

• The private key is therefore computed as d  = e~' m o d l p ' q '
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• The dealer chooses a random polynomial f { x )  = Â  ̂+ A^x + ... + A^^^x' \  such that 

A{0) = d - \  and A^g^^Z^ to share the RSA private key. Each player / is assigned 

interpolation point x^=2i  and receives share = f {x^) . {Y^x^ - x m o d p ' q '  over a
i e A \ i

private channel. This step is the core o f D esm edt's approach in this protocol to solving the 

inverse modulo an unknown modulus problem. The dealer pre-inc/udes the inverses in each 

share, i.e. it includes all possible inverses ( x , f o r  all j , needed during Lagrange 

Interpolation.

Note the dealer knows p'q' and g c d { p q ' , x ^ - x ^ ) -  \ because ( x , a r e  even, and p 'q ', 

a product o f  two primes is odd.

S ign ing /D eayp tion

• A coalition o f players B ( \ B \ - t )  from the total set o f  all players A execute the following 

steps to create an RSA signature/decryption.

• Each player / g B computes .s',  ̂ where 5 , is the share o f the RSA key held by the

player / ,  and ;, = ( n n (0 -  x^) is a modified Lagrange Coefficient that takes
i e . A \ H  l e B M

into account the fact that the secret share has already been multiplied by ( [~[ x, - x , ) ”' •
f e A \ i

• This coefficient z,  ̂ includes all the unwanted inverses (for this particular coalition o f

signers B) that are contained in the implicitly in the share. Thus the modified Lagrange 

coefficient multiplies out all the unwanted terms in the denominator, i.e. all inverses 

( x , i n  the set ^ , except those in the coalition B o f points which is in use.

• Importantly, this last step does not require the player z to compute any inverses 

mod^^(A^).

• Now each player /com putes his partial signature on message m , denoted by as

, „ = /;?’ '" mod Nm.i.n

• The RSA signature is computed by combining the partial signatures as follows

ieli

•  This gives mod A'
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•  It can be shown via the Chinese Remainder Theorem that

5,„ = mod N  =  S„,= w.w''®'"'**-'’’"' mod N

• This gives

mod N  = mod Nm

=  mod TV

= mod N

=  n/

Discussion

A brief note on the interpolation being performed in the exponent: note that 

/ (O )  =  ̂m o d p 'g 'i s  a modified version o f  the Lagrange interpolation formula. The

them as part o f  the share infomiation. Then to compute the actual Lagrange coefficient needed for 

interpolation, the unwanted divisors are multiplied out. This technique allows the partial signature

com pute inverses. Equation 5-12 highlights that this is equivalent to the usual Lagrange 

Interpolation formula.

E quation  5-12

interpolation coefficients. The players then remove the unwanted terms in the denom inator, by 

multiplying them out, to tailor the shares so they are the correct Lagrange Interpolation coefficients 

for the particular coalition o f  shares/players in question.

Frankel et al. [FGMY97] provides another solution to the same problem polynomial threshold RSA. 

This scheme is quite complicated and employs two distinguishing techniques.

1) Technique One. The dealer computes shares o f  the private key d  using Shamir secret sharing 

in Z rather than or •

technique used by Desmedt is to have the dealer compute all possible inverses and pre-include

generator to generate the requisite Lagrange Coefficient multiplied by the share without needing to

The main thing to be seen from this scheme [DF91] is that the inverses needed for interpolation are 

calculated by the dealer and pre-included  in the shares. The shares ‘anticipate’ the Lagrange

5.8 Frankel’s protocol [FGMY97]: Modify key shares using EEA
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Often times in cryptography computation is not performed in a finite field, in particular when using 

RSA protocols, computations are done in the multiplicative group o f integers Z*. Secret sharing 

schemes, which do not take place in a finite field Z^, are needed. This is referred to here as secret

sharing over a subset o f  the Integers or simply secret sharing over the Integers. Although secret 

sharing schemes o f  this nature may not be perfect in the information theoretic sense, if the amount 

o f information they leak is quantifiable and shown to be statistically insignificant they are said to 

be proven secure.

Frankel [FGMY97] introduces this technique for the first time. Num erous variations on the same 

theme appear in different works [Rab98], [CGH90], and [FMY98]. The subset o f integers over 

which the secret is shared depends largely on what the possible values o f  the secret are. The basic 

idea is the same, the secret is shared using a polynomial with coefficients in the range [-X ....Y ] 

where X  is chosen depending on the size o f secret.

Briefly, Threshold Secret Sharing in Z is a secret sharing technique in which all polynomial 

coefficients are multiples o f a certain value, say Z,", where L = n\ and n is the number o f  players in 

the protocol. This value l}  is computed such that the inverses used during Lagrange interpolation 

are all divisors o f this multiple L~, and therefore Lagrange interpolation is possible for all points on 

the polynomial, i.e. multiplicative inverses exist. This means that all points on the polynomial are 

equally likely and as such the outcome o f the secret is not biased in any way by knowing a number 

t ’<t (where t is the threshold o f the secret sharing scheme) o f  points on the polynomial, as is the 

case in Sham ir’s threshold secret sharing scheme in Zp.

Moreover, this secret sharing ensures that the Lagrange coefficients do not contain fractions. This 

is necessary so that exponentiation modulo N  is possible during the computation of partial results 

(partial signatures/decryptions) in threshold RSA.

Note: If the denominator does not divide the numerator, the Lagrange coefficient is 

therefore a fraction. This makes the exponentiation required to generate a partial signature 

impossible. Because, roots (i.e. square roots, cubic roots etc.) cannot be computed. Recall, 

it is assumed that exponentiation modulo N is a one way function (the RSA assumption 

section 12.1.4). If roots can be computed, then it is not a one-way function and indeed RSA 

is completely insecure.

For all coefficients on the secret sharing polynomial to be multiple o f l} , the free term coefficient 

(i.e. the secret) must also be a multiple ofL“ .

The secret sharing polynomial over the Integers takes the form
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f { x)  = l} .S  + 1 }.r̂ x + Is,r^x~ + . . + l} ' Equa t i o n 5 -1 3  

where S  is the secret.

Let the secret be the RSA private key d  . Then using this polynomial secret sharing over the 

integers (Equation 5-13) gives a free term coefficient o f  f { 0 )  = l } .d  . A first attem pt to construct a 

threshold RSA protocol using points on this polynomial as partial shares o f the RSA private key 

gives:

If the players calculate the value in Equation 5-14 they do not have the correct RSA signature ,

rather they have computed M ‘̂ ‘‘ . There appears to be no easy way to move this factor l l  from the 

exponent, after all the security o f RSA is based on the fact that roots can’t be com puted, i.e. one

can’t compute '\li7i'' .

2) T echn ique two. A second defining characteristic o f this threshold RSA protocol [FGMY97] is 

the use o f the Extended Euclidean Algorithm to formulate the RSA private key d  as

d  — P + Isk  E q u a t io n  5 -1 5

i.e. in terms o f  the integer multiple Z,' that secret sharing over the integers induces. Therefore the 

factor €' in the exponent that arises in Equation 5-14 can be made to be part o f  the RSA private 

key d  rather than an extraneous factor that needs to be removed.

The complete scheme is as follows:

Share D ea lin g

•  The RSA private key is computed by the dealer as d  = P + L'k . This is done using the 

Extended Euclidean Algorithm (see below). In this scheme d  is divided into two portions. 

One portion is publicly available, i.e. P  The other portion is a multiple o f l }  , i.e. k l } .

• This multiple kls is shared using secret sharing over the integers, as per Equation 5-13.

N ote P  here stands for a public value, it is not necessarih  prime. T his follow s the notation u.sed in [FG M Y97], It 

should not be confused w ithp  in N=pq o r / ;  in Z,,.
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Signing/D ecryption

• The players can compute their partial signatures easily (i.e. there is no need to calculate 

inverses modulo and combine them as in Equation 5-14 to give

+ / . o v , ( o , / ( o  _  ^ / , 0 )  _  Equation 5-16

• This is then combined with the public part o f  d  , i.e. P , by multiplying by m ’’ , giving the 

RSA signature

m' .in' * = Equation 5-17

Using the EEA to com pute the specia l form at o f  the priva te  key

The use o f  the Extended Euclidean Algorithm to fomiulate the RSA private key d as, d  = P + L~k 

is done as follows:

Compute gcd(e, Z) = H , then compute  ̂ this is to fmd a number such that it contains

L~ and is still relatively prime to e , so that Extended Euclidean Algorithm (EEA) can be 

used as in next line.

• Now compute such that (?/* + . = ' u s ing theE E A .

• if  this equation is multiplied by d  on both sides it gives

d  = edP + ,Eq\\aX\on 5-18

which gives d  -  P + s ^ ^ y ^ 2 ^d  (mod^i^), as ed = l(mod^/5).

So the dealer computes k = dsH~' mod (j) and then computes p  + k.l}  which as can be seen is equal

to the RSA private exponent d . This gives as desired d  in tenns o f  a multiple o f  Lr which can be 

shared amongst the players. Note the public portion o f  the value d  does not reveal information 

about the private key, it is publicly computable.

D iscussion

This threshold RSA protocol is similar to Desmedt’s protocol [DF91] above. The dealer

‘anticipates’ the inverses (the denominator terms) in the Lagrange Interpolation coefficients. He

includes integer multiples o f  these denominator ternis in the coefficients of the secret sharing 

polynomial. This is called threshold secret sharing over the Integers. Thus interpolation can take 

place without the need to compute multiplicative inverses.
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The Integer multiple C' in the polynomial coefficients means that the shared secret is also a 

multiple o f this integer. The private key is derived in a special manner using the EEA such that it is 

written in terms o f this integer coefficient l}  and can be shared using threshold secret sharing over 

the integers and the resulting signature can still be computed correctly.

5.9 Rabin’s protocol [Rab98]: Two-level Secret Sharing

R abin’s scheme [Rab98] is different to both schemes presented above [DF91], [FGMY97]. In his 

paper “A simplified approach to Threshold RSA” he suggests that the secret sharing should be 

additive at all times. Therefore the signing function is actually an additive {n,n)  scheme like 

Frankel’s [Fran89]. To achieve a threshold {t,n) scheme Rabin proposes that each additive share is 

re-shared or backed-up with the other players using any (/,« ) secret sharing scheme.

Therefore any threshold o f / players can complete the signature protocol. The threshold o f t 

players compute the n - t  shares o f  the other players from the share back-ups o f  each individual 

share. For example, in a (2,3) scheme if one player is unavailable, the other two nodes reconstruct 

the additive share o f this missing player for the (3,3) scheme from the (2,3) back-up o f the share 

that they hold. They then apply this share to create the partial signature o f  the missing node.

D iscussion

Because the back-up shares aren’t applied directly in the signature generation, any secret sharing 

scheme (e.g. Sham ir’s [Sha79]) can be used to back-up the shares. Using additive shares avoids the 

complications o f interpolating  m od^ . This scheme also benefits from the fact that proactive share 

refreshing  [HJKY95] is very easily achieved when shares are stored in additive fashion.

However, Rabin’s scheme requires each player to store multiple shares. He must store his own key 

share plus shares o f all other player’s key shares. A single-level sharing scheme is preferable as 

players do not need to interact to reconstruct missing shares.

5.10 Shoup’s protocol [ShoOO]: Modify the result using EEA

A final threshold RSA protocol due to Shoup [ShoOO] is introduced in this section. Shoup’s 

[ShoOO] scheme avoids the interpolation over (j) problem in a somewhat sim pler way than these 

previous three protocols. Shoup states "the interpolation mod^zi problem  isn’t really a problem at 

all— it is entirely trivial to work around the minor technical difficulties to obtain an extremely 

simple and provably secure threshold RSA scheme” . The protocol is presented firstly and then the 

techniques employed are discussed below.
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Share D ealing

•  The dealer generates an RSA public key (e, A^)with the modulus N  the product o f  two 

safe primes, i.e. N  -  pq  with primes p -2 p '+ \a .n d  q - 2 q '+ \  where p \ q '  are also 

primes. Let tn -  p 'q ' , (m is not to be confused with A /the message to be signed).

• The dealer generates the associated private key as d  -  e^' mod tn .

•  The dealer chooses a random polynomial f { x ) - d  + r^x + r^x^+.. + r̂ ^̂ x'~' such that 

f {0 )  = d  and r, .

•  Over a private channel, he distributes points on this polynomial as shares, ŝ  = f { i ) mo d m  , 

o f the private key d  to the players in the threshold RSA protocol.

Signing/D ecryption

•  Partial signatures are computed as x̂  -  A /'' , where 5, is player / ’s share o f the private 

key, and M  is the message to be signed.

• These partial signatures are combined by computing w = ...x^^'" = M ''‘‘ with a

, 0
modified integer Lagrange coefficient  ̂ = l}  e  Z , where L=n! and S  is the

/ ' € . V -  /

coalition/subset o f  |t| points used during interpolation.

• Now M’*" = M '' , let Is -  e'

•  Since gcd(e,£’') = I , the inverse o f e' can be computed, the Extended Euclidean Algorithm 

can be use to compute integers such that e 'a  + eh = \ .

• Now compute the signature as y  = w“.M^ and therefore

= M ' = M  Equation 5-19

D iscussion

Shoup proposes an ingenious and simple way to solve the problem o f  interpolation modulo (j). In 

fact he states “our scheme is exceedingly simple, and it is truly am azing that such a scheme has not 

been previously proposed and analysed". Shoup uses a modified Lagrange coefficient which has 

the denom inator multiplied out to ensure interpolation is possible and there is no need to compute 

m ultiplicative inverses in the exponents.
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This achieves the same result as Frankel does [FGMY97] by an'anging the coefficients o f  his secret 

sharing polynomial to be multiples o f the denominators in the Lagrange coefficients. In Shoup’s 

scheme therefore a multiple o f  the free-term coefficient is computed during Lagrange Interpolation 

rather than the actual free-term coefficient shared by the polynomial. Thus the result o f  the

threshold signature protocol is o f  the form (where is a multiple o f the Lagrange

denominator).

Shoup does not precondition the scheme in the way that Frankel does [FGMY97] in order for this 

result to be the actual signature. Instead Shoup employs the Extended Euclidean Algorithm at this 

point, (i.e. during signature generation, rather than share dealing,) in the protocol to remove this 

extraneous multiple from the exponent.

Miyazaki [MSYOl] illustrates how Shoup’s technique is in fact a variation o f Simmons [Simm83] 

common modulus protocol failure attack on RSA. This attack shows, that RSA is completely 

insecure if a common modulus is used with different encryption exponents.

By reducing the ciphertext to M" and already know ing M ° , M  can be gotten, i.e. the e'  ̂ root 

without knowing the trapdoor d  the inverse o f  e . This is because as illustrated above if 

gcd(e ',e) = I then coefficients can be computed such that ae' + ae = \ . Hence M  can be recovered 

by computing = M  . Note however that this does not com prom ise RSA in general. For

example , given M" , there is no known way to compute M ‘ such that gcd(e',e) = I .

in summary, Shoup’s shares the RSA private key d  using threshold secret sharing over the integers 

in . He avoids com puting multiplicative inverses by multiplying them out o f  the Lagrange 

Interpolation coefficient. This inteipolation, that takes place during the combination o f the partial 

signatures, gives a multiple o f  the free-term coefficient (the RSA private key) rather than the 

private key itse lf However, Shoup has thus found two encryptions o f the same message with 

different exponents that are relatively prime, i.e. and M ‘ , modulo the same modulus N  .

Applying the EEA algorithm the message M can easily be derived from these two encryptions, this 

is an instance o f Sim m ons’ common modulus attack. Shoup’s scheme is similar to that o f Frankel’s 

[FGMY97] but results in a far less complex protocol. In Shoup’s scheme the EEA is used by the 

partial signature com biner to rectify the signature, whereas Frankel’s dealer uses the EEA to rectify 

the private key shares to produce the correct signature.

5.11 A secure cryptographic protocol

The security o f a cryptographic protocol is not guaranteed by employing a secure cr>'ptographic 

algorithm. An insecure protocol is easily constructed from employing a cryptographic algorithm in 

an insecure manner. For example, the common modulus attack presented above (section 5.10) 

shows how a poorly designed protocol can render the cr>ptographic algorithm RSA (which has no
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known vulnerability) completely insecure. Other examples abound, a list o f  failed protocols based 

on the RSA algorithm and others is given in [MoorSV],

With the advent o f  public key cryptography [DH76] a large body o f cryptographic research has 

focussed on the definition and design o f secure protocols. A secure protocol is a protocol that can 

be shown via a mathematical proof to be as secure as the underlying cryptographic algorithm or 

primitive it employs or some well known standard assumption, e.g. the Diffie-Hellman 

assumption, the RSA assumption. The obvious aim is to reduce to or equate the security o f the 

given protocol to the security o f the underlying assumptions. In this manner if the protocol is 

insecure or broken this is because the underlying assumption or hard problem  (see Appendix 12) is 

broken rather than the manner in which protocol is composed.

A very important propeity o f  the above threshold signature protocols is the level o f  security they 

attain. Are they secure? What does it mean for a particular cryptographic protocol to be secure? Is 

there a way o f  defining and proving the security o f a protocol? A proo f o f  security for a 

cryptographic protocol is a mathematical proof that a protocol meets some security criteria.

For example, clearly a threshold signature protocol should not reveal the private key (or shares 

thereof) used during signature generation to outsiders or indeed members o f the protocol. How can 

it be proved that shares o f the private key have not been revealed by the signature generation 

operation? How can the amount o f  information that is revealed be quantified? How much 

information can be revealed before the protocol is considered insecure? In the next the notion o f a 

secure protocol and proofs o f  security is explained as a pre-cursor to analysing the security o f the 

threshold RSA protocols presented above.

5.11.1 Computational com plexity theory

In a seminal paper Shannon [Shannon49] applied his theory o f  communication/information theory 

to the problem o f  cry'ptographic security. He introduced the notion that has come to be termed 

Information theoretic security. Shannon applied techniques from communication theory to quantify 

the amount o f information contained in an encrypted message.

“Communication theory o f secrecy systems [Shannon49] was, like Diffie and H eilm an's later 

discovery o f public key cryptography [DH76], a key paper in the transition o f  cryptography from 

an art to a science.” [Maur99]

Early attempts at showing a cryptographic protocol to be secure defined security in terms o f 

information theory, i.e. a protocol is secure if zero information is revealed as is the case with the 

well-known Vernam one-time pad encryption scheme. However less perfect encryption is used in 

practice and more practical measures o f  security are needed to analyse the security o f  modern 

cryptographic algorithms and protocols. With the advent o f  Public key cryptography (PKC) 

[DH76] the tools for studying computation complexity were born and much research in this area
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has prohferated since then. Previously cryptographic protocols were constructed on a trial and error 

basis. Vulnerabilities are then found periodically, amended if possible and the cost counted. A 

m ore scientific approach is necessary were the security o f  cryptographic algorithms and protocols 

is analysed and proven. This work on the definition and study o f computational complexity as 

opposed to information theoretic security began Goldreich says [Goldr97] with D iffie’s question 

[DH76]: “ Should an encryption scheme which leaks the first bit o f plaintext be considered

secure?’"[DH76]. “Clearly the answer is negative and so naive conceptions regarding secure 

encryption (e.g. ‘a scheme is secure if it is infeasible to obtain the plaintext from the ciphertext 

when not given the decryption key’) turn out to be unsatisfactory.’" [Goldr97].

A vast amount o f  recent research on cryptography is based on defining models o f  computational 

complexity and/or demonstrating the computational complexity o f existing or new cryptographic 

protocols. Goldwasser [GMR85] presents the first effective tools for defining, analysing and 

proving the security o f  a ciy'ptographic protocol and variations o f these notions/definitions are used 

repeatedly in the design and analysis o f cryptographic protocols.

Goldwasser [GMR85] asks, “ if A and B perform a computation c that depends on p, and p^, 

the question is raised: will c{p^,p^)  betray too much information about p, and Firstly, she

introduces the idea o f knowledge complexity, “a computational complexity measure o f knowledge” 

where “knowledge is a notion relative to a specific model o f  computation with specified computing 

resources” . She makes a clear distinction between information/communication theoiy  and 

knowledge complexity, or simply information and knowledge, as something that Alice learns from 

Bob that is useful. By useful it is meant that Bob couldn’t learn this information with reasonable 

computational effort on his ow'n. In his words, “Which communications convey knowledge! Those 

that transmit the output o f  an infeasible com putation” . For example, if  Alice sends Bob n random 

bits o f infonnation, this information contains no knowledge, because Bob could com pute random 

bits by himself. Thus Bob has received information from Alice but he has not received any 

knowledge. Similarly the result o f  a polynomial time computation will not contain any knowledge. 

However if Bob sends Alice the factorisation o f  a large integer N  = p q , then this is knowledge, it 

is knowledge because Alice can not learn this information given the computational resources she 

possesses. This is G oldw asser’s [GMR85] definition o f knowledge complexity.

In relation to the above question “will c{p^,p^_) betray too much information about p, and /> ,?”, 

Goldwasser states,

“Classical information theory does not provide an answer. Knowledge complexity can. 1) We can 

quantity the amount o f knowledge about />, and p̂ _ that c conveys, and 2) we can design a 

protocol to minimise this amount o f  knowledge to zero, or more generally to some upper bound on 

the number o f  bits” . [GMR85].
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Armed with this notion of knowledge complexity Goidwasser [GMR85] devises a seminal 

cryptographic protocol called a zero knowledge p 'oo/'(discussed below) and demonstrates using a 

proo f by simulation (also discussed below) that the protocol does indeed reveal zero knowledge. 

The technique of p ro o f by simulation (initiated in Goldwasser’s paper [GM84]) is crystallised in 

this later work on zero knowledge proofs [GMR85].

The p ro o f by simulation technique is often used to provide a proo f o f  security for cryptographic 

protocols in general [MR91] [Can98]. As such, the notion of a zero knoM’ledge p ro o f  and of proo f 

by simulation are discussed in depth here, as proo f by simulation will be used repeatedly in 

providing proofs o f  security for the above threshold RSA signature protocols.

Definition of the term proof when used in the term zero knowledge proof; A proof is a theorem, 

statement or assertion proven by a prover to a verifier [GMR85]. This proo f  must not be forgeable 

(a property of the proof called soundness). This means the prover must be able to convince the 

verifier o f true statements, but nobody can convince the verifier of false statements. A theorem or 

proof statement can be almost anything. For example, Alice says ‘I know how to factor N  = p q ' or 

‘My name is Alice’ or ‘It is five o ’clock now’.

Goldwasser [GMR85] quantifies the amount of additional knowledge a prover gives to a verifier 

when proving something, and investigates whether this can be reduced to essentially zero. This is 

Goldwas.ser’s definition o f a zero-knoM'ledge proof. Goldreich defines Goldwasser’s zero 

knowledge p roo f protocol as “A proof that yields nothing but the assertion” [GoldrOO]. As an 

example o f a zero knowledge p roo f protocol Peggy (the prover) might want to prove to Victor (the 

verifier) that she knows the factorisation of Â  = p q , but she does not want to reveal to Victor 

anything more than this. For example, Peggy does not want Victor to know anything about the 

factorisation o f N , she only wants to prove to Victor that she herself knows it. How does 

Goldwasser show the security of this protocol i.e. that the protocol actually reveals no information 

other than the assertion of the proof?

5.12 Zero-knowiedge proofs and the proof by simulation

The idea of pro o f by simulation is that a simulator can produce a ‘fake’ run (a simulation) o f the 

protocol for Victor (from his inputs alone) which is indistinguishable from the actual run of the 

protocol (in which he interacted with Peggy). Therefore the run/transcript o f the protocol itself 

reveals nothing, or more formally no knowledge, about the result. This is often called a simulator 

p roo f simulation argument, p roo f by simulation or a proof using the simulation paradigm  

[GoldrOO]. The term p ro o f by simulation is preferred in this thesis.

Before investigating the security of each threshold signature protocol in turn, the idea o f zero 

knowledge and the simulation is elaborated upon. Quisquator's [QG98] evocative analogy that
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demonstrates the concept of zero biowledge and simulation is presented here, adapted from an 

account by Schneier [Schneir95]:

The cave in Figure 5-2 has a magic door between section C and D which is opened by the secret 

code-word ‘open-sesame’. Peggy (the prover) wants to show Victor (the verifier) that she tcnows 

this code-word ‘open-sesame’. However she doesn’t want to reveal anything about the code-word 

to Victor in the process o f proving she knows it.

Zero-Knowledge Cave

Figure 5-2 Zero-Know ledge Cave

Peggy uses the follow ing Zero knowledge proof to convince Victor that she knows the code as 

follows:

Victor stands at the mouth o f the cave (point A ).

• Peggy goes into the cave and takes either the right-hand passage or the left-hand passage 

to point C or D .

• After Peggy has disappeared into the cave, Victor walks to point B . Victor shouts to

Peggy, asking her to come out of the left hand passage or the right

• Peggy does this using the secret code-word ‘open sesame’ to open the magic door if

necessary (i.e. if she is in section A and is asked to come out of section B and vice versa).

• Peggy and Victor repeat these steps n times.

The chances of Peggy being able to fool Victor that she knows the secret where in fact she does not 

is 1 in 2, on each round, therefore 1/2" overall. If the protocol is repeated enough times i.e. n is 

large, then Victor can be convinced (i.e. he verifies) that Peggy is in possession of the secret code

word.
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To show this protocol reveals zero-kmmledge by using a proo f hy simulation argument is given: 

Assume Victor has a video camcorder. He records this whole process. He then shows the video 

recording to Carol a third party. Is Carol convinced that Peggy knows the secret? No, because this 

video could easily be faked as follows. Victor agrees in advance the passages he will call out to 

Peggy. Peggy is then able to enter and therefore come out o f the correct passage (i.e. the passage 

Victor shouts out) without needing to know the secret.

The two concepts conveyed by this story are the concept o f  a zero knowledge p roo f  and the use o f  

p ro o f hy simulation to prove zero ktiowledge is revealed by the protocol. Clearly the simulated run 

(the one on camcorder) o f the protocol requires no know'ledge o f the secret. If it requires no 

knowledge o f the secret then logically it cannot convey any knowledge about the secret. Yet 

the simulated run looks identical to the real run. Therefore the real run must convey zero 

knowledge about the secret too, hence it is a zero knowledge p roo f  protocol.

Peggy has proved her knowledge o f  the secret to Victor without revealing any hwwledge about the 

actual secret to Victor. The information she has conveyed is about the status o f her knowledge o f 

the secret, it is not about the secret itself. The ability to simulate the protocol without knowing the 

secret proves that the protocol reveals zero knowledge, i.e. it is a proo f o f  security for the protocol. 

This is an example o f a proo f hy simulation in the zero knowledge setting. The idea o f proo f hy 

simulation is extended from the zero knowledge setting to the minimum knowledge setting in 

G alil’s paper [GHY85]. The simulator, in the minimum knowledge setting, shows that the protocol 

reveals no more knowledge than the actual result or output o f  the protocol reveals. The simulation 

shows that the unknown inputs can be computed from the result and hence nothing more is learnt 

from the protocol run than what is learnt from the result itself.

“The simulation paradigm postulates that whatever a party can do by itself cannot be considered a 

gain from interaction with the outside. The validity o f this paradigm is evident, provided we bear in 

mind that by ‘doing’ we mean ‘efficiently doing’ something” [GoldrOO]. For a practical example o f 

a zero-knowledge proof protocol see Fiege’s paper [FFS98] where a zero-knowledge authentication 

protocol is given or Chaum ’s paper for a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof [CP92] scheme.

5.13 Proof of security for a threshold RSA protocol

A high-level description o f how a threshold RSA protocol is proven secure is given here before 

specific instances are given in relation to each o f the preceding threshold RSA protocols. The aim 

o f  a p ro o f o f  security is to show that the threshold RSA protocol is as secure (i.e. non-forgeable) as 

the underlying signature algorithm (i.e. the RSA algorithm). The RSA algorithm will be called 

centralised non-distrihuted RSA to make the distinction between it and the threshold RSA protocol.
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A threshold  RSA pro toco l is de fined  as secure i f  the security  o f the protocol, 

in the presence  q /t-1  corrupt players, can be reduced  (i.e. equated) to the 

security o f  the underlying algorithm, i.e. centralised  non-d istribu ted  RSA.

An attacker can corrupt up to t-I players without learning hiowledge about the private key or the 

key shares o f  other uncorrupted players, and without being able to forge partial signatures o f other 

uncorrupted players. This must be true even when the attacker witnesses or participates in 

legitimate runs o f the signature protocol. This is the nonforgeability  property. The protocols 

presented above are given in their most basic from. Further properties such as robustness and 

proactive security [FGMY97] require additional protocol measures and additional security proofs 

and are deferred from this discussion.

A number o f  extensions to Goldwasser’s notion o f simulation and secure protocols have been made 

[MR91] [Can98] in the literature. A body o f theory exists on defining what a secure protocol is and 

hence how a simulation proof should be constructed. Different simulation proof m odels exist. For a 

survey see [Can98], [GoldrOO], In practice the simulation model used to prove the security o f a 

particular variety o f protocol, e.g. threshold RSA, may vary from one paper to another. Cannetti 

[Can98] and Micali [MR91] provide generic models for defining and analysing secure protocols. 

However this generic treatment is necessarily elaborate and can be simplified when analysing a 

particular instance o f  a secure protocol, e.g. threshold RSA, rather than a generic secure protocol 

model. A contribution to the literature is made here by defining the exact notion o f a simulation 

proof as it applies to threshold RSA protocols.

5.13.1 A formalised approach to proofs o f security for TRSA

Both the zero knowledge and minimum knowledge simulation are used when proving the security 

o f a threshold signature protocol. The proof o f  security for a threshold RSA (TRSA) protocol 

therefore consists o f  two parts.

1. Firstly, the proof shows that the secret sharing scheme reveals zero hiowledge about the secret. 

This is achieved by requiring that any t -  1 shares o f  the secret sharing scheme can be simulated in 

the zero knowledge setting, thus showing that an adversary leams zero knowledge about the secret 

from the t -1  shares he possesses.

• In Sham ir’s scheme it is trivial to show that for any subset o f ? -1  points the distributions 

o f the value f { x ) m o A p  at these points are uniform and mutually independent. This is 

because any t points uniquely determine the coefficients o f  f { x ) m o d p .  That is, all 

polynomials are equally likely to be represented by these t - \  points. The t - \  points 

therefore reveal no Shannon information [Shannon49] about the polynomial itself, and 

hence no information about the secret, the polynom ial’s free-term coefficient. When the
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secret sharing is not perfoiTned in a finite field, all polynomials are not equally likely to be 

represented by t - \  points'*. When using Shamir secret sharing over the integers 

[FGMY97], it must be demonstrated that the t - \  shares can with statistical likelihood 

represent any other polynomial. This secret sharing scheme displays statistical zero 

hiow ledge  [Schneir95] as opposed to perfect zero knowledge as is exhibited by Sham ir’s 

[Sha79] secret sharing scheme in a finite field.

2. Secondly, after the secret sharing is shown to be secure, it is shown that the threshold RSA 

signature protocol is secure. This is proved by showing that it can be simulated in the mininiutn 

knowledge setting. The minimum knowledge simulation  shows that the public information 

witnessed by an attacker in a threshold RSA protocol run does not reveal more biow ledge  about the 

private key (or private key shares) than the outcome itself (i.e. the RSA signature) reveals. For ease 

o f  presentation, the minimum knowledge simulation  is broken into two parts.

1. The simulator chooses randomly the secret shares belonging to the attacker from a valid  

distribution. A valid distribution is a distribution that is statistically indistinguishable from 

the real distribution o f  shares. The simulator uses these simulated secret shares to compute 

partial signatures for the corrupted players in the same way as the signers in the real 

protocol do. Computing partial signatures in this way shows that the attacker does not 

require any kiu)wledge about the private key d  or the factorisation o f N  to compute these 

values that are statistically indistinguishable from the real partial signatures. Hence, these 

observed values that the corrupted players hold reveal no knowledge about the private key 

d  or the factorisation o f N.

2. Partial signatures for the uncorrupted players are then computed. These are computed from 

the output o f  a real run o f the protocol (i.e. the full RSA signature) and the simulated 

partial signatures o f  the corrupted players. This shows that the partial signatures o f  others 

learned during the protocol do not reveal knowledge that the protocol outcome does not 

yield itself. This completes the simulated run o f the protocol.

This sim ulated run o f the protocol shows that an attacker, in control o f  up to t-I  players, viewing a 

legitimate run o f the protocol learns no knowledge from an actual run o f the protocol. That is, he 

can already compute values observed due to a protocol run from the protocol outcome (which is 

public o f  course) and the inputs he already holds.

Importantly, this simulation  shows that a centralised non-distrihuted  (i.e. not threshold) RSA 

signature run can be sim ulated  as a threshold RSA protocol run w ithout requiring any knowledge 

o f  the private key or shares thereof. This implies that if a successful attack exists for the distributed

D ue to com putation not being perform ed in a cyc lic  group. For exam ple. 2+ x  m od6=y. A ll values o f  y  and hen ce x in 
the range [0 ..5 ] are eq u alh  likely , how ever, w hen com putation is perform ed over the integers in the range [0 ..5 ]. 2 + x  =y  
= >  y >2. A ll values o f  x and y are not eq u alh  likely. A point for exam ple (2 .4 ) reveals som e information about the line.
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(t.n) threshold RSA protocol then this same attack can be used to breatc the centralised non- 

distrihuted RSA protocol. This is because an attacker can take the result o f  a centralised non- 

distrihnted RSA protocol, i.e. the RSA signature, and simulate this protocol as a threshold RSA 

protocol. The attacker can then use the attack to break this simulated threshold RSA protocol and 

hence break the centraJised non-distrihiited RSA protocol. Thus if the threshold RSA protocol can 

be successfully simulated, it proves that the protocol is as secure as the underlying RSA algorithm, 

as any attack that succeeds on the threshold protocol can be mounted on the underlying centralised 

protocol, as noted in [FMYOO]. That is, it is a secure threshold RSA protocol.

In the following sections, the security o f  the previously discussed threshold RSA protocols 

[Fran89], [DF91], [FGMY97], [Rab98],[Sho00] is discussed. Some o f  these protocols, need to be 

modified from their basic versions presented above, so that proofs o f  security  can be constructed 

for them. These modifications in the protocol appear odd or out o f  place if the reasoning behind 

them isn’t understood, it is hoped that this treatment will present the protocols in a clearer manner 

that makes them more accessible to implementation and future protocol design.

A note on the slightly varied order o f  presentation o f the following discussion o f  the protocols 

presented above. Frankel's [Fran89] paper for his additive (n.n) threshold RSA protocol does not 

provide a proof o f security, but Rabin’s scheme [Rab98] does provide a proof for both these 

protocols and so they are discussed in the same subsection. Furthermore a p roof o f  security does 

not e.vist for [DF91] and so a new paper [FMYOO] (section 5.13.5) is included below which details 

techniques to amend Desm edt’s protocol [DF91] so that it can be proven secure. These techniques 

can also be used to simplify Frankel’s protocol [FGMY97].

5.13.2 Frankel’s |Fran89] protocol and Rabin’s protocol [Rab98]: security

Rabin’s [Rab89] additive (n,n)  threshold protocol is easily shown to be secure by way o f  a simple 

simulation proof (see [Rab98]). The outline o f  the simulation proof for the signature algorithm is 

sketched here:

The sim ulator SIM chooses shares ŝ  for the n - \  corrupted players random from a

random distribution statistically indistinguishable from the distribution the actual shares are chosen 

from. Recall the aim o f this simulation is to show that the threshold RSA protocol is secure even if 

a threshold o f  n - \  players is corrupted (i.e. under the control o f  the passive attacker). The 

simulation proof for the secret sharing scheme follows that in [CGHOO] and is not repeated here. 

These shares are then used to create partial signatures,

.v/g, = /7/'’ m od/ /  for all 1 < /<  ;̂ -  1 which are also statistically indistinguishable from partial

signatures created using a real sharing o f the secret. The n''' partial signature that an attacker does 

not know in advance o f the protocol run is computed by the sim ulator SIM as follows;



S IS
 T  Equation 5-2011' ”

where sig  is the actual signature on the message m produced by a valid run o f the protocol.

Thus the infonnation revealed to the attacker by the run o f the protocol can be computed by the 

attacker him self from the public outcome o f the protocol. Thus the protocol does not reveal any 

knowledge that the outcome o f the protocol does not. Moreover, because the protocol transcript can 

be simulated using random values from a statistically indistinguishable distribution the attacker 

learns no knowledge at all from a run o f  the protocol that cannot be computed by a simulator using 

random values.

Thus any attack that can be mounted on the threshold protocol can also be used by the simulator 

(and hence an attacker), to mount an attack on the underlying non-threshold RSA algorithm. Note a 

simulation proof for Frankel's additive scheme [Fran89] can be constructed similarly.

However, simulation proofs are not as easy to derive for polynomial (/,/?) threshold signature 

protocols. The above signature schemes [D F9I], [FGMY97] as they are presented above, are both 

heuristically secure. This implies that no known method o f breaking them exists. However, no 

proof o f  security exists. To create a security proof for tliese protocols they need to be modified 

somewhat.

5.13.3 Desm edt’s protocol [DF91|: security

No p ro o f by simulation for the threshold signature scheme in Desmedt’s paper [D F9I] has been 

derived. It is considered heuristically secure [FGMY97]. This implies that no way to break the 

protocol is apparent, but nevertheless one may exist, so it is not proven secure. The problem with 

constructing a security proof for this scheme is discussed here. It is easy to see that the secret 

sharing scheme is secure and can be simulated. This is because the secret sharing polynomial is 

chosen at random, and points on it are computed mod pq  so all inverses exist, hence the 

distribution o f shares is completely uniform as in Sham ir’s secret sharing scheme over the finite 

field. However no p roo f by simulation exists for the signature protocol to show that it is a minimum 

disclosure protocol [GHY85], A proof is easily constructed for the case where the adversary 

consists o f  a set o f  corrupted parties C o f  size |C| = / - 1 ,  where / is the threshold o f  the system. 

This is pointed out by Frankel in [FGMY97], and again in [FMYOO] (section 5.13.5). 

Unfortunately no simulation is known for when |C| < ?. These two scenarios are elaborated upon 

here in this thesis.
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(a) S im ulation when  |C |= /-7

When |C| = / -1  it is easy to create a Simulator SIM for the signature protocol as follows:

SIM creates the partial signatures o f  the t corrupted players using randomly chosen shares from a 

distribution that is statistically indistinguishable from the real secret sharing. The output o f  the 

signature protocol is known, it is -  m‘‘ , where m is the data to be signed and d  is the RSA 

private key. SIM uses this to compute a partial signature created by the uncorrupted player as 

follows.

S /
SIM computes = 7 0 / c  ^  where

/ I I

^  = in ' ^  mod N  is the partial signature o f the i~"' player on the data m when using coalition B .

As before (see section 5.7), 5 ',^ -,,/j =( O  FI
l e A ' B  i e B \ i

- . r j  ' m.od p ' q '  is the share o f the RSA private key held by the / player.

This gives a successful simulation o f  the attacker’s view o f  a protocol transcript. It is created from 

information known to the attacker a priori, and from the result o f  the protocol. The simulator shows 

that it is a miiiiwum knowledge disclosure [GHY85] protocol. This simulation technique however 

does not hold when the subsets o f  signers change or indeed when the set o f  corrupted players used 

is less than t , i.e. \ C\<t  .

(b) Sim ulation w hen  |C |<  t or M’hen subset changes from  m essage to message.

In either o f these scenarios the signature protocol cannot be simulated. The exact reason for this is 

not detailed in [FMYOO] or [FGMY97] but is given here. When |C| < /  the simulator must choose

the inputs o f the / + 1 -  |C| uncorrupted players. There is no obvious way the simulator can achieve

this. These values cannot be chosen as random values from a suitable distribution because there is a 

correlation between them enforced by the structure o f the shares held by each player, i.e. the shares 

are not random and unrelated. Therefore the simulator SIM cannot compute these values by 

random selection from a distribution statistically indistinguishable to the actual distribution used to 

share the secret. A valid simulation cannot choose these values randomly, as they must preserve the 

correlation between the consequent partial signatures in one coalition and the other. If they are 

chosen at random, then this lack o f  correlation may be evident. Thus the simulation fails and cannot 

be used to prove the security' o f  the protocol.

This subtle problem in creating a valid simulation is more obvious when stated more specifically in 

term s o f  knowledge complexity. As noted earlier, if Alice sends Bob a random number this does not



convey knowledge to Bob. The goal o f  a simulation is to show that an attacker gains no knowledge 

from a protocol run that he does not already know from his inputs or can easily (in polynomial 

time) compute from his protocol output. Clearly, if the partial certificates o f  uncorrupted players 

appear as random values, then an attacker can compute random values for these partial certificates 

himself. That is, he learns no knowledge from the actual value o f the partial certificates observed in 

a protocol run. This is only true however if  the partial certificates are randomly distributed. If the 

partial certificate values are not randomly distributed then some knowledge is conveyed by the 

protocol run(s) to the attacker. Therefore a valid simulation p roo f can not be created for Frankel’s 

scheme in [DF91] as it stands.

5.13.4 Frankel’s protocol [FGMY97]: security

To tackle the problem o f  simulation o f  D esm edt’s threshold signature scheme in [DF91], Frankel et 

al. [FGMY97] take the following approach. Each player maintains a share o f  the secret as a point 

on a polynomial. Fiowever, the secret is re-shared every time a coalition o f  players computes a 

signature. Each player now has a new secret share. The sum o f these shares is still the original 

secret (i.e. the RSA private key), however the secret share held by any individual is different from 

the last signature generation. As such, the partial views made available to the adversary from one 

signature generation to the next “ look random and independent and allow us to simulate the view 

available to the adversaiy"’ [FGMY97]. This allows a simulation proof to be constructed to prove 

the security o f the protocol.

The actual simulation proof is not given in [FGMY97] and is not presented here. It is sufficient to 

note the problem identified in the case above in section 5.13.3, where |C |< / - 1  is removed

because o f the randomisation o f the shares dynamically between signings. A consequence o f  this 

randomisation necessity is that players must interact with each other during every signature 

generation. The scheme has a high level o f interaction, defined in this thesis as optimistic case 

interactive (see section 5.14.1). The players must convert the additive sharing to a new one each 

time and re-share this in polynomial form. This involves communication and computation 

overhead. There is also a computation cost between conversions from one share representation to 

another and back.

For completeness the share management techniques are described in full here. During signature 

generation a poly-to-sum [FGMY97] protocol is performed which creates a new additive sharing o f 

the secret (i.e. the RSA private key). A fter signature generation a sum-to-poly [FGMY97] protocol 

is performed to again store the RSA private key via a polynom ial, with each shareholder 

m aintaining a single share. The poly-to-sum and sum-to-poly protocols are as follows:
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a) Poly-lo-siim

Here the polynom ial sharing is converted to a new additive sharing as follow s. The additive sharing 

is created as usual using Lagrange hiterpolation coefficients. A new additive sharing is created 

from this additive sharing using a randomization step.

The randomisation step consists o f  the follow ing. Each protocol player takes his additive share and 

adds a random value to it. The random values are chosen via a distributed computation (between  

the players) such that the sum o f  the random values is zero. Therefore the actual secret is unaltered 

though the shares have been altered to new random values (note this is analogous to proactive share 

refreshing [H JKY95]). This randomisation is done as follows;

Each player i e  B :

•  Generates  ̂ -1 }  for j  ^ B \ { i }

•  Privately, transmit r , , to each player j .

•  Set self-held share r. , = s,.z, „ -  V
/,< I I . H L - !  i e K \ { i ]  ' J

•  Compute new' share ■s', = ^  , ■

Where again, 5 , =  / ( . r , ) . ( ]~[ x, -  )“' mod p 'q '  and z,  ̂ =  ( ] ^  a", -  )( ] ^  (0 -  )
l &A \ i  / e B \ i

b) Siim-to-poly

The Sum -to-poly protocol consists o f  taking the additive shares and creating a new polynomial

sharing from them. This is done as follows: Each player creates a polynomial sharing o f  his share.

He distributes points on this polynom ial to others. Each player now takes all the points on the other 

polynom ials he has received and sums them. This is his new point on the new  secret sharing 

polynom ial, which has the sum o f  the secrets as its free-term. O f course the sum o f  secrets is the 

additively shared secret. More formally,

•  Each / G A shares its share S \  o f  the secret S  using a polynomial sharing over the integers. 

That is, it com putes a random polynomial

/• \ x )  = 5 ,'+  <3,X + ... + , where ;; (0) = 5 , ' .

•  Each / e  A privately transmits r \ { j )  e  Z  for /  = {1,.../}

N ow  player / com putes it's share on the polynomial r (x ) = 5  + ftgX + .  This is a

polynomial sharing o f  the secret S .



5.13.5 Pseudorandom Intermixing (PI) [FMYOOJ: Security’ improvements for [DF91], 
[FGMY97]

Frankel [FMYOO] introduces tiie notion o f  Pseudorandom Intermixing (PI). Frankel uses PI to 

derive secure improved and simplified protocols from [D F9I], [FGMY97]. The idea o f PI is to 

“entangle a cryptographic computation and a computation on pseudorandom numbers, such that the 

com bined result is the same as that o f the cryptographic computation alone'’. This is done to 

introduce randomness into the partial results o f  a computation but leaves the final result unchanged.

A sim ilar result is achieved in the protocol described above [FGMY97], where essentially the 

secret is re-shared randomly so that partial results from one sharing appear random (or 

uncorrelated) when compared with partial results from another. This allows for simulation and 

hence the proof o f security. With PI [FMYOO], the idea is to incorporate this information in a less 

interactive manner, precluding the need to change the secret sharing after every signature. That is, 

PI obviates the need for servers to interact in a distributed randomisation protocol. Instead pseudo

random numbers, which sum to zero, are added in (intermixed) to the computation. Here is an 

example from this paper [FMYOO].

Each pair o f players (i , j )  shares a value p, which for now it is assumed is chosen

randomly from a large domain. Clearly

S  X  = 0 Equation 5-21
t&A

since each  ̂ cancels p ^, (because they are added together with opposite signs).

Now each player / can compute a pseudorandom intermixing value 

= S  Equation 5-22

and it follows that = 0 .
ieA

User / computes an intermixed output 5, + ; ; .  It should be noted that the sum o f  the entangled 

outputs is the secret

^ ( 5, +'",) = + 0 = J . Equation 5-23
i eA i eA leA

The  ̂ values are actually generated by a pseudo-random function [GGM86]. Informally, a

pseudo-random function is a function whose outputs is statistically indistinguishable from a truly 

random function. Each pair o f  players (/,y ) share a key , = ^ , , to a pseudo-random function

PRF, and they generate  ̂ = PRFi  ̂ (/») where m is the message to be signed. The shared keys to
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the PRF are relatively easy to generate using Diffie-Hellm an key exchange between each pair o f  

players. It is easy to see how this Pseudorandom Intermixing facilitates a straightforward p r o o f  by  

sim ulation  o f  the securit>' o f  both [DF91] and [FGM Y97] above. Details can be seen in [FMYOO].

5.13.6 Shoup’s protocol [ShoOOj: Security

A simulation proof for Shoup’s protocol [ShoOO] does not suffer the com plexities o f  one derived 

for [D F 9I] or [FG M Y97]. This is because the partial signatures used in the protocol do not contain 

any coalition information. The partial signatures are independent from the coalition used. Therefore 

a partial signature for all coalitions w ill be the same. A s such, the correlation between partial 

signatures for different coalitions is trivially preserved. The simulator has no problem in sim ulating  

the case even when the coalition is changing, unlike [FGM Y97] and [DF91]. N ote in [FD92] a non

interactive (see section 5.14.1 for an explanation o f  interaction) variant o f  the threshold RSA  

protocol in [DF91] is presented. The partial signatures in this scheme seem to be independent o f  the 

coalition. H owever because the shares contain inverses pre-in clu ded  by the dealer, the shares are 

actually not coalition independent. When the simulator tries to play the role o f  the com biner  to 

create the actual partial signature for the coalition in question he is unable to do so because the 

inverses are not known to him. This problem in simulating the D esm edt’s protocol [DF91] is 

discussed earlier (see section 5.13.3).

The sim ulation p r o o f  fov Shoup’s protocol [ShoOO] is paraphrased here, notation is as in section  

5.10:

Let be the set o f  corrupted players. To simulate the adversaiy’s view , simply choose the

i’, at random from the set {0 ,... ,[A ^ /4 j-1 }  . The corrupted players’ secret key shares are random 

numbers in the set { 0 , . . . , / ; / - ! } .  Therefore the distance between the ranges o f  actual values for the

secret shares and the simulated values is —  -  m -  ^  ̂ -  0{N ^-) .  From this a simple
4 2 4

calculation'^ show s that the statistical distance between the uniform distribution on 

{ 0 , . . . , [ A ^ /4 j - 1} and the uniform distribution on {0 ,...,w -1 }  is 0(N ^ ' ~) which is considered  

statistically indistinguishable. Thus this is a (statistically) perfect secret sharing o f  the private key 

d. Once these values are chosen, the values 5, for the uncon'upted players are also com pletely

determined modulo m , but cannot be easily computed. Flowever, given ; c , e  Z* with y ‘ =  x , it is

easy to com putes x, = x '''' for an uncorrupted player i by interpolation as

X, +'‘■■1-1 '»i'  ̂ where S =  {0,/|,...,/^_^,}. Note the free term is available to be used as the

k'̂ ' point on the polynom ial to fmd the other m issing point. Thus the simulator can create a fake run

D iv id e  th e  ille g a l ran ge  b_\' th e  actual ran ge , to  s e e  th e p ro b a b iiit) o f  th e  v a lu e s  b e in g  in th e illeg a l range.
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o f the protocol that is indistinguishable to an attacker from a real run o f  the protocol, showing that 

the protocol is secure, i.e. it is a minimum disclosure protocol [GHY85],

5.14 Other important properties o f threshold RSA protocols

The security o f the protocols has been dealt with in the proceeding sections. Further important 

properties o f threshold RSA protocols are introduced in this section.

5.14.1 Interaction

An important property o f a threshold signature protocol is the level o f  interaction that is required 

between protocol players during signature generation. This is particularly important in the design o f 

a Key Management Infrastructure service in an ad hoc network, as discussed below in section 5.15. 

During signature generation in a threshold (t,n) scheme a number o f parties t are computing their 

inputs (the partial signatures) to the computation. These results are combined to create the full 

signature. Interaction is said to occur if these partial results or inputs cannot be computed 

independently from the other players in the system. Three levels o f  interaction are defined here and 

the above protocols are classified according to the interaction level they incur.

O ptim istic case interactive

This is the worst case with the highest level o f interaction. Rabin [Rab98] and Frankel [FGMY97] 

are examples o f  such a scheme. Both o f these threshold signature protocols require the players to 

interact with each other before every signature generation. This is because in both cases the secret 

is re-shared amongst the players for each signature generation. This level o f  interaction involves a 

large computation and communication overhead.

Pessim istic case interactive

Pessimistic case threshold signature protocols require a medium level o f interaction. These are 

better than the optimistic case protocols in that they only require interaction in order to decide on 

the coalition to be used. Once the coalition is decided upon, interaction need only occur when the 

coalition changes. This may happen because a player is missing or corrupt. Here because the partial 

signatures are dependent on the coalition in use, (e.g. [Fran89],[M W B99], [FMYOO]) if the 

coalition changes the partial signatures must be recomputed. This requires the players (or 

combiner) to decide on the new coalition to generate the signature, and ask all to calculate their 

partial signatures anew.

Non-intei'active

In this scenario the partial signatures and the coalition are completely independent. In such a 

scenario if a coalition member is missing, another player can provide a partial signature instead. 

The partial signatures o f the other players in the old coalition are still valid with this new partial



signature. That is, the partial signatures are independent of the coalition being used to create the 

signature. An example of such a protocol is Shoup’s [ShoOO].

5.14.2 Robustness

A robust threshold RSA protocol detects erroneous inputs from active adversaries during 

signature/decryption and discards these results. This allows the protocol to conclude in an efficient 

manner, even in the presence of active adversaries. A non-robust protocol defends against an 

active attacker in a less efficient manner by combining different permutations o f partial signatures 

until a successful signature is generated. For ease of presentation, measures to achieve robustness 

have not been discussed above. The general technique employed is to use a zero knowledge proof 

to demonstrate the validity of partial signatures. Details can be found in the individual papers 

where robustness is provided for [FGMY97], [FMYOO], [Rab98], [ShoOO]. An early result for a 

robust threshold RSA protocol is given in [GJKR96].

5.14.3 Proactive

A proactive protocol is one in which proactive share refreshing [HJKY95] techniques are employed 

to defend against a mobile adversary [0Y91]. The secret shares held by the players are updated 

periodically to create a new sharing o f the RSA private key. This thwarts an attacker {mobile 

adversary model) that leams a share o f the key is detected and ousted from a corrupted machine 

and then moves on to corrupt another machine, eventually learning a threshold o f shares over the 

life-time o f the system. By using proactive share refreshing the attacker is forced to mount this 

attack within a limited time period. Again for ease of presentation details of these techniques are 

left to the individual papers [FGMY97], [FMYOO], [Rab98], proactive measures are omitted from 

[ShoOO]. A thorough description o f proactive threshold RSA is given in [FGMY97b].

5.15 Conclusions

A thorough analysis o f prominent threshold RSA protocol is included in this chapter. The protocols 

have been compared in a novel manner by discussing the underlying mathematics that enables each 

protocol. The concept of a secure protocol, a pt'oof o f  security (by simulation) for a cryptographic 

protocol has been explained. A formal approach to proving the security o f a threshold RSA 

protocol is introduced. This formal approach is a step-by-step guide to a proo f o f  security for a 

threshold RSA protocol. This formal approach is then applied to the analysis of the varied security 

proofs given in each paper. A contribution to the literature is made based on the novel survey o f the 

mathematical structure of threshold RSA protocols and their security proofs and the introduction of 

a step-by-step or formal approach to providing or analysing a proof of security for a threshold RSA 

protocol. This survey is useful to designers and implementers of threshold RSA protocols in 

understanding, designing, or implementing threshold RSA protocols. This theory is necessary in 

the design of a complete threshold RSA scheme that is suitable for use in an ad hoc KM I service.



It is clear that Threshold protocols are useful as a matter o f  convenience and/or security in fixed 

networks. However, in ad hoc networks threshold cryptography becomes a necessity for the types 

o f  key management applications envisaged. A centralised single body for security services is 

unsuitable. Ad hoc networks suffer from unreachable nodes due to lack o f connectivity, they are 

also far more vulnerable to corruption. This collectively can be seen as a greater need for 

availability', fault-tolerance, and security. A threshold Key M anagement service provides the best 

trade-off between availability and vulnerability.

As commented above, a non-interactive signature protocol is highly desirable for an ad hoc KM I 

service in an ad hoc network. As a specific example this point is explained in tenns o f  a threshold 

Certificate Authority (TCA) as done in [LLOO],[LD003]. Ad hoc networks suffer from poor and 

inteiTnittent connectivity and vulnerability to attack. Providing a TCA service in an ad hoc network 

relies on the fact that missing or disconnected TCA server nodes do not greatly disrupt the service.

During certificate issuance (signature generation), the client o f  the TCA service must be able to 

contact the service and receive his certificate as promptly as possible. If the threshold signature 

protocol employed by the TCA is interactive then this may have drastic effects on the service. 

Deciding a coalition o f players to use in advance o f the protocol and not being able to change that 

coalition is highly prohibitive [KZLLZOO], [LLOO], and [LD 003]. Consider for example, a TCA 

client requesting a certificate. This involves a threshold o f TCA servers issuing a partial signature 

for the certificate request. If a non-interactive signature scheme is used all that the TCA client must 

do is collect the requisite number o f partial certificates from any threshold / o f the TCA server 

nodes he can locate. If interaction on any level is required during signature generation this can be 

vei'y expensive for both the servers (optimistic case interaction) and clients (optimistic and 

pessimistic case interaction). The client must request the threshold o f certificates from the “rig h f’ 

coalition o f servers, rather than any coalition. Thus if client collects all but one partial signature 

from his chosen coalition and cannot locate the missing server from the coalition he must begin the 

whole process anew and request all partial signatures again to correspond with the new coalition. 

This is obviously highly undesirable in an ad hoc network where the likelihood o f unavailable 

servers (through poor connectivity or corruption) is higher than in a fixed network.

The above review o f  threshold cryptography does not contain developments in threshold signature 

schemes based on Discrete Logarithm signature algorithms, e.g. [GJKR96], Gennaro [GJKR96] 

presents a robust threshold DSS [DSS] signature protocol. This scheme however is interactive and 

indeed Shoup [ShoOO] says “any threshold signature scheme based on discrete logarithms appears 

doomed to be interactive since all such signature scheme are randomised, and so the signers have to 

generate random values jointly, which apparently requires interaction.” As such this review has 

focused in particular on threshold RSA protocols. The ability' to create a non-interactive threshold 

signature scheme is the primary reason for employing a threshold RSA protocol (rather than a
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Discrete Logarithm based scheme) in this thesis and because RSA is the de facto standard in public 

key cryptography.

This review is intended to introduce the necessary' theory to understand threshold RSA and the 

security proofs for these protocols. The primary property desired from a threshold RSA protocol 

when used in an ad hoc KMI service zero-interaction between signers during signature generation. 

Shoup [ShoOO] is the only protocol that meets the criterion o f a non-interactive protocol with 

proven securit>'.

Table 2 contains a synopsis o f  the salient features o f  the threshold protocols reviewed in this 

chapter.



Signature Algorithm Sharing Mathematical technique or 

nuance underpinning 

protocol

Prime

Requirement

Interactive Suitability for use 

in an ad hoc KMI

Boyd’s additive protocol 

[Boyd89]

(section 5.5)

Additive («,«) Multiplication o f  bases is 

equivalent to addition of 

exponents

Normal N/A Unsuitable. Not a 

threshold Protocol

Frankel's additive (t,n) 

protocol [Fran89], 

(illustration from [MBW99]) 

(section 5.5.1)

Additive (/,/?)

Multiple additive sharings of 

the same key

Normal In pessimistic case Unsuitable. Requires 

Interaction

Desmedt’s protocol [DF91] 

(section 5.7)

Polynomial Let dealer compute all 

inverses and multiply out 

those that aren't needed

Safe No Unsuitable. No proof 

o f  security

Frankel’s protocol [FGMY97] 

(section 5.8)

Polynomial (/,/?) EEA to prepare / (O )  such 

that it’s a product o f  l l , yet 

P + l } - x ^ d

Normal Optimistic case. 

Highly

Unsuitable. Highly 

Interactive



Signature Algorithm Sharing M athematical technique or 

nuance underpinning 

protocol

Prime

Requirem ent

Interactive Suitability for use 

in an ad hoc KMI

Rabiivs protocol [Rab98] 

(section 5.9)

Two-level sharing. Additive 

(//,/?) and Polynomial (/,/?) 

o f  each share

Share back up to provide 

(/,/?) scheme

Normal Optimistic  case. 

Highly.

Unsuitable. Highly 

Interactive.

S houp’s protocol [ShoOO] 

(section 5.10)

Polynomial (/,/;) EEA after to remove 

exponent

Safe N o Suitable. N on

interactive protocol 

with p ro o f  o f  

security.

Pseudorandom intermixing 

[FMYOOJ

(section 5.13.5)

Polynomial (/,/;) Add pseudorandom data to 

make [DF91] and [FGM Y] 

siniulatable without resharing

Normal Pessimistic case. 

A lso  requires 

shared key 

exchange

Unsuitable. 

Interactive and 

requires shared key 

exchange.

Table 2



J Shared RSA Key 
Generation

6.1 Introduction

Shared RSA key generation is one half o f  the CTRSA scheme that is the foundation o f the ad hoc 

KMI services designed in this thesis. Therefore in this chapter a description o f the issues involved 

in choosing which shared RSA Key Generation protocol to use in deriving a CTRSA scheme are 

discussed. The problem o f  designing a compatible threshold RSA protocol that can use the format 

o f keys generated by the shared RSA key generation protocol is discussed. A brief survey o f  RSA 

key generation protocols is presented and the choice o f protocol used in the CTRSA scheme in 

chapter 7 is motivated. In doing so the concept o f  a secure M ultiparty Computation protocol (M PC) 

is also introduced which is a useful prelude to the design o f  a secure complete Threshold RSA 

protocol in chapter 7. The contribution o f this chapter is to explain the problems and rationale 

behind fonning a CTRSA scheme and choosing which shared RSA Key Generation protocol to use 

in such a scheme.
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6.2 Secure Multiparty Computations

Chapter 5 introduces the notion o f a secure cryptographic protocol and focuses on one particular 

type or instance o f this, namely secure threshold RSA protocols. In this chapter a broader, more 

generic secure cryptographic protocol is introduced, that is a Multiparty Computation (M PC) 

protocol.

The following informal definition is paraphrased from [MR91]; A m ultiparty computation protocol 

is a secure cryptographic protocol in which m ultiple com m unicating players compute securely a 

function o f privately held inputs. ‘Secure’ means, the protocol com putes correctly the function 

value in a manner that protects the privacy o f  each player’s contribution, even though a powerful 

adversary may endeavour to disrupt this enterprise.

Shared RSA Key Generation is the other half o f the Complete Threshold RSA scheme designed in 

Chapter 7. The Complete Threshold RSA scheme is the foundation o f  the multipurpose ad hoc KM l 

service devised in this thesis. Therefore this chapter aims to present some background and theory 

on shared RSA key generation and secure multiparty computations in general in an accessible 

fashion.

A formal definition o f a secure multiparty computation from Chaum [CCD88] is:

Secure Adultiparty com putation: A ssum e n partic ipants share the

knowledge o f  a m ultivariable function F  a n d  that they want to pub lic ly  

com pute z = where  x, is a secret input p ro v id ed  by P,. The

difficulty  is to sim ultaneously provide the secrecy o f  each and  to 

guarantee the correctness o f  the com m on result z .

As can be seen a threshold signature/decryption protocol (see last chapter) is an instance o f  a secure 

multiparty computation. For example, Frankel’s [F89] (« ,» ) scheme (section 5.4) can be described 

in terms o f the above secure multiparty computation definition. The multivariate function in 

Frankel’s protocol is

z = F{d^,d^,...,d^^) = Y \n i ‘̂' = m‘' , Equation 6-1
i s A

Where the private inputs o f  the parties are .v, = d^.

Threshold RSA signing/decryption is discussed in Chapter 5 and it is clear how a multipaity 

computation such as a threshold signature is achieved. However it is less obvious how a more 

com plex multiparty computation like shared RSA key generation may be done in a secure manner.
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Some history' on the topic o f secure multiparty computation protocols in general is given here to 

elucidate the idea. Then the specific topic o f shared RSA key generation is discussed.

6.2.1 Y ao’s M illionaire Problem

An early well-known example o f a basic secure multiparty computation protocol is Y ao’s 

millionaire problem [Yao82]. Two millionaires Alice and Bob want to decide which o f  them is the 

richest yet neither wants to reveal to anybody how much money they have. They need to compute a 

multiparty private computation. For example if Alice owns A amount o f  money and Bob owns B 

amount o f money then they can compute the function f { A , B )  = \f A> B = \, otherwise 0 . How can 

this be done without revealing A or B X.o either party, i.e. how can it be done in a private manner? 

Early attempts at solving this problem and other similar problems (or puzzles), the millionaire 

problem [Yao82], electronic coin flipping [Blum82] and oblivious transfer [RabSl] involved 

cryptographic methods. The basis behind these schemes is to use a homomorphic encryption 

[RAD78] function.

D efinition: A function f { x )  is hom om orphic for som e functions  © ,®  i f  

f { a ) ®  f { b)  = f { a ® b ) .

For example, an encryption algorithm that is homomorphic under the greater than operator can be 

used to solve Y ao’s millionaire problem. Let the greater than function be homomorphic for the 

encryption function E ,  i.e. A>  B = E{A)> E(B)  where A is A lice’s money amount and/? is 

Bob’s money amount. Alice makes her encrypted amount. E(A), public. Bob does likewise. They 

compare the encrypted values to see which is greater. They can now decide who is richest 

(assuming no cheating) without revealing how rich either is. The security o f  this secure multiparty 

computation is based on computational complexity arguments, i.e. the difficulty o f inverting the 

function E .

Benaloh [Ben86] introduces the idea o f homomorshisms in threshold secret sharing schemes. He 

shows that similar secure multiparty protocols can be created in an information theoretic (or non

cryptographic) setting. Benaloh [Ben86] describes a homomorphism property attained by threshold 

secret sharing schemes (such as Sham ir’s [Sha79]) that allows multiple secrets to be com bined by 

direct computation on the shares. As such, protocol computations are performed on the shares o f a 

secret rather than the secret themselves. In such a scheme the security is perfect, not computational. 

No ciyptographic means are used to hide the inputs. This powerful concept facilitates much o f  the 

work done on secure multiparty computation protocols.

More formally, Benaloh [Ben86] defines homomorphic threshold schemes as those having the 

property that:
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When s, &S is player i 's  share o f  k & K and s \ g  S is i 's share o f  k ' &K , 

then 5, @ 5 ', is i 's super-share o f  the super-secret k ® k '  and that fo r  such 

threshold schemes t shareholders can reconstruct the super-secret k ® k '  

using their shares s, ®s \ .  That is the composition o f  the shares are shares 

o f  the composition.

It can be seen easily that the properties o f polynomials give Sham ir’s threshold secret sharing 

scheme the (+ ,+ ) homomorphism property. This is illustrated in Figure 6-1

Homomorphic Threshold 
Scheme

z 1 + z 2 = z 3

x 1 + x 2 = x 3

x2
.................. ............  z2

x1

i  ...................
'i “—

k  ̂ z1

Figure 6-1 H om o m orp h ic  T hreshold  Secret Sharing  Sch em e

Figure 6-1 shows the addition o f two points, /j( l)  , / ^ l )  one from line ,/J(a') , the other from line 

f { x )  respectively, gives a point, on a new line, f ^{x) . Similarly addition o f the points

f { 2 ) , /2 (2 ) gives a point, f { x ) ,  on the new line, f { x ) . Line f-^{x) has the free term coefficient 

S}=Sj+S2. Thus line f { x )  is a threshold secret sharing o f  the result, o f  the addition o f  the two 

secrets, 5, and 5, •

To use such a scheme to provide secure computations a further property is necessary. It must be the 

case that:

Up to t - \  sets o f  sub-shares together M’ith all o f  the super-shares (and 

therefore the super-secret) give no more information about the sub-shares 

than does the super-secret alone. Such a scheme is called  (© ,® ) composite 

[Ben86].
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The interesting fact from his work is that all perfect threshold schemes that are 

(©,(8)) homomorphic are (© ,® ) composite (see Theorem 1 [Ben86] for details). Because Sham ir’s 

scheme is (+ ,+ ) homomorphic it is (+ ,+ ) composite. This interesting fact can be used in 

designing secure multiparty computations.

For example, Benaloh uses this to create an anonymous ballot election scheme. Ever}' voter 

distributes its 'y e s ’ or ‘no’ vote to the vote counter, called a teller, as points on a (/-l)-degree 

polynomial which has 0 (a no vote) or 1 (a yes vote) as its free term. The outcome o f  the ballot is 

the sum o f  all the votes. Because o f  the (+ ,+ ) homomorphism, which exists, the sum o f  the

individual points on the polynomial gives a new polynomial, which has the vote tally as its free 

term.

Thus, using t points on this polynomial the tellers can retrieve the ballot tally. However the 

individual votes are anonymous, i.e. the ballot does not reveal what way any individual voted 

(except o f  course in the trivial case where all vote no or all vote yes). To discover any individuals 

vote t tellers must conspire. The conspiring tellers must take the contributions o f  the particular 

individual given to each teller and combine them to find that voter’s actual vote. Benaloh [Ben86] 

also shows that Sham ir’s scheme is not { X , X )  homomorphic. This is because the product o f  two 

polynomials is o f  higher degree than the factors, therefore the super-secret sharing polynomial is no 

longer random. This problem can be overcome however [CCD88], [BGW88] as explained in the 

next section.

6.2.2 Generic Protocol Solutions

Later work focussed [Yao86], [GMW87], [CCD88], [BGW88] on the topic o f finding a generic 

protocol, which could solve any secure multiparty compulation protocol problem. Benaloh’s 

scheme appeared to be difficult to adapt [GMW87] to many other functions since it “ relies heavily 

on the homomorphism o f the secret sharing scheme with respect to the function and as such does 

not allow for general results concerning multiparty com putations” . Yao [Yao86] and Goldreich 

[GMW 87] take the computational complexity approach to designing a secure generic multiparty 

computation protocol. Yao designs [Yao86] a generic secure protocol for the two-party case based 

on the existence o f  one-way functions, though not tied to any specific one-way function.

Goldreich [GMW87] provides a multiparty solution, which achieves maximum privacy  (that is, it

works as long as parties, are actively corrupt i.e. as long as there is an honest majority).

These solutions [GMW87], [Yao86] are based on the use o f  Boolean circuits to model the 

computation in question (usually simply called the function). Any function can be converted into a 

Boolean circuit, i.e. a series o f Boolean logic gates, and therefore if the Boolean gate logic can be 

evaluated securely then any function can be evaluated securely. Goldreich’s strategy [GM W 87] is



to convert the function into a ’‘functionally equivalent polynomial-size Boolean circuit, without 

loss o f  generalit\' we assume this circuit has maximum fanin 2 (i.e. there are a maximum o f two 

inputs to each gate), and contains only AND and NOT gates” [GMW87]. "The AND gate is 

simulated by multiplication, the NOT gate is simulated by adding the constant 1” . He then 

describes a protocol which evaluates these AND and NOT operations securely  (privately and 

correctly) based on the oblivious transfer protocol [RabSl]. The players share each o f  their input 

bits to each gate. A protocol is constructed which manipulates these shares to evaluate the AND 

and NOT operations while maintaining the privacy (via oblivious transfer) o f the inputs, and the 

correctness o f  the computation (via zero knowledge proofs). The protocol proceeds by evaluating 

each gate in the circuit until the Boolean circuit is complete and the result o f  the computation is 

output.

Chaum [CCD88] and Ben-Or [BGW88] independently augment this work by providing an 

algorithm to perform the same task, based on a non-cryptographic (or infonnation theoretic) 

protocol. They show that in this model any protocol can be computed securely in the presence o f

Benaloh’s [Ben86] secret sharing homomorphisms above. They introduce a random polynomial 

and a degree reduction phase to over come the problem o f Benaloh’s non-random super-secret 

polynomial thus creating a ( X , X )  homomorphic secret sharing scheme. They then com pute AND 

and NOT operations as in [GMW 87] but here they don’t rely on cryptographic assumptions for 

these computations. They use the { X , X ) a n d  (+ ,+ ) homomorphic and composite properties o f the 

threshold secret sharing scheme to provide secure AND and NOT (provided by adding 1) 

operations respectively. These AND and NOT operations are perfectly secure in the information 

theoretic sense, there is no reliance on cryptographic (computational complexity) security.

One difference in the case o f B en-O rs scheme [BGW88] from Chaum ’s [CCD88] is that Ben-or 

converts the Boolean logic circuit o f  AND and NOT gates in his generic protocol to an arithmetic 

circuit equivalent (see [BGW88] for details). He uses an arithmetic circuit (rather than a Boolean 

one) to compute F , and constructs a secure protocol to evaluate x and + for this arithmetic 

circuit. This decreases the number o f  rounds per computation as secret sharing is performed using 

the whole number rather than breaking it into individual bits. For example, in C haum ’s case 

[CCD88] multiplying two n bit numbers calls for 0 ( lo g « ) communications, whereas in Ben-or’s 

case the number o f  communications is 0 (1 ).

These protocols [CCD88], [BGW88] rely on secure (private and authenticated) channels between 

each pair o f players in the protocol over which intermediate computations take place (i.e. passing 

o f shares o f secrets). These channels are typically implemented by a shared secret between the 

parties, to provide privacy, authentication and integrity for messages, which reduces the security o f

passive adversaries or / < %  active adversaries. They employ sim ilar techniques ton/
/ 3
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the protocol to the computational complexity setting. However the theoretical result remains, if a 

secure channel exists (e.g. players swap their private pair-wise communications using sealed 

envelopes) then any multiparty computation can be achieved with perfect (information theoretic) 

security. These theoretical results [GM W 87],[CCD88],[BGW 88] show that a secure multiparty 

computation protocol can be constructed for any multiparty' computation. The generality o f the 

solutions however implies massive inefficiencies (in terms o f communication rounds and 

computation). These generic secure MFC  papers [GMW87], [CCD88], [BGW88] provide 

important ^'plausibility results” [Goldr97]. However, practical protocols - efficient protocols - 

require custom solutions for the particular protocol in hand. In fact, Goldreich [Goldr97] says 

“forget the result, use its ideas” .

6.3 Efficient Shared RSA Key Generation

Boneh [BF97] adapts the techniques and ideas o f Ben-Or [BGW88] to create his efficient shared 

RSA key generation protocol. The multipaily protocols discussed up to now have been relatively 

straightforward. Computing shared RSA keys is a far more complicated protocol. The best intuition 

as to how these more complicated multiparty schemes proceed is Benaloh’s secret sharing 

homomorphisin discussed above, where the sum o f a number o f inputs is revealed whilst keeping 

the privacy o f  the individual inputs. Ben-Or’s [BGW88] protocol is based on these techniques, one 

for multiplication and one for addition. Boneh [BF97] provides shared RSA key generation based 

on this protocol, it is more efficient than Ben-O r's generic scheme, as it is optimised for the 

particular task at hand.

The threshold RSA signature protocols presented in the previous chapter assume the existence o f a 

trusted dealer. The trusted dealer generates the RSA key pair used in the system. It then re-shares 

the private key in the manner necessary for the particular signature protocol. This may be a (t,n) 

polynomial sharing or an (n,n)  additive sharing. In either case the dealer is responsible for 

creating the key pair, sharing the private key and then destroying the private key. One problem with 

the use o f a shared dealer is that it becomes a single point o f failure for the system. If the dealer is 

compromised before the secret key is destroyed, then the space diffusion [FGMY97] achieved by a 

threshold service is lost. Space diffusion means the key is protected by the fact that it does not exist 

in one place at any time and so to attack the system an adversary must compromise a number o f 

locations. If the dealer can be compromised prior to destroying the key then the system is as easy to 

compromise as a centralised system.

Moreover, if  a trusted dealer doesn’t exist then one o f the players in the protocol must be elected as 

the trusted dealer. This does not make sense in certain scenarios. Consider, for example, when no 

one is trusted to be a dealer. This is not an unreasonable assumption, and in fact it may be the nonn 

in scenarios where threshold cryptography is employed. Consider why threshold cw ptography is
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being used at all - it is often because no single entity [Sha79] is trusted at all times to act as the 

signer. As no single entity can be trusted as signer, no single entity can be trusted as dealer. In fact, 

Desmedt’s idea for threshold Cryptography [Des87] originated from ideas presented by Yao 

[Yao86] on shared RSA key generation.

Although shared key generation algorithms for Discrete Log based signature schemes [Ped91b] 

existed, Boneh [BF97] is the first paper to describe an efficient/practical protocol for shared RSA 

key generation. A protocol based on generic protocol solutions [GWM87] is totally impractical, 

having O(years) running time [FMY98]. Boneh’s [BF97] shared RSA key generation protocol is 

the basis of much of the work described in Chapter 7, therefore the mathematics involved are 

reproduced from Boneh’s paper [BF97] in that chapter.

The core of Boneh’s protocol [BF97] is the use of a stripped down or tailored version o f the BGW 

[BGW88] protocol to provide an efficient key generation algorithm. Boneh [BF97] uses shares of 

secrets (points on polynomials) rather than the secrets themselves to compute the RSA key 

parameters, N ,e  and shares o i d  in a distributed manner without revealing d  . Another 

contribution made in his paper is a secure distributed "'duoprime ” test for testing whether the result 

of the protocol, the output N, is indeed a valid RSA modulus i.e. the product o f two prime numbers.

This chapter has discussed generic techniques for secure multiparty computations in order to 

describe in an intuitive manner how shared RSA key generation is achieved - for complete 

mathematical details see Chapter 7. Boneh's [BF97] protocol achieves an efficient additive {n,n) 

shared RSA key generation. That is, the private key d  is shared via an additive («,») threshold 

sharing amongst the players. Prior to this work, the only way to do this was via Boolean circuits (a 

general compiler) [GMW87][BGW88] for multiparty computations. Boolean circuits as explained 

are plausibility results, and are totally impractical for implementation. As such, Boneh’s paper 

[BF97] was a landmark in this area.

For completeness a brief literature review of other shared RSA key generation protocols is 

presented in section 6.4. The salient features of these protocols can be seen in Table 3.

6.3.1 Adversarial Model

An important issue is the definition of security in Boneh’s protocol. Boneh’s shared RSA key 

generation protocol is secure (private and correct) in the honest-hut-curious adversarial model. His 

protocol tolerates a minority o f passive adversaries and still retains privacy and correctness.

However Boneh’s protocol does not provide robustness. Hence the protocol is insecure in the 

active adversarial model. Boneh’s protocol assumes the adversary can corrupt and learn the

k - \
transcripts of the protocol from as many as a minority o f players i.e. passive adversaries



where k is the total number of players in the protocol. However Boneh's protocol does not provide 

protection against an adversary that participates actively in the protocol injecting incorrect inputs 

into the protocol. In this scenario the correctness of the output may be compromised.

Violation of the correctness property is more serious in the case of Shared RSA Key Generation 

protocols than Threshold RSA protocols. This is because incorrect contributions in the threshold 

RSA protocol prevent the correct signature from being computed, i.e. they are denial of service 

attacks. However violation of the correctness property in Shared RSA Key Generation may result 

in an invalid (e.g. non-prime factors) RSA modulus being generated. This in turn may be used to 

factor and hence violate the privacy property of the protocol.

majority to ensure privacy. The protocol achieves privacy in the presence of passive

6.4 Other Shared RSA Key Generation Protocols

This section provides a brief review (annotated bibliography) of work in the area of shared RSA 

key generation. Boneh’s landmark paper was followed by a host o f others [FMY98], [Cocks97], 

[Cocks97b], [Gilb99], [PS98], which seek to ameliorate or add extra features to Boneh’s protocol 

[BF97]. Boneh’s [BF97] protocol is characterised by the fact that due to mathematical detail, i.e. 

the underlying protocol [BGW88] he uses for secure arithmetic computations, it requires an honest

k -  
2

adversaries, where k is the total number of players in the protocol. This also means it cannot be 

used in the two-party case without the aid of a trusted third paity helper in the protocol.

A lot o f subsequent w'ork therefore has focussed on developing protocols that work when just two 

parties are used, for example the papers of Gilboa [Gilb99], Poupard [PS98], Cocks [Cocks97], and 

Blackburn [BBG98], These protocols achieve k - 1 privacy, hence they provide privacy even in the 

presence of up to ^ -1  passive adversaries during the key generation phase. Boneh’s protocol is 

based on information theoretic security like the underlying algorithm used to construct it [BGW88]. 

Boneh’s protocol produces an additive sharing o f the RSA private key, as do all the other protocols 

bar Frankel’s [FMY98]. Frankel’s protocol produces an RSA private key which is shared using 

polynomial secret sharing over the integers (rather than a finite field).

Cocks [Cocks97], independently of Boneh [BF97] creates a shared RSA key generation protocol 

for the case where there are only two parties. The privacy of computations in Cocks’ [Cocks97] 

scheme is based on homomorphic encryption function rather than secret sharing. As such, the 

security is based on computational complexity assumptions rather than information theoretic 

security. These are non-standard assumptions (i.e. not based on the underlying algorithm or some 

other well known hard problem) and so security is based on a heuristic argument rather than 

proven security [BF97]. Cocks extends his earlier two-party protocol [Cocks97] to a multiparty



protocol in [Cocks97b], Boneh’s protocol is far more efficient than Cocks’ however -  Cocks’ 

protocol takes days rather than minutes to run [BF97], and the security of Boneh’s protocol is not 

based on a heuristic argument.

Few, if any, implementations exist of these protocols, and so efficiency is detennined by the rough 

estimates o f the authors, based on the type of computation and number o f rounds required by the 

protocol. Boneh has shown concrete implementation figures for his protocol [MWB99] which 

show that a 1024 bit RSA key, shared amongst three 300Mhz Pentium machines takes 90 seconds 

on average (averaged over twenty runs of the protocol). Implementation details o f other protocols 

are unknown to the author of this thesis.

Blackburn [BBBG98] also presents a robust version o f Cocks’ [Cocks97] two-party protocol. He 

states that his solution can also be generalised to provide a robust protocol for Cocks’ multiparty 

protocol [Cocks97b]. Poupard [PS98] present another two-party case. This protocol is robust but 

cannot be generalised to a multiparty version, and is less efficient than Cocks’ protocol [Gilb99], 

[BF97]. The security of Poupard’s scheme is based on standard assumptions, i.e. that an oblivious 

transfer protocol exists [RabSl]. This is a weaker assumption than that made by Cocks, and hence 

the protocol is more secure.

Gilboa [Gilb99] also presents a two-party protocol. He presents a number o f protocols based on 

different security assumptions to generate a shared RSA key between two parties. His techniques 

are similar to Poupard’s [PS98], however his goal is to provide an efficient two party protocol 

rather than a robust protocol as in [PS98]. Gilboa claims that his third protocol, when parameters 

are chosen carefully, can be more efficient than Boneh’s (in terms o f computation) by an order of 

magnitude. However, this is traded for an order of magnitude increase in the amount of 

communication that is required.

Frankel [FMY98] presents a robust version of Boneh’s multipaity protocol. This protocol however 

is massively inefficient compared to the non-robust protocol, requiring 0(4,000) increase in the 

number o f modular exponentiations. Frankel says a two to three week protocol is reasonable as 

compared to five years using a generic multiparty protocol [FMY98].

Algesheimer [ACS02] presents a protocol to produce an RSA key based on a safe prime modulus. 

Safe primes are required to show the security o f certain protocols (see [ACS02]) and so this is a 

major development in the area of shared RSA key generation. Algesheimer protocol is the first 

efficient protocol (i.e. it is not a generic circuit based protocol [BGW88]) to generate a safe prime 

modulus. Algesheimer [ACS02] also claims that a robust version of his protocol may be achieved 

w'ithout significant overhead, “almost for free” [ACS02]. This would present a significant 

improvement over Frankel’s [FMY98] protocol for robust shared RSA key generation. 

Algesheimer states that his protocol theoretically is "asymptotically more efficient than the



protocol o f  Boneh and Franklin (when the number o f players are small), we do not claim that our 

protocol is in practice more efficient than theirs for typical param eter choices’'. The practical 

efficiency o f  Algesheim er’s protocol “depends on a myriad o f  implem.entation details” [ACS02].

Future work in the relevantly nascent"® field o f work on efficient shared RSA key Generation 

protocols is likely to produce improvements in efficiency. For example, techniques detailed in 

[MW B99], in particular the use o f distributed sieving in the selection o f  candidate primes in the 

protocol, improve the running time o f  Boneh’s protocol by an order o f  magnitude. Table 3 contains 

an annotated list o f  the current developm ents in the field. The choice in this thesis was to use 

Boneh’s protocol [BF97] as the basis for the CTRSA scheme. This protocol was chosen primarily 

because o f it’s efficiency and proven security. The efficiency o f the key generation protocol is very 

important in the CPU and bandwidth constrained environment o f  an ad hoc networking node. The 

proven security protocol makes it a firm basis on which to construct a CTRSA scheme. In the 

rightmost column a brief description as to why that particular protocol is or is not suitable in the 

design o f CTRSA is given.

Boneh's paper [BF97] dates from 1997.
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Key Generation 

Algorithm

Robust Rough estimates of 

protocol running times

No. of 

parties

Additive or 

Polynomial 

sharing

Special features Advantages/Disadvantages of 

using this protocol in CTRSA 

scheme

Boneh[BF97] No O(M inutes) > = 3 Additive Information theoretic security. Very suitable due to efficiency, 

multiparty property and proven 

security

Cocks [Cocks97] No O(Days) 2 Additive Computational complexity 

assumptions weaker than RSA

Inefficient. 2 party protocol

Cocks Multiparty 

[Cocks97b]

No O(Days) >=2 Additive Extension o f  [Cocks97] Inefficient

Blackburn

[BBBG98]

Yes O(Days) 2 Additive Extension o f  [Cocks97] Inefficient

Poupard [PS98] Yes O(Days)

Slower than C ocks’ method 

[Gilb99]

2 Additive Standard assumption i.e. existence 

o f  oblivious transfer

Inefficient



Key Generation 

Algorithm

Robust Rough estimates of 

protocol running times

No. of 

parties

Additive or 

Polynomial 

sharing

Special features Advantages/Disadvantages of 

using this protocol in CTRSA 

scheme

G ilboa [Gilb99] N o 0 ( 1 0 )  faster than [BF97].

0 ( 1 0 )  more 

com m unication .

2 Additive N on-s tandard  assum ption D oes not have proven security. 2 

party protocol. Com m unication  

overhead may offset com putation 

efficiency

Frankel [FM Y98] Yes O (W eeks) >=3 Polynomial 

sharing over 

the integers.

Extension o f  [BF97] Very Inefficient.  Has desirable 

property o f  robustness. May be run 

after run o f  C T R SA  to confirm no 

active attackers

A lgesheim er

[ACS02]

N o  (work 

in

progress)

Theoretically  more efficient 

than [BF97], Difficulties 

im plem enting as secret 

sharing is done over  the 

Reals.

>=3 Additive Information theoretic security. 

Safe Prime M odulus

Difficult w ithout implementation to 

establish actual efficiency. 

Technically  more challenging 

im plementation. Implementation 

ham pered by lack o f  existing Big 

N um ber  libraries that handle Real 

num bers  rather than Integers.

Table 3



6.5 Compatibility of Shared Key Generation and Shared Signature 
Generation Protocols.

Work on threshold RSA protocols continued for almost ten years after Frankel’s [F89] first 

implementation before an efficient protocol for shared RSA key generation was proposed [BF97]. 

As can be noted from the review o f threshold RSA protocols in Chapter 5, a variety o f threshold 

RSA protocols exist, and all place various demands on the particular secret sharing forniat o f the 

RSA private key.

Very little work exists [MSYOl] on the complete system, i.e. from shared RSA key generation to 

threshold RSA signature generation. Often the connection between two protocols is implied or 

loosely stated, but the exact specifics o f how to join two protocols is not included. The proofs o f 

security used to dem onstrate the security o f individual protocols are often varied and 

m athem atically complicated, and rely on the exact format o f the secret sharing being used. As such, 

using the result o f a shared RSA key generation protocol (i.e. the RSA key) with any particular 

threshold RSA signature protocol is a non-trivial task. A complete threshold RSA protocol must 

consolidate the differences between the output o f  shared RSA key generation protocols and the 

input required o f the various threshold RSA protocols. This leads to ambiguity as to how a protocol 

can be implemented or used whilst still m aintaining its security.

A technical contribution o f this thesis is to explore the theoi'y and issues around creating a secure 

complete threshold RSA protocol. This theory is used to derive a secure complete Threshold RSA 

scheme. This solution in turn provides a solution to the higher-level problem o f providing a Key 

M anagement Infrastructure in an ad hoc network. The complete Threshold RSA scheme ser\'es as 

the foundation o f a multipurpose ad hoc KMI serxice.

6.5.1 Signature Algorithms For Boneh’s Scheme[BF97]

Boneh’s protocol as has been mentioned was chosen as the key generation protocol o f  choice for 

the design o f the CTRSA scheme in this thesis. Boneh’s [BF97] key generation protocol produces 

an RSA key pair such that the private key is an additive sharing among n players o f  the protocol. 

Frankel’s additive (n,n) threshold RSA protocol can straightforwardly be employed [Fran89] with 

this key private key.

Boneh’s key generation does not provide for a threshold system where t <n , i.e. a (/,» ) system. 

To achieve such a system, his {n,n) additive scheme can be altered to an additive (/,« ) scheme as 

shown in M alkin’s implementation [MWB99] o f Boneh’s protocol. Although M alkin doesn’t 

specify how this additive re-sharing takes place, a scheme like that in section 5.13.4 (randomisation 

step) can be used.
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Boneh suggests [BF97] that Rabin’s [Rab98] protocol, described in chapter 5, may be used to 

create a threshold (/,« ) signature scheme using his collaboratively generated RSA key. As 

identified previously, this type o f construction is highly interactive, and com pletely unsuited to an 

ad hoc networking environment. Fankel’s [FD91] shares are incompatible with the key pair 

generated by Boneh’s shared key generation algorithm. Frankel’s scheme o f  [FGMY97] is not 

readily adaptable. It is also undesirable due the high level o f  interaction it incurs during signing, 

and so is not suitable for an ad hoc environment.

W hat is required is to create a threshold polynomial secret sharing o f  the RSA private key from the 

additive sharing scheme generated by Boneh’s protocol [BF97]. A com patible threshold RSA 

protocol, which provides non-interactive signature generation, like Shoup’s [ShoOO] must be 

created for use with this polynomial secret sharing o f  the RSA private key. This is done Chapter 7.



7/  A Complete Threshold 
RSA scheme

7.1 Introduction

The major goal o f this chapter is to design a complete threshold RSA scheme (CTRSA) that is 

suitable for use in an ad hoc network. This CTRSA scheme is the ciyptographic foundation of an 

ad hoc Key Management Infrastructure service. This complete TRSA scheme consists o f two 

phases. Firstly, the bootstrapping  phase, where shared RSA key generation takes place. Secondly, 

the operational phase, where a compatible threshold RSA protocol is used to create RSA signatures 

and/or decryptions. The problem is to derive a shared RSA key generation protocol and subsequent 

threshold RSA signing protocol such that the shares produced by the former are compatible for use 

with the latter. A proof o f security for this combination of protocols is also necessary.

Criteria in designing a suitable protocol for the CTRSA scheme include the requirement for proven 

security of the protocol, a non-interactive signature scheme and an efficient key generation 

protocol. Based on these criteria the shared RSA key generation protocol is derived from a 

combination of protocols from Boneh’s paper [BF97] and Catalano’s paper [CGHOO]. A 

compatible non-interactive polynomial (t,ri) threshold RSA protocol is derived from Shoup’s 

protocol [ShoOO]. This produces a complete threshold RSA scheme that can be employed as the 

foundation of a multipurpose ad hoc KMI service.
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In section 7.2, an overview o f  Boneh’s [BF97J shared RSA !<ey generation protocol is given. In 

sections 7.3 and 7.4, details o f two important steps in this protocol are presented. These steps need 

to be altered to produce the desired CTRSA scheme. Section 7.3, presents the shared generation o f 

the public modulus N. Section 7.4, presents the shared generation o f  the private key d. Note that in 

section 7.4, Catalano's [CGHOO] technique for shared generation o f  the private key d  is presented, 

rather than Boneh’s [BF97] technique for the same step. Section 7.5 contributes to the literature by 

illustrating how Catalano’s protocol can be inserted into Boneh’s scheme in this manner. 

Catalano’s protocol [CGHOO] produces a polynomial (t,k) sharing o f  the RSA private key d rather 

than the additive (k,k) scheme produced by Boneh’s [BF97] protocol. A further contribution to the 

literature is contained in section 7.6, when a suitable threshold RSA protocol is derived that can 

employ this sharing o f the RSA private key. The threshold RSA protocol is derived from Shoup’s 

[ShoOO] non-interactive polynomial (t,k) threshold RSA protocol.

7.2 Boneh’s [BF97| Shared RSA Key Generation Protocol

The notation used here is in keeping with Boneh’s paper [BF97]. The number o f players in the 

protocol is k. These k players wish to generate an additive threshold (k,k) RSA key in a distributed 

manner, such that each player learns only his share o f the threshold RSA key"'. That is, they wish 

to generate an RSA modulus N  = pq  and a public/private pair o f  exponents e ,d  where 

e.d  = 1 mod^zi(A^).

The factors p  and q should be at least n bits long each (such that | N  |= 2/7 bits) . At the end o f  the

computation N  and e are public, and d  is shared between the k parties in a way that enables (k,k)

threshold decr>'ption and signatures. All parties are convinced that TV is a product o f  two primes

k - \
2

information about the factors o f N , beyond what is revealed by N  itself, where s is the privacy  

threshold. Note: the tenn privacy threshold  is introduced in this thesis to distinguish between the 

threshold o f corrupt players 5 that can be tolerated during shared RSA key generation and the 

signing threshold required during (t,k) threshold RSA signature generation.

7.2.1 Four Principal Steps In The Shared RSA Key Generation Protocol.

Boneh’s paper [BF97] outlines four main steps during shared RSA key generation. The steps used 

in this thesis are as follows:

(1) Distributed sieving: to pick candidate primes p  and q. Using a distributed computation the 

parties collaboratively generate candidate primes p  and q using a distributed sieving  protocol. The

(i.e. a legitimate RSA modulus), but no coalition o f at most s - , i.e. no minority, has any

■' There is no difference here betw een  the use o f  (n.n) previous!) and the use o f  (k.k) here in this section . T he letter k is 
used here to represent the number o f  players in the protocol as opposed to n in keep ing  w ith B on eh 's paper. T he letter n is 
used to represent, the size  o f  p  and q  in bits, rather than the number o f  players in the protocol.
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sieving protocol ensures that the candidate primes p  and q have no small prime factors up to some 

chosen bound B j .  This increases the probability that the computed candidates are primes.

(2) Shared com putation o f N '. Using a private distributed computation the k parties compute

N=(p,  + ...+pk)(qi+ ...+qk)

(3) (a) Trial Divisions o f TV: Now that N  is public, the k  parties perform trial divisions locally to 

test that N  is not divisible by small primes in the range [8 1 ,8 2 ]  for some bound 8 2 - If the test fails 

then the protocol is restarted from step 1.

(b) Duoprim ality test: The k parties engage in a private distributed computation (this is a more 

expensive test in tenns o f  computation and communication than step 3(a)) to test that N  is the 

product o f  two primes. If the test fails (i.e. it is an illegal N  -  i.e. N  is not the product o f  two 

prim es), then the protocol is restarted from Step 1.

(4) Shared RSA Private key generation: Given a public encryption exponent e, the parties 

engage in a private distributed computation to generate a shared secret decryption exponent d.

These four steps are now' discussed in more detail.

Step 1

In Step 1 the players compute their initial contributions or inputs to the distributed computation o f 

N. By ensuring candidates for p  and q are at the least not divisible by any prime less than some 

bound 8 \ this step elim inates certain non-prime candidates early on in the computation. This 

reduces the num ber o f  unsuccessful iterations o f the protocol that must be run before a successful 

modulus N  is computed.

Step 3

in step 3(a) each player tests the computed modulus N  locally to see if it is divisible by a further 

block o f  small primes up to some chosen bound 8 2 . This is a cheap (in terms o f computation and 

communication overhead) test that can eliminate illegal N  prior to the more expensive 

com prehensive prime-test performed in step 3 (b) which involves an expensive distributed 

computation. Further details o f  step 3 can be found in B oneh’s paper [BF97], and further details o f 

step 1 can be found in [BF97], [MWB99].

Steps 2 and 4

Steps 2 and 4 in the protocol produce the final output, i.e. step 2 computes the public RSA modulus 

N. and step 4 com putes the shared RSA private key d. It is these steps that are altered in this thesis 

to produce the desired polynomial (tM) sharing o f  the RSA key. These steps are therefore 

reproduced here in detail.
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Step 2 is presented in tiie next section, largely reproduced from B oneh’s paper [BF97]. B oneh’s

Step 4 [BF97] produces a (k.k) additive sharing o f  the RSA private key. B o n eh 's  protocol fo r this

step [BF97] is replaced in th is thesis by an alternate protocol from  C a ta lan o 's  paper [CGHOO], 

w hich produces a polynom ial (l,k) sharing o f  the RSA private key. Therefore C ata lan o ’s protocol 

for step 4 (Shared RSA private key generation) is reproduced here (section 7.4) ra ther than 

B oneh’s.

7.3 Shared Computation Of N (Step 2)

Each party has a secret w here p^,q,are  as above additive contribu tions to  p  and q. The

players wish to  m ake the product TV public where,

^  = Equation 7-1

D uring this com putation  the players do not w ant to reveal any inform ation about the prim e 

factorisation o f  that \ s p  or q o r any inform ation about the ir private shares, p , , q , ,  beyond w hat is 

revealed by know ledge o f  N. T his step o f  B oneh’s [BF97] protocol (i.e. step 2) consists o f  a 

num ber o f  distinct sub-steps, w hich are labelled alphabetically  here.

a) Let / = . For all i = \ , . . . ,k party / p icks tw o random  degree / polynom ials

G [x] satisfy ing f , (0 )  = p, and g, (0)  = q^ . in o ther w ords, the constan t term s o f  

f ^ ,g i  are set to  p, ,q,  and all o ther coefficients are chosen at random  in Z ^ .  Sim ilarly, 

party  / picks a random  degree 21 polynom ial /?, e  [x] satisfy ing /7,(0) = 0 .

b) For all i = party  i com putes the 3k  values:

\ / j  = \ , . . . ,k :  p, j = / U);  q, j = g, ( j ) ;  /?,, =  h , ( j )

Party / then privately  sends the trip le (^p. ^,q^ to party / f o r  all J ^ i .

N ote that the p ,  ̂ fo r j  = \ , . . . ,k  are standard (l + \ , k )  Sham ir threshold secret sharings o f  

p^ (i.e. it requires / =  / + 1 points to interpolate and recover p^ ). The sam e holds for q^.

c) A t this point, each party / has all o f  ( p ^,, ,, for / = 1,...,^ . Party / com putes;

V
(m od/*) Equation 7-2

. / = l

Party i then broadcasts to  all o ther parties.
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d) At this point each o f the parties has all values jV, for / = 1,...,^ . Let a{x)  be the 

polynomial

a{x)  =
\  I

h^(x)  (m o d /’) Equation 7-3

Observe that a ( /)  = A^,and by definition o f then a (0 )  = A^. Furthermore, « (x ) is  a

polynomial o f  degree 21.  Note that, / is defined so that k > 2 l  + \ . Consequently, since all parties 

have at least 2/ +1 points on a ( x )  they can each interpolate to discover its coefficients. Each 

party evaluates a (0 )  and obtains N  mod P . Since N  < P  the parties learn the correct value o f  N  .

The diioprimality test (step 3 above) is then performed as in Boneh’s paper [BF97] to ensure that N  

is indeed the product o f  two primes. If this test fails the protocol must begin anew.

When the test passes, N  and e and the private shares p^,q^ o f  the prime factors p  and q held by the 

players are then used in a distributed computation to compute the RSA private key d. The result, 

the RSA private key d, o f  this distributed computation is never known to any o f the participants. 

Rather each player i learns a share o f  the private key . Any less than a threshold o f these shares 

reveals no knowledge about the RSA private key d  or the shares o f other players.

7.4 Shared RSA Private Key Generation (Step 4)

B oneh’s [BF97] protocol for the distributed generation o f the RSA private key d  results in an (k.k) 

additive threshold sharing o f this private key d. For details o f the protocol see section 7 o f  [BF97]. 

Boneh suggests that Rabin’s protocol [Rab98] can then be used to create a (t,k) threshold signature 

scheme using this additive sharing o f the private key. As discussed Rabin’s scheme is unsuitable 

for use in an ad hoc network due to the highly interactive nature o f  signature generation in his 

protocol. A goal o f this thesis is to provide an alternative polynomial (t,k) threshold secret sharing 

o f the RSA private key d, then to derive a compatible non-interactive threshold RSA protocol for 

use with this polynomial (t,k) threshold secret sharing. As such, an alternative step for RSA private 

key generation to that employed by Boneh [BF97] is used. Catalano [CGHOO] describes an 

alternative protocol, which he calls an inversion protocol, for generating the inverse o f a number 

modulo a shared secret modulus. For example, in the case o f shared RSA key generation, this 

protocol can be used to compute d  = e~' mod^zi(A^) where ^ ( N )  is the shared secret modulus.

This protocol is more efficient than Boneh’s step for this same procedure. It is sim pler to 

implement, because there is a single protocol no matter what size the public exponent e is chosen to 

be, whereas Boneh’s protocol [BF97] contains two protocols, one for small e and one for large e. 

C atalano’s protocol assumes that a dealer creates a (t,k) threshold sharing o f the secret modulus 

(f>{N) in such away that it is compatible with his inversion protocol. The output o f his inversion
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protocol is a (t,k) threshold sharing o f  the private key d  rather than an additive (k,k) sharing as in 

Boneh’s scheme.

7.4.1 Catalano’s Scheme For RSA Private Key Generation [CGHOO]:

Catalano describes an efficient protocol to generate a sharing amongst the protocol participants o f 

the private key d. Recall that to compute an RSA private key d  it is necessaiy to compute

d  — mod(j){N) Equation 7-4

where (p{N), often called the secret modulus is given by,

<I){N) = {p -  \){q -  \) = N  + \ -  p  -  q Equation 7-5

To understand the basic method o f  Catalano’s inversion protocol, it is best described initially for an 

additive (k,k) solution, before the (t,k) solution is presented.

Assume that the players hold an additive (k,k) sharing o f  some multiple o f  the secret modulus 

(t>{N). That is, each player / holds a value a, computed such that a, = where A is a 

random integer, much larger than ^  ( o f  order □ (A^‘ ) say).

The inversion protocol [GCHOO] computes the inverse o f the public exponent e modulo the secret 

modulus (f>{N), that is d  = e^' m od^(A^). This is done without revealing any more to the players 

about (p{N) or the results, (i.e. private key cf), than their private contribution d, to the private key d  

reveals.

During the inversion protocol, each player / chooses a randomizing integer and

broadcasts to the other players the value y, -   ̂ allowing all players to compute y = 'Y_̂ Y, ■
i

Clearly, this gives y -  ^ 7, “ X ® / + f',e = .̂</> + Re  Equation7-6
/  I

(where R = ^ r , ).
i

Assuming that gcd(;^,^) = 1 ( if  not, re-run previous step), there exist a,h such that

ay + he — \ Equation 7-7

(due to the Extended Euclidean Algorithm).

This gives

”  Particular co effic ien t sizes and ranges are induced by the security p roof used to show  the privacy o f  the protocol.
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ay  + he = a{A(p + R e )  + he = aXcj) + e (aR  + />) =  ! Equation 7-8

This implies aX(j) + e{aR + h) = \ mod (f), therefore , 

d  — aR +h = e~'mod(!) Equation 7-9

Additive shares o f d  are easily obtained by having player 1 set d ^ - a r ^ + h ,  and the other players 

{2...k} set d  ̂ = ar̂  . Clearly d  = .
i

“ It is not hard to see that the only information leaked to the players by this protocol is the value 

y  = + R e . But it is possible to prove that the distribution o f A is (almost) independent o f  (p.

Specifically, it can be shown that when A a n d ^  follow the probability distribution described 

above, then the distributions {y = A<f> + Re )  and {y ' - X N  + R q} are statistically close (up to 

U (1/A^) )” [CGHOO]. This shows that the protocol is secure, i.e. does not reveal infonnation about 

the secret modulus (p or the private key shares d̂

This protocol is for an additive (k,k) sharing o f the RSA private key. The full protocol is now given 

for the case where a polynomial {t,k) secret sharing o f the private key d  is created. This is 

reproduced from Figure 1 in [CGHOO] with minor m odifications to make the notation consistent 

with that used throughout this thesis.

7.4.2 C a ta lan o ’s Full P ro tocol F o r S hared  RSA P riv a te  Key G eneration  [CGHOO]

P riv a te  inputs: Sharing o f L(j){N) using a /-7-degree polynomial over the integers. Player / has 

private input Z’ = / ( / ) ,  where

/ ( r )  = L(j) + a^z + ... + Equation 7-10

and

Public inpu t: Prime number e > r i , an approximate bound N  on (f).

R o u n d  I: Each player / does the following:

Choose e,; |^ 0 ...// 'J ,an d  ^ - L ' . . . L ~

Choose r, [o...A^’ ] ,  and c, , , . . . , c , ^~ L rN ‘'...LrN‘'^

Choose p, | , . . . , p , 6/;
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Set = M  +^,.1- + -  + ,̂

ll{z) = Lr, +c,.|r + ... + c,,_,r' ' 

and p, { z )  = 0 + p, ,z + ... + .

Send to each player /  the values gi { j ) ,h^{ j ) ,p^{ j ) , computed over the integers.

Note again, the particular range o f  these coefficients is a consequence o f the security proof 

used to show that the protocol is secure. They are not intrinsically needed for the correct 

computation o f the result.

Round 2: Each player j  does the following:

Set g { j )  = S , ( J l  K J )  = X ,li  OX P(7')=Z!=i P' ■ Equation 7-11 

These are y ’s shares o f  the polynomials g { z )  =  g ,(-) ,  K~)  A (^) •

Broadcast the value F { j )  = / { j ) g { j )  + eh( j )  + p { j ) . Equation 7-12

This is playerf s  point on the polynomial 

F(z)  = f ( z ) g ( z )  + e/?(z) + p ( z ) . Equation 7-13 

Output: Each player / does the following:

Use the 2t-l  points {2t-2 broadcast values it receives and the one held by the player / 

himself) to interpolate the 2/-2-degree polynomial

F{z)  = f  { z )g{ z )  + eh{z) + p { z )  Equation 7-14

Using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm, find a,b such that aF (0) + = 1. If no such 

a,h exist, go to Round 1 .The inverse o f e is J  = a/?(0) + h . Each player privately outputs 

his share o f the inverse as J, = ah{i) + b .

This is a point on a /-/-degree polynomial d { x ) - a L R  + b + r \  x + j '”' , with

^ - k l s . . . k l } a n d  the free tenn coefficient is the RSA private key

d  = aLR + h .

Thus a polynomial (t,k) sharing o f  the private key J h a s been generated in a distributed manner by 

the players. The proof o f security for this protocol appears in Catalano’s paper [CGHOO], The proof 

o f security for the previous steps 1-3 appear in Boneh’s paper [BF97] and are not reproduced here.
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7.5 New work: Bridging The Output Of Boneh’s Protocol |BF97] To The 
Input Of Catalano’s Protocol [CGHOO]

Catalano specifies the format o f  the secret sharing o f  the secret modulus (j){N) required as input to 

his protocol in order to preserve correctness and security. Boneh’s [BF97] protocol does not 

produce the required secret sharing format o f  the modulus (!>{N). Here a contribution to the 

literature is made by specifying a secure method o f  doing this.

Recall Catalano’s inversion protocol assumes the following private inputs:

P riva te  inputs: Player i has private input / ( / )  where / ( z )  = + a,z +... + ,  and

y/,a^  e  . That is a point on a polynomial which shares some multiple, L, o f  the secret

modulus ^ ( N )  amongst the players.

Here it is illustrated how such inputs can be created from the data that each party holds after the 

principal steps 1-3 (recall section 7.2.1) in the shared RSA key generation protocol. This allows the 

use o f  Catalano’s [CGHOO] protocol for Step 4 instead o f  Boneh’s [BF97].

Each player / holds additive shares p, o f  p  . q, o f  q and the public modulus N. The following 

procedure is followed to generate the correct sharing o f  the secret modulus (j)(N). The random 

coefficients are tailored to meet the requirements o f  Catalano’s scheme [CGHOO]. In round I each 

player computes an additive share o f  (p . In round 2 each player converts this additive share to a 

polynomial share of his own share. In round 3 each player interacts with other players to compute 

its new polynomial share of (j).

R o u n d  1: Each player / e  [2,..,k~\ computes (f)̂ - ~ p ,  - q ,  ■ Player / = /  computes -  N  + ] -  p  ̂ -q^ . 

Clearly,

k

= N  + \ -  p - q  = ( p - \ ) { q  - 1 )  = Equation 7-15
/ = i

Thus each player / is in possession o f  an additive share o f  the secret modulus (!>{N).

R o u n d  2: Each player generates a random t-1 -degree polynomial with his additive share 

multiplied by L =k! as the free-term coefficient. This polynomial takes the form

+.. + Equation 7-16

where V/',c^ e^-L~N.. .L~N'J.
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Each player / then distributes a point (y)on  this polynomial to the other players in the protocol, 

Vy / e  [ 1 .

R ound  i :  Each player i combines t -I  o f  the polynomial shares he has received from other players 

3 id  his share from his own polynomial to create his point, , on the

new polynomial

(j){x) = L<!) + a^x +.. + . Equation 7-17

The requisite polynomial (t,k) sharing o f  the secret modulus (j){N) has now been created. This can 

be input into Catalano’s protocol above to create a (t,k) polynomial sharing o f  the RSA secret key 

d.

7.5.1 Proof O f Security For Computation O f Polynomial (t,k) Sharing O f (!>{N)

Use is now made o f theory developed in Chapter 5 to prove the security o f  this protocol. It is 

shown that the protocol is t-1 private. That is, the protocol tolerates up to t-1 adversaries"’ without 

leaking private information. The security o f  each round o f  the protocol is discussed in turn:

Round 1: Each player / e [2,... com putes = -p , -  . Player i= l  computes = N  + ] -  .

k

Clearly, = N  + \ -  p  -  q = ( p - \ ) { q - \ )  = ^ { N ) . Thus each player / is in possession o f  an
/=1

additive share o f  the secret modulus ^ { N ) .

This computation is k-1 private, where k  is the number o f  players, due to Ben-or's [BGW88] 

protocol for the operation k(x)=f(x)+g(x).  This is obvious when it is considered that there has been 

no communication between the players to evaluate this sharing o f (f>{N) and so no knowledge can 

have been leaked by its evaluation.

R ound 2: Each player generates a degree t-1 random polynomial with his additive share (j)̂ 

multiplied by L =k! as the free-term coefficient. This polynomial takes the form

(f)^{x) = L(p,+c^x + .. + Ci_̂ x'~' where e^ -L~N,L 'N~ j .

Each player i then distributes a point (p^{j)on this polynomial to the other players in the protocol, 

V/- . 1 ] .

This step is clearly t-1 private where /-I is the degree o f the polynomial {t  < k  - ] ) .  This is because 

this is merely a (t,n) secret sharing over the Integers as in [FGMY97]. The coefficients for the

The honesl-but-curious model is assumed as in Boneh's scheme for shared RSA key generation.
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secret sharing polynomial are different here than in [FGM Y97], however it is shown in Catalano’s 

paper [CGHOO] that this is a secure secret sharing o f  (p{N ). Catalano’s proof for the secret sharing 

over the Integers is contained in [CGHOO].

Round 3: Each player / combines t-1 o f the polynomial shares he has received from other

players y/'?t/e[I..A^] and his share from his own polynomial (j)̂ {i) to create his point on the

new random polynomial (!>{x) = L(j) + a^x +.. + that is the point (j){i). The requisite sharing

o f the secret modulus (j){N) has now been created. This can be input into C atalano’s protocol above 

to create a (t,k) polynomial sharing o f the RSA secret key d. Again the privacy o f  this step is 

obvious considering that no further communication has taken place between the players since step 

2. This is again merely a linear computation using polynomial secret sharing as described by Ben- 

Or [BGW88],

Thus the security o f  the protocol used to bridge Boneh’s and Catalano’s protocols has been shown 

to be t-private where t < k  -  \ .

The requisite secret sharing required by Catalano’s [CGHOO] inversion protocol for the derivation 

o f a polynomial secret sharing o f the private key d  has been created. Catalano’s protocol therefore 

can use this input to allow the players to compute the (t,k) polynomial sharing o f  the RSA private 

key d. This completes the shared RSA key generation process. It now remains to be shown how this 

shared RSA private key can be employed in a threshold RSA protocol.

7.6 New work: Combining Shared RSA Key Generation With A Suitable 
Threshold RSA Protocol

The output o f Catalano’s [CGHOO] inversion protocol for the computation o f  the sharing o f  RSA 

private key d  is as follows;

Catalano’s sharing o f  the RSA private key: h{z) = 

where /?,(r) = Lr  ̂ +c^^x + ...c. 

and r, |^0...A^  ̂j ,  and c,.

The inverse o f e is d  = ah(0) + h , where a and b are values computed during protocol execution as 

above. As such each player, privately holds his share o f  the inverse as

d^=ah{i) + h Equation 7-18

This is a point on a t-1 degree polynomial described by a.h{z) + b which is simply a polynomial
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h \ z )  = {aLr + h) + r \ x  + ' Equation 7-19

which has the RSA private key 

d  = aLr + h = e~̂  mod(f){N) Equation 7-20

and coefficients N'*...kLrN'^^.

How is the threshold secret sharing of d  employed in a shared RSA key generation algorithm? This 

is unspecified in Catalano’s paper [CGHOO]. A second contribution o f this chapter is to develop a 

compatible non-interactive threshold RSA protocol. The format o f the shares however means that 

no unaltered protocol is suitable for use with this key sharing. To solve this problem, a suitable 

threshold RSA protocol is derived from Shoup’s threshold RSA protocol [ShoOO], Other protocols 

that use a polynomial (t,k) secret sharing of the private key [DF91], [FGMY97], [FMYOO] are not 

compatible with the format of this secret sharing and/or do not provide as clear an implementation 

as Shoup’s scheme nor the benefits of his scheme, primarily the non-interactive property of his 

protocol and the proof of security.

Shoup’s threshold RSA protocol takes as an input a secret sharing polynomial produced by a 

trusted dealer. Recall, from section 5.10, the dealer in Shoup’s scheme [ShoOO] produces this input 

as follows.

Shoup’s [ShoOO] dealer’s sharing of the RSA private key : The dealer chooses at random two 

large primes o f equal length p  and q, where p=2p'+ l and q=2q'+l , with p '  and q ’ themselves 

prime (i.e. p  and q are computed as safe primes). The RSA modulus is N=pq. Let m=p'q' (not to be 

confused with M  the message to be signed). The dealer also chooses the RSA public exponent e as 

a prime e>l (where / is the number of players in the protocol). The public key is PK=(N,e). Next 

the dealer computes d e Z  such that de = 1 modw . The dealer sets ag=d and chooses a, at random 

from for 1 ^  i ^  I . The numbers cio, define the polynomial

/ - I

/ ( x )  =  Oq +  + . .  + Equat i on 7-21
1=0

For ! < / < / ,  the dealer computes 5, = / ( / )  mod m . This number s, is player / 5 secret key share.

Clearly, output from the shared RSA key generation protocol, specifically the output produced by 

Catalano’s inversion protocol, is not compatible with the sharing created by the dealer in Shoup’s 

[ShoOO] scheme. As such a new threshold RSA protocol, and consequent security proof, must be 

derived from Shoup’s protocol.
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Firstly, the details of how Shoup’s signature scheme works are presented again, from section 5.10. 

Details for the robust protocol are stripped out from the full version, which appears in Shoup’s 

paper[ShoOO].

Shoup 's  RSA p ro toco l

Let L=k!, where k is the number o f participants. Partial signatures are computed as x, = M "‘ , (note 

as usual M  is a hash o f the message to be signed).

To combine these shares the combiner takes the partial signatures and computes 

VI’ = ...x^ E q u a t i o n  7-22

n
where , = L  e  Z , to give' no'-7")

M’ = A", = M ''‘' Equation 7-23

Note that j  -  j '  divides L and so the coefficients are all Integers and therefore this interpolation is 

possible, i.e. it does not require modulo inverses to be computed.

Now vv‘’ = M '' , let L=e

Since gcd(e,e') = I (because e is prime), the inverse of e' can be computed, the EEA can be use to 

compute integers such that e 'a  + eh = \ .

Now compute the signature as jv = and therefore y" = w‘“'’ = A/"‘' = M ' = M  .

This protocol takes as inputs the output from Shoup’s dealer, described above. The requirement for 

a safe prime modulus is purely due to the construction o f Shoup’s robustness techniques for the 

above protocol, which haven’t been included here. The signature scheme described in the next 

section 7.6.1 derives from Shoup’s scheme.

7.6.1 A Complete Threshold RSA Protocol (CTRSA)

Shares from shared computation (as opposed to Shoup’s dealer);

Each player privately holds his share of the inverse as = ah{i) + h .

This is a point on a t-I degree polynomial described by a.h{z) + h w'hich is simply a polynomial 

h \ z )  = {aLr + h) + r \ x + x '“‘ .
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Signing protocol:

Partial signatures are computed as x, = M ‘‘‘ .

To combine these shares the com biner takes the partial signatures and computes

n
where  e  Z  , to give w = x  ...x  .

' no'->')
I ' s S ' I

Again j  - j ' \ L ,  thus inteipolation is possible and does not require inverses.

Now let L=e'. Since gcd(g,«?') = l (because e is prime), the inverse o f e' can be

computed, the EEA can be use to com pute integers such that e'a  + eb -  \ .

Now compute the signature as y = .M^

and therefore = M ' = M  .

Thus, using Shoup’s modified Lagrange coefficient and his EEA technique to remove the 

extraneous multiple in the message signature, a polynomial (t,n) threshold signature protocol has 

been derived which is compatible with the output o f  the shared RSA key generation protocol from 

section 7.4.2.

7.7 New work: Security Proof For The New Signature Protocol

in this section the formalised model p ro o f o f  security for threshold RSA is employed to prove the 

security o f the Threshold RSA protocol designed in this chapter. Recall the security proof must 

show two things:

1) The secret sharing scheme is statistically perfect (i.e. that t-1 points do not reveal knowledge 

about the secret).

2) The simulator can simulate the attacker's view o f a threshold RSA protocol run by creating 

partial signatures that are from a distribution that is statistically indistinguishable from the partial 

signatures generated in a real run o f the protocol. This involves two parts, a) and b):

(a) The simulator chooses secret shares from a distribution that is statistically 

indistinguishable from the actual distribution the sharing is created in. He then computes 

the partial signatures o f  up to t-1 players using the same deterministic algorithm that the 

protocol players use to create their partial signatures.
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(b) The simulator then uses these simulated partial signatures and the final RSA signature 

output from a real run o f  the protocol to compute any other information that a run o f the 

protocol reveals. This shows that the protocol does not reveal any knowledge to the 

attacker in possession o f  up to t-I  partial signatures that he doesn’t already know or learn 

from the output o f the protocol.

The security proof is as follows:

1) The secret sharing o f d  as produced by C atalano’s [CGHOO] scheme is secure as proven in his 

paper. Thus, the security o f  the secret sharing is inherited from his work. The security proof 

appears in his paper [CGHOO].

2) The simulator simulates the attacker’s view o f  the protocol as follows:

The secret sharing is trivially done because the actual secret sharing does not require any secret 

knowledge e.g. c/or (j){N). The simulator chooses points at random from the same range as the real

secret shares are chosen from g ,, . The sim ulator generates the partial

signatures as in the real protocol using s, as the exponent for each player /. Thus the simulator 

generates, x, for ever>' /' in the coalition C o f  players ( | C | < / - 1 ) owned by the attacker. 

For the remaining / - 1-1 C | players the simulator uses points on this same random polynomial to 

create their partial signatures.

To find the t-th partial signature and thus complete the simulation the simulator uses the output o f

the protocol ^ where 5  = { 0 , / , .  This simulation uses the signature

X = M'* as t-th point on the polynomial in the exponent and so can use this to interpolate to find the 

m issing t-th  partial signature seen by an attacker during a protocol run. This t-th partial signature 

com pletes the simulation by making the transcript a valid transcript for that RSA signature. Thus 

proving that this is a minimum disclosure protocol, QED.

7.8 Benefits of CTRSA scheme:

The goal o f this chapter was to create a complete Threshold RSA scheme that was suitable for use 

in ad hoc networks. Suitability is chiefly a question o f efficiency during key generation and non

interaction during signature generation. It was also desirable to create a protocol that exhibits 

proven security. Boneh’s protocol was chosen on the basis o f it’s efficiency for key generation. 

C atalano’s protocol was used to create a polynomial sharing o f  the RSA private key, this is 

necessary (but not sufficient) pre-cursor to creating a non-interactive threshold signature scheme. 

Shoup’s protocol was adopted to allow non-interactive signature generation. It was shown that 

these protocols can be combined to create a secure CTRSA scheme. This scheme is secure in the 

honest-but-curious model. It was therefore more efficient than other Robust protocols discussed



below and therefore practical to implement as an ad hoc KMI solution. However it does not tolerate 

active attackers during key generation, this topic is discussed further in the next section.

7.9 Related Work

The shared RSA key generation protocol used in this chapter, denoted CTRSA"^, is secure (private 

and correct) in the honest-but-curious adversarial model. Miyazaki details [MSYOl] the 

combination o f  Frankel’s robust shared RSA key generation protocol from [FMY98] with the 

Frankel’s threshold RSA protocol from [FGMY97]. This combination o f protocols is unsuited for 

the development o f an ad hoc KMI. This is due to the massive slowdown in shared RSA key 

generation using to Frankel’s [FMY98] robust protocol. More importantly, it is unsuitable due to 

the use o f  the highly interactive threshold RSA protocol [FGMY97]. Miyazaki states that very little 

work exists on complete threshold RSA schemes. Two exceptions are the schemes presented by 

Damgard [DKOl] and Foque [FSOI].

Both o f these papers aim to remove the requirement in Shoup’s [ShoOO] protocol that the dealer 

generates safe primes"^ as there is no known method o f efficiently (i.e. not using generic 

multipurpose protocols) computing products o f safe primes'^.

The requirement for safe primes in Shoup’s protocol is due to the robustness techniques he uses to 

ensure the correctness o f  his protocol in the presence o f an active attacker. A robust protocol is 

based on the notion o f zero knowledge proofs being used to allow a protocol player to prove to 

other protocol players that the input he is contributing is a legitimate {correct) input. These zero 

knowledge proofs are typically called proofs o f  correctness. In the case o f a threshold RSA 

protocol, a player contributing a partial signature to the signing protocol also produces a proo f o f  

correctness to verify that this partial signature is a valid partial signature on the message, i.e. that 

the partial signature is the application o f his partial share o f  the private key and not some other 

random value. The security o f  Shoup’s scheme when using these proofs o f  correctness requires the 

modulus jVto be a product o f  safe primes.

D am gard 's Solution to the safe prim e requirem ent

Damgard [DKOl] describes his schemes as a generalisation o f Shoup’s signature protocol. He 

makes minor modifications to the protocol in order to achieve a security p roo f for the protocol. 

Although these proofs are not based on standard assumptions such as the underlying RSA

The scheme is denoted by CTRSA (complete Threshold RSA) to distinguish it for the purpose o f  the discussion o f  
other related schemes.

The modulus is o f  the form N ^ p q  where p  and q are prime and where p = 2 p '^  I and q=2q'^  I. with p ’ and g' themselves 
prime.

Recent work [ACS02] has provided a theoretical solution to this problem. This scheme relies on multi-precision 
arithmetic o f  large real numbers and so its implementation is not straightforward, as the author readily concedes,
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algorithm, he gives strong arguments as to the security' of using these assumptions. Damgard then 

shows that FrankeTs [FMY98] Robust Shared RSA Key Generation protocol can be combined with 

his new generalisation o f Shoup’s [ShoOO] scheme to provide a complete threshold RSA scheme 

that is secure in the active adversarial model.

Foque 's Solution to the safe prim e  requirem ent

Fouque [FSOl] tackles the same problem of removing the requirement for safe primes in the 

protocol. He requires a solution that is based on standard assumptions. He cites as an application of 

his scheme a distributed voting system, and as such is willing to pay the price for the extra 

overhead his protocol incurs. Foque’s approach is to alter the security proof for Shoup’s scheme 

such that with changes in Boneh’s shared RSA key generation protocol, he produces a compatible 

set of protocols that can be made robust and proven secure. Foque’s scheme requires a change in 

the primes generated in Boneh’s scheme so that they have a special form. This special form  o f the 

primes encapsulates all that is needed from safe primes in order to create proofs o f  correctness that 

do not compromise the security of the threshold RSA protocol. The special form  primes in the 

modulus generated in Foque’s scheme are described as follows: the RSA modus N=pq where p  and 

q are primes and, where p=2p'+1 and q=2q'+l , with p ’ and q' having no small prime factors and 

such that gcd(p-) ,q-l )=2. This extra condition on the structure o f the RSA modulus means that the 

probability of generating such an RSA modulus on a single run of the shared RSA key generation 

protocol decreases. Foque shows [FSOl] that the probability PMspî aai o f generating the required 

modulus is on average

N̂specioi =^PNn„rmai Equation 7-24

where PNiwrmai is the probability' of generating a modulus with primes of normal form. Therefore the 

number of iterations required before the RSA public modulus is found (of the requisite form) 

increases by a factor o f eighty.

C om parison o f  D a m g a rd ’s and  Foque 's schem es w ith CTRSA

The complete TRSA scheme (CTRSA) designed in this thesis differs most obviously from both 

Foque’s [FSOl] and Damgard’s [DKOl] designs in that it is designed for the honest-hut-curious 

adversarial model.

The design of the system in this thesis was carried out independently o f those two schemes and 

evolved from different goals. Damgard and Foque sought to remove the theoretical need for safe 

prime products in the RSA modulus o f Shoup’s [ShoOO] robust TRSA scheme, and to find a 

compatible shared RSA key generation protocol.
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CTRSA emanated from the practical goal o f  designing and implementing an ad hoc KM l se n ’ice, a 

KMI service that could be bootstrapped in an ad hoc manner. Boneh’s [BF97] protocol was the 

starting point in the design o f this system, rather than Shoup’s protocol as in the case o f Foque 

[FSOl] and Damgard [DKOl]. The next step in the design o f CTRSA was to find a compatible 

TRSA protocol that was suitable for use in an ad hoc network. A polynomial secret sharing was 

created using protocols from [FGMY97] and [CGFIOO]. Shoup’s protocol was then discovered to 

allow this polynomial secret sharing over the Integers o f  the private key to be employed in a non

interactive manner. A non-interactive scheme is essential in the design o f  an ad hoc KMl service. 

The design o f CTRSA is a contribution to the literature as it specifies how to create a secure 

complete threshold RSA scheme in the honest-but-curious (passive) adversarial model as opposed 

to the active adversarial model.

A dd ing  Robustness to CTRSA

Adding robustness to CTRSA can be done in a number o f  ways. CTR.SA more closely resembles 

Foque’s scheme [FSOl] than D am gard's [DKOl]. This due to the use in both CTRSA and Foque’s 

scheme o f  Boneh’s shared RSA key generation protocol, and Catalano’s [CGHOO] inversion 

protocol for the creation o f a polynomial sharing o f the private key. Similarly, Foque specifies that 

the siim-lo-poly protocol from [FGMY97] is used to create the polynomial sharing from the 

additive (n,ti) sharing o f the private modulus ■ Damgard [DKOl] on the other hand uses the 

scheme from [FMY98] for shared RSA key generation. It may therefore seem likely that adding 

robustness to CTRSA is best achieved by including the proofs o f  correctness designed in Foque’s 

scheme. However the shared RSA key generation process needs to be altered as well. This results 

in a factor o f eighty slowdown on RSA key generation, on top o f the large slowdown [F1V1Y98] that 

is incurred by the addition o f the proofs o f  correctness.

Malkin [MWB99] suggests a method o f achieving robustness (when the number o f servers are 

small, e.g. less than ten) where no proofs o f  correctness are used. Instead the protocol is run until N  

is found and then the protocol is re-run with the parameters that led to the successful generation o f 

N. In this re-run protocol the players create new sharings o f  their inputs and complete the protocol 

with different players. This is done a number o f  times, until it can be established that all players 

input correctly to the original generation o f N. Adding robustness measures like this to the CTRSA 

scheme involves less overhead than the schemes o f [FSOl] or [DKOl] however they are only i 

practical for small numbers o f players.

Frankel [FMY98] suggests that practical implementations o f his robust shared RSA key generation 

protocol would in fact run in a similar manner to M alkin’s. That is the protocol proceeds until 

conclusion without the addition o f  robustness measures. On successful completion o f the protocol, 

it is re-run with the robustness measures included to check that no player cheated during the 

generation o f the RSA key-pair. A sim ilar method o f adapting Foque's scheme [FSOl] to run
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CTRSA and then run the robust scheme from Foque [FSOI] is not possible unless CTRSA is 

adapted to check N  is generated with the special form  required. Thus the CTRSA protocol in non- 

robust mode but with the requirement of N  to be o f special form, incurs a factor of eighty 

slowdown as described above. A better option may be to employ the parameters generated by 

CTRSA in a robust run o f Damgard’s scheme. The prototype for the ad hoc developed in this 

thesis leaves the problem of robustness for future work.

7.10 Conclusions

In this chapter protocols and techniques from existing work in the cryptographic literature [BF97], 

[CGHOO], [ShoOO] were combined securely to achieve a complete system for threshold RSA. The 

secure design of this complete system for threshold RSA was a principal goal in this thesis.

This complete system for threshold RSA is designed to be used in the creation and operation of a 

completely ad hoc Key Management Infrastructure (KMI) service. The KMI service can be used as 

PKI or SKI service, that is it is possible using this complete threshold RSA system to derive a 

threshold Certificate Authority service or a distributed Key Distribution Centre service. Details are 

given in Chapter 8. These services are created in an ad hoc manner without the need for a trusted 

third party to act as a share dealer. The use of a polynomial sharing and a non-interactive protocol 

facilitate the operation of these services in an ad hoc network. In the follow ing chapter a prototype 

o f this general/multipuipose ad hoc KMI service is discussed.
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v-F Prototype

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7 the underlying protocols and mathematical tools necessary for the design o f an ad hoc 

KMI are presented. A prototype o f this multipurpose ad hoc KMI service has been implemented 

and is discussed in this chapter. This prototype is principally designed to investigate the feasibility 

o f shared RSA key generation using hardware devices that may be typical o f  nodes in a mobile 

wireless ad hoc network. This prototype aims to test the feasibility (in terms o f  tim ing overhead 

incurred) o f generating a shared RSA key amongst three ad hoc KMI servers running on PDA 

devices in an ad hoc network.

Firstly, the design and implementation o f an ad hoc networking test-bed, DAWN (Dublin Ad hoc 

W ireless Network) [ODOI], [OD02], is discussed. Then the implementation o f  an ad hoc KMI 

prototype using this test-bed is discussed.

8.2 DAWN (Dublin Ad hoc Wireless Network)

For the purpose o f research in the area o f  ad hoc networks, the NTRG (Networks and 

Telecommunications Research Group) [NTRG] has designed and implemented a mobile ad hoc
Iwireless network at Trinity College, Dublin, called DAWN (Dublin Ad hoc Wireless Network). |  

The DAWN network is designed with the aim o f experimenting and testing all aspects o f  ad hoc I 
networking in a working ad hoc network test-bed. |



DAWN is an ad hoc network that operates on handheld devices such as laptops and PDAs. The 

wireless mobile nodes, which are typically used on the campus, are augmented by a number of 

fixed ad hoc nodes distributed across the university campus. The fixed nodes provide services to 

the ad hoc network, such as access to the Internet and can also be used to join to physically 

disparate ad hoc networks at different ends o f the campus. This system provides a very effective 

way of exploring research issues related to ad hoc networks. The DAWN network topology is 

depicted in Figure 8-1. In order to understand how the multipurpose ad hoc KM I service has been 

implemented it is necessary firstly to understand how DAWN works. The DAWN system consists 

of hardware and software components and these are detailed in the following sections.

DAWN Network in TCD

t o r r l ^

—

C om pu

E.E. Dept. 
Fixed Network

Cdrtipid'

r

PDA

Internet

Wireless
Connectivity

C.S. Dept. 
Fixed Network

Figure 8-1 DAWN Network in TCD 

8.2.1 DAWN Stack Implementation

Microsoft Windows was chosen as the computing architecture on which to implement DAWN. 

Windows was chosen so as to avail of the wide range of existing applications and commodity 

devices for use in this ad hoc networking test-bed. Using the Windows’s WIN32 programming API 

[Petz98] allows the DAWN stack to run on a wide variety of popular form-factors, from PCs and 

Laptops, to palmtops and hand-held PDAs.

The use o f the WIN32 API [Petz98] allows for a straightforward implementation of the inherent 

multitasking that is required in a layered stack. Each layer contains at least one thread, which is 

scheduled fairly by the operating system, freeing the network programmer from such 

considerations. Windows messages [Petz98] are used to signal between layers the passing o f the
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message block up or down. Layers listen for Windows messages, which are queued by the 

Windows operating system. On receipt o f a message a layer processes the data, and sends it 

upwards or downwards to the next appropriate layer, or deletes it if this layer is the end destination 

for this data block. For efficiency purposes, the data is not copied from one layer to the next as it is 

sent up and down the stack, rather a reference (a C pointer) to the data is passed up and down the 

stack. I ’his is more efficient in terms of memory use and time taken than copying the data from the 

memory area of one layer to the memory area o f another layer. The memory block is de-allocated 

automatically by the stack when a message drops through the bottom, or pops through the top, of 

the stack. This provides a simple solution to the problem that is otherwise encountered where the 

layer that creates the message must keep track of when the other layers are finished using the 

message block so that the allocated memory can be safely freed. A piece of pseudo code helps to 

illustrate the simple structure of a layer in the stack.

Pseudo Code for a Layer in DAWN Stack: 
do {

message= Wait_for_windows_msg( )
If( message == message from above){
//Process message from above. Optionally read/write to 
//blackboard if necessary
send_downwards() or dump{);
} else 
{

//process message from below. Optionally read/write to 
//blackboard if necessary
send_upwards() or dump();
}

This conceptually simple design and modular approach allows the network programmer to focus 

strongly on his or her particular layer’s task.

8.3 Security in DAWN

There is a heightened need for security in an ad hoc networking environment. The network is more 

vulnerable to eavesdropping due to its wireless links, and the multiple nodes through which traffic 

passes in this multi-hop network architecture. Moreover, the very nature of the network demands 

increased privacy because of what is called here the close to home effect. Because an ad hoc 

network demands that people in the locality, or close to home, relay traffic for each other, this has a 

direct implication on the level of privacy required by the members of the network for that traffic. 

The relative anonymity that one enjoys when using traditional telecommunications media may be 

lost in an ad hoc network where the eavesdroppers are dose to home. As a short example, Alice 

may not be concerned if the IT department at her workplace read her private email, however if her
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boss reads her private email this may concern her. Similarly, a GSM [GSM] phone provides 

encryption between the base station and the user so that people in the locality can’t overhear the 

caller, hov.'ever end to end encry ption is deemed unnecessary'. This is not usually indicative o f  trust 

in the network provider but rather ambivalence when the network provider is not close to home. 

This is what is called the close to home effect. The privacy required for data varies depending on 

who the potential eavesdropper is likely to be. It is proposed here that the increased number o f 

potential eavesdroppers, coupled with the more dramatic close to home effect o f  ad hoc networking 

will push cryptography and security to the forefront o f the mind the average user o f an ad hoc 

network. Thus, although network users are in general indifferent to network security issues, this 

w'ill change in ad hoc networks.

In tandem with collaboration in the design o f the overall stack architecture, the author has focussed 

his attention on the area o f security in DAWN. As highlighted in earlier chapters, key m anagement 

is an important part o f  the process o f  ensuring security in a network. Key management in ad hoc 

networks is a non-trivial problem. The lack o f  a sufficiently ad hoc key management infrastructure 

for a large-scale network prompted the research in this thesis. Chapter 7 describes the design o f  a 

complete threshold RSA scheme that facilitates a multipurpose ad hoc KMI service. The subject o f 

the rest o f  this chapter is the author’s implementation o f a prototype o f this multipurpose ad hoc 

Key Management Infrastructure (KMI) service in the DAWN ad hoc networking test-bed.

A number o f specific applications for this multipurpose ad hoc KMI service are discussed in 

Chapter 9. The prototype solution discussed below is referred to in general tenns as the Key 

M anagement Infrastructure service as it can perform the roles o f  any o f  these key m anagement 

solutions.

8.4 Key Management Infrastructure Service Layers

The key management infrastructure service is comprised o f four different layers. The author 

implemented the following layers to prototype the KMI services described in this thesis.

1. The key exchange layer. This layer implements the functionality o f Stajano’s [SA99] or 

B alfanz’s [BSSW02] proximity-based key exchange to set up pair-wise secure channels 

between the players in the shared RSA key generation protocol.

2. The shared RSA key generation layer. This is used to bootstrap the creation o f  the

proposed Key Management Infrastructure in an ad hoc manner.

3. Threshold decryption/signing layer. This layer implements threshold RSA partial

signatures/deci'y ptions.

4. The com biner layer. This layer combines partial deciyptions/signatures into an RSA

signature/decry'ption. This is typically used by a client o f the KMI service.
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The design and implementation o f these layers is discussed in the following paragraphs, beginning 

with the key exchange layer. In section 8.4.5 the cryptographic Big Number library used to perform 

cryptographic operations in these layers is described.

8.4.1 K ey E xchange L ayer

The key exchange layer has been designed to provide the functionality described by Stajano’s 

imprinting [SA99] or Balfanz’s [BFZLOO] demonstrative authentication (see Chapter 2). This layer 

is employed to establish pair-wise keys between the parties in the shared RSA key generation 

protocol. The key exchange layer transmits and receives data over an IrDA [IrDA] link. The layer 

has been designed as follows: if  no intruder is physically co-located then a symmetric key can be 

exchanged in the clear over the IrDA channel. If an intruder may be present a Diffie-Hellmann key 

exchange is performed to thwart a passive intruder’s attempt to learn the symmetric key established 

by the two parties. An active intruder performing a man-in-the-middle attack can be detected when 

using the IrDA channel and hence thwarted from successfully mounting an attack by observation. 

Alternatively, a password authenticated key exchange [BM92] can be used over a radio link to 

establish a symmetric key between two parties in the presence o f an active intruder. In Figure 8-2 

an example is shown where three nodes setup pair-wise keys between them.

Proximity based key establishment

Node A Kab Node B

Node C

Figure 8-2 Proximity Based Key Establishment 

8.4.2 Shared R SA  K ey G eneration L ayer

The shared RSA Key generation layer is the most significant part o f  the key management solution. 

The aim o f the shared RSA key generation layer is to complete the distributed computation o f  an 

RSA key pair which results in a (t,n) sharing o f the private key d.
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The high-level steps involved in this protocol are depicted in Figure 8-3. These steps correspond to 

the four steps described in section 7.2.1.

Shared RSA Key 
Generation

Figure 8-3 Shared RSA Key Generation

In Figure 8-3 the inner workings o f the shared RSA key generation layer are depicted. The four 

principal steps involved in the protocol are shown. Code for these steps is included in a CD as 

Appendix to this thesis.

The protocol proceeds from top to bottom, i.e. step 1 to step 4 respectively. After steps 2 and 3, the 

protocol may need to begin anew if it is discovered that the computed modulus N  is not a product 

of two primes. Each re-run o f the protocol is called an iteration. The double-ended arrows 

(i.e.'^— to the side of each stage indicate communication with other players. This communication 

shows that the particular stage requires a secure distributed multiparty computation protocol 

amongst the players. As can be seen, the distributed computation protocol for shared RSA key
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generation involves a number o f  sub protocols that are themselves instances o f secure multiparty 

compulations.

Shared RSA Key Generation Layer Structure

The rest o f this section discusses the structure o f the shared RSA key generation layer and the 

distributed multi-party computation it implements. The shared RSA key generation layer divides 

the protocol into distinct stages. These stages are sub-steps o f the four high-level steps o f  the 

shared RSA key computation as described above. There are two types o f inputs that the layer uses, 

remote inputs and local inputs. Remote inputs are values received from other peer layers run by 

other players in the protocol. These remote inputs are the other player's inputs at each stage o f  the 

computation to the final RSA key. Local inputs are values computed locally by this shared RSA 

key generation layer. Each stage is delimited by the requirement for inputs from other players for 

that stage to be executed. Typically the inputs for each stage are polynomial secret shares [Sha79] 

o f the local and remote results o f  the previous stage.

The shared RSA key generation layer assumes that a lower layer transmits and receives data 

reliably on behalf o f  this layer. The layer is implemented in a single thread. Two main functions are 

used in this layer to control the distributed computation process. These are called 

Receive inessageQ  and EngineQ. R eceivejnessageQ  is used to process data received from other 

players in the computation. R eceivejnessageQ  extracts the relevant data - the remote inputs for the 

next stage in the computation - and updates the state o f the program. The Receive_Message() 

function calls the Enginef) function every time the state o f  the program changes. A change in state 

happens when a remote input or a local input to the computation becomes available. If all 

necessary inputs for the next stage are available, the EngineQ  function executes the next stage in 

the computation.

Local inputs become available when the local computation for the preceding stage completes. The 

EngineQ  function is also called after every local function executes. Local and remote inputs are 

received asynchronously, and this method o f calling the EngineQ  function every time the state 

changes, either due to local or remote receipt o f inputs, facilitates this asynchronous behaviour. The 

delim iting o f the state o f the protocol into distinct stages makes the EngineQ  function run 

efficiently, i.e. rather than checking all variables every time the state is updated, it merely checks 

the variables relevant to the current stage.

Output o f  the Shared RSA Key Generation Protocol

The shared RSA key generation protocol proceeds until an RSA key is generated successfully. This 

results in a (t,nj sharing o f the RSA private key d  amongst the players o f the protocol. The shared 

RSA key generation layer passes the partial key, that node’s share d, o f the RSA private key d, up 

to the threshold decryption/signature layer along with the public modulus A^and public exponent e.
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The shared RSA key generation layer then goes into hibernation until called into use again, in 

hibernation mode it simply passes messages on through the stack without processing them.

8.4.3 Threshold Decr\ption/Signing Layer

This layer provides the Key Management Infrastructure service. On receipt o f the its share d, o f the 

RSA key, (from the shared RSA key generation layer), this layer prepares to sign/decrypt messages 

it receives from other nodes. The partial signatures are computed in the same way as a standard 

RSA signature or decryption using the privately held share as the exponent in the exponentiation 

operation.

8.4.4 Combiner Layer

The combiner layer is used by the client o f  the KMl service to combine partial signatures in order 

to create an RSA signature/decryption. The combiner layer collects a threshold t o f partial 

signatures. A m odular exponentiation is performed on each partial signature. The exponent used on 

each partial signature is a modified Integer Lagrange coefficient that corresponds to the coalition o f 

partial signatures being combined as per Shoup’s protocol [ShoOO], Details appear in Chapter 7. 

These two results are multiplied to create the intermediate signature result. The extended Euclidean 

algorithm is then applied to reduce the exponent in this intermediate result to the correct value for 

the RSA signature, as per Shoup’s scheme [ShoOO] described in Chapter 7.

8.4.5 Implementing Cryptographic Operations

The code for the KMl layers is written in C [KR88]. The mathematical computations involved in 

the protocols employ the OpenSSL Big Number Library [OpenSSL]. The generation and use o f 

RSA keys requires operations on large numbers i.e. typically integers o f the order o f  0 (500) or 

0 (1000) bits. The memory registers on the most common com puter Central Processing Units 

(CPU) are tj'pically 32-bits in length. Operating systems and programming languages reflect this 

underlying com puter architecture. For example, the C programming language provides 

mathematical operations on integers that are 32-bits long on most commonly used operating 

systems (i.e. 32-bit operating systems). This allows the operations to be executed efficiently in 

hardware. Provision is not made for the multiplication o f integers that are larger than this. This type 

o f  operation must be handled in software.

The Openssl cryptographic API [Openssl] is an open-source cryptographic libraiy. This 

ciyptographic library provides implementations o f a wealth o f  cr>ptographic protocols and 

functions (e.g. RSA signature/decrj'ption, SHA-1 hashing, Diffie-Hellmann key exchange, SSL 

e tc ...) . The Openssl cryptographic protocols and functions are built on its underlying Big N um ber 

API. The Big Number API provides, as its name suggests, functions for manipulating Big 

Numbers. The Big Num ber libraiy provides the programmer with an abstraction o f the details 

required to efficiently perform operations with Big Number operands on a general purpose
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processor. ‘Efficiently’ here refers to both memory management and CPU clock cycles. Modular 

exponentiation (used frequently in RSA operations), for example, is implemented using an efficient 

algorithm for this purpose - M ontgom ery’s algorithm [Mont85]. Using the Big Num.ber library' is 

intuitive and requires very m inor changes in programming. For example, in C, to add two integers 

a and b  and store the result in c ,  a program would include the following line o f code;

int c=a+b;

Using big numbers the program includes a line similar to the following:

BIGNUM* c= BN_add(a,b)

The OpenssI [OpenssI] Big N um ber library provides all the low-level requirements to implement 

the distributed computation o f  the shared RSA key pair and for the computation o f partial 

signatures/deciyptions using the resultant key shares.

8.5 Prototype Set-Up On Ad Hoc Nodes Using The DAWN Stack

Timing results for a prototype implementation o f the ad hoc KMI are given in this section. This 

prototype consists o f  three nodes running the DAWN stack on three PDAs. The PDA model used is 

the Compaq iPAQ 3950 [IPAQ],

Each IPAQ is communicating with its neighbouring nodes in the ad hoc network via the use o f 

802.1 lb  Lynxsys compact flash wireless LAN network card set in ad hoc mode [WLAN]. This is 

represented in the stack by the 802.11 Physical Layer.

In Figure 8-4 the bootstrapping phase, i.e. shared RSA key generation, o f the prototype ad-hoc 

KM I service is depicted. The three PDAs are shown linked by the black arrowed lines. These lines 

represent a connection over the ad hoc network. There may be a number o f  intermediate ad hoc 

nodes in the network facilitating this connection. The timing results given for shared RSA key 

generation represent a single-hop set-up where the KMI players are within broadcast 

com munications range o f each other. To the left o f each IPAQ is a diagram o f the stack 

configuration running on each node.
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Three IPAQ's running an Ad-hoc KMI 
Service

Node A Node B

NodeC

CUES

Figure 8-4 Three IPAQ’s Generating an Ad-Hoc KMI

Each layer in the stack in Figure 8-4 is described as follows. The 802.11 physical layer is depicted 

at the bottom of the stack. Above this is the broadcast layer. The broadcast layer uses the 

Windows sockets API (Winsock) [Petz98] to provide IP packet delivery over the 802.11 network 

using a broadcast IP address. Availing o f the Windows IP stack to communicate with the 802.11 

layer in this manner obviates the need to write device drivers for the DAWN stack. This allows any 

802.11 card to be plugged into the DAWN stack, without requiring a new device driver to be 

written for each different type o f network card. The DSR layer is the ad hoc routing layer. Above 

this is an encryption layer used to provide a secure channel (authenticated and encrypted) between 

each pair o f players during the shared RSA key generation protocol. For the purpose of clarity, the 

key exchange layer and IrDA layer used to create the pair-wise keying relationships are removed 

from the diagram. Above the encryption layer is the key generation layer, this layer provides the 

shared RSA key generation functionality between the nodes. On the top o f the stack is the 

threshold RSA layer that provides partial signatures/decryptions for clients o f the KMI service.

A client requesting service from the KMI service is depicted in Figure 8-5. The node in red, 

labelled client, is requesting a signature from the KMI service. This node is running the combiner 

layer and an arbitrary application layer, as well as other arbifrary/unspecified layers that are 

represented by the blank block. The other nodes depicted in red may be running a variety o f stack 

configurations depending on which nodes they are communicating with. They all are running the 

DSR routing layer and providing routing/network services to others in the network. The players in
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the ad hoc KMI service are depicted in Blue. The service depicted is employing a (2,3)  threshold 

scheme. One of the KMI players is compromised. The client is still able to obtain service in the 

network via the two remaining sei-vers. This depicts the fault-tolerance that is provided by such a 

threshold KMI service.

Signature Request

Client

Signgtur-e R6quest

Figure 8-5 Multihop Ad hoc KMI stacks

The creation and operation of the KMI can be described in three stages:

1. These pair-wise keys can be set up by a proximity based key exchange [BSSW02] to 

bootstrap the system in a completely ad hoc manner using the key exchange layer 

described earlier (see section 8.4.1).

2. From this point the shared RSA key generation algorithm Figure 8-4 is run to derive the 

RSA key sharing needed by the KMI service.

3. This KMI service can then used to provide Key Management Infrastructure services for all 

nodes in the network. This threshold (2,3) KMI service prototype system is depicted in 

Figure 8-5.

Thus a completely ad hoc key management solution that scales to large network sizes can be 

created. The scalability is due to the use o f a trusted third party to provide a means o f establishing 

keying relationships between nodes in the network, rather than relying on every node in the 

network to establish these keying relationships in person.
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This bridges the gap hetM'een the small-scale ad hoc key management 

solutions o f Stajano [SA99] and the large scale non-ad hoc suggestion o f  

Zhou [ZH99J.

Specific applications o f  the ad hoc KMI service are discussed in the next chapter. Timing results 

for this prototype implementation are given first.

8.6 Shared RSA Key Generation Timing Results

The important result in determining the feasibility o f  constructing an ad hoc KMI pertains to the 

amount o f  time consumed by the shared RSA key generation protocol. That is, how quickly can an 

ad hoc KMI scheme be set up? In this section, timing results for the shared RSA key generation 

protocol on three hand-held ad hoc nodes communicating via 802.11 [WLAN] wireless cards are 

presented. Two hundred runs o f  the protocol for both 512-bit RSA modulus and 1024-bit RSA 

modulus are presented. The test set-up is described as follows.

The tests were run on three IPAQ PDAs. The model number for the IPAQ’s are Compaq iPAQ 

3950. These devices have a StrongArm 400Mhz processor and 64Mb o f  memory. The 802.11b 

network cards used were Lynxsys 802.1 lb running in ad hoc mode at 11Mbps. There were no 

intermediary' nodes and all 3 IPAQ’s were within radio range o f  each other. An assumption made 

here is that the type o f  devices one may hope to find in an ad hoc network w ill be as powerful as 

these IPAQ PDAs. This is not an unreasonable assumption given the continuing advances that are 

being made in hand held computing devices and computers in general.

The specific field o f  ad hoc sensor networks is not tackled by the key management solution 

presented in this thesis. Ad hoc sensor networks have specific key management and security issues 

due to the limited computing and battery power resources that these devices hold, see [CKM02] for 

a discussion o f  these issues. However, ad hoc sensor networks are a small subset o f  the general 

research area o f  ad hoc networking.

The computation o f  the RSA public modulus N  comprises nearly the entire length o f  the 

computation o f  the RSA key pair. Thus the timing given is for the generation o f  the public modulus 

N. Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-7 show a histogram o f  the time taken to compute N  during two hundred 

runs o f  the protocol. On the X-axis is the time (split into time divisions 'buckets’ o f  100 seconds 

for 1024 bit key and 40 seconds for 512 bit key) taken for a run o f  the shared RSA key generation 

protocol. On the Y-axis is the number o f  runs that fell w'ithin that time division.

These figures highlight the non-deterministic nature o f  the protocol. There is no detemiinistic time 

in which the protocol runs. It depends on the number o f  iterations that must be run before a suitable 

RSA modulus is found.
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The table in Figure 8-8 shows that the minim um  time m easure for a run o f  the protocol from 200 

runs is 5.64 seconds (I024b it  key), and 2.03 seconds (512bit key) . H ow ever the maximum run 

lime is approximately 26 minutes (1575.75) and 10 minutes (587 seconds), respectively. The 

average run time is the best indication o f  how long the protocol takes to run. This is 293.13 seconds 

(0 (4 .8  minutes)) and 98.1 seconds (0 (1 .6  minutes)), for the 1024bit and 512bit keys, respectively.

The com putation time for the private key d  is not displayed. This takes only a tiny fraction o f  the 

time to com pute the public m odulus N. On average for a 1024-bit m odulus the time taken was 

0 (3 0 0 )  milliseconds.

8.7 Discussion Of Timing Results

The results for the time taken for shared RSA key generation shows that on average in the above 

described scenario it will take under 2 minutes (512bit key) or under 5 minutes (1024bit key), to 

generate the RSA key pair to be used by the distributed ad hoc KM l service.

These results are in keeping with M alk in ’s single threaded implementation [M W B99] o f  an 

additive (t,n) shared RSA key generation protocol. This is to be expected as it is the generation o f  N  

that is the predominant part o f  the protocol and the same protocols for this stage have been used 

here and in M alk in ’s implementation. Malkin shows that a multithreaded version o f  the shared 

RSA key generation protocol can increase the probability o f  finding a suitable modulus. Each 

thread runs the same protocol in parallel with the other threads, in the specific case o f  a 1024bit 

key he shows that running time can be decreased by a factor o f  4 by adding 6 threads to the 

protocol. A similar increase in running time o f  the protocol w ould apply to the protocol 

implemented in this thesis. For the purpose o f  the following discussion the running times achieved 

will be used rather than predicted running times.

A ssum ing a life-time o f  an ad hoc netw ork to be, say, two weeks or even 24 hours, the set-up o f  a 

KMI for the duration o f  the netw ork taking around 5 minutes (in the 1024bit case) appears to be a 

reasonable time frame, it is felt that these results on m odest com puting equipm ent (3* IPAQ) nodes 

show that such a key m anagem ent solution is a viable. Certainly these results show that it is at the 

very least possible to use such a solution in scenarios where such security is dem anded or required.
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8.8 Practical Implementation Tips/Problems

O ne difficulty  w ith using the IPA Q ’s that presented itse lf in the shared RSA  key generation 

protocol was UDP stack loss. DD F packets sent/received over the netw ork are stored by the 

operating  system  in a m em ory buffer. The size o f  this buffer is quite large, 4096 bytes on the IPAQ 

running W indow s CE 3.0 (PocketPC  2002) [W inCE]. H ow ever, there are only tw o o f  these buffers 

and each new  datagram  occupies a new buffer. A s such, three packets o f  one byte length sent or 

received in quick succession will cause the first packet to be overw ritten and lost. This buffer 

overw riting  is often called stack loss as it indicates packet loss in the operating system  stack rather 

than packet loss when transm itted  over the netw ork. This can potentially  slow  dow n an application 

enorm ously . To avoid resends caused by this stack loss, the num ber o f  datagram  buffers can be 

altered by creating a setting in the registry.

The driver im plem entations for netw ork cards them selves can also cause stack loss in a sim ilar 

m anner. W hen the driver receives o r sends data it m ust buffer it. If this is not done effectively the 

buffers can be overw ritten and packets are lost. Som e im plem entations o f  netw ork cards and 

drivers how ever are w orse than others when it com es to buffer ovenvriting  or stack loss. During 

experim entation  it w as found that Lynxsys 802.1 lb  com pact flash cards perform ed best in term s o f  

datagram  deliver}'.

The im plem entation used assum ed a reliability  layer below . C learly  U D P is unreliable by 

defin ition , how ever it w as found that Lynxsys cards provided satisfactory reliability  to  run the 

protocol m ultiple tim es w ithout the need for a reliability  layer. An alternative im plem entation o f  

the shared RSA key generation  protocol is suggested here. The alternative protocol em ploys a 

second thread to m onitor the state o f  the com putation. This thread queries the o ther nodes 

periodically  for their inputs to the next stage o f  the protocol. This allow s packets to be lost and the 

protocol to recover w ithout the aid o f  a reliability  layer. The shared RSA key generation  layer uses 

the state tracking thread to  request the m issing input to be transm itted  again. This im plem entation 

m ay be m ore suitable for deploym ent in an ad hoc netw ork environm ent if  an underly ing reliability  

layer is d ifficult to im plem ent.

8.9 Discussion

Shared RSA key generation tim ing  results show  that the ad hoc inception o f  a KM l service based 

on threshold  RSA is feasible. R unning the KMI service has not been discussed. T im ing results for 

individual partial signature generation  operations takes o f  the order o f  0 (2 5 0 )m s for 1024bit keys 

0 (5 0 )m s  for 512bit keys. Thus com putational overhead for the creation o f  responses from  the KM l 

service is sm all. H ow ever, this is approxim ately  three tim es longer than the tim e taken fo r a regular 

RSA signature on these devices. This difference is due to the size o f  the m odulus used in both
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8.8 Practical Implementation Tips/Problems
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operating  system  in a m em ory buffer. The size o f  this buffer is quite large, 4096 bytes on the IPAQ 
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and each new  datagram  occupies a new  buffer. As such, three packets o f  one byte length sent or 

received in quick succession w ill cause the first packet to be overw ritten and lost. This buffer 

overw riting  is often called stack loss as it indicates packet loss in the operating  system  stack rather 

than packet loss w hen transm itted  over the  netw ork. This can potentially  slow  dow n an application 

enorm ously . To avoid resends caused by th is stack loss, the num ber o f  datagram  buffers can be 

altered by creating  a setting in the registry.

The driver im plem entations for netw ork cards them selves can also cause stack loss in a sim ilar 

m anner. W hen the driver receives or sends data it m ust buffer it. If this is not done effecti^ely the 

buffers can be overw ritten and packets are lost. Some im plem entations o f  netw ork cards and 

drivers how ever are w orse than o thers w hen it com es to buffer overw riting  o r stack loss. D uring 

experim entation  it w as found that L ynxsys 802.1 lb  com pact flash cards perform ed best in term s o f  

datagram  delivery.

The im plem entation  used assum ed a reliability  layer below . C learly U D P is unreliable by 

defin ition , how ever it w as found that L ynxsys cards provided satisfactory reliability  to run the 

protocol m ultip le tim es w ithout the need for a reliability  layer. An alternative im plem entation o f 

the shared RSA key generation protocol is suggested here. The alternative protocol em ploys a 

second thread to m onitor the state o f  the com putation. This thread queries the other nodes 

periodically  for their inputs to the next stage o f  the protocol. This allow s packets to be lost and the 

protocol to  recover w ithout the aid o f  a reliability  layer. The shared RSA key generation  layer uses 

the state track ing  thread to request the  m issing  input to be transm itted  again. This im plem entation 

m ay be m ore suitable for deploym ent in an ad hoc netw ork environm ent if  an underly ing  reliability 

layer is d ifficult to im plem ent.

8.9 Discussion

Shared RSA key generation tim ing  resu lts show  that the ad hoc inception o f  a KMI service based 

on threshold  RSA is feasible. R unning the KMI service has not been discussed. T im ing  results for 

individual partial signature generation  operations takes o f  the order o f  0 (2 5 0 )m s for 1024bit keys 

0 (5 0 )m s  for 512bit keys. Thus com putational overhead for the creation o f  responses from  the KMI 

service is sm all. H ow ever, this is approxim ately  three tim es longer than the tim e taken for a regular 

RSA signature on these devices. T his d ifference is due to the size o f  the m odulus used in both
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com putations. In a threshold  RSA protocol the m odulus is N. In centralised  RSA w here the 

constituen t prim es p  and q o f  the m odulus N  are know n by the signer an optim isation is used. 

C om putations can be perform ed over these m oduli p  and q and the C hinese R em ainder T heorem  is 

em ployed  to determ ine the results m odulo  N. T hese m oduli are h a lf  the size o f  A^and therefore  the 

speed-up  in the com putation  is significant. U nfortunately  such optim isations cannot be m ade in 

th resho ld  RSA, as the signer o f  a partial certificate does not know  the constituen t prim es p  and q o f  

the m odulus N. M oreover the size o f  the exponent in a partial signature operation is larger due to 

the sharing  over the Integers. C om bining these signatures into a single result, is done by the 

C om biner Layer. T his takes 0 (5 0 )  ms.

T hese results dem onstrate  that a K M l service can potentially  sei"vice a large num ber o f  nodes in 

real-tim e. S im ulation results pertain ing to  the operation o f  a th reshold  RSA based threshold  

C ertifica te  Authorit>' are given in [KZLLZOO].

O ther im plem entations in the area o f  shared RSA key generation  on fixed netw orks are discussed 

now . Spalding [SW 99] provides an im plem entation o f  B oneh’s schem e [BF97] for generating  an 

RSA  m odulus N. S pa ld ing ’s fSW 99] im plem entation is based on three processes on a single PC 

w orkstation  w ith no com m unication  betw een w orkstations, and so does not reflect netw ork latency 

in the ir results. H ow ever their results are up to  ten tim es slow er than the results presented here as 

they do not im plem ent the distributed  sieving technique during step 1 o f  the protocol (see Figure 

8-3).

M alkin [M W B99] im plem ents an additive (t,n) shared RSA  key pair generation  protocol. His 

tim ing  results for the  generation  o f  N  for three nodes are sim ilar to those presented here as he too 

uses the sieving m ethod described above.

T he polynom ial (t,n) schem e im plem ented here is the first that the au thor is aw are o f  It is the first 

im plem entation  o f  shared RSA key generation in an ad hoc netw orking  environm ent. The pro to type 

contribu tes to  the literature by show ing  that shared RSA key generation is feasib le (in term s o f  tim e 

taken) on the ty pe o f  com m odity  hand held devices that are typical today. In the fo llow ing chap ter 

specific  instances o f  the K.MI are d iscussed.
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^  Applications and Uses

9.1 Introduction

The goal o f  this chapter is to illustrate a number o f novel key management solutions for ad hoc 

networks that can be derived from using a complete Threshold RSA scheme (CTRSA). These novel 

key management solutions aim to tackle shortcomings that are identified in Chapter 4 with current 

key management solutions in the literature.

The CTRSA scheme can be used to provide the foundations o f  a Public Key hifrastructure (PKI) 

and a Symmetric Key Infrastructure (SKI). The PKI is based on a Threshold Certificate Authority 

service. The SKI is based on a distributed Key Distribution Centre. A related use o f the CTRSA 

scheme to provide a method o f  distributed group membership management and keying is also 

discussed.

9.2 Ad Hoc PKI

The primary and most obvious application o f the KMI service prototype in Chapter 8 is the creation 

o f an ad hoc threshold certificate authority. This threshold certificate authority service provides 

increased availability' and security over a centralised certificate authority scheme. Key m anagement 

solutions for ad hoc networks based on a threshold certificate authority are discussed in Chapter 3 

and have been suggested in [ZH99], [KZLLOl], and [LD 003].
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The KMI service designed in this thesis permits the creation o f such scheme in an ad hoc manner 

[LD03] via the shared RSA !<ey generation protocol. Moreover, the combination o f this protocol 

with a threshold RSA protocol provides non-interactive signature generation, which facilitates 

operation o f this service in an ad hoc network [LD 003], [KZLLZOl], In the following subsection, 

practical details o f deploying a threshold certificate authority service in an ad hoc network are 

discussed.

9.2.1 SPKI Versus X.509 Certificates

A discussion o f a variety o f  PKI models X.509 [X.509], PGP [PGP], and SPKI [SPKI] is presented 

in the Chapter 2. They are categorised in terms o f the triisl model and certificate model they 

employ. In this section a discussion o f the most suitable certificate model for an ad hoc networking 

environm ent is discussed.

The use o f long-lived name certificates, i.e. <name,PK> bindings as used in X.509 and PGP, has 

been criticised in the literature [SPKi], [BranOO], [ESOO] as a poor certificate model for a 

successful PKI infrastructure. One identified problem is the level o f  indirection that is incurred by 

such a scheme. It is argued [SPKI] that using “name” identifier is an artefact o f  the physical world. 

In cyberspace physical nam e's or identifiers have little meaning. Computers don 't wish to know 

who is tr>'ing to access a resource but rather who has permission to access the resource. As such the 

name is not important but rather the permission or authorisation. Thus, the SPKI [SPKI] model 

recommends <authorization,pk> bindings^’.

A second major problem with X.509 and PGP and all public key infrastructure schemes is the issue 

o f  certificate revocation. Certificate revocation lists are counteiproductive to a large extent. They 

merely narrow the w indow o f  opportunity for eiTor. Revocation is as costly as issuing certificates if 

it happens as regularly. O ther alternatives, such as online checking o f  certificates, almost 

com pletely negate the utility' o f  a certificate, i.e. as an offline security credential.

It is proposed in this thesis that ad hoc networking environments highlight and augment the 

deficiencies in the most common PKI models in use on fixed networks, i.e. X.509 and PGP. 

Increased revocation is likely and the utility o f <name, pk> bindings is diminished. Ad hoc 

networks demand a PKI model more akin to SPKI. A specific demonstration o f the advantages o f 

the SPKI model over PGP or X.509 is given now.

X .509  certificates in an a d  hoc netM’ork

A typical scenario for the use o f a PKI certificate is depicted in Figure 9-1. Here a client is trying to 

log on to a server. The server requires client authentication to use the resource (in the example a

SP K I  I SPK I]  d o e s  facili ta te < n a m e .p k >  b in d in g s  and <attr ibute .  n am e>  b ind ings ,  as such  it is not  a restr ic t ive m odel  o f  
cer t i f ica t ion  unlike  the  X .5 0 9  [X .509]  s tandard .  In fact a  < n a m e .p k >  b in d in g  is m ere ly  a special instance  o f  a type  o f  
<au tho r i / .a t ion .pk>  bind ing .  A n d  so  SPKI can  be v iew ed  as a  genera l isa t ion  o f  th e  X .5 0 9  model.
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satellite link is the required resource). The client must authenticate to the server and generate a 

session key to encrypt communications with the server by means o f an authentication protocol, e.g. 

the STS protocol [DvOW92]. Using an X.509 [X.509] name certificate, with <nanie, pk> binding, 

these protocols can authenticate the client’s identity to the server. In Figure 9-1 the server verifies 

the client’s signature on an authentication challenge. The server then verifies the signature by the 

CA service on the clients X.509 certificate binding <client_name,pk>. The server now knows that 

it has established a secure connection with the named client in the certificate.

The server must now determine whether that client has access to resources on that server or not. To 

do this, the server consults an access control list and looks up an entry containing {client_name, 

permissions}. This access control list may be stored locally on a server machine. Typically, in a 

reasonably large network the access control list is stored in a centralised location, called here the 

Access Control Server, so that a single point o f administration exists in the network. For example, 

in a Windows network, an Active Directory [LAOS] server holds account information for 

clients/hosts on the network. Access to resources on the network is controlled by the account 

information on the Active Directory server. All servers can query this server to decide to 

grant/deny access to resources for a particular client.

X509 Certificate Model in Operation

Database

Access 
Control List

Alice Satellite Yes
Bob Satellite Yes

Bxx Satellite Yes

Ccc Satellite Yes

Ddd Satellite Yes

Eee Satellite Yes

Authentication

Id en tity

Figure 9-1 X.509 Certificate Model In Operation
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In an ad hoc networking environm ent a centralised Access Control Server is not practical. A 

distributed version is required. Secure distribution o f this service incurs similar problems to 

distributing the CA service. A single centralised Access Control Server poses a single point of 

failure. NaTve replication (see Chapter 3.4.2) introduces multiple points o f  partial failure. A partial 

failure occurs, for example, if one o f the servers is corrupted and therefore holds corrupt access 

control information. The failure is not system-wide. The corruption o f  one server does not reveal 

any secret information that corrupts the entire system, unlike a naively replicated CA system in 

which a CA server is compromised. However, requests made to that corrupted Access Control 

Server will get incorrect results causing a partial failure in the system, whereby a client can access 

resources for which he does not have authorisation. A threshold Replication scheme is needed, as is 

used for the CA service. Using threshold distribution removes a single point o f  failure, increases 

availability yet maintains the security o f the system.

However, threshold Replication o f  the Access Control Service (ACL) introduces a large overhead. 

The verifier, i.e. the server that queries the ACL about the client’s authorisation credentials, must 

contact a threshold o f servers to make his decision. This makes the <name,pk> certificate presented 

by the client almost redundant. If the server must contact a threshold o f servers or indeed any 

servers to verify the credentials o f  a client, why use certificates at all? Certificates are designed to 

be offline vessels o f  digital trust. In this instance the certificate has provided little or no service. 

The trust established has been in the binding <client name, pk>. However, if the sei'ver must query 

the permissions granted to this public key, this binding is o f no real use to the server. The server 

may just as easily decide w hat the public key is allowed do based on the response o f the server. The 

server could pass the public key to the ACL service, and this could be used as an index into the 

database to decide on the pem iissions granted to that key. The server gains no information from 

knowing that the public key is bound to the particular client name and so it is redundant.

SP K I certificates in an ad  hoc netM’ork

A better solution in this scenario is for the client to present a <authorization, pk> binding to the 

server. This scenario is depicted in Figure 9-2. Here the protocol carried out between the server and 

the client is best described as an authorisation protocol rather than an authentication protocol. On 

caiTying out this protocol, the server can then make a decision based on this offline information on 

the access rights o f this user. The effort required in verifying a client request is dramatically 

reduced for the server. There is no contact with an online server or threshold o f servers. Decisions 

are made locally, yet the authorisation is controlled centrally, or more accurately, authorisation is 

controlled by a distributed service which will be called here the Threshold Authorisation 

Certificate Authority to distinguish the service form a threshold Certificate Authority'. This removes 

the necessity for an extra threshold service and the need for online connections from the verifiers.
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Figure 9-2 SPKI Certificate Model In Operation 

9.2.2 Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs)

Other PKI based solutions [KZLLZOl], [AMOl] for key management in ad hoc networks suggest 

that Client Revocation Lists (CRLs) may be issued by the CA service and propagated on a best 

effort flooding basis throughout the network. Experience shows that CRLs have poor support or 

usage in fixed networking environments [ESOO], A major stumbling block o f X.509 PKI is the fact 

that the CRLs are often not employed. For example, the default setting on Windows Internet 

Explorer (IEv6) is to not enforce CRL checking.

It is this lack o f a convincing solution for PKI that has prompted some researchers to suggest the 

use o f an online CA [ZhouOl], [RFLW96], where fresh certificates are issued in response to public 

key queries. Recognising the need to be online to verify the status o f a certificate, these schemes 

remove the offline certificate assumption and check the <name,pk> binding online rather than the 

status o f the certificate. The obvious drawback o f this scheme is the overhead on the CA server. 

However, the overhead on the verifier is the same and the freshness^* o f the certification 

information is guaranteed.

How do these solutions fit into an ad hoc networking model? Obviously with the potential increase 

in certificate revocation, CRLs are an important issue.

Freshiness here, means that the verifier has the same view  as the CA, it does not mean that the CA has a correct view. 
This is the best that any service can deliver in terms o f  freshness on certificate status.
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The suggestion in this thesis for the operation o f  a TAA service is to use an SPKI style service in 

which certificates are short-lived. Certificate revocation is not used. It is up to the verifiers to 

decide how fresh they require certificates to be. They in turn force the clients to collect new 

certificates as required. This puts the burden on the client. It is noted here that this client server 

model o f  authentication is an example o f  a type o f  interaction between nodes in the network. A 

peer to peer interaction is no different, either peer can demand o f the other a certain level o f 

freshness o f certificate.

It appears that best practice in an ad hoc network is to use SPKI authorisation certificates with 

short-lived lifetimes. Certificate revocation is best dispensed with and com pensated for by this 

shorter certificate lifetime. A highly distributed service like Luo’s [LLOO] may be impractical in an 

actual ad hoc network, particularly if the members o f  the network have little or no connection (e.g. 

they are not members o f the same army or some other simplifying assumption). Instead, to gain a 

higher level o f distribution o f  the service it is proposed here that a threshold registration authority 

service be employed. The threshold RAs have different key pairs to the CA. A client contacts a 

threshold o f these RAs to obtain a certificate. When a threshold o f RAs sign a certificate request for 

the client, the client then forwards this request to the more centralised threshold CA service. The 

CA service creates a certificate for the client if  it trusts the RA service. In this w'ay a fault}' or 

compromised RA service can easily be removed from the system, the TCA sim ply suspends 

fulfilling certificate requests from that RA service. Note the TCA service delegates the role o f  

client validation for certification to the threshold RA service, which may be highly distributed. This 

hierarchical structure means the TCA service is highly distributed and yet the TCA nodes 

themselves are not highly distributed. Better protection can be afforded to this limited set o f  TCA 

nodes than can be provided for the highly distributed TCA service nodes as described in Luo’s 

scheme [LuoOO]. It is noted here that even in commercial PKl implementations a registration 

authority service is employed and the CA does not register the clients itself The novelty in the 

suggestion here is to use such a service in an ad hoc network and also to distribute this service in a 

threshold manner.

The aim o f this thesis is primarily to resolve the practical issue o f creating the TAA service in an ad 

hoc manner, and providing a solid framework for exploring the practical day-to-day running issues 

o f the TAA service. Simulation results for the operation o f Luo’s distributed threshold CA [LLOO] 

are shown in [LZKLZ02]. These papers analyse the availability o f  the service based on different 

criteria. For example, the success ratio o f certificate renewal and the average time for a certificate 

renewal is show n in terms o f  a number o f  parameters: the number o f nodes in the network; the size 

o f the signing threshold /; the speed o f the mobile nodes as they move through the network.

It is noted here that no TCA or TAA service will be the same, different solutions may cater to 

different types o f netw'ork deployments, e.g. high-security versus low-security, hi-bandw idth versus
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low bandwidth, quick response time necessary' versus not real time, large networks versus small 

networks. The one thing that is constant is the fact that the service provides a non-interactive 

certification service and can be bootstrapped in an ad hoc network without the need for external 

infrastructure. It is this basic framework that the solution presented in this thesis delivers.

9.3 Group Keying With Distributed Group Membership Management

In Chapters 2 and 3 a number o f techniques related to group keying are reviewed. An overview o f 

hierarchical key distribution centres [HM97], [Mitt97] and more efficient re-keying schemes using 

logical key trees [W HA98], [WGL98] is given. Collaborative schemes based on Diffie-Hellman 

key agreem ent [DH76] that do not involve a centralised key distribution centre (KDC) are 

discussed [BD94], [AST98], Efficient variants using key trees [Perr99], [KPTOO], to minimise 

communication rounds and computations during group re-keying are also discussed.

In this section a novel group keying scheme is proposed. This scheme makes use o f  the ad hoc KMI 

designed in this thesis. It tackles a problem that is not addressed in the literature, namely, the 

effective management o f group membership in an ad hoc network. The novel solution presented 

here provides distributed collaborative group membership management and an integrated group 

keying scheme.

Group keying schemes in the literature that directly refer to ad hoc networks [AGOO], [KPTOO] 

favour the collaborative key agreement approach. Using a collaborative key agreement approach 

avoids a single point o f failure problem, i.e. the centralised KDC in the key distribution schemes.

M anaging which players receive the group key in a group keying scheme effectively decides who 

is or isn’t a member the secure group. Using a KDC to distribute group keys presents a natural 

choice for a group membership manager. The KDC decides which nodes to multicast the keys to 

during key distribution, and therefore effectively controls membership o f the group. The KDC can 

easily add or remove a member from a group by updating the key held by the new set o f  group 

members.

Using a contributory key agreem ent protocol to establish a group key removes the obvious choice 

or method from managing group membership. Typically, the group key agreem ent papers treat it as 

a problem [AST98] that is “orthogonal to key establishment and largely a m atter o f  policy” . Others 

assume collaborative group membership agreement protocols are used [Perr99], [KPTOO]. Other 

protocols [AGOO] implicitly provide a degree o f membership management as part o f the 

authentication mechanism for the individual two-party key exchanges, which take place in this 

protocol. The role o f  membership management in all these protocols is split between the player(s) 

authenticating an individual key agreem ent contribution and some external service, which shall be 

defined here as a group view provider. The group view provider decides who the current members 

o f the group are.
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An important problem that is poorly defmed by these contributory group key agreem ent protocols 

is how is the m em bership o f these groups managed? Who makes management decisions, i.e. where 

or by whom is the decision taken to admit or deny a player from a group?

The difference between distinct stages in the group key agreement protocol are identified in this 

thesis as authentication o f  key contribution, membership decision  making, and the group vieM’ 

provision. These distinct stages are often blurred or hard to discern in the literature. Group 

membership management is therefore imprecise and hard to define. Group membership  

management is carried out by members o f  the protocol, via their membership decision  making, but 

also by the group view provider. Authentication may or may not include information pertaining to 

the group view. For example, the use o f  an identity certificate to authenticate a prospective group 

m ember provides identity authentication, however it provides no information as to whether the 

identity in question is a valid group member. This data must come from an external source for the 

group view, some form o f group vie\i’ provider. On the other hand, a group authorisation PKI 

certificate, with binding <group_member,pk>, provides the requisite portion o f  the group view that 

a player requires to make a membership decision. Likewise for example, in A sokan’s [AGOO] 

scheme: the password represents a portion o f the group view  because a password holder is a 

m ember o f the group and there is no other distinguishing feature o f a group member. Hence in 

these schemes authentication and group view provision  are merged. This is a desirable feature as it 

makes authentication a more useful concept. However blurring the lines between membership 

decisions and group view provision  is unhelpful. It leads to unclear security semantics, who trusts 

who? Who is making the decisions?

M oreover the assumption o f group view provision  may be overly optimistic. In a highly dynamic 

ad hoc group there may be no one person, member, or service that knows the entire membership o f 

the group at any one time. W hether possible or not it is undesirable to force the need for such a 

service.

9.3.1 Distributed Group M embership M anagem ent

In the next section a novel scheme for group keying in ad hoc networks is introduced. This scheme 

provides distributed group keying, and importantly distributed group membership management. 

This scheme removes the blurring o f roles between membership decision  making and group view  

provision. These two processes are removed and replaced with two distinct alternatives. The 

membership decision  making process is replaced by local partia l membership decision  making. 

The group view  is removed in favour o f a partial gt'oup view.

A local partial membership decision  reflects that player's partial group view. This partia l group  

view  is built by the player based on any relevant data e.g. a group view' provider  ( if  one exists) or 

local information the player holds h im self An example o f information held by the player him self



could be feedback from an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [MGLBOO]. A threshold / o f 

favourable local partial decisions constitutes a valid group member. These t local partial decisions 

are combined by the group member to get the group key. Thus group key provision is part o f  the 

membership decision process as in the group key agreement protocols above, however this protocol 

is more accurately described as a distributed key distribution protocol. Group membership 

management is no longer provided by an indistinct mix o f membership decision and group view 

provision. Instead partial membership information is given by a partial group view. This partial 

information is used to make local partial membership decisions. A threshold o f local partial 

membership decisions gives a membership decision. Group membership management is therefore 

distributed throughout the group, rather than being provided by a group chair or by individual 

members o f  the group, nor does it involve distributed consensus between all members o f the group. 

This provides a more satisfactory solution to gi'oup membership management. This is described 

here as a distributed group membership management scheme.

The goals o f this solution are:

• To create a distributed group membership management scheme

• To merge the group view and local membership decision o f  the collaborative protocols into a 

single m ore distributed service, provided by a h e a l partial decision on a local partial group 

view.

•  To distribute the group membership management functions to the nodes in the network most 

likely to be able to fulfil this role. These nodes are not group leaders, but members o f  the group 

in contact with or in the vicinity o f the group member in question.

9.3.2 Proposed Ad Hoc Group Keying Protocol

During group formation a group o f nodes (a subset or the entire group) engage in a shared RSA key 

generation procedure. They generate a threshold sharing o f an RSA key pair, the private key is 

denoted by d  and the public key is denoted by e. Any threshold t o f  these nodes can use this shared 

RSA key to generate signatures/decryptions. It is proposed here that this functionality can be used 

to distribute a group key. The key is encrypted under the public key o f this RSA key pair shared by 

the group members (or a subset thereof). To learn the group key a m ember o f the group must 

combine a threshold t o f  partial decryptions to decrypt the encrj'pted group key. These t partial 

decryptions are obtained from / -1  other group members plus the one he may provide himself. This 

single function integrates group membership management and group key establishment into a 

single operation. The group key is obtained by a player P, by obtaining a threshold / o f favourable
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local partial membership decisions from other players with a local group view' which contains this 

player P,.

Group membership is managed in a distributed manner. A threshold o f group members must agree 

that the candidate is a valid m ember for this m ember to learn the group key. Note this agreem ent or 

consensus is a non-interactive process. It is the result o f a threshold o f  favourable decisions from a 

threshold o f group members. This provides a completely distributed membership management 

scheme that is integrated with group key delivery. This distribution o f the function o f validating 

group members between a threshold o f players provides added security and added availability to 

the group keying service. Moreover, it is felt that the group keying is performed locally rather than 

remotely, and doesn’t rely on a group view or interactions between all members o f the group to 

maintain such a group view. Because o f  the potentially highly dynamic nature o f  groups in ad hoc 

networks, it is preferable to have such a distributed scheme that allows a rapid response tim e to 

group changes.

Who establishes the group session key and  how  is it d istiihu ted?

Naor [NPR99] introduces the notion o f  a distributed pseudo random function. The following 

definition is repeated from [NPR99]. A distributed pseudo random function is a func tion /w h ich  is 

an approximation to a random function, such that only authorised subsets o f servers are able to 

com pute the function. A user who w'ants to compute /i'x; sends x to the members o f an authorised 

subset and receive information which enables him to compute/("x/ The type o f  authorised subset is 

known as the access structure. An exainple o f an access structure is a threshold scheme.

Naor [NPR99] presents some general methods o f achieving distributed pseudo random functions 

and desirable properties for efficiency o f  these functions. These desirable properties are single 

round o f  communications, no communication between servers, obliviousness o f  other ser\>ers 

computing function, robustness, proactive security. It is obvious that the first three properties 

describe properties o f a non-interactive threshold decryption/signature algorithm as described in 

this thesis. Robustness is also a feature o f Shoup’s scheme and proactive security can be added 

using Herzberg’s techniques [HJKY95]. Naor goes on to list a num ber o f  applications for 

distributed pseudo random functions, importantly one o f which is a distributed Key Distribution 

Centre. The more general topic o f  a key distribution centre discussed in the next section, section 

9.4.

By signing a public value x with a threshold RSA signature protocol a distributed pseudo random 

function  is being evaluated. Using this concept o f a distributed pseudo random function  [NPR99] 

the group keying scheme in this section is refined to a more practical solution. The above proposal 

for group keying requires a group leader or a threshold in the group to generate a group key, 

enciypt it under the public key o f the group, then sign a message containing this encrypted key and



distribute it throughout the group. By realising that the threshold RSA signature on a public \alue 

is an evaluation o f  a distributed pseudo random function it can be seen that the group keying can be 

provided in a far simpler manner. The decryption o f  a public value, x, is the output o f a distributed 

pseudo random function f(x) as defined in N aor's [NPR99] paper. The group key can simply be a 

decryption/signature (or the requisite number o f bits thereof) on a public value that is known 

throughout the group.

Daza [DHS03] proves the security o f using a detenninistic'^ non-interactive threshold signature 

scheme as a distributed pseudo random function. Daza [DHS03] shows that a secure threshold 

signature protocol is a secure instance o f the general schemes described by Naor [NPR99’ for 

creating a distributed pseudo random function  with threshold access structure. That the function is 

‘secure’ here implies that no coalition o f  less than t players can determine the output o f the pseudo 

random function (a group key in this case) even with access to previous outputs (group keys in this 

case) derived by the system. The security is equivalent to the security o f the underlying threshold 

signature scheme against signature forgery. Thus the threshold RSA protocol described in this 

thesis is a secure instance o f  a distributed pseudo random function. M oreover this distributed 

pseudo random function  can be constructed in an ad hoc manner using the shared RSA key 

generation protocol.

This public value chosen may, for example, be the group name and time or session key number. Let 

h(PublicValue) represent the pre-image o f  the group key. The output o f the threshold RSA signature 

protocol on this value is the group key. This can be computed anywhere in the system by any t 

players in the system. This is due to the consistency property [NPR99] that is required for the 

correct operation o f a distributed pseudo-random function. As such, no group members are relied 

on to pick the group key. Moreover, no members external to the group can insert a spurious group 

key, as the key is self-verifying, it corresponds to the known public value. Thus the effort of 

creating the group key and distributing it throughout the group in encrypted format is completely 

avoided. This leads to a far simpler solution for the group keying scheme described.

How are membership jo ins and leaves handled? When a member leaves a group, either voluntarily 

or through expulsion, the group key must be updated to exclude that member from the group. The 

nodes in the immediate vicinity are best positioned to decide when a node should be expelled from 

the group. They can refuse to decrypt further group keys on behalf o f the node in question. This 

provides an immediate response to group expulsion. Furthermore, an algorithm for deciding which 

nodes should initiate the group key update may be derived from this situation. A threshold of nodes 

in the vicinity o f a group member who should be expelled can decide to initiate the group key 

update. This has the effect o f  immediately expelling the group member but also o f co-ordinating

D eterm inistic here refers to the fact that he protocol must produce the sam e output for the sam e input on an\ instance  
o f  the protocol. Som e probabilistic signature schem es, e .g . [SSO l], do not provide this property. This determ inistic  
property is equivalent to the co n sis ten cy  property described by N aor | ’N PR 99],
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group key updates in a sensible manner. Assuming that group key updates can begin at the same 

time at two different locations in the network there needs to be some procedure to decide on which 

update to pursue.

However an alternative may be to simply have group keys update themselves so frequently that 

explicit updates are not needed and so inconsistency cannot arise. For example, if the time between 

updates is shortened to be less than the time it takes for a threshold o f members to become aware o f 

a misbehaving group m ember then explicit key updates are unnecessary. If the service is distributed 

to all members o f the group rather than a privileged subset then updates o f the secret shares o f the 

RSA private key held by the players may also need to be undertaken. Management o f the RSA 

private key is provided using proactive share refreshing techniques as described in Luo’s [LLOO], 

[KZLLZOl] scheme for his highly distributed threshold CA service. Further discussion o f the 

practical issues o f  implementing this scheme is left for future work.

D is tin su is h in s  fea tures

The distinguishing features o f  the above group keying  scheme are as follows;

•  Group membership management is provided by a local threshold o f group members

• Group keying is integrated with membership management

• The group keying and management scheme are decentralised and can be constructed in an

ad hoc fashion owing to the use o f the shared RSA key generation protocol.

The group key distribution scheme described above is a special instance o f the more general notion 

o f a distributed key distribution centre as described by Naor [NPR99]. The group keying scheme 

uses group members to fonn the distributed key distribution centre. Clients o f the service are also 

partial providers o f the sei-vice. This is akin to Luo’s [LLOO] highly distributed threshold CA where 

the members o f the network fonn part o f  the TCA service.

Employing N aor’s [NPR99] more general notion o f  a distributed key distribution centre is 

discussed in the next section.

9.4 Ad Hoc Distributed KDC Service

As discussed in Chapter 3 no previous work suggests a solution for a Symmetric Key Infrastructure 

in an ad hoc network. Clearly a centralised Key Distribution Centre is not a suitable SKI service. 

N aor's [NPR99] motivating application for his distributed pseudo random function  is the 

distributed KDC  service he describes. N aor’s scheme will be described here in terms o f the 

threshold RSA protocol that is used to provide the distributed pseudo random function  that 

underpins the service proposed in this thesis.
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The KDC service is a generalisation o f the group keying scheme discussed above. The KDC 

service consists o f a number o f  servers n. Each server holds a share o f an RSA private key that will 

be used in a threshold RSA signature protocol. When two parties (or multiple parties in the case o f 

the group scheme described above) wish to establish a symmetric key between them, they query the 

KDC service. To query the KDC servers the two parties contact any t servers (not necessarily the 

same ones) and ask for a re su lt a signature/decryption, on a common input. Because o f the 

consistency property o f  the distributed pseudo random function  the output o f t servers anywhere in 

the system will be the same. Thus, the t servers used by each o f the two parties needn’t be the 

same. This provides a highly distributed solution for a KDC service. Each party can contact any t 

servers in his locality. This provides superior availability in comparison to G ong’s [G93] threshold  

KDC  discussed in the Chapter 3 where the same t servers must be contacted by both parties. There 

is no need for servers to interact to maintain consistency on their responses. Servers do not need to 

maintain consistent infonnation between each other using expensive replication techniques, such as 

quorum replication or state machine replication (see Chapter 3), in order for the output o f  the 

se n  ice to be the same from any t servers. The deterministic nature o f the threshold RSA protocol 

ensures that both clients receive the same output.

This highly distributed ad hoc KDC is depicted in Figure 9-3. Again a (2,3) threshold scheme is 

used an example. Two nodes A and B establish a connnon secret key via the KDC sei'vice. They 

query two members from this service for a partial signature on a public value [A,B,R] which 

denotes a concatenation o f the identity o f  the two players and some random data to distinguish one 

key establishm ent session from an other. The notation used is as follows Eaj (SigjfA,B,RJ) 

represents the response form a KDC server KDCi to A. This contains the partial signature 

encr>'pted using the key shared between the KDC server one and A.
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Figure 9-3 Ad Hoc Distributed K D C

It is noted tiiat by using tiie techniques described in this thesis this highly distributed solution for a 

symmetric key distribution centre in an ad hoc network can be formed in an ad hoc manner. The 

complete Threshold RSA scheme designed in this thesis can be used as an ad hoc distributed key 

distribution centre. This is ad  hoc distribute key management centre is a novel contribution to the 

work on key management in ad hoc networks.

Implementation Problems: What will the pre-im age  o f  the key be? How will the two clients o f  the 

KDC service agree a common public value? One possibility is for the public value to be a 

concatenation o f  their identities and a monotonically increasing session number to maintain the 

freshness of the communications. Further implementation discussion is left for future work.

It is noted here that a further novel use o f  threshold RSA may be the combination o f  a distributed  

KD C  service and a threshold Authorisation Certificate Authority  service into one hybrid 

symmetric/asymmetric Key Management Infrastructure service. That is, the servers holding the 

threshold sharing o f  the RSA private key may offer both services with the same key. The servers 

can offer both symmetric key establishment functionality or public key certificate functionality 

simultaneously. This novel application is called a hybrid symmetric/asymmetric key management 

infi-astructure and may be o f  independent interest outside the field of ad hoc networks.

•A similar variation is where the service offers both a symmetric key and an asymmetric 

authorisation certificate in the same action. For example using a public value o f  the form
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h(Alice_PK. Server Boh_PK. Server User, System Server, session number), a session tcey can be 

established between Alice, a user, and Bob a system server. At the same time this session key 

provides a private  authorisation certificate. The certificate is private to Alice and Bob, rather than 

is the norm with public key certificates. It is private as it represents the current session key and 

therefore must be private. However, a <authorisation, public key> binding is conveyed in this 

private certificate. This public key may be used to create future sessions between the pair at a later 

date. It may also be used to manage what permissions Bob is being granted by the KDC service. 

The KDC service may then be used to secure a number o f  different services. This is akin to the 

ticket used in the widely deployed Kerberos [SNS98] key distribution centre.

Further investigation o f  these applications is left for future work.

9.5 Conclusions

These novel ad  hoc K M I solutions aim to satisfy the criteria outlined in Chapter 4 (section 4.1.1) 

for a desirable key management solution for ad hoc networks and to address identified 

shortcomings in the literature.

The key management solution should be

1. Ad Hoc -  The KM service should be completely ad hoc in its inception i.e. it should not 

rely on prior security infrastructure. It should be an ad hoc key m anagement solution for an 

ad hoc network.

2. Scalable -  Scalability o f the key management solution is achieved by minim ising the 

number o f long-term keying relationships required in the system whilst providing in

bounds key establishment. This allows the key management solution to be used am ongst a 

potentially large number o f network nodes. This requires the use o f  a Key M anagement 

Infrastructure.

3. Flexible security requirem ents -  e.g. high security militai'y networks or low-to-mid 

security civilian networks

4. Flexible trust management -  i.e. authorisation based certificates possible rather than 

identity based certificates in the case o f a PKI service.

5. Feasible -  the computational overhead should be manageable on small mobile devices e.g. 

laptops and PDAs.

No scalable key management solution for ad hoc networks published to date satisfies these 

requirements. The PKI service and SKI service introduced in this chapter both provide these



criteria. The services do not assum e the existence o f  prior security infrastructure, they are capable 

o f  forming in a truly ad hoc manner. Both SKI and PKl inherently provide scalability as the SKI 

service and PKl services provide an authentication service to reduce the number o f long term key 

relationships required in the network and facilitate the formation o f keying relationships by 

practical in-bounds means (i.e. they do not involve out-of-bands key setup between com m unicating 

end parties). Flexible security requirem ents are catered for by the use o f  a threshold to mitigate 

service break-ins or attacks. The ease in which different certificate schemes can be used in the PKl 

service provides flexible trust managem ent in comparison to PGP based PKl schemes such as 

H ubaux’s [HBCOI]. The feasibility o f creating such services has been demonstrated in the previous 

chapter, in the specific case o f three ad hoc nodes operating on hand-held PDA devices in a test

bed wireless ad hoc network.

As discussed in Chapter 4 other KMI solutions suffer in the following ways:

H ubaux’s [HBCOI] distributed PKl scheme does not provide the necessary' level o f  security 

required in some environments. Moreover, Hubaux’s scheme places a heavy burden on the 

certificate verifier during certificate verification and during the lifetime o f the system.

A ura’s scheme [AMOl] is really a hierarchical replicated CA and is unsuitable for many ad hoc 

networking environm ents and highly vulnerable to break-ins. It relies on the existence o f  identified 

leaders to act as CA and therefore is not truly ad hoc. Moreover, it only provides group 

membership certificates for group membership management and is not a key management solution 

per se.

Zhou’s [ZH99] suggestion for a TCA based PKl and similarly Luo’s [LLOO] rely on a trusted 

dealer for the creation o f  the service. Thus they do not provide a truly ad hoc solution for an ad hoc 

network.

The major goal o f the thesis has been to design a Key M anagement Infrastructure solution that can 

be formed and operated in an ad hoc network . It was an important consideration that the service 

should be formed in an ad hoc manner mirroring the formation o f the ad hoc network itse lf  It was 

also necessary that the operation o f the service in an ad hoc network took into account the 

increased dem ands on security and availability. The multipurpose ad hoc KMI discussed in this 

chapter satisfies these goals.

The solution is an addition to the literature in the following ways:

1) The notion o f  a truly ad hoc PKl is introduced and a solution is given in this 

chapter. Special consideration o f the operating environment o f this PKl is given to 

its design. As such the utility o f  an Authorisation based infrastructure rather than



an Identity based infrastructure is illustrated. This ad hoc Threshold Authentication 

Authority is a novel solution for key management in an ad hoc network.

2) The novel solution for an ad hoc SKI is introduced. This is a novel contribution and 

illustrates the further utility o f  CTRSA scheme as a key management tool for ad 

hoc networks.

3) The novel solution for an ad hoc SKI service provides a convenient and novel 

method o f  implementing a distributed group mem bership management and keying 

scheme that is tailored for use in an ad hoc network.

The solution however could be improved in a number o f w'ays.

1) The system requires user intervention to decide which members should be part o f 

the service during setup. Automation o f this process is not discussed. The trust 

management algorithms and decision making process required for such a service is 

not addressed.

2) The thesis assum es that the trust management process is considered orthogonal to 

the fomiation o f  the service. Some method o f distributed consensus must be 

employed to decide which players should become part o f  the key management 

service.

3) The term scalable has focused on the number o f  long-term keying relationships 

required and the in-bounds keying requirement o f  the key management solution 

relative to for example trivial solutions such as physical key exchange. However 

the scalability o f  the authentication services at the heart o f the KMI is not 

addressed. The scalability o f  the KMI relative to other potential solutions for KMI 

is not discussed. The actual traffic incurred by such a service in a real ad hoc 

network and the number o f  service requests that can be processed are not 

investigated.

On the following pages, Table 1 from chapter 3 which contains a synopsis o f  m ajor work in the 

literature is reproduced. This table, Table 4, contains two new colum ns representing contributions 

from this chapter, presented also in [L D 003], [LD 005]. Table 4 allows easy comparison o f  the 

distinctive features o f the key managem ent solutions presented in this chapter [LOD03], 

[LOD05] and those discussed in the literature review in chapter 3.
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Paper Context Main Contribution Autlientication 

mechanism for key 

establishment

Network Scale Boot-strapping the scheme 

requires:

Dependence 

on prior 

infrastructure

Lehane

[LOD03]

Large

network

Ad hoc inception o f 

Threshold Certificate 

Authority service with 

non-interactive signatures

PK certificates Large Ad hoc collaboration o f 

m em ber nodes

No

Leliane

[LOD05]

Large

network

Ad Hoc distributed SKI 

service via threshold 

cryptography. Distributed 

group membership 

management

Symmetric key via 

distributed KDC

Medium to 

Large

Ad hoc collaboration o f  

m em ber nodes

No

Stajano

[SA99]

Piconet,

Small

personal area 

network.

Physical contact to 

establish keying 

relationships

Physical location to 

exchange key

Small Physical proximity No



Paper Context Main Contribution Authentication 

mechanism for key 

establishment

Network Scale Boot-strapping the scheme 

requires:

Dependence 

on prior 

infrastructure

Balfanz

[BSSW02]

Piconet,

Small

Personal area 

network. 

Small groups

Location lim ited  channel 

to establish keying 

relationships

Location lim ited  

channel to exchange 

key

Small A location limited channel No

Hubaiix

[HBCOl]

Large scale

civilian

network

PGP based PKI. Hunter 

algorithm to intelligently 

create minimum size 

certificate repositories

PK certificates M edium/Large Unspecified, location limited 

channel works

No

Zhou

[ZH99]

Large scale 

network

Threshold CA PK certificates Large Dealer to create TCA private 

key

Yes, Dealer

Luo

[LLOO]

Large scale, 

army

Redistributing Threshold 

CA

PK certificates Large Dealer to create TCA private 

key

Yes, Dealer



Paper Context Main Contribution Autlientication 

mechanism for key 

establishment

Network Scale Boot-strapping the scheme 

requires:

Dependence 

on prior 

infrastructure

Asokan

[AGOO]

Conference, 

small group

Password Authenticated 

Group Key Agreement

Password Small Shared password No

Aura

[AMOl]

Small to 

medium sized 

group

Group membership 

managem ent via PKl

PK certificates Small/M edium M ember to act as leader and 

trusted by all to do so

Yes, group 

leader(s)

Perrig

[Perr99]

Small

dynamic

group

Authenticated Group Key 

Agreem ent with Key Tree 

for efficient join/leave 

operations

PK certificates Medium PKI certificates and a 

collaborative group 

membership agreement 

protocol

Yes, PKI

T able 4



Conclusion

10.1 Synopsis

This dissertation describes the design and implementation o f a imillipurpose a d  hoc Key 

M anagement Infrastructure sei'vice. This multipurpose ad  hoc K M I service is an original concept 

and novel contribution to the field o f  key management in ad hoc networks. In designing this ad hoc 

Key M anagement Infrastructure service the underlying problem o f  providing a non-interactive 

complete Threshold RSA scheme also needed to be tackled. A secure complete Threshold RSA 

protocol in the honest-but-curious model was designed and a prototype implemented to satisfy this 

goal.

In the section 10.3, the goals o f  this thesis are repeated and an analysis o f  the achievements o f  the 

thesis is given. Future work is suggested in section 10.4, and closing conclusions are given in 

section 10.5

10.2 Goals & Achievements (repeated from section 1.3)

The over-riding goal o f this thesis is to tackle the shortcomings in the literature on the topic o f  Key 

M anagement solutions for ad hoc networks. The aim was to design a Key Management 

Infrastructure suitable for use in an ad hoc network, an ad hoc Key M anagement Infrastructure. 

The cryptographic tool or foundation o f this service is a complete Threshold RSA scheme. 

Therefore there are two strands to the research in this dissertation. One strand tackles the high level
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problem o f  designing Key M anagement Infrastructure service that is suitable for an ad hoc 

network. The other strand tackles the low level design o f the enabling cryptographic tools for this 

key m anagement solution.

The goals o f  this dissertation are:

1. To provide a comprehensive survey and analysis o f prominent work tackling the problem 

o f  key management in ad hoc networks and identify the need for an ad hoc Key 

M anagement Infrastructure.

2. To design an ad hoc Key Management Infrastructure to tackle the current deficiencies in 

the literature.

3. To design a secure complete Threshold RSA scheme. This involves finding compatible 

protocols for shared RSA Key Generation and threshold RSA and proving the security o f 

this combination o f protocols.

4. To demonstrate the feasibility and utility o f  this complete Threshold RSA scheme as the 

foundations o f  a multipurpose ad hoc KM I service.

5. To provide a comprehensive analysis o f  complete threshold RSA protocols, their 

underlying mathematical structure and the security o f  these protocols as a guide to further 

protocol design.

Achievements o f  thesis:

The following contributions o f  the thesis fulfilled these goals:

1. Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive survey and analysis o f  prominent work tackling the 

problem o f key m anagement in ad hoc networks and chapter 4 recaps this information and 

identifies the lack o f  a suitable scalable key management solution and the need for an ad 

hoc Key M anagement Infrastructure.

2. M ultiple ad hoc KMI were designed and a multipurpose prototype was implemented to 

demonstrate their potential use in an ad hoc network.

3. A secure complete Threshold RSA scheme which combines compatible protocols for 

shared RSA Key Generation and threshold RSA. is designed in chapter 7

4. The prototype demonstrates the feasibility o f using a complete Threshold RSA scheme as 

the foundations o f  an ad hoc KMI service. The utility o f  the complete threshold RSA
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scheme is discussed in ciiapter 9 where novel key management solutions for ad hoc 

networks are presented.

5. Ciiapter 5 provides a comprehensive analysis o f  complete threshold RSA protocols, their 

underlying mathematical structure and the security o f  these protocols and may serve as a 

useful guide to future protocol design for complete threshold RSA protocols.

Analysis o f  thesis contributions:

Although the goals o f  the thesis were met satisfactorily there are a number o f problems with the 

key managem ent solution, the underlying CTRSA protocol and the prototype that was 

implemented. These problems are presented here as a critique o f the achievements o f this thesis.

The ad hoc KMI solution does not address the problem o f active adversaries during key generation, 

i.e. service inception. Clearly an active adversaiy is a more realistic adversarial mode! than the 

honest-but-curious model. However the honest-but-curious key generation scheme is currently the 

only feasible (completes in minutes rather than days/weeks) protocol for shared RSA key 

generation. Robust schemes such as Frankel’s [FMY98] suggest that a practical method o f running 

the robust protocol is to re-run the protocol in robust mode after an honest-but-curious success has 

been made. As such an honest-but-curious protocol is a valuable pre-cursor to a robust scheme.

The goal o f the thesis was to demonstrate that a scalable key management solution for an ad hoc 

network could be designed. The term scalable is tightly confined to the notion o f the number o f 

long term keying relationships required in the scheme and the ease in which temporary keying 

relationships are established. However the scalability o f the KMI service itself is not discussed. For 

example the number o f servers required to service a given number o f  nodes. A similar question 

which is not addressed in the thesis and has a bearing on how well the key management solution 

scales is how many service requests the service can handle or how much traffic is generated in the 

network in heavily mobile scenarios.

Trust management issues are considered to be orthogonal to the key management solution 

provided. For example, the thesis does not discuss the problem o f  deciding what the threshold 

value will be in a given network scenario. How the threshold may be altered during the course of 

the system is not considered on two levels. No low level technique is provided, e.g. a proactive 

share refreshing scheme to accomplish threshold alteration. On a higher level, no method for 

deciding how and when the threshold should be altered or how this impacts the trust management 

in the system is discussed.

A related problem to the decision o f what threshold to use is the scalability o f the key generation 

phase. How well will the system cope when a large number o f nodes are involved in shared key
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generation. How well would a system which involves shared key generation between a subset o f  

players and expansion o f the threshold com pares with share key generation between all players. 

What impact on trust management has this on the system.

How may the service be fornied without hum an/user intervention. Autoformation requires some 

fonri o f  explicit trust management policies where nodes can automatically decide to join and create 

a KMI service. What sort o f  trust relationships are required and how are they built.

The prototype is limited in all o f  these ways. There is no provision for automatic inception o f the 

service, for redistribution o f  the threshold or defence against active attacks by players involved 

legitimately in the shared key generation protocol.

Key management solution itself is limited in that it may only apply in very few scenarios. It is 

useful as a proof o f concept solution that large-scale trust platforms can be derived in ad hoc 

manner. But in reality ad hoc networks may not need such trust schemes. Its applicability is in 

question. However this solution does solve the theoretical problem, where or how will a KMI exist 

in an ad hoc network, an assumption that is made in much o f  the literature which addresses higher 

level security problems in ad hoc networks such as secure routing. This was a key m otivating factor 

in initial thesis focus.

10.3 Contributions

The main contribution o f this thesis is to identify the need for an ad hoc KMI and to develop a 

number o f solutions to the problem o f creating ad hoc KMI.

To do this it was necessary to design the underlying CTRSA scheme which is the foundation o f the 

KMI services designed in this thesis.

To demonstrate feasibilit>' o f  CTRSA scheme as basis for ad hoc KMI it was necessary to provide a 

prototype scheme in a real ad hoc networking environment to investigate the timing overhead in 

creating and operating such a service.

To demonstrate the utility o f  the CTRSA scheme as the basis for an ad hoc KMI service it was 

shown that a SKI for ad hoc networks could be created. This was also a novel contribution to the 

field o f key management in ad hoc networks.

10.4 Future W ork

A number o f possibilities for future research in the areas o f key management in ad  hoc networks, 

complete threshold RSA, and threshold cryptography are apparent from this work. Some o f these 

possibilities are highlighted here.
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A robust complete threshold RSA scheme for an ad  hoc K M I service. Robustness augments the 

scheme presented in this thesis to tolerate an active attaci<er during the inception o f the KMI 

service. Robustness during the threshold RSA protocol stage can be used to efficiently defend 

against an attacker who is trying to mount a denial o f service attack on the signing function. 

Currently designed schemes for robust complete Threshold RSA incur large overheads. Optimistic 

versions o f currently designed schemes exist. In the optimistic version a non-robust protocol is run 

until the result is computed and then the protocols are re-run with the robustness checks (i.e. proofs 

o f  correctness) included. Timing results and comparisons o f robust complete threshold RSA 

schemes with these optimistic variants presents a useful avenue o f future work. Other avenues 

include the efficient method for generating safe prim es  described by Algesheimer [ACS02]. An 

implementation o f  this scheme is required to see how efficient this scheme is in practice. 

Furthermore Algesheimer suggests that robustness may be cheaply acquired in this scheme and has 

left that as future work. An efficient robust scheme would be a major step forward. Combining the 

result o f  A lgesheim er’s work with a threshold RSA protocol such as Shoup's to form a complete 

threshold RSA scheme is also an avenue o f future work and should be greatly facilitated by the 

theory elucidated in Chapters 5 and 6 in this thesis.

Another area o f  future work is the augmentation o f the complete threshold RSA scheme with 

proactive secret sharing schemes to defend against the mobile adversary. Proactive secret sharing 

may be used to distribute the KMI service further, as in Luo’s highly distributed TCA scheme 

[LLOO]. These schemes for proactive secret sharing  should be suitable for asynchronous ad hoc 

networks and as such, schemes such as that described by Zhou [ZHOl] need further investigation. 

An interesting area o f  research would be a comparison between the time taken to disseminate the 

RSA private key using proactive secret sharing as opposed to increasing the number o f players in 

the shared RSA key generation phase.

Personal Area Networks are a distinct subset o f  ad hoc networks. With advances in portable 

computing devices and an ever-increasing need for digital authentication and authorisation, what 

role might complete Threshold RSA schemes play? For example, in future a person may use a 

cpy'ptographic key to open the door o f his house, or authenticate him self at an airport. Loss o f  such 

a key presents a serious vulnerability and also an inconvenience. A threshold RSA scheme could be 

used to distribute the key over a number o f devices (e.g. PDA, mobile phone, MP3 player) to 

protect the private key from loss or theft. Shared RSA key generation may be useful in this 

example where none o f these devices can be trusted to maintain the entire key.

Other uses, outside o f  key management, for the complete threshold RSA scheme described in this 

thesis are an avenue for future research. As has been shown, complete threshold RSA is a useful 

and versatile tool in providing key management solutions. What other applications are possible? 

Daza [DHS03] designs a m etering scheme that allows an auditor to meter the amount o f activity 

passing through a website. A possible application o f such a scheme to ad hoc networks may be in
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enforcing cooperation between nodes in tiie ad hoc networtc. Nodes that have a high hit count may 

be treated preferentially when forwarding packets through the network.

Any threshold decision-making process may benefit from the use o f  threshold cryptography. For 

example, Intrusion Detection schemes that make decisions based on a local threshold o f players 

decisions may benefit from a complete threshold RSA scheme.

Perhaps the most interesting area o f  research will be in practical results that can be achieved in 

deploying such ad hoc KM I in real large ad hoc networks with hundreds o f nodes. Current research 

tends towards, or is forced to favour, simulation o f  the underlying network on computer models, 

but practical results in real networks such as the DAWN network will surely present new and 

interesting challenges.

10.5 Conclusions

A core tenant o f this thesis is the need for ad hoc Key M anagement Infrastructure to provide a 

scalable key management solution for an ad hoc network. A d hoc Key M anagement Infrastructure 

does not rely on third parties to boot-strap the system. A d hoc KM I can be fornied in an ad hoc 

manner, mirroring the manner in which the network infrastructure is formed. The complete 

Threshold RSA scheme devised in this thesis is both a feasible and useful tool in the creation o f ad 

hoc KM I services. A  complete threshold RSA scheme facilitates the design o f  both SKI and PKI 

solutions and represents a step forward in the field o f key management in ad hoc networks.

The feasibility o f such a scheme has been demonstrated in the viable design o f a complete 

threshold RSA scheme and in the implementation o f  prototype on handheld devices in an ad hoc 

network.
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Appendix Public 
key cryptography

12.1 Public Key Cryptography(PKC)

Public key cryptography (PKC) is introduced in Diftle and Hellmann’s seminal paper 'New 

Directions In Cryptography [DH76]. Diffie proposes that assuming the existence o f  one-way 

trapdoor functions a public key cryptosystem can be designed and further a digital signature 

scheme can also be devised. This work marks the advent o f  what is often/sometimes called Modern 

Glyptography [GoIdr97], The mathematics which under-pin a public key cryptosystem are 

presented in the following sections. RSA the de facto standard in public key cryptography is used 

as an example.

Historical note: Merkle[Merk78] independently proposed similar ideas in his original paper 

submitted in 1975 to the ACM. However it was not accepted until 1977 when the idea o f  public 

key ciyptography had become more established due to the work o f  Diffie in [DH76]. Merkle even 

describes a key establishment protocol over a public channel similar to Diffie’s key distribution 

scheme. Both Merkle, Diffie and Heilman are recognised as the fore-fathers o f  public key 

cryptography. Indeed although Diffie and Heilman were working on the idea independently to 

Merkle for some time, they had collaborated/communicated ideas prior to these two papers.
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A mass o f diverse work stems from D iffie 's notion o f  public key cryptography. This includes many 

different topics such as digital signatures [DH76],[RSA78], digital money [BranOO], zero- 

knowledge proofs[GM R85], multiparty' computation protocols[BGW 88], digital voting, theory o f 

computational complexity theory [GMR85], [GoldrOO]. In fact, public key cryptography is often 

termed ‘modem  cryptography’ because there is so much new work in the area o f cryptography 

since it’s advent. Diffie’s [DH76] paper is a huge landmark in the area o f cryptography in general 

for this reason. In particular as a key management tool, public key cryptography presents a new era.

This appendix contains information on the basic idea o f public key cryptography and the 

m athematics which underpins it. The following topics are contained here, one-way functions, one

way trapdoor functions, the Diffie-Hellman public key distribution protocol and the RSA public 

key cryptosystem.

12.1,1 O ne-w ay functions

One-way
Function

X -----------E asy— >  f ( x )

X ■*--------- Hard - ------- f ( x )

Figure 12-1 O n e-w a y  function

The basis o f  modern cr>'ptography or Public Key Cryptography is the one-way function  [DH76]. 

Firstly, a one-way function  gets its name form the fact that it goes one way. That is, it is a funct ion, 

which is easy to compute but whose inverse is difficult to compute as depicted in Figure 12-1. An 

example o f  this is the Discrete Logarithm problem [Knuth73], This says that the function

b = g ‘'m o d P  Equation 12-1

is easy to compute but that computing it’s inverse i.e.



log h = a Equation 12-2

is difficult, where g  , is called the generator^® o f the cyclic group Z* (i.e. the set {1,2. ...p -1 }), o f 

prime order p , i.e./? is a prime number and a is random element from this set, denoted Z^.  

This can be seen from a simple example

3̂  mods = 2 .

There is no ‘know n’ function that straightforwardly computes 

log, 2(m od5) and gives 3 . Equation 12-3

This is called the Discrete Logarithm problem. More fonnally, the Discrete Logarithm problem is:

G iv en  G , p , x a n d  ^ ' ' , f i n d  w h ere  G = Z'^ is the  cyclic 

g roup  o f  p rim e  o rd e r p  , g  a g en e ra to r o f  th is  cycHc group 

and  A' [0 ,p  - 1 ] .

Clearly the Discrete Logarithm is easy to compute here in the above example by trial and error. 

However, for large h and g  this problem is assumed difficult (i.e. no reasonable algorithm exists 

which can solve this problem ‘quickly’ or more formally in polynomial time). Polynomial-time, 

means the algorithm runs in time t which is a polynomial function o f the size o f  the input. 

Problems, which take longer {exponential time) than this, are considered too inefficient to be 

practical or more precisely more inefficient than trial and error (i.e. tr>' all possibilities, also called 

brute-force attack) and therefore pointless. A more formal and complete discussion on the 

assumption o f difficulty and what constitutes hard  problems is discussed in [GoldrOO]. The Discrete 

Logarithm problem is often used in cryptography. It is the basis for the Diffie-Hellmann public key 

distribution/agreement protocol, the earliest example o f the power o f  public key cryptography 

[DH76].

12.1.2 Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement

Using a one-way function  (explained above) two parties Alice and Bob can interact over a public 

channel (in the presence o f an eavesdropper Eve) to establish a common key to be used to secure 

their communications. Eve a passive  eavesdropper cannot learn the key which they agree on. Diffie 

calls this public key distribution, i.e. key distribution over a public channel, however the terms key 

agreement [AST98] and key exchange [BM92] are also used to describe it in the literature. The 

term key agi'eement is used here and in the section on group keying (2.4.4) as it is more illustrative.

The term m eans that any elem ent in the group can be generated by exponentiation o f  g by som e elem ent in the group. 
Hence g is the termed the generator o f  the group.



Diffie-Hell man key agreement is done as follows. It employs the Discrete Logarithm problem 

discussed above. Alice computes a public value,

g" mod p , Equation 12-4

likewise Bob’s public value is

mod p  , Equation 12-5

where g , p a r e  publicly known values o f the system g , is the generator o f the cyclic group

(i.e. the set {l ,2 . . . .p - l}), p  is a prime number and a ,  ft are random values chosen from this cyclic

group (i.e .a ,/)e ,; Z* , where g,; implies is a random member of) by Alice and Bob respectively

for this particular key agreement. To compute a shared key they exchange these values over a 

channel, which tolerates eavesdropping (i.e. it’s public). They then compute their common shared 

secret key K  as,

K  -  g"^ mod p  . Equation 12-6

To do this Alice computes

(g* mod p ) “ mod p  -  g"* mod p  . Equation 12-7

Similarly, Bob computes

(g “ mod p f  mod p  = g"* mod p  . Equation 12-8

Hence they shared the same key. Now Eve overhears the values

g" mod p  and g* mod p  as they are communicated over the public channel which she can listen 

to. However, these values give her no indication o f what K  is as she cannot use either o f these to 

compute K  = g"^ mod p  .

This is called the Diffie-Hellman problem or Diffie-Hellman assumption [BD94], Nor can Alice 

use them to g" mod p ,g ^  mod p  to deduce a or h directly and then compute the key, because o f 

the assumption that the Discrete Logarithm problem is a hard  problem, as discussed in the last 

section. Hence Alice and Bob have safely agreed (or computed or exchanged) a secret key K  over 

a public channel i.e. in the presence o f eavesdropper Eve.

DH key agreement presented a very interesting new direction in cryptography. Although one-way 

functions had been used previously in cryptography to store password files securely, it was Diffie 

who saw their potential as a method for key establishment over a public channel. Alice and Bob 

can interact in the presence o f  passive eavesdropper Eve and compute a shared secret key. That is a
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secret key can be computed interactively in public. To set up a private channel a prior 

communication o f  a secret key is not needed. This is clearly a radical departure in the art o f 

cryptography and cr>'ptographic key management. An even more profound contribution o f D iffie’s 

paper [DH76] is the extension o f  this idea to that o f  a public key cryptosystem  and digital signature 

scheme.

12.1.3 Public Key Cryptosystem

Diffie [DH76] proposes the idea o f a public key cryptosystem.

Definition o f a public key cryptosystem: Each participant holds a key-pair. The key-pair consists of 

a public key and a coiresponding private key. The public key is made known to all (e.g. published 

in a phone directoiy). This public key is used to encrypt messages. The corresponding private key 

is used to decrypt messages. There is no easy way to compute the private key from the public key.

The advantage o f  such a scheme is that messages can be encrypted using publicly known data 

rather than requiring a common secret key or even a DH key agreement. Another very important 

by-product is the idea o f digital signature scheme. Alice can sign a message using her private key 

and this message can be verified using the public encryption key. This property is very useful for 

authenticating messages or people and introduces the cryptographic property o f non-repudiation. 

Non-repudiation is where a signature (digital or otherwise) offers proof, to any third party, that the 

signer signed something. Non-repudiation prevents, for example, a signer from denying he issued a 

cheque, because the signature stands as proof that he did.

Diffie [DH76] outlines the idea o f how one-way trapdoor functions  can be used to make both 

public key cryptosystems and digital signature schemes possible. A one-way trapdoor function is a 

one-way function, which becomes 2-way when some secret information, the trapdoor, is known. 

That is, although it is computationally hard to invert an output o f  the function to find it 's  input, if a 

value called a trapdoor is known it becomes easy to compute the inverse. Diffie however doesn’t 

have a practical implementation o f a one-way trapdoor function. The RSA algorithm explained 

below is the first instance o f a one-way trapdoor function  in the literature.

12.1.4 RSA cryptosystem and digital signature scheme

RSA [RSA78] is the first instance o f a public key cryptosystem  (PKC) and a digital signature  

scheme and has become the de facto standard in public key cryptography. The basis o f  RSA is the 

‘trapdoor 1-way function’ it uses. This function is based on very old mathematical properties in 

Number Theory. These properties and theorems are presented here.

Firstly, Ferm at's little theorem states
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a ’’ ' =  l ( m o d / ) ) ,  Equation 12-9

w h e re  is a  p r im e  num ber .

‘E u le r ’s th e o re m ’ is an  ex ten s io n  o f  ‘F e r m a t ’s little th e o re m ’ s ta tes  tha t  fo r  ail an y  in teger a 

w h ich  is re la t ive ly  p r im e  to  N ,

= l(m od A )̂ Equation 12-10

w h e re  (!>{N) ‘E u le r ’s to t ien t  f u n c t io n ’ is de f ined  as the  n u m b e r  o f  p r im e res idues  in the  set [0...jV] .

A  p r im e  res id u e  is a n u m b e r  w h ic h  w h e n  red u c ed  is re la t ive ly  p r im e  to  N  i.e. a n u m b e r  in the  set 

w h ich  is re la t ive ly  p r im e  to  N  . W h e n  N  -  pq  th is  is g iven by the  fo rm ula ,

<j){N) -  {p  -  \){q - 1) Equation 12-11

w h e re  N  = p q , i.e. p , q  are  the  p r im e  c o m p o s i te s  o f  N  .

A co ro lla ry  to  ‘E u le r ’s to t ien t  f u n c t io n ’ in troduced  by  R ives t  [R S A 7 8 ]  is tha t  for  all in tegers  a (i.e. 

no t  necessa r i ly  co p r im e  w ith  N  ) and  all in tegers  s,

=  ( 1 ) '^  =  ^(m od TV). Equation 12-12

U sin g  th is  p roper ty  R ives t  [R S A 7 8 ]  d e v ise s  the fo l lo w in g  ' t r a p d o o r  I -w ay  fu n c t io n ’ w h ich  enab le s  

the  first pub lic  key  c ryp to sys tem . C o m p u te  TV as the  p roduc t  o f  tw o  large pr im es ,  N  — p q . Let e

be a p r im e n u m b e r  f rom  [0.. .vV]. C o m p u te  

c / =  e “'m o d ^ (A ^ )  i.e. de = \mod( j ){N) .

N o w  c o m p u t in g

C — M ‘ m o A N  Equation 12-13

is s tra igh t  fo rw ard  v ia  e x p o n e n tia t io n .  H o w e v e r  c o m p u t in g  the  inverse  i.e. M  from  M '^m odA ^ is 

co n s id e red  to  be a  ‘hard  p r o b le m ’ k n o w n  as the  R S A  a s su m p tio n .  T h e  R S A  as su m p tio n  is the

assu m p t io n  tha t th e re  is no  ea sy  w a y  to  c o m p u te  ‘e-th  ro o ts ’ i.e. ^ M ‘ is a hard  p rob lem . N a m e ly ,  

th is  is a 1-way fu nc t ion  in the  c o m p u ta t io n a l  co m p lex i ty  sense.
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However a trapdoor 

d  = mod^(jV)

allows the holder o f  the trapdoor d  to compute M  from C = A/‘ (mod A' )̂ via simple 

exponentiation, i.e. computing ‘e-th roots’ is easy when the trapdoor is known. To decrypt C one 

computes

C ‘‘ mod N  which gives,

M"‘‘ m o d N . Equation 12-15

Now M"'‘ mod N  -  mod N  since,

ed  = l(mod^(A^).

And due to Rivest’s [RSA78] corollary to Fermat’s little theorem,

=M (m odyV). Equation 12-16

Therefore computing the inverse of the operation M ‘ mod7Vis trivial when the trapdoor d  is 

known. This is the basis o f  RSA encryption and deciyption and indeed public key ciyptography. A 

key pair is generated consisting o f  a public key e, TV and a private key d  . e ,N  are made public and 

d  is kept private. To encrypt a message to Alice, the holder o f  d  , Bob computes C = M '  mod N  . 

To decrypt the message Alice computes C ‘‘ -  m o dN  - M .

Similarly RSA can be used as a digital signature scheme. To compute a signature Alice computes 

S -  m'' mod . As Alice is the only one who knows d  , she is the only one who can compute this 

value. Ever\'one however know's Alice’s public key exponent e . To verify the correctness o f  this

One-way Trapdoor function

X — ----- Easy--------- ► f(x)

f(x)

X <— Easy
Trapdoor

f(x)

Figure 12-2 One-way Trapdoor Function 

exists. Knowing 

Equation 12-14
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signature (i.e. tiiat is indeed A lice’s signature) Bob computes S ' { m o d N )  = M  . For security 

reasons the message itself m is not signed but a hash and/or processed version o f the message 

M - H { m )  is used, to avoid certain attacks on the protocol [BR96].These specifics are often 

omitted for the sake o f simplicity and clarity.


